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ABSTRACT 
This study involved four formative experiments, each of which investigated 
ways in whieh IMM (lntmactive Multimedia) could be used to help children who 
experienced reading difficulties. In each of the four contexts, classroom teachers 
identified a number of students with reading difficulties, selected pedagogical goals 
for them and worked with the reseaKher to plan IMM-based activities that targeted 
the selected goa!s. The implementations were evaluated formatively and 
modifications were made accordingly, with the intention of 'fine-tuning' them to 
facilitate achievement of the pedagogical gc,a[s. 
Facilitative and inhibitive factors were identified during and after each 
formative experiment, as were unplanned outcomes. Finally, attempts were made to 
ascertain the preferabil ity of lhe interventions, in terms of efficiency, effectiveness 
and appeal, as well as with reference to factors that facilitated and inhibited them. 
Two of the formative experiments took place at a private girls' school. Both 
of the participating classroom teachers, a Year 4 teacher and a Year S teacher, 
selected oral reading fluency as a pedagogical goal. A strategy that was termed 
'Interactive Multimedia Assisted Repeated Readings' (IMMARR) using electronic 
storybooks was implemented, in addition to the creation of electronic talking books 
with the multimedia authoring program, liluminu/us Opus (2001), as a context for 
enhancing oral reading fluency. Many facilitative and inhibitive factors were 
identified during the implementations, although both teachers judged that the 
interventions had been effective and appealing. Post-intervention assessments also 
showed some gains in oral reading fluency, as well as unplanned outcomes, especially 
for the Year S group. 
A third fonnative experiment took place at government primary school, which 
was a Technology Focus School (a school that had been allocated extra government 
funding for JCT equipment and professional development). The live participating 
students from this school had multiple difficulties, as is often the case for studenl!I 
with reading difficulties. The teacher decided upon comprehension as a pedagogical 
!ii 
goal, although many sub-goals. such as vocabulary knowledge and word 
identification, were assumed. Because she had very little knowledge of software, this 
teacher decided to allow the participating students to choose their own. This led to 
the students 'flitting' through a range of approximately IS CD-ROMs. Many 
inhibitive and some facilitative factors were identified, as were several unplanned 
outcomes. Results showed that, even though the teacher had minimal experience with 
computers and was required to learn alongside the students in this study, the gains 
made by the students seemed impressive in both cognitive and affective tenns. In 
terms of preferability, 1he teacher decided that the intervention was superior to 
traditional methods in terms of effectiveness and appeal. 
In the fourth formative experiment, again in a government Technology Focus 
School, the teacher nominated comprehension as the pedagogical goal for a group of 
four Year 4/S students. She selected a small range of software that contained short 
teJits of various genres, in which words and sentences were narrated and highlighted 
by the computer on request. Vocabulary and comprehension activities were also 
available after each text. Several facilitative and inhibitive factors were identified and 
the participating students all made gains towards the selected pedagogical goals, as 
well as gains in other areas. 
From the data that were gathemd and analysed during the four formative 
experiments, it was possible to make some statements about the use of IMM-based 
activities in helping children who experience reading difficulties, although the focus 
of this thesis is on the facilitative and inhibitive factors encountered by the educators 
and students and not on the students· achievements per se. 
Although using IMM can be in many ways a complex and ftustrating 
enterprise for teachCf!I, it appears to be possible to achieve some increases in reading 
achievement for these children �latively quickly. Even teachers with little expertise 
in IMM or assisting readers with special needs were able to achieve results in ways 
that motivated the struggling readers. 
Some of the issues that arose during the study were far more fundamental than 
anticipated. That is, issues concerning the identification and conceptualisation of 
students' diflicuhies, the linking of theory with practice and the assessment of 
learning proved to be almost as problematic as issues relating to educational 
technology and, more specifically, IMM, for helping students who experience reading 
difficulties. 
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CIIAPTERONE ,:;: 
INTRODUCTION 
Background to the atudy 
Computers are increasingly common in Australian primary schools (Men:dyth, 
Australian Key Centre for Cultural and Media Policy, & Australia. Dept. of Education 
Training and Youth Affairs, 1999), and the availability of Interactive Multimedia 
(IMM)1 has greatly increased in recent years, both in the fonn of Cl).ROMs and 
World Wide Web (WWW) pagC1 . Educational systems are spending relatively IILfiC= 
amounts of money on this new technology and urging teachers to malce use of it 
(Snyder, 1999). 
The research literature indicates that the use of IMM can be beneficial to 
reading (e.g. Adam & Wild, 1997; Dillon & Gabbard, 1998; Doty, Popplewell, & 
Byers, 2001; Ford, Poe, & Cox, 1995; Glasgow, 1996-7; Meyer & Rose, 1998; Miller, 
Blackstock, & Miller, 1994; Ricci & Beal, 2002; Wepncr, Valmont, & Thurlow, 
2000). A major advantage is that it has the potential to cater for individual needs by 
presenting a range of activities in a varie.':y of media fonnats and by providing 
appropriate feedback. If IMM is able to cater for individual needs, it follows that it 
should be beneficial to students with reading difficulties, and there is some research 
evidence to show that Ibis is indeed the case (e.g. Anderson-Inman & Homey, 1998; 
Lewis, 2000b; McKenna, Reinking, Labbo, & Kieffer, 1999). 
However, much of the research literature is inconclusive, contradictory, 
anecdolal and lacking in theoretical justification for the use of IMM (Ayersman, 1995; 
Blok, Oosdam, Otter, & Overmaat, 2002; National Institute of Child Health and 
Human Development, 2000; National Reading Panel, 2000), and it appears that many 
educators have found it difficult to apply existing research findings in order to assist 
' IMM lbw togffllel' various co�·presen!ed cl<mnu such as sound, video, Im ml graphk:• iD • 
non•lillear rashioa (Cogllition and Tedmology Group at Vl!lderl,il! Leaming Technology Cenlre, 
1993). Interactivity is a key aspect of IMM, and involves tbc =r taking action, such as clicking, 
dragging, or keyblg iD data. The COl!l'llltr fC5)lOlllk iD various ways, ,ui:h as by displayblg tex� 
�es or videos or by playblg IOlllldl {Aldrich, Rogers, & Scaife, l!l9B). 
' 
students with reading difficulties. Furthennore, the value of many research findings is 
questionable because technology and its uses arc ever changing, as are definitions of 
'litenir:y' (Lankahear & Snyder, 2000; Leu, 2002). By the time researchers have 
established the efficacy of a particular technology or utilisation of lc(:hno!ogy, it may 
be obsolete (Leu, 2000). For this reason, 'research might be better spent exploring 
issues of how to 1upport teachers' efforts to unlock the potentials of nciw 
technologies' (Leu, 2000, p. 762). 
It is a matter of great public eoncem that many students reach school leaving 
age without acquiring the literacy skills required to lead a full and productive life 
(Snyder, 1999). This problem is compounded by the fKI that there arc rising dmlmds 
for literacy {Snow, Bums, & Griffin, 1998). Furthermore, although aomc interventions 
have been shown to be successful for some students, and large amounts of resources 
have been put into particular interventions, it seems lo be the case that some students 
do not benefit greatly from the intervention programs currently available (Spiegel, 
t 99S). In Australia, fewer resoun:cs arc dim:tcd towards students in the middle and 
upper primary years who have learning difficulties, and programs and strategies seem 
to be less effeclive lhan in lhe early years of school (Rohl, House, Louden, Milton, & 
Rivalland, 2000). If IMM can play a part in improving this situation it scema that it 
could, where appropriate, be integrated into the cuniculum for studmts with reading 
difficulties. 
Statement or tbe Problem 
Although some research evidence suggests that IMM can be beneficial to 
students with reading difficulties, there is little practical advice available to help 
educators to plan, implement and evaluate IMM-based activities for these students. 
Also, existing research evidence often has limited relevance in that it does not address 
the complexity and dynamism ofthc classroom context, and it is difficult to determine 
its usefulness in specific situations. Furthermore, because of rapid changes in 
literacies and technologies and their uses, research findings can quickly become 
obsolete. 
Thus, teachers often find it difficult to acquire the expertise and confidence 
needed to use this potentially valuable new technology in order to assist students with 
' 
ruding difficulties. Indeed, at present, the ways in which students and tcacbm use 
IMM in the learning/teaching oflitcracy bas been descn1ied as unproductive (Collins, 
Hammond, & Wellington, 1997; Easdown, 199S). Al:conling to Lankshcar and 
Snyder (1997, p. 23) teachers have difficulty integrating nn- teclmologies into lhc 
curriculum in meaningful and effective ways; lhcy tend to tackle this issue 'on the 
run', maka it up lL'I they go along, and grab idea.$ where lhcy can find them. 
Whilst it aeems that al present there can be no prescriptive 'best wa)'l ' to use 
IMM to help students with reading difficulties, it seems lhat CIIJTC'III pl'a(:tices could be 
improved. Many educators would benefit from additional information regarding the 
issues they may need to «mSidcr in planning, implementing and evaluating IMM· 
based activities for 1tudents with reading difficulties. Educators appear to need 
information to help them decide for themselves 'what works' in  lpl:l(:ific situatiol!ll 
and be informed �ut the inhibitive and facilitative factora they may encounter. 
In response to this gap in knowledge, the intention of the present study was to 
investigate what happened when educators adopted a fonnativc approach to planning. 
implementing and evaluating IMM-based activities for individual students with 
reading difficulties. It was also sought to generate some guidelines for other teachers 
who wish to adopt a &imilar approach. 
Purpose or the Stady 
The PllIJ'OSe of the study was to examine lhe ways that four teachers II.Ted and 
a,u/d we IMM to assist students with reading difficulties, and to support them in 
developing ways to improve their practice in this area. The study investigated what 
happened when these teachers adopted a formative approach to planning, 
implementing and evaluating IMM-based activities for individual llludcnts with 
reading difficulties. This is similar to reflective teaching in that it involves reflecting 
on the learning situation, identifying the problem, trying out one or more solutions, 
and engaging in further inquiry (Henderson, 1992, p. 49). The 'formative' approach 
was intended to be more systematic and lhcory-infonncd than the 'trial and error' 
appm<11:h cummlly adopted by many teachers, and was geared towan:ls specific 
pedagogical goals or outcomes. 
• 
Tbc study n,quiml. the tea,;;hen to plan, implement and evaluate IMM-based 
activities for 5ludentl with reading difficulties. with support from the rcscarcha, and 
to modily their practice in responae to on-going formative evaluation. Thus, teachers 
were not mettly 'making it up u they went along', but were endeavouring to engage 
in diagnostie, rcDcctive, fomaalivc activity with the aim of finding out what worked in 
particular situations and with reference to prcdetcnnined learning outcomes or 
pedagogical goals. Tot, study attempted to generate theory about the practices 
educators engaged in when fonnatively planning, implementing and evaluating IMM­
based activities for individual students with reading difficulties, and what factors 
seemed to influence these practices. 
It Wll!I expected that the rcscarclv:r's role would change as the study 
progressed, from being a full participant observer lo being a facilitator/resource 
penon. Sch0n's work (1987) on n,flcctivc practke has shown that teachers' 
professional growth can be facilitated when a teacher works with a 'knowledgeable' 
person who can assist with problems that concern the teacher as they arise. II was 
expmcd that working closely with teachers would provide opportunities for the 
mearclicr to cxplon, the questions they Wed, their concerns, and the inhibitive and 
facilitative fac:lofS that seemed to influence their practice as they became more 
expcricnecd in using IMM to help students with ?Qding difficulties. As will bi:com.e 
evident throughout this thesis, some of these expectations did not come to full 
fruition. 
The ways in whieh the teachers helped students with reading difficulties in the 
traditional2 context was also examined, as it wa:i anticipated that this would provide a 
logieal starting point for planning. implementing and evaluating activities in an IMM 
="'' 
In order to as.sis! educators lo develop new ways or teaching. it seemed 
essential to undeuitand their current perceptions (Bruneau, 1992). Furthermore, it was 
hypothesised that looking at existing instructional methods would help educators 
determine the 'prekrability' or new methods, or the extent to which new methods 
were preferable to known methods for attaining desired pedagogical goals (Reigeluth 
1 •Tfadilioml' -to be bccomina lbe CODVODlioul W<m! to describe teacbmg-leamln& ,onrms that 
ue DO! ICT.bucd(Lcu, 2002), oltbcNgh lbe word 'coaventiODll' it lbo ,:mnmm (c.a. Umworlb, 
2001). la Ibis lbcsis, lhe term 'tnditim;;il' will be IISed. 
' 
& Frick, 1999). There was no deliberate attempt to transplmt existing penpcctivcs 
and instructional methods into the IMM contcllt, as it was thought that sorm, of these 
would tum out lo be inappropriate, if not cowrter-produc:tive, as IMM may in somi, 
ways be capable of transforming pedagogy, not merely slavishly reproducing existing 
m.tnletional methods (Leu, 2000). However, as will be explained in later chapters, 
existing instructional 5lralcgies did indeed tum out to be the basis for many of the 
interventions. 
Partici!'llling schools were chosen on the basis of their commitment to the use 
of technology to facilitate learning. It was hypothesised that this would minimise 
some or the gmeral obstacles often associated wilh using ICT (Jnfonnation and 
Conununications Technology) and IMM to facilitate teaehing/leaming, such as 
inadequate hardware, software and professional development. It was anticipated that 
this would make it easier for educators to focus on issues specific to the 
tcaching/leaming of literacy with reference to students with reading difficu1tics. 
The stgnlfk:ance ortlle Stady 
A IJllljor intention of the study was to uaillt teaehers to develop practices and 
professional knowledge to help them diSC(lver what works in particular situations. 
This was carried out by lhe researcher assisting teachcn to develop a formali.vc 
approach to planning, implementing and evaluating IMM-based activities for students 
who e11.perienccd reading difficulties. The study explored the diffic11lties teachm 
enco11I1tcrcd when doing this. The aims oftbe study wm: to: 
• identify and bllild on succeHCS and facilitative facton that teai:hm 
experienced when using IMM to help midents who experienced reading 
difficulties; 
• identify problems (inhibitive facton) that teachen experienced when using 
IMM to help students with reading difficulties, and ditcover solutions to these 
problemlil; 
• help teachen develop criteria for evaluating IMM-baled activities and 
their efficacy and 'prefeJability' in fulfilling apecific pcdqogica1 goal,; 
• 
• be carried®! willrln lhe context of the classrootn (much previous resean::h 
has been carried OUt In laboratory contexts}; 
• use wmmm:ially available software and bely available Web pages 
(much pravious research is based on software dc1dgnod espC(:ially for the 
� projC(:t, which is not geucmlly available); 
• focus on �ddle-and upper primary school students, who may not have 
benefited greatly from other approaches to reading. 
The outcomes or this research include some general insights and perspectives 
that educators may willb to consider when planning, implementing and evaluating 
IMM-bued activities for studenlll wilh reading difficulties. The study also involved 
the invcstigatio!l of issues thC participating educators considered when using a 
diagnostic and fonnative approach to using IMM-based activities for students with 
reading difficulties; the results may help infonn professional development for 
teachers. in lhat a range of obataclcs encountered and possible ways of overcoming 
them was expJoml. 
Orpniutlon or the Tllesl1 
The following two chapters arc devoted to reviewing the literature. Chapter, 
Two focuses on literacy and literacy teaching, with spetial emphasis on reading 
difficulties, and Chapter Three involves the ed11C11tional benefits of IMM and 
professional development, particularly in the area of using JCT in the classroom. 
Chapter Three al.so reviews literature on the formative experiment methodology. 
Chapter Four describes lhe methodology of this study. 
Chaplmi Five, Six, Seven and Eight describe and discuss the formative 
experiments that took place in four different classrooms. As these were essentially 
exploratory and as much of the data collection was qualitative, these chapters are 
written in a descriptive style (in lhe � person) and illustrated by pictures and 
eJ1cerpls ftom participants' journals and from interviews. 
Chapter Nine VI devoted to discussion of the results and their implications, and 
Chapter Ten outlines conclusions and recommendations. 
' 
Al the back of this lhcsis then, is a glossaiy to which the reader will be 
refcncd throughout the text. This is intended to assist readers who do not have a 
strong background in the JCT B.flla and consists mainly of technical terms. 
An appendix can also be found.at the end of the thesis. This accommodates 
documents and fonns that arc too long and cumbersome to be incorporated into the 
main body of the thesis. In addition, the appendix includes details of the pilot study in 
the fonn of an article that was pUblished in The Australian Journal of Leaming 
Disabilities (Oakley, 2002a). 
Finally, a Cl)..ROM is included to enable readers to access this thesis 
electronically, i£ desired. Samples of the electronic storybooks and PowerPoint 
presentatioflll created by the !'ffldents are included on the CD-ROM. 
Research Quatlons 
I, Dow did the p1rtklp1t1111 teachen typically h;lp 1tade11ts who nperlenttd 
reading dlflkaltla,: and what role did Interactive MuHlmedla (IMM) play ID 
11111'1 
2, How could the partldlJatiag leathers UH a 'formative approach' to pin, 
Implement, evaluate and modify IMM-biued actlvftin a1ul program1 to help 
ttadenb wlto nperlence readlag dlllkultles .eltleve partlcal•r pe<l•goglcal 
goab? 
Sub-questions to guide lhe main question: 
a) What inhibitive and facilitative factors might educators enco1mter when 
plarwing, implementing. and evaluating IMM-based iMovations to help 
students with reading difficulties attain specified pedagogical goalsl? 
b) How can educators establish 'pn:ferability• of IMM-based activities over 
'traditional' activities? 
c) What 'unplanned outcomes' might result Jiom using IMM-hlllled activities to 
assist students who experi� reading difficulties? 
!,, 
• 
CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE I 
Literacy Learning and Reading Difficulties 
What Is Llleracy'l 
Literacy is becoming increasingly difficult to define, and what constitutes 
literacy in the context of electronic texts is highly debatable (Bolter, 1998). There 
have been calls for a redefinition of literacy or 'literacies' (Flood & Lapp, 1998) to 
take into account electronic text and hypennedia. According to Leu (2000), litcracy is 
becoming increasingly 'deictic': its meaning is redefined constantly by new 
technologies and the ways in which these new technologies are used for 
communicating infonnation. The Commonwealth government has defined literacy in 
the Australian context as: 
[TJhe ability to read and wie written infonnation, to write 
appropriately, in a wide range of contexts, for many different purposes, 
and to communicate wiUt a variety of audiences. Literacy is integrally 
related to learning in all areas of the cwriculum, and enables all 
individuals to develop knowledge and underslanding. Reading and 
writing, when integrated with speaking, listening, viewing and critical 
thinking, constitute valued aspects of literacy in modmi life. 
(DEETYA, 1998, p. 7) 
It must be noted that the relative importance of each component may vary 
from one situation to another. In the context of IMM, the components of literacy arc 
often closely interwoven, with indistinct boundaries. 
Acconling to Kucer (2001, p. 4), becoming literate means: 
· [LJcaming to effectively, efficiently, and simultaneously control the 
linguistic, cognitive, sociocultural, and developmental dimensions of 
written language in a transactive fashion. 
In this definition, a literacy event is complex and occurs within a social 
context. Fu.rthennore, people are always in the process of 'becoming' literate, or 
• 
adapting to new literacy demands. Jn a climate where the nature of lilcmlcy is 
changing rapidly, this conceptualisation of literacy (see figure 2,1.) is useful, 
although l t  does not specifically 'mention the visual or oral fucets ofliteniey . 
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Figure l,1, Dlmealion1 of Ulency (Ku«r, 2001, p. 5). 
A\:COrding to Kuccr's corn:eptualisation, at the centre of each literacy act or 
event is the cognitive dimension, which entails a variety of cognitive and mental 
proteSSeS and strategies. S111TI1unding the cognitive dimension is the linguistic, which 
involves various language systems. As well as being individual cognitive and 
linguistic meaning making acls, literacy acts are also social . . Thus, the meanings 
constructed by individual readers will always be influenced by their social contexls 
and social identities. Lastly, literacy is developmental, and rontinues to evolve in 
order to meet the challenges o f  changing literacy contexts. Each literacy event 
depends upon the extent to which the reader has control over the various literacy 
dimensiorui. Thus, in any particular literacy context, a reader may have difficulties 
because of the particular combination of cognitive, linguistic, sociocultural, and 
dr,veJopmental factors. Kucer's conception of literacy is in accordance with Snyder's 
(1997) view that new theories of electronic literacy must take into account the 
linguistic, the psychological and the socioculturaJ, although Snyder does not 
emphasise the developmental dimension. 
'" 
Literacy events involve making meaning (or encoding meaning) from a 
multiplicity of difl'crml text fonns. Because of an im:rcue in the use of ICT and 
electronic texts, the range of text fonns is expanding, and the above definitions of 
literacy may ncied to be extended to 11CCOmmodatc this. Kellner explains: 
Literacy •.. involves the abilities to engage effectively in socially 
conslructed fonns of communication and representation ... Multiple 
literacles involve reading across varied and hybrid semiotic fields and 
being able to critically and hermeneutically proce&'l print, graphics, 
moving images, and sounds. (Kellner, 2002, p. 163) 
A brolldened conccptualisa!ion of literacy is accommodated by the notion of 
'multilileracies' that was first introduced in the mid-nineties by the New London 
Group. This group was concerned that e:idsting definitions of literacy did not 
incoiporate the literacies associated with the diverse cultural backgrounds that result 
from increased globalisation and communication amongst diverse cultural groups, or 
with literacies associated with the increased use of JCT, such as visual, multimedia, 
audio and gestural literacies. They lhus coined the tmn 'multilileracies' in order to 
encompass diverse and dynamic literacies (The New London GrollJI, 2000). Lemke 
(1998) has pointed out lhat multimedia literacy is a special case in that meaning 
malting in anch environments may be multiplicative ralher lhaq addiliv,:, tlw is the 
sum may Cljuai more lhan its parts. Different elements of multimedia text separately 
and in concert build lhreedifferent 'dimensions' ofmeanlog (Unsworth, 2001, p. 10), 
namely: the 'ideational', relating to participants, actions and circumstances in text; the 
'interpersonal', concerning power relations between participants within telt and 
between readeni and the tell, as well as affective factors; and the 'teltual', dimcruion, 
pertaining lo multimedia elements (e.g. print, images, audio) and the way in which 
each of these is used to convey information/messages. 
Tyner (1998) argues that the conception of multiple literacies has led lo the 
'splintering' of the conception of literacy and that the different 'literacies' (e.g. visual 
literacy, crilical literacy, multimedia literacy) need to be somehow reunited. She 
suggests lhat it isntt.eSSal)' to study the areas where: 
[T)he rationale, skill sets, and purposes of various literacies converge 
and overlap for clues lo the conunon features, competencies and 
pedagogies oflilem:y at this point in time. Only then can a new vision 
ofliteracy in its myriad fonns begin to take shape. (Tyner, 1998, p. 60) 
" 
Tyner suggests that the tmn 'rmltiliteracies' can be betlel' conceptualised as 
elements drawn together Wider the broad umbrella of literacy, and hypothesises that 
multiple literacies will eventually metge into a coherent conception of literacy. With 
this in mind, it seems that an 'accretion' view ofliteracy might be useful (sec Figure 
2.2). 'New' literacies collide with (and may connicl with), and then intersect with, 
core or 'traditional' literacy until they are eventually subsumed, thus expanding the 
boundaries ofliteracy itself. It remains to be seen the extent to which 'old' literacies 
will disappear from the definition of'literacy'. 
This accretion view accommodates the most succinct and appropriate 
definition for the purposes of this study: 
Literacy is the flexible and sustainable mastery of a repertoire of 
practices with the texts of lraditional and new eommwtications 
tecluaologies via spoken language, print, and multimedia, (Literacy 
Review for Queensland State Schools, 2000, p. 9) 
This definition assumes that (I) literate people have control over � 
modification and adjustment of their literacy perfom1aru:e in order to meet different 
contextual demands (fle,dbility), (2) they maintain and develop their literacy over 
time (sustainable), (3) they achieve in literacy at a high level (mastery) and (4) Ibey 
have and know how to use a range or options for performing complex lilency 
practices (repertoire). Thus, it is compatible wilh all or the definitions described 
above. II also implies that lhere should be a distinction between the definition of 
'literacy' (as a shared idea or what types or practices should fall  wider the broad 
umbrella of literacy) and 'being litetate' (an individual's personal 'literacy', which 
will be composed or a mix of literacy practices). This is a useful dislinction, as it is 
impossible for any one person to be literate in the whole range of possible lilency 
practices. 
Emcrsln1 'new' 11-lcs or 
11-iadllt-(ycl?)be 
111bsum<d Ullolhc damlnw 
dclinllioo otlllfflcy, 
FJpre 2.2. Accretloa l'kw of literacy 
2 
3 
KEY 
_'Traditional' Jilfflcy 
..... Criliw lilmcy 
- Visual litcnlcy 
,,, H)llffll!edia li&mcy 
" 
Following Gee's (1992) distinction �n Discourse (a range of 
SO<:iocullurally meaningful practices) 1111d discourse (language in use), it might be 
usel'ul to n:fer to 'Litera,;:y' and 'literacy', 'Literacy' being the general definition, 
whkb includes numerous possible fiteracy practices, and 'literacy' being an 
Individual's as Is or tu neetkd literacy, or a particular literacy. Both Literacy and 
literacy can be seen as being in a state of constant flWI, as demonstrated by the 
acmtion model shown in Figure 2.2. 
" 
Wllal ls Readill1? 
Reading, as an important component of literacy, ill also difficult to define, 
mainly because of its changing relationship to the other 11.5pCCls of literacy, which is 
largely a consequence of new technologies. Reading can be defined as: 
[A] process of 1n1mtating signs and symbols into meanings and 
incorporating the new information into cognitive and affective 
sttuctures. (Robeck & Wallace, 1990, p. 27) 
Thus, whereas literacy refers to both receptive and expressive practices, 
namely reading, writing, speaking, listening and viewing, in this definition reading is 
focuased on receptive aspects of literacy, This definition is capable of describing 
reading in an IMM cont,xt as it refers to a range of 'signs and symbols', and not only 
to printed text 
The Australian Language Policy (DEET,1991) states that fleJEibility and 
dynamii;m are important aspects of reading, as are critical thinking and social and 
practical contexts, This relates well to Luke and Freebody's (1997) sociocultural 
model of reading lhat is accepted by several Australian state departments or education 
in their cuniculwn documents and by the Australian Literacy Educators Association 
(ALEA) and the MTE (AU5tralian AssociJtion ofTeadim of English) in !heir web­
based literacy leachi.ng resource, M y  Read http:llwww.myread.org/whl\,htm. 
{Commonwealth of Australia, 2002). This model proposes that there are four inter­
related and necessary sets of practices involved in reading. These are explained in 
Figure2.3. 
Codebraklag 'Cracking the code' of grapJio.phonic 
rclationshi di:s1:overil:r -'ot c:onvcntions 
Putk:lpatlag .. -.... Coropn:hcnsion, meaning making, using prior 
mtanla•oflnt knowledm:: 
'Ullog' lelt Understanding the: funclions and purposes of 
different lexts, disl:overing whal 'counts· as 
rcadin� Ihm"�,. soo.:ial interaction 
'Allll)'llq' IHt critically Being critically literate 
F:lp.re Z.3, Thefo11r practlca oftlle reader (Luke & Freebody, 1997) 
" 
These four practices muat all be carried otrt in concert to read text effectively; 
they must not be seen as separable or hierarchical. In view of the model'a wide 
ac<:eptance in Austmlian curriculwn documents, many teachers' views of literacy 
have been influenced by this model, which in tum has influenced their practice. 
Although there is a degree o f  overlap between reading in IMM contexts and 
reading in traditional contexts (Kami! & Lane, 1998; Tyner, 1998), such u word 
identification (code-breaking) and most comprehension strategies (participating in 
text), several new skills and resoun:es will undoubtedly be needed in order to read 
IMM texts (Dee-Lucas, 1996; Kami! & Lane, 1998). For example, the non-linearity or 
multi-linearity of some IMM texts may require new strategies for meaning making 
(Bolter, 1998), That is, different integrative skills may be needed. Students also need 
to learn how to make meaning from the non-written elements of IMM, such as 
graphics, video and sound (Collins et al., 1997), and how this relates to the meaning 
made from the prinL In addition, as Lemke (1998) has suggested, there may be a 
multiplicative effect at play in multimedia contellts, where the sum amounts to far 
more than the individual media parts. 
Wbo Hu Reading D1fllc:ultle1? 
There is no consensll!I on the definitions o f  'reading disabilities' o r  or 'reading 
difficulties' (Chan & Dally, 2000; Williams, 1998), as these tenna eru::ompass many 
types of difficulties, which seem to have several different and complex origins. The 
definition of 'reading difficulties' adopted here will include all students who have 
difficulties in reading, for whatcverreason(s). This concura wilh Snow et al.'s (1998, 
p. 91) view, which states that reading skill should be distributed in a statistieally 
normal way along a continuoll!I dimension. 'From this perspective, reading difficulties 
fonn the lower tail of a bell-shaped distribution that shades gradually into nonnal and 
superior ranges of reading abilities.' 
It is appropriate lo use this conceptualisation of reading difficulties as it is in 
accordance wilh the way reading difficulties are defined in Australia, where students /1,...r 
who are ,exp..,ieru::ing difficulties in learning lo read are not U!lually labelled as having 
reading 'disabilities', as is often lhe case internationally (Louden et al., 2000). Whilst 
in some other countries such as the USA ii is advantageous to have students identified 
" 
u learning disabled becllUSe this qualifies them for additional funding, identification 
is not tied to funding in the Australian context (Elkins, 2002). 
Snow et al. (1998, p. 42) state that re&dit!g difficulties 'impede ... the use of 
the products and principles of the writing system to get at the meaning of written 
text.' Thus, a reduced ability to make meaning is a key characteristic of reading 
difficulties. Although this definition implies that difficulties in wing the writing 
system to understand text are the basis of reading difficulties. it must be remembered 
that difficulties in understanding and using other symbol systems may also play a part 
in reading difficulties in the context of IMM. 
Reading difficulties have been attributed to such facto111 (and combinatioll.'I of 
factors) as visual and auditory perception and analysis and language factors (Rosner, 
1993), sociocultural factors, general cognitive and memory factors, metacognitive and 
motivational factors, and behavioural adjuslment factors (see Chan & Dally, 2000; 
Snow et al., 1998). Students with reading difficulties may also have other problems, 
sucli as poor fme motor control (Sands & Buchholz, 1997). Kucer'a (2001) 
conceptualisation of literacy, which states that each literacy event engages cognitive, 
linguistic, sociocultural and developmental facton;, allows for all of the above 
explanations of reading difficulties, 
Many researchers have claimed that there are two broad categories of reading 
difficulties, and some even claim that there are three. Stanovich (1999) explains that 
many thcorisls and pnictitionCl'll conceive of two broad tyPes of reading difficulties, 
namely 'garden-variety' and 'specific' reading difficulties. Acconiing to this view, 
garden-variety poor readera are deemed to be slow leamCI11 In general, have learning 
difficulties in areas other than literacy and often score at  low levels on intelligence 
tesl5. Studenlll of at least average intelligence who do not necessarily have difficulties 
in other learning areas are aaid to experience specific reading difficulties and 
demonstrate a 'discrepancy' between levels of intelligence and reading. This group is 
also sometimes referred lo 'dyslexic' or 'reading disabled', although the tenns are not 
used consistenlly, either in the liten,.ture or in practice. 
According to Slanovich, this inconsistency has led to confusion and 
unnecessary replication of effort i n  tenns of planning for students with difficulties, u 
he claims that reading intervention should meet the requkemcnts ofboth types of poor 
" 
reader. Indeed, this inconsistency of definition also makes it difficult lo compare 
research findings (Rivalland, 2000), as there is no certainty that lilce gro11p11 of 
children arc bcling compared. 
Stanovich (1999) and others (Siegel, 1989, 2003; Snow et al., 1998} have 
argued that the distinction between 'garden-variety' and specific reading difficulties is 
not helpful because evidence exisls to suggest that reading difficulties arc domain­
specific and have little to do with intelligence per se. Stanovich also argues that the 
practice of students wilh specific reading difficulties in the USA being given 
additional/qualitatively different types of help from the garden variety poor readers 
(through additional funding to schools) maybe ethically questionable in that it further 
benefits an already privileged group of people. In the USA it has been shown that a 
disproportionate nwnber of students from upper socio-economic groups arc diagnosed 
as dyslexic, or suffering from specific reading difficulties/reading disabilities, so it is 
not elhically appropriate to concentrate scarce resources on an already privileged 
group (Stanovich, 1999). A further reason that the distinction between the two tyPCS 
or reading difficulties may be or limited wolth is because it appears that there is no 
persuasive evidence to suqest that they require different l)1)eS or remediation or 
assistance (Elkins, 2002; Stanovich, 1999), even in a computer-assisted context 
(Jimenez et al., 2003). That is, both so-called types appear to respond to the same 
kinds or intervention. 
Perhaps one or the most compelling arguments against the discrepancy 
approach to the identification or reading difficulties is the £act that, according to thi.!I 
definition, a child with a standard score or 110 in reading could be labelled as 
'learning disabled', if her IQ is 130 or more. It seems absurd to label a student whose 
perfonnance is above average as 'learning disabled' (Spiegel, 2003). 
Although there are various theories regarolng the causes or antecedents or 
reading difficulties, some or which are outlined above, the literature increasingly 
indicates that most students wilh reading difficulties seem to suffer from prob!Clllll in 
the language domain. This may, in £act, account for as much as 70% of the variance 
between good and poor readers (Chan & Dally, 2000). The types of language 
difficulties a550Ciated with reading difficulties include difficulty with phonological 
processing, word recognition, metalinguistic competence and text processing, as well 
as spelling and writing (Chan & Dally, 2000). However, according to Kucer's (2001) 
" 
conception of literacy, the Janguage/linguilllic dimension of literacy cannot 
meaningfully be completely sepvated from the socio-cultural, the developmental and 
the cognitive. II follows, Ihm, that students' reading difficulties need to be viewed in 
tarns of complex interactive dcvclopmenlal, socill(:ultural, linguistic:: and cognitive 
"''°� 
Indeed, it has been suggested by Klenk and Kibby (2000) that focussing on 
supposed eaUSC& of reading difficulties ia or no value and is a practice that stems from 
the fact that historically, Iha 'learning disabilitics' field was dominated by those 
paychologists who filvouml a 'medical' diagnolllic model, based on deductive 
lhinlcing. Nevertheless, Klenk and Kibby (2000) argue that in reading diagnosis, 
5tatemenla about causations arc rare, that thinking in reading diagnosis in cssentialiy 
inductive as opposed to deductive and Iha! reading diagnosis looks at strengths as well 
as 'problems'. 
It is noted that teachers often have difficulty judging the ability of readen in 
their classrooms (Madelaine & Wheldall, 2003), often being less accurate with 
rcfCfflK:c to low ability students than they are for higher ability students. Jn 
Madelaine and Whddsll'a study, 10% or low-ability students. as identified by a 
standardised teat, the Wbeldall Aslc:umall of RcadinJ PUIIICl(Wbeldall, 1996). 
wm not identified u lltk:h by their clauroom 1clchm, and 18% oftelehm identified 
atude:nts who were not very diffcmu from the Jowett oC the readcn judged to be 
average, as low-progra1. Monl than a quarter of teachm could not identify low­
progreu liom avenge readers in their cl1111e1. 
As bu been dcmomtratcd in this scic:tion, the definition and identifieation of 
reading difficulties is not a 11:raightforwml. and lllleOlllcstcd domain. Accordingly, i t  
will be seen in the following seetion that helping students who experience 5llCh 
difficulties is a complex endeavour. 
Htlphi1 Sllldnib WlloEqiulnte RndlaJ � 
Because there is no consensus on wlw reading difficulties ait: and why Ibey 
arise, then= are numeniUII diflcrart intervention pnignmu available. Jn Australia. a 
range of m� is currendy Ulcd to help studenll with literacy lcamins: diJlicul.tits. 
Hi=. as in the US and the UK, there is at presait an cmphasia on the prevention of 
difficulties. 
" 
Louden (2000) identifil:ld I sample of aciioola u successful in providing for 
studtnb with learning diflieulties. Litm,;:y WU explicitly fall¥ht to students in the 
early years through tcadler-dcveloped programs as well u progrllllll aueh as Fint 
Stqu (Education Department of Western Australia, 19971). Thia is a program 
developed in Australia that assists teachers to assess the: developmental levels of 
students in a wide range of literacy competencies, and suggests scratcgies that teachers 
can use to help studcnta achieve the next level of competence in a given area. 
There is also aome emphuis on early intervention in Australia, wherdiy 
students in the early ycara who arc experiencing reading difficulties receive special 
support. lUCh as phonological awareness training, which helps students identify units 
of ac'imds such as phonemes in rq,oken language, Reading Recowry (Clay, 1993). 
which involves one-to-one tuition on a daily basis for up to 20 weeks (Chan & Dally, 
2000), is also used in many schools. 
In Australia, support for students in the middle and upper primacy years Is 
often inadequate, with specialised support not always available for students in this age 
range who experience reading difficulties (Louden et al., 2000) as much of the 
available fbndillg is direcied towards students in the early yeam. Furthermore, support 
that h available to older students often fragments reading into wmpartmcntaliscd 
'skills', which may detraet from the notion that reading should be meaningful, 
purposeful and enjoyable (DEETY A, 1998). Fragmenting reading into 
eompartmcntalised skills may exacerbate lhe poor attitudes towards reading lhat 
students who experience literacy difficulties typieally have. 
In addition to the issues discllSSed above, the conceptualisation and response 
lo readers wilh difficulties who may be termed 'struggling readers' may need. to 
change in the m. ofcJectronic literacy (McKcnna et al., 1999). This is because people 
who are deemed to be stmsgling in traditional contexts may no longer struggle in 
elccironic contexts because o£the auppott such eontcxts ean provide. Further, there is 
some debate about whether teachm should use technology lo circumvent and/or 
ren,ediote a Btudcnt's difficulties. At present it seems that the emphasis is on 
mncdiation (Klenk & Kibby, 2000; Latham, 1997). Clrcwnvention of reading 
difficulties often involves the use of assistive tcdmology such as text-to-speeclt, 
which can enable students to access content ma tcxl.!i, for example. when otherwise 
they would find this difficult if not Impossible. All the name suggests, remcd.iation of 
" 
reading difficulties using JCT involves the use of toftware to help students learn or 
practise literacy skills and behavioun. An txlU?IJ)le or this would be lbo uae of 
spelling software such as Supenpell - A Day at tht &ocJ, (2001) to help ltUdeDla 
improve their spelling and word identification lkillL 
According to Manzo and Mam.o (1993). there are several genml 'principles 
of remcdiation' that teachers need to observe if they an:: to auccesdidly auiat ltUdenll 
who experienec literacy difficulties. According to this list of principles., it is crucial to: 
• Adopt a diagnostic teaching paradigm. That i1, tcacbm should regularly 
collect infomiation about students' learning processes, what difficulties they 
seem to have, and Ihm reflect upon what provisions might be made in order to 
overcome these. 
• Gain students' attention and theircommitmmt to learn. In order to do this, 
it is necessary for teachers to gain knowledge about the 5tudmts' interests and 
pmonalities. 
• Ensure that students remain engaged4 during instruction, 111 time a:pent 
engaged in learning tub is one or the bat pmiicton of acliievem.cnt in ....... 
• Quicken the pace and amount of material cov� as this increases the rate 
of student learning. A related principle involves the provision of fil:quent, 
spaced practice, also known as 'distributed' practiee. According to this notion, 
students derive more benefit from many shorter learning sessions than they do 
from less m(luent sessions or longer duntion. 
• Build &elf-efficacy, as this can build self-roncepl. In otbef words, 
evidence or progess that is discemablc by the student can often lead to 
feelings ohucccss and 11elr-wonh. Sucb reclings can be motivational and lead 
to furthei' success. 
For the purposes or the present study, the classroom teachers carried out 
identification of  students with reading difficulties. The students identified were 
deemed hy their teachcn to be reading lignificantly below expected levels, as 
measured hy the tcachm' usual classroom asscasmenl techniques, which included 
' 'Eapaed �' C111 be defined u '!be joilll fimctlonina ofmetivalion, CODCqllllll blo.,..ledge, 
llrl.!Opn and IOCiaJ. imlxliDnt duriq likrxy activitin,' (llak"1, Imber, & Outbric, 2000, p. 2), 
" 
methods such u observation, naming m:ords, and teacher made tests. This approach 
wu deemed to be appropriltc as ii wu congruent with the ways in whidl AU5lralian 
students� generally identified u having learning difficulties, and has been used by 
otkr Australian �hen (Louden, 2000). It was particularly appropriate in this 
con�t as the study was oorn:emed with how teachers may use: IMM to help 
individual students in their class to improve literacy skills. In Alllltralia, ii is classroom 
teachers who most often decide which students are haVllli difficultiClll in a specific 
area, and it is classroom teachers who have the responsibility, either alone or with the 
help of othm, ofhelping these students. 
In the present study, participating teachers also identified 'pedagogical goals'. 
They identified oral reading fluency and/or reading comprehension as areas of need 
for the students with reading difficulties. It is thus appropriate to review the literatllfe 
relating to these aspects of reading. 
Readln1 Flueaey 
Whilst there ia no real consensus on the definition of reading fluency (Kuhn & 
Stahl, 2000), it seems that a common view may be emerging in the literature, iC not in 
claasrooms. That is, reading fluency involves rate, accuracy, expression. smoothness 
and comprehension. 
Traditionally, reading fluency has been seen simply as the ability to read aloud 
smoothly with expression, and it is often seen 1111 being synonymous with automatic 
word identification, the emphasis being on rate and SCC11I11Cy (Hasbrouck, Ilinot, & 
Rogers, 1999). 
In more n:cent years it has been asserted that reading fluency is closely related 
lo comprehension, although the direction of causality is unclear (Clark, 1995; Harris 
& Hodges, 1995; Samuels, 2002). According to Laberge and Samuels (1974), 
aulomaticity of word rcc:ognition is a prerequisite for comprehension, as readers do 
not have wilimitcd cognitive resoun:es to devote to the reading task. Without 
1111lomaticity of word recognition, an excessive proportion of available cognitive 
resoun;:es are used up in lower level processing, leaving inadequate cognitive 
reso-for lhe higher-level cognitive processes neccasary for comprehension. Here, 
1111tomaticity is seen as necessary but not sufficient for comprehension lo occur. On 
" 
the other hand, it is known that comprehension (derived through semantic and 
syntactic, as well as grapho-phonic cues) can also facililate word recognition and thus 
fluency (National Reading Panel, 2000). 
Definitions are complicated by that fact that that they sometimes focus on oral 
reading, whilst others may also be concerned with silent reading that is smooth, 
effortless and successful in making meaning. 
The various definitions disciwed in this section are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, but can be seen as components of a more comple,: and interactive 
definition of reading fluency. An attempt to synthesise these definitions is represented 
in Figure 2.4. 
Fluent Oral Reading 
(With E1preulon) 
� 
Acces1 to 
T Modeb or E1pre11ive 
Reading Flue11ey V Reiiding {SILENT) 
,. 
� 
/ 
//;/ 1l ··,,-.... •• 
Comprrbemion � 
Autom1ticlty of Use ol Syntactic Cues 
(Making Meaning) Word Reeognltion (to facilitate 'chllllking' 
(Rllte & accuracy) o f  words into larger units) 
I KEY I Compr<bonsion, aulomalloily of word n:cognil ou and wi........,..ins ')TIUl<lio mu<twes (whlth uii RCldJn.il fluency may f111;illtatc 
lnlCl&Cllv<) seen, lo bo p,e-Rquisi!CS of readin1 '""""' .. compn,henslon, word ·-· m:ognWon and tlleabiLilylo 
undmland S)'ll!Ktlo <W<Wtes. 
Figure l.4. Schtmatic repraentation o f  rqdhig fluency and Ill relltiouhip 
wllb CODlprebendon 
For the purposes or the present study, it was initially decided that fluency 
should be r01;ussed on rate and accuracy and, to a lesser extent, prosody, or the 
'ability lo read orally with speed, accuracy and proper expression' {Samuels, 2002, p. 
167). This relatively narrow definition orfluency was selected because it was the one 
used by researchers who have recommended the use or IMM in the form or electronic 
sto'ryhooh tu improve reading fluency (for W(ample, Fon! et al., l 99S). It is also lhe 
definition underlying many or the lraditional techniques £or improving reading 
fluency, such as repeated readings {Samuels, 1979)5 and paired reading (Topping, 
1987). Also, the USA's National Reading Panel (2000, p. J.I), when it reported on 
fluency, seemed to agree with this restricted definition: 
Fluent readers can read well with speed, accuracy, and proper 
expression. Fluency depends upon well developed word recognition 
skills, but such skills do not inevitably lead lo fluency. 
According to this definition, automatieity or word recognition, the use of 
syntactic cues such as punctuation and a degree of comprehension are necessary for 
silent reading fluency, although the weightings of these elements will vary according 
to the child and the context. A degree of reading fluency (whether oral or silent) may 
in turn facilitate comprehension, automaticity of word recognition and the ability to 
use syntactic cues. In order for oral reading fluency lo occur (and possibly also to 
facilitate silent fluent reading) access to models of expressive reading is also 
necessary. 
The representation shown in Figure 2.4. includes the elemenls or reading 
fluency, as outlined by Samuels (2002). According lo this view, reading fluency is 
facilitated by automaticity of wotd recognition, a degree of comprehension, and the 
effective use of syntactic cues. It is also improvi,d by access to models of fluent 
reading. The representation shows that fluency and it& elements have a reciprocal 
�ationship, and that each of the elements of fluency, such as word identification and 
comprehension, can be improved by fluent reading. In this representation, an 
assumption is made that fluency in silent reading is necessary in order for fluency in 
oral reading to occur. 
'Samuels (2002, p, 168) 1w DOW utended this definition !O iaoll>dc bolb ri:co&llilloiHlccodiD& 
processes and !he coqnheMioa proces, 
Some CoavotloHVfndldouJ Tecka]qua for Tuckla1 Readla1 Flaney 
Some of the established techniquc:s used to teach mading fluency will now be 
diseussed, as well as some possible roles for ™M· The tcclmiqucs described below 
are to some extent based on diverging views of fluency and the consequent divergins 
views on how it can be improved. 
ModtW.1 arnucat readl•I 
Students need to know what fluent reading sounds like in order to be able to 
read fluently (Clark, 1995). Many 111udents unfortunat�ly may not have regular access 
to mod�ls or fluent oral reading and, indeed, may often hear dysflucnt models, for 
example whc:n listening to peen; read in such activities as round-robin (when groups 
of children take turns to read sections aloud from a book whilst the others read along 
silently) and paired reading (when paira of children take turns lo read sections of a 
book whilst the other reads along silently). CO..ROM electronic lllorybooks may 
provide models ofte!lts being read fluenlly. Both genders mid a range of age groups 
can be used as nmators -not only the (often female) teacher. For boys with reading 
difficulties. the availability of male role models may be particularly important 
(Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1996). Furthermore, students can access electronic 
storybook models often and independently, without rcquirin@'. the time ofa teacher or 
other proficient reader. However, it must be acknowledged that what counts as oral 
reading fluency may vary, as people from diverse linguistic and cultural groups may 
have diflilrcnt paltcmll of intonation, as well asdilTcrmt ways of using pitch, volume 
and pace. 
The provision of models of fluent reading is unlikely to improve reading 
fluency for students with difficulties unless several other conditions are met. In order 
to read with increased rate, accuracy and prosody, studenls may need the opportunity 
to discuss the features or fluent reading, and have their attention drawn to volume, 
pitch, phrasing, rate and emphasis (Rasinski & Padak, 1996). A degree of proficiency 
in word identification and comprehension seems to be also necessary {Samuels, 
2002}. 
Ta�lal wH'•lllOaltoria& 
It has been claimed that &tudcnts nffll to be able to monitor their own oral 
reading in order to achieve fluency - in the sense that they can read aloud with 
appropriate expression (Clark. 199S). To do this, they must become aware: that they 
need to 5torc 'model voices' in their heads, and be able to COntpale these with their 
own perfonnanee. Explicit leaching and feedback arc often required in order for 
students to achieve this type of metac:ognitive awareness. Once they have rruch 
awareness, they should be able to listen to models in a more reflective way and to 
consciously think about how they might change their own oral ruding performances 
(Clark. 1995). The UlC of tape recordera during practice and performances can help 
students compare their own performances to their inlemalised model performances. 
As yet, most electronic storybooks do not provide recording and playback facilities. 
Exceptions to this include Scholasric's Wiggleworb (n.d.). However, tape recorders 
could be used in conjunction with electronic storybooks in order to ovcn;ome this 
limitation, 
Reputed readlap 
One of the major means of teaching reading fluency has been 'repeated 
reading', which is also known as 'repeated readings'. Repeated reading can be 
defined as follows: 
Repealed reading is a technique that has students read and reread a text 
many times to imptove reading fluency on indicators S11Ch as word 
recognition, accuracy, reading speed, and oral reading expression. 
(Samuels, 2002, p. 175) 
The texts read arc: usually short sections or approximately SO to 200 words. 
Hasbrook et al. (1999) have suggested that this can be cxtc:ided to 350 words for 
students in upper primary grades. The passage chosen for repeated readings should be 
interesting to the child and 'ca&y' (Rasinski & Padak, 1996), which would usually 
equate lo an accuracy rate of95% (Strickland, Ganske, & Monroe, 2002). 
Reading rate nr speed is an Initial focus or repeated readings and can be 
graphed after each performance to facilitate monitoring of performance and as a 
motivational akl. Once students have reached a satisfactory rale, emphasis is changed 
from reading quickly to sounding 'good. entertaining, and communicating meaning 
" 
and feeling' (Clark, 199S, p. 258), What counts as a sati1fKtory rate of reading is 
open to debate, and much depends on the age of the child Bild the R1qulrements of the 
text (some parts may need to be read quickly, and some slowly, ibr appropriate 
e1tprt511ion to occur). Wixson and Lipson (1997, p. 30), write: 
How fast is fut enough, and how slow is too slow, are questions still 
open for debate ... Norms for reading rate vary widely. 
Other ways of encouraging 51udents to repeatedly read texts to enhance 
flucney include choral reading and readers' theatre (Tyler & Chan!, 2000), which 
involves small groups of students reading sections of texts that have been rehearsed to 
an audience. 
The repeated readings strategy has been eittensivcly researched and found to 
improve fluency in a wide range of students, and has also resulted in improved 
comprehension (Hasbroudr; et al., 1999). The USA's National Reading Panel (NRP) 
(2000) synthesised research on the efficacy of this technique and found that of the 14 
studies that addressed the immediate effects of repeated reading (or variations of 
�led reading), all reported 'demonstrable improvements from a first passage 
reading to a final passage reading with whatever measures were used' (NRP, p. 3-IS). 
Even though all of the repeated readings interventions considered by lhe NRP 
led to improvements, some conditions were more effective than others. Repeated 
reading with phrasing support appeared to be no better than repeated reading alone in 
a study or 4S good and poor-reading Sth graders (Taylor & Adelman, 1999), whereas 
repeated reading with feedback or guidance (Pany & McCoy, 1988) was more 
eflicai:ious than repeated reading alone with 3rd gradmi. 
In addition, the studies considered by the NRP found clear improvements after 
repeated readings across the whole range or student ability, allhough in some studies 
greater gains were noted for readers with lower ability levels. The NRP aclcnowledges 
that, indeed, this 'could be an artefact of the design because these readers' initial 
perfonnancCll would be relatively more deficient and would therefore be most 
amenable to improvement.' (NRP, 2000, p, 3-1 S). 
It has been shown that the facilitative effects of repeated readings can be 
transferred to new, previously unread passages (Dowhower, 1987; Samuels, 1979). 
However, in the case of students with learning difficulties, such transfer appears to 
dcpcndanl upon the number of wonla the leitls have in common (Rashotte & 
Torgeson, 1985). The NRP, however, did not make any claims for repeated readings 
regarding lransfer to other leitfll because the studies it considered did not address this. 
One of the disadvantages of the use of repeated readings in a so-called 
traditional context is the breakdown or speed and comprehension that occurs when a 
child is unable to decode a particular won!, or is unable to do so quickly. As LaBcrgc 
and Samue)ll (1974) have pointed out, if word identification docs not occur 
automatically, there may be less cognitive capacity left over to engage in the higher 
order processes necessary for comprehension. It seems that electronic storybooks may 
be used to reduce this problem in that students can select unknown words and 
immediately obtain a pronunciation, thereby maintaining the speed and accuracy that 
is necessary for fluency. 
The research concerning lhe efficacy of this technique for studenls wilh 
learning difficulties has been somewhat mixed, although some research in this area, 
such as that conducted by Sindelar, Monda and O'Shea (1990), has found that the 
effects of repeated readings are comparable for both readers with and without 
difficulties. 
A111istcd/P11red Readln1 
A variation of rcpca.ted readings is 'assisted', 'unison', or 'pain,d reading' 
(Topping, 1987). This is also known as the Neurological Impress Method (NIM) 
(Heckelman, 1969). Here, the child reads in unison with, or echOeiJ, a proficient 
reader. Like repeated readings, this technique has been found to be an effective 
technique for improving fluency not only in a practised text, but also in novel, 
unpractised material (Young, Bowers, & MacKinnon, 1996). In this technique, the 
proficient reader 'fades out' and lets the student take over when she or he is able. 
There is also research to show that reading along with a tape recording or a fluent 
reader can be beneficial to students (Shany & Beimiller, 1995). 
It has been sussested by Ford, Poe and Fox (1995) that the computer may play 
the role of the proficient reader. In a study in which a computer-based version of 
assisted/repeated readings was used to teach reading fluency, studenlll repeatedly read 
lexls in I 5 to 30 minute SCS!iions from Discis electronic storybooks. Studenlll initially 
read along with the computer namition and then read independently, clicking on 
" 
unknown words when ncecssary in order to obtain pronunciations. The researchers 
were Wllble to llhow any benefits of uslllg the �uter-baaed venion over the 
traditional one, other than savings in teacher time. This study can be criticised because 
the participants onJy had three or four sessions each on the (:OfflJIUltr, perhaps not 
enough for them to become proficient and comfortable in the uac of the t«hnology. 
Indeed, the mearchen acknowledge that the students had difficulty using the mouse 
and, perhaps as a consequence or this, seldom clicked on unknown words. This 
problem could possibly have been ovewome with more piac;tice. 
Despite these limitations, it could be argued that lhc saving ofpm:ious teacher 
time is sufficient justification for using electronic storybooks to implement 
assisted/paiffil. reading, e$J!CCially in lhe i:ase of students with reading difficulties, 
who particularly need additional practice (Chan & Dally, 2000). Hasselbring et al. 
(1997) have poinlcd out that the use of compu!ers can also minimise the 
embarrassment that students with learning difficulties can feel when they have to 
�cdly ask for assistance; ii is not so Slre$Sfu1 to sedr: support from a computer. 
Oral R«lt11t1on Ltuo11 
Another variation of repeated readings is the Oral Recitation Lesson (ORL) 
(Hoflinan & Crone, 198S). This eonsists of two main components. In the first, the 
teacher reads aloud a selection of text, which is followed by an analysis and 
di11Cussion of the selection and the joint construction of a graphic story map that 
students then UBe to write a story summary. The teacher again models the segmenls of 
the text and students practise the segments either individually or chorally. Ne1tt, the 
teacher discusses elements of good expressive reading, such as rate, pi!Ch, and 
intonation, with the students. It appears that lhe computer could easily take over from 
the teacher in the provision of models/oral readings of the text. 
The second component of the ORL involves the students working for ten 
minutes a day to practise their text segments using a 'barely audible voice'. This 
component could easily be modified to allow the student to read along with the 
computer before n=ading the tell independently. The ORL seems superior to repeated 
readings or assisted/paired reading as it addresses word recognition techniques and 
comprehension, as well as speed, accuracy, and prosodic features. Clearly, �eclnmic 
storybooks could not be used to implement the ORL without significant teacher input, 
" 
but they could be used 10 provide fluent models and as II context for independent 
practice. 
The major components in traditional strategies Cot' teaehing � fluency, 
then, are the provilion of models orfluent reading, the availability or support from a 
proficient reader, repeated readings. and also explicit discussion llbout the clementa of 
Duency and sttategies that students may use to achieve it. 
Reading Comprebea1lo11 
Dtmc:allHI la re1dla1 comprelle1111lo• 
One of the major pmblcms faced by students with reading difficulties is 
difficulty in comprehending. Comprehension can be defined as 'the ability to use 
previously acquired information to coll5!ruct meaning for a given text' (Lipson & 
Wixson, 1997, p. 23). 
Research into reading comprehension has a lllllg history (Duke & Pearson, 
2002), so the literature in this area is exlcnllivc. This litm.turc review focuses 
primarily on reading comprehension difficulties, as reading difficulties are the focus 
of the study. 
Pressley {2000; 2002) has cogcnlly argued that skilled word decoding is 
nC(:essary but not sufficient for skilled comprehension, and the fact that word 
identification is the prime focus in many literacy interventions limits their efficacy. 
Indeed, it has been found that students with learning difficulties have more difficulty 
comprehending what they read than do students withollt difficulties, even when the 
level of decoding ability is held constant (Englert & Thomas, 1987). It 5CeJil.'I clear, 
then, that excessive emphasis on word identification may be misplaced. 
Compmiension is interlinked not only with word identification but also with 
rate of reading as well as the ability to 'chunk' texts into meaningful units (Ilwin, 
1991). It has been suggested that repeated readings. described above, is one way of 
providing the practice nccessacy for students to undmtand the sydactic cues that 
mark phrase boundaries (Schmiber, 1980). Another method of marking phrase 
boundaries is to provide students with texts in which the phrases have been p-e-
marked or 'cued', for example by the tcachtr drawing slash marks on the text 
(Ruilllki, 1990). 
In sddition, difficulties in oompmtelllion arc frequently associated with 1 
passive approach to the � task, illSCIISitivity to text structure and poor 
metaeognitive skills (Williams. 1998), as well as with limited prior/conccpllllll 
knowledge, limited vocabulary knowledge (Gersten, Fuell. Williams, & Baker, 2001), 
and limited task pmistence (McKinney, Osborne, & Schulte, 1993). Students wilh 
reading difficulties need to be taught how to ovcrcome all o£thcse difficulties. 
Duke and Pearson (2002, p. 20S) have summarised lhe research .findings and 
have listed what 'good' comprchcndcrs do {see Figure 2.S). Poor comprchcndcrs arc 
unable to accomplish many or all of the proficiencies listed by Duke and Pcamon 
efficiently, although it has been found that they can often successfully be taught to do 
so. However, these students generally .require more eittensive, slructurcd and eitplicit 
instruction than do other students (Gersten et al., 2001). 
I. Ooodn:admareaclivcreadcn. 
2. Good readers an: goai-<lireded and c:onslllltly monitor their n:ading and lhe text lo check 
whether their goals are being: met. 
J. Oood readcn okim and IC&ll lhe kltt before ,-ling. noting the kltt !itrw:IWI:, beadings, and 
sections that might be n:lCVllll lo theirpmpose. 
4. Good readers makt pn:dictions about what will be In the 11:xL 
5. Good n:aders are .. 1mive readers, constanUy making decisions BOOllt what parts oflbe leKI 
they need to rttd carefully, what they ean n:ad quickly, what lo skip, etc. 
6. Good readcn COJl.'ltrw:I, question and m:onstruct meanings from Wt u they read. 
7. Good readmi ,ttempt to infer meanings of new wm1s and concepts fi'mn lull, and an: •blc lo 
deal with inconsistencies and pp1 in C<llllpRbmsion. 
8. Oood n:aclm use, compan: and integn,te their prior knowledge when lllWlll.l meaning form �·-
!I. Good n:adm think about the style, belie& and intffllions of the .ulhor. 
10. Good readers selt....anitor their ccmpn:henslon W 'fix' it whm it brab down by lldjuating 
their reading lllnlegin. 
11,  Good rcaden make evalualivcjudpments about the quality oftnta, and n:spand IO tats in 
diffcrenl w.ys, intellectually and emotionally. 
12. Ooodrndmrnddiff=nttnt l)peS lndiffmnl w.ys. 
13. When rading narntive Intl, good n:adm play close .umtioo IO details ,lldl u the 
chanctm and lbe setting. 
14. When reading cipo1itory text&, good n:aders constantly 1lllllllllrise .:id rHwnmarise. 
15. Oood fUdm take lhor! brew in their reading: lo procns leXII, and rellect on what they hive .... 
16. 'C-.,rebmsion is a canslllllinl, o:Ofltinuow and compln lletivily, but one 1h11, for good 
n:adm, is both satisfyi,rg 111,dprod,,cdve.' (Dllke & Pe,non, 2002, p. 206). 
Ftpre l.S Wli11 toOd rnden/tompreludtn do (Dllke A Pa,-, zooz. 
,. 
Comprdieadoa U11lndlo• ror 1r.deab will reac11a1 diflinltla 
Comprehension imtraclion can be defined as: '{A]n attempt to teach � 
bow to think while they read' (Gersten et al, 2001, p. 310). 
Wilder and Williams (2001) have pointed out that much CWimt reading 
instruction, which is based on constructivist theories, does not work well for students 
with reading difficulties. Constructivist theories a.uume that each reader brings a 
unique knowledge base to the rwling event and integrates that knowledge with the 
text in order to construct meaning (Camboume, 2002). However, students with 
reading difficulties often have a restricted knowledge base (Anderson & P�n, 
1984) and they al!IO tend lo use prior knowledge somewhat uncritically. Furthennore, 
it has been shown that such students Jack know led� o f  written text structure and have 
fewer metai:ognitive strategies than do  good readers. In addition, they may bve 
cognitive problems, �eh as working memory limitations (Swanson & Alel!andcr, 
1997). 
Furthennore, as mentioned above, too much emphasis on word-idenlificatlon 
and lower-level skills has not been useful for teaching students with comprehension 
difficulties. Lipson and Wixson (1997) rceommend a 'balanced' approach to teaching 
students wilh reading diflkulties, which does not over-rely on either skill-building or 
constructivist methods, As well u explicit instruction in comprehension, tll students 
require many opportunities to read, write and discuss texts (Duke & Pearson, 2002): 
they need to spend a great deal or lime reading a variety of authentic lcKts for 
aulhcnlic reasons, in an environment that is rich in vocabulary and concept 
development and discussion o f  words and their meanings. 
Duke and Pcanon (2002) have ra:onuncndcd guided practic11, with a gradual 
release o f  responsibility ('scaffolding') as a crucial part of nonnal comprehension 
instruction. This should take place as part of the teaching-learning cycle, after explicit 
description of a particular reading comprehension strategy and when it should be 
used, teacher modelling of the strategy, and collaborative use of the strategy in action. 
Finally, independent use o f  the strategy should be possible. However, students with 
reading difficulties often need to be monilorcd and supported by teachers for longer 
period! than do nonnally achieving students. 
" 
It· appem that peer.rnedwed 'think aloudt', where lt\ldeml articulate their 
reading 11r11egica and evaluate their cfficKy, ue U1Cfial to studelltl with rcadina 
diffieultiea (Genten et al., 2001). Also, peer-mcdillcd ruiprocal tAcldng (Oi:7.kut, 
2003; Palincur & Brown, 1984), which involves IDIIII SfOIIPI ofltlldentl using four 
specific 11ntegics to help them make RDse oftelts, hu been found useful for audents 
wilh comprehension difficlllties (Gmtcn et al., 2001). The fo ur Jtrategies involved 
aR1: predicting what might be discussed in the next section of text, asking questions 
about lhc meaning of lhe text, swnnwisiq the text, and clarifying any confusing 
conu:nt or vocabulary. 
Thus, the atrategics used to leach students who experience comprehension 
difficulties are not necessarily radically different from lhoac used to teach children 
wilholll difficulties; ruther the atrakgics must involve more explicit explanations, 
modelling, seaffolding and practice. 
Summary of Cll1pttr 
In summary, literacy can be defined as making meaning and/or creating 
meaning from a range of text l)pes, whether written, spoken, pictorial or multiple 
media. It has been suggested lhllt the term 'Literacy' may be used to refet" to the large 
number of possible literacies, which are a result of the proliferation of text types, 
purposes and audiences. The tmn 'lileracy' may be used to refer to an individual's as 
is or as needed literacy. As pointed out by Kucer (2001), literacy involves 
developmental, sociocultural, linguistic 1111d cognitive factors, which cllllllOt be 
meaningfully separated. 
Reading is a component of literacy and refClll to making meaning from texts, 
which will be main!y written but may also be contain spoken and visual elements, as 
well as animation and video. In IMM contexts, such texts may also be interactive. 
Luke and Frecbody (1997) have suggested that reading consists o f  four sets o f  
praclices, namely code-breaking, participating in making meaning of text, using text 
and analysing text critically. It seems that these sets of practices are slill valid in 
IMM contexts. 
In this study, the term 'reading difficullies' is used in the broad sense 
suggested by Snow et al. (1998), or the lower tail ofa bcll-lliu1ped distribution. It is 
" 
noted that this distnlmtiD11 may differ according to the specific conte11t, but those at 
the lower tail may lllill be defined as experiencing difficulties in their particular 
'°"""· 
� are many strategies available that may help aome ltudents who 
experience reading difficullics, a traditionally popular one being direct instruction. 
There are also a large number ofpacbges and schemes, such as Reading RecallffJI f01 
use with young students having difficulties in learning to read (Clay, 1993). 
Furthomore, Manzo and Mamo (1993) have suggested sevml 'principla of 
rmnediation', which in<:ludc the use of a diagnostic paradigm, ensuring student 
engagement and commitment to learn, quickening the pace and amount of material 
covered, providing 'distributed' practice of material learnt, and building se)f-effica,;:y. 
Oral rcllding fluency, an important area in which studentl may need IIMistux:e. 
may be improved through a number of strategies, llk:h u repeated readinp (Swuels, 
2002). modelling of fluent reading (Cl.uk, 199�). aulsted/paiffii reading (Topping, 
1987), teaching phrasing (Rasinski, 1994). teaching self-monitoring (Clark, 1995) and 
the oral Imtation lesson CORL}. which involves explicit dia,;:uuion about fluency • 
well as repeated readings (Hoffinan and Crone, 1985). 
With rcfcmlce to radiq compreheru:ion, IOme common llntqica inelude 
peer-mediated reciprocal teaching (Oczkus, 2003; Palinclaf & Brown, 1984}). guided 
practice,. the tcaehing of self-monitoring for me.ning and bow to 'dlink aloud', 
voeabulary improvement, teaching about 'three levels' of meaning (litenl, inferential, 
evaluative). and lclching students how to read diffcrm1 text l)1>CI ltl'alegically, u 
well u bow to use their prior knowledge to facilitate meaning (Duke & Pearson, 
2002). 1bcsc strategies arc all meaning-making praclices and are closely aligned to 
Fn:cbody and Luke's (1997) 'participating in the meaning of text' practice. 
In Chapter Three the literature on Interactive Mullimcdia (IMM) and bow ii 
might be used to help students who cxperim:e l'Cldingdiffic:ulties i1 reviewed. Also 
briefly reviewed is some relevant litcruure on teacher education and proftuional 
development that will, in later chapters, provide a bac:lr:ground for the lcvelJ of teacher 
knowledge and llr:ill1 observed in the sludy. 
" 
CIIAPl'ER THREE 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE II 
lnleraetfve Muttlmedl• ••d Prel'ell10111I Developmenl 
In this chapter, the lilmllure concerning the use of IMM to facilitate learning, 
reading, and reading by students who experience read.ins difficulties, ia reviewed. 
lbi1 examine, theories of how IMM might help students team.as well 1111 research on 
how tcachcra and children tend lo use lMM in the classroom. 
Also in this chapter, some literature coix:cming teacher education in tha usc of 
IMM in the classroom is considm:d. lbis is ncceswy because teacher education 
appears to be I major factor in how JCT (ineluding IMM) is used in thc clusroom. 
W111t II l1teracth'e Mllltfmedbi ((MM)? 
IMM linb together various elements such as sound, video, tnt and graphics 
in a non-,linear fashion (Cosnilion and Technology Group at Vanderbilt Learning 
Technology Centre, 1993). Interactivity is a key aspect oflMM,and involves the \llef 
laking action. such as clicking, dragging, or keying in data. The computer responds in 
various ways, 1111ch as by displaying text, graphics or videos or by playing sounds 
(Aldrich et al., 1998). IMM is an aspect of JCT (Information and Communication 
Technology), although it is becoming inel'Clllingly difficult to separate IMM from the 
broader wnbrella of JCT, as software and hardware arc becoming progressively ltlOm 
inter-Jinked and networked. 
J1tcractlve M11dmedbi ((MM) ud Learalat 
The literature suggests that IMM may help facilitate the teaching 811d learning 
of literacy on several levels. It is potentially an effective means of catering for the 
individual needs of students by allowing them to learn at their own pace and by 
providing appropriate feedback when it is needed (Matthew, 1997). IMM may also 
help learnen develop and.for use several diffcmit 'learning styles' (Standish, 1992), 
'prefem.d perceptual modalities' (Matthew, 1996) or 'intdligentu' (Burton, I�; 
Oardoer, 1993, 2000). Other learning styles that have been linked to IMM include 
'field dcpendenl:e' vemas 'field indepmdenc:c', surface proccsson versus deep 
processon, active VCl'SWil passive learners, 'visual' versus 'verbal' processon and 
Kolb's fourleamiog styles (Hede, 2002). 
Field dependence or independence detemlines the extent to which a learner 
relics on the context in which infonnation is presented, and a field dependent learner 
will often find it more difficult to transfer learning to novel contexts. Another 
ealegory of siyles, surface processon can be distinguhihed from deep processors by 
the fact that they tend to rely more on memorisation and reh=al as opposed to 
elaborated Slructuring and reprc5Cntation of knowledge, which seems to be a more 
effective style in !MM environments (Hede, 2002). 
Some learners arc more passive than others, and particular aspects of IMM 
might suit these two types of learners to differing degrees, although this area has not 
as yet been adequaiely researched. Hedc has also described 'visual' and 'verbal' 
learners, and proposed that visual learners are likely fo gain more in IMM contexts 
than are verbal lcamcn. 
Kolb (1?84) has SL1811C5tod four learning slyles, which can be seen ss being 
positioned on a continuum, with learners ranging from activists who learn best 
through being involved in concrete experiences, to reflecton who learn best through 
reflective obSCfVation (watching othcn or reflecting on own experience), to theorists 
who learn best through abstract conceptualisation (h)pothesising about experiences 
and observations), and finally to pragmatists who learn best through active 
experimentation (using theories lo solve problems and make decisions). Although 
Kolb cow:cived of these styles as being on a continuum that leamcrs should move 
along as they develop, it has been claimed that they may come to prefer one style over 
another, although others will perform well in several modalities (Dunn, 1?90). 
If a child with reading difficulties appears to have a preferred learning style, 
IMM may help educators to build on this, although it is acknowledged that there are 
difficulties diagnosing learning styles and matching appropriate activities to them 
(C\iny, 1990; Jongsma, 1990; Snyder, 1990; Stahl, 19?9). 
" 
Another potential benefit of IMM is th1,' i�ct that it can, through multiple 
media. present 'multiple cues', either simultaneously , r serially. Leaming may.be 
increased when the number or cues is increased as multiple cues may support and 
reinforce each other and result in more elaborated mental representations
-, 
For 
example, when pictures and speei;h are presented simultaneously, learning �11!1 be 
enhanced. This is known as the 'contiguity principle' (Mayer & Anderson, 1992) .. 
MeKenna et al. (1999) have pointed out that the multi-sensory Clles made available' 
through IMM can also help draw attention to contextual information, which students 
with reading difficulties might otherwise ignore as they often have a tendency to focus 
on only one or two meaning making strategies. On the Other hand, in some 
circwnstances students with reading difficulties may fmd multiple media distracting 
(Case & !ruscott, 1999). This may be especially so at certain stages of literacy 
development, such as when the child is trying to master code-breaking. Bel:ause.of 
these potential difficulties, edueators may be advised to take special .care that the text, 
graphics and audio are appropriate for the particular students and pedagogical gOllls in 
question. 
It is possible that some learning difficulties may be attributed to the fact that 
teac:hers often present infonnation to students in an over-simplified and structured 
way, which neglects the fact that the nature or Wlderstanding is essentially 
conslruetive and that most knowledge domains are essentially complex and iil­
!ltnlctured (Spiro, Feltovich, Jacob!lOn, & Coulson, 1991). Because or the way this 
oveniimplified or 'packaged' infonnation is processed and stored by students, it may 
be difficult for the student to 'reassemble' and adaptively fit the information to new 
pmblemB or situations, for ex11mple realising tllat the same letter patterns may 
represent many different sounds, or that meanings may differ according to context. 
IMM may promote 'cognitive lle1dbility' or the ability to transfer knowledge to new 
situations in that it often encourages the re-assembly or customisation of knowledge 
from memory and not mere retrieval of!eamed 'chunks'. The means by which !MM 
may promote cognitive flexibility is that it can allow 'multiple juxtapositions of 
instructional content' {Spiro et al., 199!�. 28); the same material can be revisited at 
different times, in different fonnats, in  different contexts for different pllfJ)Oses, and 
from different perspectives. Accordins to this theory, IMM may facilitate the 
construction of personally meaningful knowledge that is inherently pwposeful and 
" 
amenable to dC(:Onslruction and reconslruclion. A major implication of Ibis is that 
IMM may help students learn in such a way that knowledge may be more readily 
applied to new contexts. 
The notion of'scaffolding' can be applied to the SUJ)!!<lrt ofl«ed to lcamm in 
IMM environments (McKeMa, 1998). Scaffoldi�g i�:: tenn often associated with the 
assistance provided by a teacher or tutor (Vygotsl.:y, 1978). IMM may allow studrnts 
to operate at or near their 'zone of proidmal development' (ZPD) by providing 
modelling, the activation of relevant cognitive operations and the provision of 
guidance (Salomon, GJobtm;on, & Gutennan, J 989). The zone of proximal 
development can be described as the difference between what a student can do 
unassisted and what the student can do with the support and assislance of a more 
k'nowJedgeab]e other. According to Vygolky (1978) the most efJ'cctive teaching­
learning operates within the ZPD. This has implications for helping students with 
reading difficulties, who often need extensive scaffolding. 
IMM is also capable of supporting 'anchored instruction', which involves the 
creation of non-school-based learning for students, or learning that is easier to apply 
to outside-world contexts. An anchor, such as a video clip, can provide a common 
elperience for students from diverse backgrounds. ll may also provide backgroWld 
knowledge with which new knowledge may later be associated, thus facilitating 
comprehension. This may particularly benefit those students whose reading 
difficulties stem from variations in the forms and functions or the language used at 
home vis-A-vis those used at school and from the ways in which teachCl'!I cater for 
them. Anchored learning attempts to relate knowledge to a range ofcontclts and to • 
minimise inert knowledge, or knowledge that is not transferred to new situations 
(Kinzer & Leu, 1997). 
Cognitive apprenticeship {Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989) refers to a 
pedagogical strategy in which students engage in complex, authentic and situated 
activities. IMM permits, to some extent, an apprenticeship environment in that it can 
provide authentic contexts, expert guidance, and opportunities to practise and reflect 
(Casey, 1996). For students who find it difficult to see the pllJJI05CS of 'school' 
literacy, and who are thus not highly motivated, anchored instruction and the 
cognitive apprenticeship approiith may be beneficial, although there presently is little 
research evidence to support this. 
" 
Interactivity is a key aspect of IMM, which may assist learning by giving 
control to the learner (McKenna, 1998). II can also allow learners to 'learn by doing' 
(�hank. 1994), thus potentially le.ding to more meaningful learning. Another aspect 
of interactivity is that it can allow immediate feedback, whlch can be beneficial to 
learning (MiUerct al., 1994). 
TIie use of computers and IMM also appears to be motivational to students 
who experience reading difficulties {Adam & Wild, 1997; Balajthy, Reuber, & 
Damon, 1999; Hasselbring et al., 1997). Without motivation, it is unlikely Iha! 
students will gain enough practice to berome good rcadcn (Allington, 1977). 
Motivalion i s  thus crucial to this group of students. 
Many of the outlined theories of leaming in multimedia contexts are somewhat 
paf1ial and contradictory. Mayer (2001) has conslructed a comprehensive theory of 
learning in  IMM contexts in an attempt to integrate some of the above ideas. 
According to his cognitive theory of multimedia learning, meaningful learning occurs 
when students are able to selcet and organise relevant visual and verbal information 
and then integrate the newly constructed representations in a meaningful and 
systematic way. Three assumptions underlie Mayer's theory, which have been 
forr.shadowcd above. Firstly, it is asswncd that [camcrs bt:ncfil from being able to 
access and process information through two charuaels, namely the visual and the 
linguistic. Secondly, it is assumed that the human brain has a limited processing 
capacity, meaning that in some cases 'cognitive overload' can occur, which can 
impede learning. Thirdly, it is assumed that learning is enhanced by 'active' as 
opposed lo 'passive' infonnation processing. lb.at is, learners need to apply a 
conscious set of cognitive activities during learning. This assumption concun; with a 
construclivist notion of learning. which states that learners actively integrate new 
knowledge with prior knowledge. 
Mayer has isolated five steps that learners need to actively follow in order lo 
team successfully in multimedia contexts. Firstly, they must select relevant words 
and, secondly, they must select relevant images. Thirdly, they need to organise the 
selected words and fourthly, organise the selected images. Fifthly, word-based and 
image-based representations should be integrated, a process that is facilitated by 
learners drawing on their prior knowledge. Mayer's theory, instead of merely stating 
" 
how IMM might facilii.te leaming, offers specific guidance to dcsig!lffS and teachers 
about how best to implement learning in IMM contexts. 
On the basis of an examination of existing mean:h Oll IMM and learning. 
Mayer has extrapolated seven principles of multimedia design (Mayer, 2001, p. 184). 
These offer !ignificml direction in the design and evaluation of IMM applications. 
1. ne ••ltlmedla prfadple. Students tend to learn better from 
words and pienues than from words alone. 
2. TIie 1p1tlal coatif:1lty pr:llldplt. Students learn better when 
«mesp0nding words and pictures an: presented close to each other 
on the screen, rather lhan far apart. 
3. TIie lcmponl coat111lty prildpk. Students learn better when 
corresponding words and piclures an: presented simultaneously as 
opposed to serially. 
4. t•c co•creacc prillclplt. Students learn better when extraneous 
words, images and sounds arc excluded rather than included. 
S. Tile modaUty pl'Uldple. Students learn better from animation and 
narration rather than from animation and on-scrmi ICJII, 
6. TIie mlaaducy priaclplt. Students !cam better from animation 
and narration than animation, narration and on-screen text. 
7. l1divkl11al dlffenacn pl'Uldple. Design effects arc stronger for 
low-knowlcdge6 leamers than they arc for high-knowledge learners 
and forhigh-spalia11 learners than for low-spalial learners. 
Many of lhcse principles, however, may nol be applicable in cases where 
children arc slill learning lo read or arc using IMM to support lhcir reading, as lhe 
above principles seem to assume lhal users can already read written lcxt. 
Fllflhcrmore, Mayer's focus is on individual psychological processes and socio­
cultural and environmental faetors arc not considered. 
• Tor lc>w-knowlrdgc high-knowledge dimomioa refers ID tho ex1£11t aDd relO\'all<o oflbc lcamcr'1 
� knowledge. Tor low•spalill high-1p11ial dimomiaa refcrt IO !be mxlont'1 lbili1y ID gc,,m,ie, mainllin and 
rna,,ipulal< 1111111111 lnuatt (Ml)W, 2002, p. 172). 
" 
Hodc (2002) also bas attempted to integrate the lheories about how IMM can 
influence learning. Like Mayer's theory, Bede's model, which is il1118tralcd 
diagrammatically in Figure 3.1, appears to present learning as primarily an individual, 
cognitive process. Although it does not appear to incorporate socio-<:ultural or 
environmental factors, Hede claims that the model preacnts 'learning u a complex 
ps)'l:hosocial interaction between lhe learner and the instructional designer' (Hcde, 
2002, p. 185). 
Hcde's model consists of four main groups of multi-dimensional elements: 
• 'Multimedia input' is composed of three elements, nwnely visual input, 
auditory input and learner control; 
• 'Cognitive processing' is composed of two elements, namely attention 
and working memory; 
• 'Leamer dynamics' is composed of three elements, namely motivation, 
cognitive engagement and learner style; 
• 'Knowledge and learning' is composed of four elements, namely 
intelligence, reflection, long-tcnn storage and lcaming. 
Hcde (2002) acknowledges that his model is more classificatory and 
descriptive than predictive, but it is nevertheless a usef ul theoretical framework for 
IMM and learning. as it draws together a diversity of factors ftom a range of theories 
and resean:h results. Whereas Mayer's theory focuses on the design of IMM and how 
students in general reacl to certain design elements, Bede's framework facilitates the 
understanding of some of the many factors that can mediate an individual's learning 
in IMM contexts. It is noted, however, that only IMM factors and individual factors 
arc considered. Social, contextual and teacher-related factors are not included. 
In summary, IMM may facilitate learning by catering to and/or developing 
different learning styles or intelligcru:es; it may provide multiple cues, either 
sequentially or simultaneously, which may enhance learning; it may encourage 
cognitive flexibility; it can provide scaffolding: it can cnoble active learning; and it is 
often motivational. This is all highly relevant when assisting children who experience 
learning difficulties in that such studcnls often respond positively to multi-sensory 
intcrventioll!I, often do nol transfer knowledge learnt to new contexts, are frequently 
.. 
under-motivated, and nca:I a high degm: or scaffolding and timely feedback 
{Westwood, 2003), 
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Tite Ute of IMM to Aubt Stadiab Wbo illPfrince Rndhll D1ffic111tia 
II appears that IMM has the potential to help students with reading difficulties. 
although there has bttn limited research 111:tivity in this area. Jn Canada, Zakaluk 
" 
(1996) found great improvements in the reading and wri1ing abilities of students in 
Orldcs 2 to S after they had u5ed multimedia for presentations and the Internet for 
communication. McKenna, Cowart and Watkins (19517, cited in McKenna et al. 
(1999), also found that IMM could help rnudents with reading difficulties. Jn this 
study, it was found that 'struggling' readers benefited f'rom repeated readings of 
cJC(:ttoniC storybooks, which provided pronunciations of unknown words. The 
studcnt!I gained lllhstantially in tenns of sight words learnt. 
In the following section, I discuss the potential of IMM in relation to helping 
students wiUt reading difficulties to code-break, participate in the meaning oftex.t, ll!IC 
!ex.I functionally and with piupose, and to critically analyse text (Luke & Freebody, 
1999; Oakley, 2002b). 
Code-bre.klaa 
Students with reading difficulties are often poor 'code breakers'. IMM may 
help them become better at decoding text (Freebody, 1992) in several ways. IMM 
can help students develop phonological awareness (Balajthy et al., 1999; Bowman, 
1999), which is crucial to reading {Bums, Griffin, & Snow, 1999; Hempenslall, 
2003). Students with reading difficulties are often unable to recognise the different 
sound units in languaae and lo manipulate them. lMM may help atudents become 
phonologically aware by pregenting activities such as those suggested by Yopp (1992, 
p. 699): sound matching, sound isolation, blending, sound addition and substitution 
activities. There are many software packages, such as Pho11icJ Alive 21 (1998}, that 
focus on phonological awareness and phonics. Talking Nursery Rhyme books, such u 
Mixed-Up Mother Goose (199S) may demonstrate rhyme and allitetation in a 
dynamic, engaging manner. The ability of students to recognise rhyme and 
alliteration predicts reading and spelling achievement in laler years (Maclean, Bryant, 
& Bradley, 1987). 
Word awareness, which seems to be DC(:essaty for phonological as well as 
syniactic awareness (Rohl & Milton, 1993) may be developed through !MM activities, 
such as Living Books storybooks, where individual words or groups of words may be 
highlighted as they are read aloud by the computer. Other print conventions 1111ch as 
directionality may also be revealed in this way (Burton, 1996). 
" 
Word identification may be facilitated by IMM in several ways. IMM 
software, such as storybooks may help students build up their sight word vocabulary 
by pronowicing prob]emalic words using digitised or synthesised liJ)CCCh (Collins et 
al,, 1997; Miller et al., 1994; Roffey, 199S). IMM may help students build up larger 
sight vocabularie!I purely by encouraging them to read more, by virtue of its 
motivational and stimulating intenllces. Labelled illustrations, which may help 
inerease students' sight word knowic,dge and improve their vocabularies, am available 
in many electronic storybooks. 
Word idcntification through gniphophonic analysis is an area in which many 
students with reading difficulties need insll'llction and practice, and IMM may help 
facilitate this skill for these children (R.askind & Higgins, 1999). Graphophonics 
involves being able lo identify the sounds of individual letters and clusters of lettCl'!I 
and 'sounding out' until the word is recognised. In Beginning to Read (n.d.), for 
example, the child must enter initial and end Jett.:rs to form new words. The program 
then provides pronunciations. Spelling softwiue, such as Phonics Alive! 3 Tire Speller 
(1999) can also improve the child's ability to make graphophonic associations. 
Students with reading difficulties often find graphophonic analysis difficult (Bums et 
al., 1999). 
Although there arc many ways in which IMM may help facilillte code 
breaking (Wepner et al., 2000), it may also be disadvantageous in several ways. For 
example, the use of digitised pronunciations may in some cases discourage students 
from using the syntactic and semantic cues available to help them identify new won.:b 
(McKcruaa, 1998), thus encouraging a dependency on sopportcd electronic lcltts. This 
is an area that requires further exploration, but is not a focllll o f  the present study. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, in  order to read effectively, word 
identification must be carried out with sufficient speed to enable automaticity or 
fluency so that readers have sufficient cognitive resources left to allow comprehension 
to take place (l.aBergc & Samuels, 1974). IMM software, through the provision of 
such features as digitised pronunciatioll!I and also the modelling offlucnt reading, can 
help students who llavc reading difficulties to attain fluency (Homey & Andcnon· 
Inman, 1994). Techniques such as rcpcatcd reading o f  the same tcxl, and unison 
reading. can be used in IMM contexts in similar ways to traditional print contexts. 
., 
Miller et 11. ( 1994) inve.tiptocl the efTcet of using ekclronic talking books for 
repeated readinp:, using the measure of '11e1n:h for fflCll1Ulg'1 mi1eua, through the 
logging of the number of timea chiklml clicked on the help fealurell of the program 
(such u pronWK:iatiom and definitions). They found that search for meaning mi1eucs 
diminiihed in the intervention group of four 8-yev-old childmt, whereas in the 
compariwn group, who llJ\dmoolt repeated readings of traditional printed ICXU. no 
such diminution ohearch for meaning mi.scues occurred. Limitations of this rescarclt 
include lhe small number ofsubjcets and the assumption that the relationship between 
children accessing help features and needing help fcahlmi is unproblematic, It has 
been pointed out that this relationship, in £act, is not straightforward (Mcdwell, 1996) 
Following the study by Miller el al. (1994), Ford, Poe and Cox (1995) carried 
out a study, which involved 9 studcuts, aged from 7 to 10 years old, who needed to 
improve their fluency. Weekly IS-minute sessiollll were held for eight weeks and it 
was coru;luded that there seemed to be no particular advantages or disadvantages of 
using computers (repeating readings) to help students attain fluency. However, the 
frccing up or valuable teacher time a:1d giving studenls opportunities to engage in 
independent practice was an important benefit. 
In another �mpariBOn &ludy, Humble (2000) found that students who silently 
read along lo Living Books clc<:tmnic storybooks performed as well as did studenls 
who read aloud to an adult, showing that the use or electronic books could be uscd as 
an alternative to adulls lo suppon students' reading practice. In addition to this, 
MtKenna et al. (1997, unpublished paper cited in McKenna et al, 1999) found that 
repeated readings of electronic texts could increase the number of sight words 
recognised. It has been suggested that lhe tenn 'todc-brealtlog' could also be uscd lo 
rerer lo understanding the conventions ofsymbol systems olhl:r than the printed word 
(Limbrick, 2001) 
P1rtklp1tlag In llllld•& me11l1111 ort,11 {co mprellen1loa) 
™M may facilitate the participation in making meaning of text, or 
comprehension, in students with reading difficulties (Boone & Higgens, 1993; Homey 
& Anderson-Inman, 1999). Aspe,::ts of comprehension that IMM may be able lo help 
1 A '1artb for moanm&' misc11e is based on the facl Iba! Compe!,ml rndon do not tend to ccrrecl 
Oliscua !hat do DOI inU!'fm with co�bem.ioo, although they do corm:t mileue,. Wt inlerfm with 
�beosion. 
develop include S)'lltactic awareness, vocabulszy development (Hi!ill15 & Cox, 
1997), prior content knowledge, and ways of organising infonnation so that it is 
meaningful, for example through lhe provision of 'advance organisen' (Chun & 
Plass, 1996). There are two major potential disadvantages of using IMM to facilitate 
compn:hension. Firstly, the proviaion or multimedia elcmcnu, such as images and 
sounds, may prevent the reader from mentally generating images, thus twning readers 
into 'mere' vitwcn (Lu, 1993-4). 
Sei:ondly, it may also be difficult for rcadem to integrate and Slnll:flm= 
infonnation encounttrtd into existing schemata because there is often a lack of in­
built sequence in IMM programs. The difficulty readers can have in imposing 
cohesion upon the infonnation encountered has been termed 'cohesion deficit' 
(Duchastel, 1991). Laurillard (1998) states that narrative structure is an important 
means or conveying a message and the lack or this in many IMM environments may 
adversely affei:t comprehension. 
It has been suggested that students with reading difficulties may find it 
particularly difficult to navigate around elei:lronic texts and to integrate infonnation 
(Wissick & Gardner, 2000). They thus need to be explicitly taught strategies for 
reading in this context. Trushcll, Burrell md Maitland (2001) found that, for Year S 
(UK) students, too much 'eye candy'' in interactive storybooks was disruptive to the 
comprehension o r  some students. Furthermore, despite the 'book' analogy that is 
common in elei:tronic storybooks, and prompts students to read in a linear fashion, 
many students did not read from the beginning to the end in a linear way. Indeed, 
some students read from the back to the front. Trushell tt al. (2001) suggest that a 
small amount of teacher or parental supervision is necessary to counteract these 
tendencies. 
Underwood (2000) also found that recall levels were low for students who had 
read electronic talking books and they were often confused about the storyline. 
However, Doty et al. (2001) found that after reading elei:tronic talking books, students 
were better able to answer comprehension questions than those in a conlrol group, 
although their ability to construct oral retells was nol significantly different. 
"The: lerm '•y,: candy' refm lo Olaed mimation and effects, whkh may orm11y DOI be n:lc:.1%11 lo !ho 
W>ryline. 
Oreenl-Moore and Smilh (1996), also found that children tomprdicndcd electronic 
talking books better than they eompmlended traditional tells. 
Reading to learn, or llludying, is another aspect of reading that may be 
facililatcd by the use or IMM. Higgins, Boone and Lovitt (1996) found that the 111e of 
IMM enabled poor readers to retain more information than they retained in lnlditional 
reading conteJtts. Dillon and Gabbard (19911) have stated in their literature review on 
the usc or hypenncdia and learning (quan1itative raearch only) that it Clll be 
beneficial to comprehension and learning in tasks that involve repeated manipulation 
of, and aean:hing for, infonnation. Howevcr, lcamcrs' abilities and preferred learning 
style moderate this finding. 
U1la1 1em fuactioaally ud wl" parpose 
Using texts or understanding their functions and purposes can be enhll!ICed by 
the usc of IMM, which can simulate 'real-world' situations through the use of 
graphics, sound and digital video (Bolter, 1998). The World Wide Web (WWW) 
provides acce&1 to 'real' web pages, be they commercial, educational or private. 
Links to real people by email arc also often provided on web pages, enhancing 
authenticity and purposefulness. This, in tum, may be motivational, an important 
facilitative factor: declining levels of motivation to read in the middle and upptt 
primary )'Cllrll arc well documented, especially amongst students who have learning 
difficulties in this area (McKcnna, 1998). 
Students also need to be exposed to different genres so that they can learn 
about how different tell structUl'C!l may achieve different purposes (Dcrcwianl::a, 
1990). IMM environments, with their wealth of information, may easily expose 
different genres, such as elplanations, narratives, inslfllctions, poems and songs. 
Futthcnnore, having access to a diversity of texts from a variety of authors may help 
students realise that there arc many literacies (Lemke, 1998), and that texts arc written 
and read for a variety of pLUpOses, in a variety of ways. Through engaging with IMM, 
students may have varioW1 opportunities to make decisions regarding the 
appropriateness of the various symbol sysltm!I for specific communicative purposes 
(Labbo and Kuhn, 1998, p. 87). 
The opportunily to respond to texts may be an important means of deciding 
what texts arc all about and whal pwposes they fulfil. Response optiOll!I may be built 
into IMM IOftwll'C tueh u ltofyboou. For eumple, Rtadu Rabbit': Rmdi,ig 
l:Jttw/op,,iMI Library 2 (1997) inc]udea rapome options., au,;:h U the opportunity to 
write letters 10 the charac:ten and print than out. 
When llliq IMM, negative attitudea towardl reading may be lcu likely co 
develop (McKenn,, 1991) u supported radin1 environments CUI r.cm1a1e early 
readin1 tueeeu. Positive attitudes and motivation to read may aha be cnooun,cd by 
IMM because or ill enjoyable, enpgin1 in1crfa:c, and because it is umally Wider the 
control orlhc user. Rescan::h evidence lUggffla lhat IMM CUI promote motivation in 
reluctant readm and thal lhi1 new found motivation CUI be transrened to reading in 
traditional print contexts (Adam & Wild, 1997). Motivation can also allow studcnlS 
IO succeed in reading when= in olhcr contexts they have failed (Nixon, 1999). 
Husclbring. Goin, Taylor, Bonge and Daley (1997) found that low-achieving readers 
experienced ttading in a computer context as less risky and Jess embarrassing; it 
provided a sare place to ra11, and encouraged low achievers 1o try. McClain (2000) 
repons on a study in which general improvement in behaviour and school attendance 
was brought about by the use of oompulcrs in schools. This improved behaviour and 
attendance may, in turn, improve reading by allowing more time and focussed 
attention devoted to reading activities. 
Critlcllly ualy1bi1 tntl 
The ability to analyse tcxls critically can be promoted by the use or IMM. 
lMM may give readers conlrol over Ute sequence or reading. thus partially eroding the 
auUlority of the text and ils author. Also, readers may be able lo intervene in 
electronic texts and make alterations, rendering the author-text-reader relationship 
more egalitarian (Bolter, 1998). Readers may also discuss texts with other readers 
and even the author on the Internet, thus increasing oppor tunities to examine them 
from multiple pmpcctivcs. In shon, it is proposed that Ute fact that readers arc given 
choices and control over what is read increases their status in relation to the author 
(Bolter, 1998, p. 6). Hypermedia allows the juxtaposition of multiple texts, and thus 
multiple meanings. It may thercrorc facilitate the exposure or different underlying 
ideologies, although examples or this happening in practice are not yet available 
(Myers, Hammett, & McKillop, 1998). 
., 
Although I have di!ICU58Cd lhe use oflMM in terms ofFm:body's (1992) four 
practices, lhe aspecla of reading that were identified by participating tcachm u 
pedagogical goals, namely fluency and comprehension can cuily be conceived ofin 
terms of Ibis framework. Comprehension is closely aligned with the text participant 
praclicc, as well as the text analyst practice, which involves evaluative C(lmprchension 
of text, and the text user practice, which involves knowing about the structure and 
purpose of text. Code-breaking is often necessary in order to bring the other three 
practicC!I into play (although in IMM conlml:ts, computers can do much of the code­
brcaking). Fluency involves all four practices, although there is more ell'phasis on 
code-breaking, in that word recognition is of great importance, as is an understanding 
of punctuation. As explained previously, fluency is closely bound up with 
eomprehension. 
How Clllldre• Uae IMM 
Rescan:h indicates that children may use IMM in ways not intended by the 
producers. Because such patterns of use may be perceived u inhibitive or facilitative 
factors, theory and research com:cming such behaviollIII needs to be included in the 
literature review. 
It has been shown that children tend lo a«:ess only a few of the available 
features, lhe most accessed in talking books being the verbal nanativc (Dc1ean, 
Miller, & Olsen, 199S; Miller et al., 1994). II has also been ob5CJVcd that children 
may spend a lot of time a«:cssing 'cool' elements such as animation hotspots, which 
tend lo distRct from lhc learning process (Leu, 1996b; Pcr:zylo & Oliver, 1992). 
When reading talking books, some children tend lo click on words they 
aln:ady know, termed 'ovcracccssing', and olhcn tend not lo click on words they 
don't know, termed 'undcraccessing' (Collins et al., 1997, p. 34). Collins et al. 
(1997) found lhat undcracccssing occurm:I most frequently when semantically 
po&&ible miscues were made. It has also bc:c:n found that childrm 's pattans of clicking 
lend lo change over time, usually with decreasing clicking (Chu, l 99S; Miller et al., 
1994). Thus, it appears that lhc relationship between accessing IMM elements and 
learning is not simple. 
It is claimed that although talking about texts, and refloction, can enhance 
comprehension, children do not spontaneously talk to each olhcr about the IMM-
.. 
based stories as they read them (Collins et al., 1997, p. 34). However, it must be 
noted lhat spontaneoU!il talk is no( automatic in the primary classroom and the leather 
is often required to enooura11e and IICllfl'old oral language. 
Another aspect of how students tend to use JCT in the classroom involvcs 
periphC'I'lls such as the keyboard and the mouse, with disputes regarding who is going 
to have con1rol not uncommon (Dejean et al., 1995). Using ™M in group contexts, 
then,,fore, is not automatically benetlcial. The teac:hcr needs to decide which children 
an: likely to work together welt in lMM contexts. 
The ElcctroText project (Homey & Andmon-lnman, 1994) spanned three 
years and focussed on ways in which students interacted with software. The 
Electro Text Authoring System was used to create hypertext ver11ions of several short 
stories for students with low reading levels, and an electronic monitor recorded the 
students' interactions wilh the documents created. These recordings were analysed to 
isolate the patterns for interacting with the text that the students with low levels of 
reading ability demonstrated, It was found that the students engaged in skimming, 
checking, reading, responding, studying, and reviewing and it wu concluded that 
students wilh access to supported text tended to use the studying pattern more 
frequently lhan any other {Homey and Andmon-lnman, 1994, p.33-4). Studying 
entails moving through the text in a systematic fashion, spending enough time on the 
text to thoroughly read it, and using supporting resoun:es in an integrated way. 
However. it was found that the spa:ific situation greatly influenced reading patterns. 
Homey and Anderson-Inman (1999) have attempted to allocate specific 
'reader profiles' to individual students and then compare them with lhe students' 
levels of comprehension and satisfaction wilh electronic reading. Results from the 
cleclronic monitor and comprehension scores as measured through story retells 
indicated that at least three types of supported-text readers w� identifiable. 'Book 
]overs' read the elec1ronic text as though they were reading printed texts. in a 
sequential fashion, paying little attention to embedded resources. These students 
p1t:forred printed texts, often because of the physical nature of the book. 'Studiers' 
used electronic text in depth and accessed embedded resources frequently. They 
recalled the story in greater detail than did the 'Book lovers' and expressed pleasure 
in using electronic texts. Finally, 'resource junkies' did not tak-, reading in an 
cleclronic envirorunent seriously and spent much time accessing the various 
.. 
multimedia elcmcntll, pvtieularly the digitised pronunciations. Stocy retells for this 
group were very poor, although the students indicated that they enjoyed reading 
electronic texts. From these results it would appear that if students can be taught how 
to behave like 'stllliers' they might achieve better results. 
Bangert-Drowns and Pyke (2002) have compiled a taxonomy of the ways in 
which students can engage with educational software, which includes problematic 
forms of engagement, competent engagement and personalised/sophisticated 
engagement. These modes are further described in Figure 3.2. 
Modes of 1tudent engaFment with ednc1donal 10ftware 
N1meofmocle DHcriptloD 
Three problem,,ffcforms of 
engagement: 
Disengagement Student avoids or discontin�s software interaction; 
somdimes inattentive, purpos,:Jcss, disintereskd 
tinkering with software elements 
Unsystematic engagement Studcnt shows no highero(IJ'(lcr goals with software; 
moves from one activity to another without apparent �-
Frustnitcd cngagrment Studcnt attempts to achieve specific softw!IW goals 
unsuccessfully. 
Compelerll engagement: Student navigato:s and operates software compdcnlly to 
Strucrure A-=-dcnt cn-·-1 -ursw: -·ls communicated bv the software or teacher. 
Three i11crewl11gly per.ro/lQllsed 
ond sophlslicatedfoTIIIS ef 
engagement: 
Self-regulated interest Student adjusts software features to sll.'ltain deeply 
involved, interesting, or challenging ioten.ctions for 
pmonally d�finc:d purposes. 
Critical engagement Student manipulates software to test personal 
wid=tandings or operational or content-related 
limitations of software representations. 
Liten.tcthinking Sllldent explores software from multiple, pmonally 
meaningful perspectives; uses perspcctive-semitive 
interpretations to refle<:t on pen;onal values or 
CJ1....;encc:s. 
Flgare J,2, D1ffert11t types ofstudeat en111gemeat in JCT conteJ:ts. From 
Ban11ert-DrowD1 •nd Pyke (2002), 
'" 
It has been shown in this section that there are varialions in the ways students 
interact with software and with otherstudenls in IMM contexts. Some of these modes 
of behaviour may be detrimental to learning and not wltat software designm 
anlicipatcd. When iniegl'llling IMM in the classroom to assist children with reading 
difficulties, it seems necessary for teachers to be aware of these modes of interaction 
and lo endeavour to reduce the impact of problematic forms. 
How Tncben Use IMM lo Help Studtnts Who f.:xperleace Readln1 Dlmc111ir, 
Educators have for some time appeared to be confused regarding why and how 
IMM may help students learn to read (Downes & Fatou.ro$, 1995), and there is still 
tittle research evidence available to change this situation. Indeed, it has been argued 
that JCT has had liule effect on formal education so far, partly because of the way 
teachers seem unwilling to diverge ttom lraditiooal practices, which often incorporate 
a transmission view of learning (Salomon, 2002). 
In preparing lesson plans and language programs, it has been found that 
educators may not always set objectives for using software and may not explain their 
puiposes for using it. Thus, teaching '!sing computers can be less 'targeted' and IC55 
well-planned lhan leaching Iha! docs not involve computers (Balajthy, Reuber & 
Damon, 1999). How IMM can be integrated into lhc wider language cuniculum also 
seems to be problematic. Balajthy (1994) has shown that it is possiblr. to integrate 
IMM into a 'whole language' program in a kindergarten setting. Nevertheless, 
research relating to integrating !MM into the literacy curriculum is still relatively 
limited. 
One problem that educators face is the selection of appropriate software: they 
often do not find it easy to detcnninc what aspects of IMM arc educationally 
important (Lewin, 1997). Also, software they do select often matches their existing 
classroom practices (Collins et al., 1997), negating any possibility th.at stud.mts may 
benefit from the potentially transformational qualities of IMM, such as student 
control, non-linearity and the freedom to construct their own knowledge. Balajthy 
and his colleagues (1999) found that many leachers over-relied on software that 
emphasised drill and practice. In their study, the researchers were also Slliprised at 
the limited use educators made of available electronic books. It was hypothesised that 
" 
educators may sec electronic books as mere 'cdutainment'io, which may encourage 
loo fflll(:h 'off laSk' behaviour. Balajthy tl al. ( 1999) also found lhat the educators in 
their study, who were Master or Education students specialising in reading 
difficulties, did not make much use of the Internet, stating that they found it difficult 
. to find material Iha! was appropriate for the students they were teaching. 
Moreover, it would appear Iha! educators are not sure what lheir role should be 
when ltudmts are using computers. Thus, lcachers often intervene minimally, even 
!hough a degree of supervision is essential if IMM is not to become of little more 
educational value than computer games (Matlhew, 1997). When uning JCT for 
learning, it may be: appropriate for teachers to adapt a 'power with' stance as opposed 
to a traditional 'powe over' stance (Banse], 1998). That is, tcachcn; and students 
should Mare power and collaborate in order to facilitate learning. Teachers may find 
it useful to � themselves as 'facilitators' or 'co-constructors' (Beecher & Anhur, 
2001) who empower $IUdents to learn, rather than as reposi1ories and transmitters of 
know]e,;lgc. 
There are several documented difficulties or barriers (Bailey, Ross, & Griffin, 
1995; Baker & O'Neil, 1994; Dias, 1999; Lund & Sanderson, 1999; Pclgrum, 2001) 
1111d catalysis lo lhc 11SC or the integration of JCT imo the cullicu]um (Holland, 2001). 
According to Byrom's (1998) literature review on the integration ofteehnology into 
educational programs, lhc main barriers to teachers' use of ICT can he grouped into 
five main categories, namely: lack of teacher time; lack of access ID hardware and 
software: lack of vision in leadership and planning: lack of teacher training and 
support; and current assessment practices, which may not reflect what 51uden\.!i learn 
with technology. All of these facton impinge on the Wl)'li in which leachers use ICT 
in the chwroom. 
Many difficulties in integrating JCT into the literac:y cUl'Ticulum may he 
because, as Salomon (2002) has suggested, the curriculum iliclfneeds to he chanp 
lo accommodate new kinds of learning and new kinds ofknowletlgc. However, much 
curriculum design is outside the control ofindividuat teachm. 
,. 'Ed.11mmmt• ii ihc, 1mn used for so� 1h11 ii boll, mtmaiffi1>1 and educa1ional. Sammmn 
111Cb softwac KffllS IO be minimally educa1ional in 1h11 ii m<OU1111"11rudt11111a fOCIII on lllpllllKllly 
Clllffllirlifl& fcaturn, Rl<h u boUpOII, clccaon.io lhooli111 11mn and clco!ro,tic; oolourin1 in. 
" 
Catalysis to lhe integration of ICT into the literacy cuniculum include 
effective leadership and the development of a shared vision reganling the benefits of 
using ICT lo improve learning outcomes (Byrom, 1998), committed lellche:rs, 
collaborative school cultures, and onsite and ongoing professional development 
(Holland, 2001). It has also been suggested that teachers' fledbility or adaplability to 
change and technology in general is an important factor(Byrom, 1998). 
S•mmary ofLlleratvre oa IMM aad Rtadlag 
In examining the research on IMM and learning, it appears that thcrc can be no 
'one best way' to use IMM. ll can incorporate a diversity of diffo:rcnt learning 
theories, a11d this will to a large extent dictate its use. Because there are so many types 
of IMM, and thus no straightforward principles about how ii can be used, it &em1S that 
teacher, need to be ex.posed to and proficient in the use of a range of different 
programs, and through a diagnostic approach, become able to judge the 'fit' between 
I MM-based activities and the needs of individual students. 
In order that teachers might better use IMM to help students who experience 
reading difficulties, they require adequate initial teacher training and proressional 
development. The literature in this area is reviewed in the following section. 
Teacller Ed11caU011 Hd Profmlonal Developmenl 
It seems lo be widely acknowledged lhat: 
'The capacity of teachers to use technology in classroom instruction 
has not kepi pace wilh lhe increased access to technology in schools.' 
(Sandholtz, 2001, p. 349) 
The issue of lhc professional development of teachers in lhe area of litcracy 
and ICT, however, is complicated, not least by the fact lhat new technologies arc 
continually changing, necessitating the provision of ongoing professional 
development (DEST, 2002; Wepner et al., 2000). Furthmnore, there seems to be no 
coll5Cllsus on lhe types of competencies and attitudes required by teachers and how 
best to cncour.age lhc development oflhcsc attributes. 
Wli•t Do Tncllcn Nml To Kaow? 
Ramsay(2000, p. 71) has stated that teachers need: 
'(L]cvcls or CS$Clllial competence which will enable them to integrate 
infonnation tcclmology in ways which broaden and deepen the 
learning environments they create for students.' {Ramsay, 2002, p. 71) 
" 
This entails a degree of technical competence as well as pcdagogieal 
knowledge regarding how to use computers to facilitate learning. As stated in Ral!/ng 
the Standards (DEST, 2002): 
The IYJ)C of JCT competence needed by teachers ia a collection of 
knowledge, skills, understandings and attiludcs that are inextricably 
bound up with context and pedagogy. (DEST, 2002, p. 13) 
However, much of the training provided to teachers seems to f01;us on the 
operation of computers and computer programs instead of on how to use technology 
as a teaching tool and how to integrate it across the curriculum (Zhao, Pugh, Sheldon, 
& Byers, 2002). Sandholz has stressed that: 
Both pre-service and in-service !cacher education must address the 
issue of preparing teachCl"II to not only use technology but to integrate 
it into inslt'UC!ion. (Sandholtz, 2001, p. 350) 
It is not expected, however, that all teachers should reach identical levels of 
competence (DEST, 2002). Depending on their interests and aptitudes, some teachers 
should develop a high level of competency and become leaders in the field, offering 
support lo their peers, whilst others should reach a basic level of competency, which 
involves being able to operate a computer and several software applications for use in 
the classroom. Bums has suggested that 'just enough' knowledge is adequate for most 
teachers and that ii is unnecessary for all teachers lo reach a high level of expertise 
(Bums, 2002). Depending on what role they are expected to play in the 
implementation of IMM to help children who experience reading difficulties, and how 
much support they receive, this viewpoint may have some merit 
A fundamental difficulty in the area of teacher professional development in the 
use of JCT in the curriculum is a shol1agc of exemplars (DEST, 2002). That is, there 
has been a relative lack of documentation and analysis of'bc:st practice'. This makes 
it difficult for teacher educators to identify and use effective slr.Ucgies and principles. 
Also, tlicre is the question as to whether teachers arc lo be taught lo 'assimilate' 
lcclmology into lilcncy instruction, which entail• fitting the new tcc:hnology into 
exiating concep1ions of lileracy and pedagogy, or 'a,;:commodate' technology inlo 
literacy leaching. which will necessarily involve the deeonstnu:tion of exiding idea 
about how litcncy fflOuld be taught and subsequent pedagogical tranafonnation 
(Reinking. Labbo, & McKenna, 2000). 
Furthennore, there are questions regarding which is the best model of 
profe.sional development to use in this contexl. 
How Do Teacbn Learn Aboal lCT 11d lb C11rrk11l11m? 
Pbsa ur leaclicr denlopmeal 
It must be recognised when providing professional development that differenl 
teachers an: at different levels of development with reference to the use of!CT in the 
cuniculum, and several different continua exist to help in !he identification and 
classification of teachers' levels of expertise. Their location on a continuum should to 
some extent detcnnine the type of professional development they receive. 
Education Queensland (2002) sugge:sl!I four stages of development, namely 
'minimum', 'developmental', 'innovator' and 'leader'. Teachers at the first level of 
development have minimal knowltXlge oflCT and how to use it to f11c:ilitatc learning. 
At the developmental level, they arc beginning to use JCT in the classroom and may 
be proficient with one or two programs. Innovators have more knowledge and 
confidence and begin lo use JCT innovatively to lllcilitatc learning. Leaders have a 
high level of expertise in the use of JCT to facilitate learning and an: in a position to 
educate and support other tcachcrs in this area. 
Holland (2001) uses the lcnns: 'non-readiness', 'survival', 'mastery', 
'impll'l', and 'innovation'. In this continuum, 'non-readiness' refcrs to those lcachcrs 
who arc fundamentally rcsisllnl to using computers and have little if any knowledge 
of how lo use them. Such teachers often dismiss the value of technology for their 
pcBOnal or instructional use and may criticise technology as just another educational 
'bandwagon'. 'Non-ready' teachers often show fear when using computers and slale 
that they are afraid of damaging the hardware or the software. Also, they often sec the 
use of technology as 'complex and lroublcsome (Holland, p. 250). 
" 
Teachers al lhe 'survival' level of development arc essentially focuacdon thdr 
own personal learning and iue of technology. According to Holland, (2001, p. 2S I): 
Teachets at this level of professional development in teclmology tend 
10 be Jll'!(ICCupied with lhcir own learning about technology and how 
they themselves can use it. These teachers may have acquired 
proficiency in one or mon: pa11icular computer applications, auch as 
word processing or PowerPolnl (1997) prcK!ltations, but they have not 
yet developed either sufficient skill or confidence to look beyond 
technology as a thing in ilself, to see ii u a lool that can be used lo 
further their curricular goals. 
Such teachers often fimi it difficult to deal with technical problems. which can 
hinder their use of JCT in the cwriculurn. Teachers at lhis level need support and 
many opponunitics to build their level of competence and conlidcncc. 
At the 'mastery• level of devclopmmt, lhc unevenness of tcachm' 
development becomes apparent. Teachers may demonstrate a high degree of 
competence in the programs most relevant to lhc curriculum areas !aught. Thus, their 
needs and interests begin to innucncc lhc direction of lrnlir development Because 
lcachm:s have achieved mastery in the use of particular i1em1 of hardware and 
software, it does nol necessarily follow that Ibey have achieved mastery in the 
pedagogy of using the tcx:hnology to maximize students' laming. Often lhcy lend lo 
see the technology iisclfas a main foeus, ralhcr than the euniculum content (Holland, 
2002). 
Al lhe 'impact' level of professional development, teachers arc bcgiMing lo 
sec lhe use of tcc:hnology as a means lo an end ralhcr than an end in illclf. They have 
shifted lheir attention from their own personal use of computers lo how they mighl be 
used as inslructional tools. According lo Holland (2002), it is not until tcachm have 
completely mastered the use of computers for their personal PLUJIO'CS that they are 
fully ready to attend 10 how they can be used in the classroom. Teachers at this level 
are typically familiar with several tcc:hnology applications in the classroom and 
require their students to use one or more of lhcse on a weekly basis. Such teachers 
attempt lo design JCT-based activities that require a degree of higher-level thinking, 
and they arc often independent of technical support personnel. 
At the 'innovation· level of professional development as outlined by Holland 
(2002), teachers change their instructional practice and also use technology in 
sophisticated ways ID plan, manage and raean:h their teaching. I...N'gely because of 
constraints on their drcision-making due lo school and distriet rcquircmcnll, few 
leachen actually attain the innovation level of professional dcvelopmenl, at !cue in 
the US where Holland conducted her SUl'Vty. 
Dwyer, Ringstaff and Sandholz (1990) usc a similar continuum, with the tmnl 
'entry', 'adoption', 'adaptation', 'approprialion' and 'invention', which are similar to 
the phases described above. At the entry level, teachers have minimal knowledge 
about JCT and its ll$C in the classroom, at the adoption Slaj:c, they begin to UIC JCT in 
the classroom, al the adaptation slagc they have the confidence and knowledge to 
adapt or modify ICT to their particular purposes, at the appropriation stage they have 
a sense of ownership of the ICT, and at the invention stage they arc highly inventive 
and can use JCT in novel ways for novel purposes, and may even design their own 
multimedia programs. 
All of the above continua describe teachers at different points of their learning 
journey in how to use JCT to facilitate their students' learning. However, they all 
focus on JCT independently, out of the complex classroom context. It may not be 
valuable to gauge a teacher's competency in such a simplistic manner, as the usc of 
ICT in 11K classroom i1 ne«Marily closely intertwined wilh a number of other teacher 
competencies, such as identifying needs and assessing outcomes. 
'Dnlper' ud 'co1111111fr' Cnchen 
A distinction has been made between 'designer' and 'consumer' teachers. A 
designer teacher is one who feels empowered and has: 
[A]ssumed the responsibility to become a designer of instruction and 
to rencc:1 on teaching practiccs to improve inslJuction. Contnat the 
designer teacher to the less active, len involved comutt1er teacher, 
who implements someone else's philosophy, materials, and methods. 
(Pasch, Sparks-Langer, Gardner, Starko, & Moody, 1991, p. I) 
It hu been claimed that teachers in Austtalia are all too often 'consumer' 
teachers, who over-rely on packaged instructional solutions provided by commercial 
bodies (Luke, 2001; Snyder, 1999). It would seem that teachers at the more advanced 
poinlS of the continua outlined previously would be mOSI likely lo have the knowledge 
and confidence ID beeome 'designer' teachers, not only in the context of !MM and 
learning but in all areas of classroom teaching. 
' 
" 
It has been suggested lhlt teachers need to learn about how to use hardware 
and software ror lhcir own purposes before they are rwdy to learn about how to usc 
JCT in a clu5room context. However, lhc:re i1 no consensus on exactly how this 
should be done. kl. will be discussed, there are several theoretical models or teacher 
education and professional development. 
Modell of Proreulollal Devdopmeal 
Mouia (2003) has reviewed the literature in this area and slates that there are 
four main reasons why many professional development models fail. Firstly, much 
professional development takes pl11ec away from the school site, and is often 
dccontcxtualiscd from classroom learning. Secondly, teachers often find that the 
ac;tivitics they learn about arc irrelevant to their classroom practices. Thirdly, 'one­
&itot' workshops arc often conducted without any follow-up support for teachers. 
Finally, the individual needs and concerns of teachers are rarely addressed. For 
example, prior knowledge about ICT or level of development (Dwyer et al., 1990; 
Holland, 200]) of the teacher, isofl.e11 ignored. 
The 'training' model of teacher professional development. which entails one­
off sessions away from the classroom con!C)[I, has lfaditionally been the dominant 
means of professional development. However, it has been suggested that teachers best 
learn through programs in a con!C)[! of practice, which allow them to observe and 
work in classrooms with students. 'Situated teaeher dcvelopmcnl', developed as a 
result of the Apple Computers for Tomorrow Project (ACOT) (Dwyer cl al., 1990) is 
an a\tcma1ivc lo the mining model. It allows participants to watch and engage with 
expert teachers, who model instructional practices as they work with SIUdcnts within a 
clwmom. context. In this way, the experts can 'provide tcacheJJ with a l'ramcwork in 
which they can examine the results of these practices on Sludcnt work and 
interactions' (Sandho!IZ, 2001, p. 355). 
Through situated teacher developmcnl, teachers can experience innovative 
uses oftei:hnology in authentic contexts, and can sec the proccsaes the expert teacher 
uses, such as decision rnalc:ing, as well as the abandonment and modification of plans. 
In this model, theory and practice arc closely integrated, which may facilitate 
reflective prai:ticc. 
" 
Similar to the situated teacher development model is 'mcntoring', which 
involves one teacher supporting another lhrough activities such as observation in each 
other'• classrooms, demonstration and coaching. conferencing and providing 
reedback and joint preparation (Alderman & Milne, 1998). 
According to Sandholz (2001), fiuthcr essential components of effective 
technology programs for teachers include: teacher input imo the design, panicipant 
choice, administrator involvement, situated teacher development, participant 
eollaboration, conslnlctiviat environment, n�ibility, and adequate funding. 
EfTcciivc mentoring is essentially based on intcrpenonal communication, 
lhrough which mentors and their protCgi!s can develop along the three phases or the 
mcntoriprnt6gi! relationship. These thre e phases involve the establishment of the 
relationship, working together, and cva\uation..'follow-up (Alderman & Milne, 1998). 
In-service professional development differs from initial teacher education in 
that experienced teachers arc likely to have more cstablilhed philosophies and 
routines than pre-service teachers and thus be more resistant lo change. King (2002) is 
of the opinion that 'transformational learning lheory' may be used to help educaton 
ovemime such resistance. She states that transformational learning lhcory can provide 
insight into the way adull!l learn through a process of critical reOection and self. 
examination oflhcir world-view, taking into account new knowledge. Adult leamen 
must often shift their view of the world in order to incorporate new knowledge, values 
and e11.pa:tatioI1J. Thus, the frame or rer=ce or the learner is constantly evaluated 
and re-evaluated in the light of new knowledge. As it is dissonance between old and 
new ideas that often impedes the aceommodation of new knowledge, it seems 
reasonable that learners need to somehow build bridges between the two. Aewrding 
to this model, teacher attitudes and values, as well as prior knowledge, are dc:cmed to 
be critical. 
Teachcn are not passive conswners ofresean:h findings and associated theory. 
'The CW'ffllt conception or a teacher describes a person who mediates ideas and 
constructs meaning and knowledge, and acts on them.' (Richar.1son & AndcB, 1994, 
p. 202). Not only do teachcra filter knowledge through their own pcrspcclivcs, Ibey 
also m::eivc knowledge fivm a variety or sources. some of which may be of inferior 
quality. They gather it from peen, non peer-reviewed articles and websites, peer-
" 
reviewed articles and commen:ial books. as well a.s from reflections on lhcir own 
experience. Much or this knowledge may n:main tacit and is th111 lea amenable to 
critical evaluation and reflection, Tnmafonnational learning theory is one means by 
which this tacit knowledge can be made explicit and thus amenable to reflection and 
critique. In order to facilitate on-going professional development, it has been 
suggested that 'collaborative decision-making cultwa' be encouraged. These cultures 
constitute good venues in which discussion and reflection might take place 
(Richardson & Andcf!i, 1994). 
Darling-Hammond (1998, p. 5) points out that successful professional 
development stntcgies share several. features, such as engaging teachers in concrete 
tasks, being grounded in teachers' questions, being linked to teachers' work, and 
being supported by sustained modelling. coaching and problem-solving. 
Similarly, Beavers (2001) has suggested three models for cffo:tivcly 
integrating technology into the curriculum, namely, pclCF coaching. study groups and 
thematic curriculum. As the name suggests, peer coaching involves teachers 
supporting each other through sharing their knowledge and providing ongoing 
monitoring. S1udy groups, according to Beavers, should be mandatory and C011Sist of 
no more Ulan six. members. These groups should conducl research into areas of 
interest and ncc:d to be related to their professional development in the area of 
integrating ICT into the curriculum. 
Jaldal (Presenk:c) Tad1cr �d•c1tioll 
According to the US Nalional Reading Panel (National Institute or Child 
Health and Human Development, 2000), there is a correlation between the quantity 
and quality of inscrvice teacher education and studmt outcomes, whereas the link 
between prcscrvice professional development and student outcomes is less clear. 
However, others have found that there is a link between q1111/ity initial lcaeher 
education and CA:ccllcncc in classroom teaching in the area ofliteracy (Maloch, 2003). 
Toe U.S. National Conunission and Sites of Excellence in Reading Teacher Education 
(SER TE) found that teacher education sites which provided ex.cmplary initial teacher 
cducalion programs were marked by several features, including the articulation of a 
clear mission and faculty members who had commitment and vision regarding their 
programs. and who used J>CfSOnaliscd teaching to meet their students' needs. Also, 
such institutions often used IIJIPffllticeship models or teaching. including closely 
supervised field ex.perienc:es or practicwns that were clearly integrated with course 
content, and the development of communities of practice, as well as the insistence 
upon high standards. Finally, faculty ex.en:iscd autonomy in that they were able to use 
creative and flex.ible and creative approaches to meet the needs ofprescrvice lcachcn 
Teachers graduating from the SERTE sites tended lo be superior to others in 
lnslructional decision making, sclf-eflicacy, meeting students' individual needs, 
reflecting upon their practice, and seeking to become part of professional learning 
communities (Maloch, 2003). 
Becausc of the link between PICSCl'Vicc teacher education and teacher 
performance and professional charaCleristics, it appears that i t  is essential to address 
the intcgralion of ICT into cunicu[um areas during prcservicc teacher education. 
Indeed, Morrow, Barnhart and Rooyakkm (2002, p. 220) have suggC11ted that the U5C 
of lcchno]ogy should be intcgraled into the teaching of student tcachcr:s, as this will 
model how technology can be used as well as emphasise lhe importance oflhe usc of 
1cchnology in education. Thus, lhey ahould be taught through an(! with JCT, not just 
about JCT. This view is supported by lhe IRA's 'position statement' (lntcrnational 
Reading Association, 2001). 
However, Sandholz (2001, p JS!) has pointed out that most student teachers 
do not routinely use tcdmology during their periods of practical school cx.pcricncc 
and do not get the chance to work wilh 'master' teachcr:s and university supervisors 
who can advise and support them in this area. Sandbolz (2001) asserts !hat if student 
teachers do not observe lhe use of technology in classroom contex.ts, it is not highly 
llkcly that they will integrate technology into lhcir own teaching, even if they have 
learnt the potential uses of technology in their university based teacher education. 
A further difficulty is that many preservice teachers appear to be oven:onfidcnt 
in their ability to use JCT when compam:I to their actual practice (Whetstone & Carr­
Chcllman, 2001). That is, because they have used computers for such tasks as word­
JWOCCSSing and accessing the Internet during their undergraduate studies, lhcy think 
that these skills will suffice in the classroom. 
Tcalc, Leu, Labbo and Kinzer (2002) have suggested that prcscrvicc teachers 
best lcam complex. skills through a case study appro.ch, whereby they learn to think 
" 
like an 'expert'. Through interacting and worung with experts or mentors, disi:ussions 
wilh peers, reflection and scaffolded guidance from mentors, novices can learn to 
lhinlr. like lheir more experienced countcrpllfts. ln this way, lhey can gain conditional 
knowledge, which is lhe ability to analyse effectively Uld creatively. This ICffl19 1o be 
a ncccswy prccunor to invention, although it must be acknowledged that in Western 
AuslJalian .liChoo'5 then: seem to be few JCT c,q,crts who could play the role or 
mentor a1 the present time. 
King (2002) has suggested that prescrvice teachers should be viewed as adult 
leamm and, as sllCh, the adult learning theory oftransfom1ational lcamingprovidcs a 
good framework from which to view their development in educational technology. 
This theory admowledges that adult learners have prior conceptions that m11Y connict 
with the new learning, and that they often need to critically examine their beliefs, 
assumptions, and values in the light or new knowled�. Adult lcamm oftm have to 
change their worldvicwa in order 10 incOipOnllc new knowledge, values and 
expectations. In this way, teacher resistance lo change may be rcduecd. Thus, the 
impol'tance of reflection and critical thinking in fonnats of discussion, joumal 
keeping, small group projects and 'hands-on' experiences with lcchnology mtut be 
emphasised. 
Summary ofLltcrat•re 011 Teacher Educatlo11 l11 lntegratln1 ICT Into Ille 
Literacy Cuninlum 
To swnmariscthe literature on teacher educarion into the use of!CT, including 
IMM, it iippcan: that there is a great deg1ee of support for education that is 
contextualised, or Iha! takes place in the classroom conlcJtL Professional development 
appears lo be more effective if ii is ongoing and supported by mentors or experts, who 
can take into account individual teachers' needs, attitudes, values and prior 
knowledge. 
Prcscrvicc teacher education is an lll'c:!I thal appears to deserve fiinhcr 
cmplwis, as there appears to be a link bclwecn it and teacher pcrfonnancc (Maloch, 
2003). The litcmurc suggcsls that prcscrvicc teachm need to be involved in learning 
through and learning aboul JCT throughout their education. both al univmily and in 
schools. Ideally, they need to work with cxpen teachers on their school plllCClllcnts, 
" 
who will guide them through the pllX:esscs of using JCT to assist children learn 
literacy. 
Coacl•1loa ofLlteral•re Review 
It bas been shown in this chapter and in Chapter Two lhat, allhough there is 
some literatum on how teachers might use ™M to help students learn to read, there is 
little literature to date on the ways in which they might go about the process of using 
IMM in order to addn:ss the learning needs of individual children who CJ1pericnce 
reading diflicultics. Furthermore, there is limited literature on the prob!Cill!I and 
successes teachers might encounter when using a diagnostic and formative approach 
in order to do this. This study is intended to go some way towards narrowing this .... 
0 
" 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter begins with a discussion oflhe limitations of traditional research 
methods and why the formative experiment was selected as th� most appropriate 
methodology for !his particular study. Also in Ibis chapter, the measures used in this 
study (standardised and informal assessments) are described, along with the 
procedure, the panicipanls from four different schools, data collection and analysis 
and issues of reliability. Finally, ethical considerations are discussed. 
Llmllatlon1 ofTradltlonal Research Methodologies In Relation to 
Research Into IMM and Reading 
The primary goal of this study was to explore the facilitative factors, 
inhibitive factors and unexpected outcomes that arose when educators used IMM to 
help participating students ovlll'COme particular reading difficulties. Because the 
study involved making modifications to instructional strategies and/or the 
educational environment, a research methodology that accommodated the resean:her 
as an agent of change was essential. After consideration of various methodologies, it 
seemed that the formative experimental design was the most appropriate. The 
inadequacies of traditional methodologies in relation to Ibis type of research and the 
advantages of the formative experiment methodology are discussed below. 
Although the U.S. National Reading Panel have acknowledged that there has 
not been a great deal of it (National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development, 2000), much of the research to date on IMM and reading has been 
quantitative. However, a major problem of using quantitative researeh methodologies 
in resean:hing literacy in an IMM context is the impossibility of controlling the many 
variabl(:S that might explain differences between experimental and control groups 
(Reinking & Bridwell-Bowles, 1991). In addition to this, comparison between 
conditions (IMM VCl'SWI non-IMM) may be invalid in that the instructional method 
associated with the IMM may be what CIIWICS the effec::t, and not the IMM per se 
·• 
(Ayersman, 1995; Salomon, 2002). Also, many of the quantilative studies carried out 
can be crilidsed on lhe grounds of methodological flaws, such as small, non-random 
samples. For example, an often-quoted cxpcmlC11tal design sl!Kly by (Miller cl al., 
1994) was based on only four subjects. 
Mercer and Scrimshaw ( 1993, p.187) point out that: 
jT]he findings of experimental studies appear to have little appamit 
validity for teachm, if the experiments appear to screen out too many 
faetors which operate in real classrooms, making their findings only 
partly applicable there. In short, forpractitiom:rs, experimental studies 
often provide a spur for reflection and further enquiry, but not a 
source of answers to problems of classroom implementation. 
On the other hand, existing qualitative rescard1 in the area of IMM and 
reading c1111 often be criliciscd for flliling to adhere to recommendations for ensuring 
'truslwonhincss'. A prolonged period of time in the field, the triangulation of 
methods and data sources and seeking verificatic:i of interpretations Imm 
participants and o!her.. (Guba & Lincoln, 1982) arc examples of recommendations 
for research ihat have not always been.followed. Funhermore, it could be argued that 
traditional qualila1ive research designs arc inadequa1c in the context of helping 
educators improve practice because they tend 10 focus on 'what is', rather than 'what 
could be'. 
The U.S. Center for Applied Research in Technology (CARET), which was 
established to review research and evalualion studies to identify, summarise, and 
disseminate any practical implica1ions, has listed major weaknesses of the 650 
studies h reviewed (Cradler, 2003). According lo CARET, a fundamental weakness 
of many studies into using technology in education was that the researchers did not 
clearly state what research or evaluation questions they were seeking to answer. 
CARET claims th.at many studies were also .flawed because they were purely 
descriptive with no quantitative measures, and be<:ause they did not include control 
or comparison groups. As already discl.lSSed, however, comparison studies are often 
unable to take into account complex con1cxtual factors and tend to over focus on the 
product at the expense ofthc process and the context. 
In addition, CARET states that many studies that did have an 'appropriate 
statislical design' and that they failed to describe the intervention adequately in that 
!he context and conditions under which the int�cntion took place were not 
" 
adequately described or linked lo findings and subsequent ::onclusio115. CARET also 
states that conclusions reached by researchcm5 into JCT md education were often not 
supported by the data collcctcd. 
Another limitation of quantitative studies in the area of teaming and JCT is 
that, when standardised tests of academic achievement have bc:cn used. they have 
sometimes failed to relate clearly lo the intended outcome or the leachinglleaming 
strategies and resources used, rmdming the studies invalid. On 11(:Casion, inadequate 
measures have been used, for cumplc subjeclivc or unvalidatcd tests (Cradler, 2003, 
p. 3). 
The formative experiment, although having some limitations of its own, is a 
means of minimising lhc shortcomings of much previous research into the use of 
IMM to fadlilatc learning (Reinking & Walkins, 2000). 
Form•tlve Rfft'arcb 
The limitations oflraditional mc:lhods of inquiry in educational research arc such 
that they have nr.! been able lo satisfactorily address two questions that arc crucial to 
instruction. These queslions arc: 
What factors add to or detract from an intervention's success in 
accomplishing a valued pedagogical goal? 
How might the intervention be adapted in response lo those faclors to 
better accomplish Iha! goal? (Reinking & Watkirr�. 2000, p.4) 
Formative research design overcome!! these problems as ii allows researchers 10 
become actively involved with the participants and illlilitutions involved in their 
research (Jimenez, 1997) and to encourage change. Jacob (1992) has pointed out !hat 
formative c�perimcnts aim to improve insll'llction through the combination of 
qualitative methods of investigation and interventions in learning situations. The 
epistemological stance associalcd with lbrmativc experiments is pragmatism 
{Reinking & Watkins, 2000). In other words, data collection, analysis and 
interpretation arc focussed on the pedagogical goa]{s). 
II must be noted !hat there arc several vwicties of fonnalivc research, such as 
action rc:scarch and fonnative evaluation research. These two particular fonns of 
research arc related to each other bul arc not yel clearly distinguishable (Reinking & 
Watkins, 2000). 
Aclion research can be defined as follows: 
Aclion resi:an:h is any systcmalie inquiry conducted by teacher 
resean:hers, principals, school counsellors, or any other slakeholders 
in the teaching/learning environment, to gather infoflllalion aboul the 
ways lhat their particular schools operate, how they teach, and how 
well their students learn. This information is gathm'Cd wilh the goal or 
gaining insight, developing reflective practice, effecting positive· 
change in the school environment (and on educational practices in 
general), and improving student outcomC!I and the lives or those 
involved. (Mill&. 2000, p.4) 
Action research is clearly similar to the fofJllativc ellpcriment in that it focuses 
on gathering infofJllalion with the goal of effecting educational change. It involves 
idenlifying an area of focus, collecting data, analysing and interpreting data and 
developing an action plan. It is also similar to formative experiments in that it is an 
'approach lo improving education through change, by encouraging teachers lo be 
aware of their own practice, to be critical of lhat practice, and to be prepared to 
change it' (McNiff, 1988, p. 4). 
However, action research differs from the formative experiment in that it is 
usually conducted hy teachers for teachers and is not imposed on them by someone 
else (Mills, 2000). In action research, the teachers themselves choose the area of 
focus, determine research collection techniques, collect, analyse and interpret the 
dllla, and develop action plans, whereas in a formative eKpcriment they may 
participate in these processes but they do not enjoy the same degree of autonomy. 
Furthermore, the results of action res,:an;h arc often not disseminated beyond the 
school itself. 
Formlllive evaluation is a method used for looking at innovations, cduclllional 
or othcrwisi:. The information gained is for the developer of the innovation (i.e. the 
researcher/teacher) to use in order to infonn modifications: 
The developers introduce the innovlllion into a suitable context, or a 
small number or contexts. They then monitor its use to determine how 
its features work, with the goal being lo make appropriate 
modifications to the innovalion. (Bruce & Rubin, 2000, p.6) 
" 
Aa:ording to this description, fo1I11ative evah.wlion resean:h seems almost 
indistinguishable ftom fonnative experiments. However, formative ell:pcrimmls are 
broader in their scope than evaluation research and they do not necessarily restrict 
lheir audience to the 'developer' of the innovation. FOITlllllive evaluation is 1111 
imponant component of formative experiments, but is not the same thing. 
Formative experiments have been denned by Newman (1990, p.10) as 
follows: 'In a formative experiment, the researcher sets a pedagogical goal and finds 
out what ii takes in terms of materials, organisation, or changes ... to reach the goal.' 
There are also some similarities between fonnative research and 'refla::tive practice' 
(Henderson, 1992) and 'diagnostic teaching' (Walker, 2000), which many teachers 
practise as a maner of course. Van Lier (1996) has suggesled that reflective practice 
and academic research can be seen as the two extremes of a continuum, with 
increasing systematisation, documentation and sharpening of questions marking lhe 
academic research. The fonnative experiments implemented in lhe present study 
were systematic and well documented, and lhus distinguishable from teachers' 
everyday reflective or diagnostic teaching. The rel ationship of this type of=mh lo 
renective practice and to academic research in general is illustrated in Figure 4.1 . 
• 
Academic Rc .. arch 
Figure 4.1. Tbe rel•tlonthlp betwHn formative raeueh, renecliYt pnrtire, 
.nd •eHemic raeueh. 
The fonnative experiment as a research design is still evolving, but has been 
used successfully in several smdies. Jimtnez (1997) used Ibis design in order to help 
teachers improve !heir practice in teaching five low-literacy Latina/o readers in 
middle school. The fonmUive experimental design was selected because lhere was a 
desire 10 go beyond lhe typical qualitative researeh foc:i of observation, interviews 
and document analysis, and lo become actively involved with lhe participanls in 
order to bring about change. In lhis insta.111:e, a series of cognitive strategy lessons 
was carried out, wilh responses systematically recorded. These responses were then 
used lo shape and modify lhe experiment in various ways so as to achieve lhe 
pedagogii:al goal, which was lo  improve the students' comprehension oftexl. All five 
• 
students were repor1cd to have derived some benefit from the cognitive strategy 
lessons. 
Reinking & Walkins (2000) used a fonnativc experimental design to find out 
how the use of multimedia book reviews might increase the independent reading of 
elementary students. Divmc qualitative and quantitative dal.i were gathcml. during 
two academic years in four 4"' grade and five Su, grade classrooms in three schools. 
The first six weeks were spent gathering qualitative data in order to gain a thorough 
understanding of the students, teachers, classrooms and schools. Observational field 
notes and interviews with students and lcachers were the main methods of data 
collection in lltis phase. Quantitative data were also collected to establish a baseline 
to facilitate the comparison of the amount ofindependent reading before and after the 
intervention. Students were then taught how to write multimedia book reviews using 
the mu]dmedia software HyperCard. Four students were chosen in each classroom, 
allhough they were not aware that they were the focus of attention. A fonnativc 
experiment was conducted wilh the goal of increasing lhe students' independent 
reading. This pedagogical goal was reached and several unplanned consequences 
were identified. Beeause data were colleeted across more than one classroom 
conlcxt, it was also possible for the researchers to observe variations in lhe effects of 
the intervenlion, and to speculate about the mitigating factors involved. Reinking & 
Watkins conclude that fo1111ative experiment methodology has the potential to be a 
very useful means of exploring the use of technology in order to enhance reading. 
Fonnative experiments have also been used in areas of educational rcscan:h other 
than literacy research, such as the analysis of team teaching within a cl....sroom 
context (Welch, 2000). 
Fo1111ative research typically follows a case study approach as case studies can 
accommodate studies that arc exploratory in nature, and lend themselves well to 
teacher-researcher collaboration. Formative research involves 'designed cases' rather 
than 'naturalistic' cases, as the researcher manipulates the situation under 
investigation and then 'fonnatively evaluates the instantiation' {Rcigelulh & Frith, 
1999, p.637). 
This type of research has, however, been criticised for its tendency to be 
'alheoretical' (Pigott & Barr, 1998) and its lack of applicability to contexts other than 
the one it investigates. Piggott and Barr have suggested Iha! these limitations can be 
.. 
ltSliuaged by grounding all fonnative experiments in theory and by clearly reporting 
what works, for whom, 811d why. Alternative explanations for resu]IS and 
confounding factors must also be sought. 
Dalgn. ortlle Study 
The fonnative expemier, design used in the study was informed by two sets of 
data. Firstly, baseline data were collected. This described Whal was happening in 
each of the four participating schools, in terms of teachers' experience, teaehing 
strategies and perceptions. Data describing individual students with reading 
difficulties were also collected, as were details regarding how teachers nonnally 
helped them overcome these difficulties and what role ™M played in this. 
Secondly, data were collected on how educators (classroom teach= and support 
teachers, with the assistan« of the researcher) took a fonnative approach to 
planning, implementing, evaluating and modifying IMM-based ac1ivities for 
particular students with reading difficulties. This entailed constantly monitoring and 
evaluating the effects of the activities and modifying them accordingly, with 
reference to the specific pedagogical goa1(s) identified by the 1eaclael"!I. Qualitative 
and quantitative data were gathcml in order to !race the impact of the 
implementation in lenns of the extent to which the pedagogical goals were achieved. 
Also. facilitative and inhibitive factors were identified and uaed to infonn 
modifications to the IMM·b.:.sed activities. 
The study, therefore, focused on educational problem solving (Henderson, 1992) 
in the Conn of a series of cycles of activity, which can be defined as fonnative 
experiments. The stages of the cycle have been labelled auonting to a modification 
of Trochim's (2002) !'Janning-evaluation cycle. Tmchim's cycle stans with the 
fonnulation of the problem (or identification of students' learning needs). Secondly, 
possible (teaching-learning) strategies are concephlalised. Thirdly, these alternatives 
are assessed and the most appropriate selected. Fourthly, the implementation is 
cllfTied oul. Fifthly, evaluation techniques are devised and implemented, and finally 
the evaluation data arc analysed and the results used to infonn modifications and the 
design of subsequent cycles. 
70 
The Planrung-Implementation-Evaluation (PIB cycle is illu trated in Figure 
4.2. and is a modification of a cycle originally designed as a management tool. It is 
similar to many found in the educational arena, such as the 'cycle of reflective 
learning' (Pollard & Tann 1 993) and the generic action research cycle (Macintyre, 
2000 p. l . It fits with the proce s of the formative exp riment in that it i concerned 
with stages of plannin g  implementation and evaluation, but it al o involves more 
detailed steps, such as the formulation of the problem ( learrting needs and the 
conceptuali ation of possible strategies. The cycle appears to offer a logical sequence 
in which to search for data and to finally display and discuss the findings, although it 
is a highly simplified representation of the process. It must be noted that within the 
PIE cycle there may be 'micro cycles· of planning. implementation and evaluation. 
I Evaluation 
Util isation of results to 
plan modifications to 
teaching-learning 
Analysis of evaluation data 
Monitoring and collection 
of evaluation data 
Possible reforrnuJation of 
evaluation technique 
Planning­
Implementation­
Evaluation Cycle 
Implementation 
Planning 
Identification of learning 
needs and selection of 
pedagogical goal(s) 
Conceptual isation of 
possible teaching-learning 
strategie 
election of teaching­
leaming strategies 
Formulation of evaluation 
techniques 
Figure 4.2. Planning I mplementation Evaluation ( PI E) cycle (modifkation of 
Trochim, 2002) 
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, heet11ure 
A pilot study was carried out prior to the main study, which is described in 
Appendix One. For each case in the main lltudy the following schedule (see Table 
4.1) was followed: 
Table4.l, Scbedalt ohtseareh 
Actfvlly P1rdcip .. Q 
Disttihuted J,:ttcrs of consent and transfer of information {ifappWJlriate) All 
forms that were completed before d;ila collection started. 
Met participating 1ea1:hcrs to decide which students with reading difficulties Toohm 
(approximatdy4 - S in each class) wuidd parlicipate in the study. Teachers Rcsearchcr 
brought information about students with reading difficulties to facilitate the 
decision-making. Dwatlon: 1-2 hoUJ'5 {each teacher). 
Met participating tcachcr(s) individually for lape-rcconled inteniew to gain Individual 
background infbrmation about the sekcted students and the teacher's tcachcrs 
beliefs/uperienccs. Duration: Approx Y, - 1  hour(cach teacher). Researcher 
Met participating students individually for informal 'get to know you' la[k individwd 
about likes/dislikes and to adrniniskr Ekmcntary Reading Attitude Survey. students 
Duration: Y, hour eaeh student, ... ="" 
Mel participating students to cany out reading w;sessments (e.g. Neale individual 
Analysis of Reading Ability, Peabody Picture Vocabulaiy Test), s1udcnts 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale. Duration: Approx JO-60 minutes each .. ...,. 
student. 
Observed in classroom to fmd out how the selected students worked in Resc:arober 
clllS!JODm context. Severa[ sessions throughout the study. 
(Fic!dnotcs/lnfbnnal discussions with tcachcri). 
Viewed/analysed 6tUdents' work samples, available records/documents. """""" 
Mee with tcachrrs to discuss background/thcoiy ofw;ing IMM to help Teachers 
students with reading difficullics - some: strategics that could be usc:d. 
Duration: Y, • I how'fcach teacher\. 
Researcher 
Md with teacher/a to discuss and plan IMM-haffll activities, Duration: 2-4 Teachers 
""=· Researcher 
Olhcr pre-intmrmtion assessments carried out, depending on the pedagogical All 
I �oal(s) to be focussed on. 
Tcachrrs and researcher implemcn!cd the IMM-basc:d activities. Observation All 
by rescan:hcr (video) and teacher. All participaits kcpljounuds. Duralion: 
Several WC(:ks for each case {10-IS). 
Tcachcl'(s) and researcher met regularly (approximately fortnightly) to view T=""' 
vidro re,,:ordings and discuss the implcmcntation(s). Discussed problems and Resc:un:her 
successes obscm:d/cxpcrienccd by all participants and possible 
modifications. Duration: 'h • I hour. 
Modilicd ill!Jlkmmtation (stutcd cycle again) and obsmred lhc effects. 
Duration: Several weeks foc ca.:h case. 
All 
" 
Bc:cause the pedagogical goals varied between cues, the procedure also 
varied somewhat from case to case in that different implementations were selected 
and thmdore different ways of leaching the studenl5, observing the implementation 
and evaluating the implementation were employed. These varialions will be 
discussed in full in each case study chapter. 
Partklpanh 
A plUJIO!live sample was used, which involves selecting potentially 
'infonnation rich' (Patton, 1990) cases for study in depth, as opposed to the random 
sampling usually used by quantitative researchers. Participants were selected on the 
basis of specific aCtributes, which are described below. 
Scll.0011 
Two government schools that were designated 'Technology Focus'11 schools 
were sc\e(:ted, as it was considered that these cases would yield more fruitlill data 
than non- technology focus schools. II was S!lSumed that tcachen in these 5':hools 
would have had a higher degiw oftraining in the use of ICT for learning IJul!l would 
teachers in other schools, and that such schools would have better access to 
hardware, software, and technical support. It was anticipated, thererore, that the 
study would be easier to 'get off the ground' and 'keep off the ground' in such 
schools, and that questions about what could be would more readily be illlSWen:d. 
All five designated 'T11ehnology Focus' primllf)' schools in the Perth 
Metropolilan area were invited by lener to participate. One of these schools did not 
respond, and the other four initially expressed an interest in participating. However, 
one of these schools could not panicipate because or a change of Principal and 
Technology Co-ordinator and another because the only teacher interested in 
panicipating said that he did not have any studenls with reading difficulties in his 
class. The remaining two of the five sehools agreed to participate in the study. 
Two private schools were also contacted. They were selected because I knew 
them as being committed to the use of Inrormation and Communications 
11 TcchmlDSY Focw Sc:boob will be described ill Cblpter Sevm 
" 
Tedmologics (JCT) for learning. One of the schools was a 'laptop' school, where 
each student in Year 5 or above had her own laptop. Botll private schools agreed to 
participate in this study. One of theae schools became the pilot study (see Appendix 
One). as it was the first school lo allow ac«SS; the other participated in the main 
study. 
P1rticlp1tla1 educ1ton 
The participating teachers were from Perth {Australia) metropolitan Primary 
School teachers (Year 4 and 5). �ach teacher was interested in using IMM lo help 
students with reading difficulties and wanted to develop his/her practice in this area. 
In addition, each teacher worked at a school that was committed to the use of 
technology to facilitate learning (as described above). The researcher was a 
participant-observer in some phases of the study and an observer in others. 
Partlclp1tlag •tlldents 
The students were in Years 4 and S and etperienced some reading 
difficulties, as identified by their teachers on the basis of existing records such as 
benchmark test results, personal observations, and other classroom records. This age 
group was selected be<:ause it could be argued that, if their reading difficulties were 
not resolved by this relatively late stage. their need for an alternative approach was 
great. It was decided lo allow the teachers lo identify the studenls who were 
experiencing difficulties as this is how identification in nonnally carried out in 
Western Australia, and the purpose of this study was to detect facilitative and 
inhibitive factors in identifying and assisting such studen(s. II would hence not have 
been logical for the researcher lo select students for the teachers, as it would have 
truncated the fonnative experiment and reduced the 'authenticity' of the study. 
P1rtklp1nt researeber 
In the formative experimental design, it is usual for the researcher to 
collaborale with the other participanls to anempt to bring about change, or a desired 
outcome. The role that I played varied in this study, both within and between cases, 
although according to the possible roles for researthers outlined by (Gold, 1969), I 
played the roles of either 'participant-as-observer', "observer-as-participant', or 
'complete observer'. The participant-as-observer fully participates with the group 
and the group knows her identity as a researcher. The observer-as-participant is 
" 
known to lhc group as a rcscan:hcr but makes little attempt to participate, and lhc: 
complete observer observes without being involved in the activities o[the group. 
As a participant as well as a researcher it scems necessary to provide some 
background information about myself. My academic qualifications include a 
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Organisational Studies, which I completed at the 
Management School at Lancaster University in the United Kingdom in 1988. In 
1993, I completed a Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary) at Murdoch 
University in Western Australia and in 2000 I completed a Master of Education at 
Edith Cowwi Univcnity, Western Australia. For my Master of Education degree I 
compleled a project that synthesised and evaluated research on the use of IMM to 
help students learn to read. 
I have had some years of classroom experience, mainly as a middle primary 
teacher (Years 4 and 5), a relief teacher, and a Languages Other than English 
(LOTE) teacher. In addition, I have had experience i n  many other realms of work, 
including management, human resoun:es and sales. I was employed throughout 1999 
as a computer technician at a rural District High School and was responsible for 
maintaining the twelve computers in the sehool laboratory and approximately 
another ten in the classrooms. I dealt with h.ardware, network and software issues and 
took a keen interest in how the teachers were and were not using JCT to enhance 
their students· learning. I was also asked to educate the townspeople about the 
Internet and became a T AFE (Tertiary and Further Education) lecturer of a course 
ealled, 'Introduction to the Internet', which I had to write as well as deliver myseJ£. I 
am currently a part-time lecturer in Language and Literacy, teaching pre-service 
teachers at Edith Cowan University, a role that some of the teachers with whom I 
collaborated in the study may have found slightly threatening. 
I have used computers for many year.., bought my first computer (a Dragon 
32) in 1978 and taught myglf BASIC programming. Since then, I have always had 
at least one computer at home, which I have used for work as well as recreation. All 
of the computer skills and knowledge I possess are self-taught (through reading and 
trial and error) and as a consequence of this, there may well be gaps in my 
knowledge as well as miseonceptions. I have had no Professional Development in a 
sehool context on using JCT to further lewning. The last time I was employed as a 
full-time classroom teacher, in the mid 1990s, my classroom was equipped with an 
" 
old BBC microcomputer with virtually no software, whieh wu rarely used due to iis 
limited functionality. My interest in JCT and liteni:y education wu sparked by the 
Utcratwe in this area. as well as having two pre-school childmi who seemed to 
benefit from using CD-ROMs. 
Table 4.2. displays on overview of the participating schools, students and 
teachers. 
Table 4.2. Tbe p1rticlpub 
School Ym Students Teuber Support 
Teadaer 
St Cla!r's College s Brianna Nicole Nielsen Susan Alessi 
Private Claudia ..,. 
St Clair's Colkgc 4 T,_ Calhrnne Williams NIA 
Private Monique 
Bridget 
A=do 
Hil!vicw Primary School 4 Aruk,w Linda Harris NIA ""-' .,., 
Anita 
N"' 
Rosie 
Morland Primary School �, Mitc�ll Sarah Fox NIA 
Government '"" 
Zora 
Kori 
West Coast College 4 Hmy Wesley James Liz McDonald 
Private ,_, 
Pilot Studvl12 Crai<> 
' AH Nrntl ygd in lhi< pudyan, l"'!ydg)J)'m5 
Full descriptions of the pu1icipants can be found in the following chapters. 
The data were collected through a pilot case study that infonncd the main 
four case studies. Each case consisti,d of a classroom teacher, support teacher (if 
applicable), lhe researcher, and lhe participating students. Cue studies are 
appropriate contexts for data collection in lhis study because !hey are holistic, and 
lhcy provide a situation in which the complexities of integrated systems, such as 
reading in an IMM context, can to be studied (Merriam, 1998; Miller & Olsen, 1998; 
Yin, 1994). Further, lhey can accommodate teacher-researcher coll aboration 
11 Stt Apperxlix I. I for delllls of this. 
(Reigeluth & Frick, 1999). Because case studies are essentially dynamic (Yin, 
1984), they are able to 11(:COmmodate the forma1ive nature of the study. 
Data collection and analysis followed many of the recommendations of 
(Miles & Hubennan, 1984) in that there were some pre-ex.isting conceptual 
frameworks that were subject to later revision. The pilot study also yielded pre­
designed research instruments, such as ObSCl'Vation guides. interview guides and a 
'start list' of codes to facilitate classification (see Appendix. 4.1). Data collection was 
guided by pre-ex.isting orientations, the PIE cycle (Figure 4.2.) and by ongoing 
analysis. 
The following dala-collection techniques were employed: 
• unstructured, semi-structured and structured interviews with teachers and 
students; 
• journals- teachet(s), student{s), researcher; 
• observation • field notes; 
• exlllllination of artufacts (eg teachers' records, l=n plans, programs, 
students' work samples); 
• assessment of students to facilitate description (eg The Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997), The Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability (Neale, 1988), the Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS) 
(McKenna & Kear, 1990); 
• video recordings to facilitate discussion between teacher and researcher and 
lo help infonn further planning, implementation and evaluation. 
How the daia collection techniques relate to the researdi questions is 
illustrated in Tablc4.3. 
n 
D•ta coUecdoa teclialqaes used lo u1wer raearcb quesdoa1 
Raeardl Queldoa D1hl Collectloa Methods 
I) Ho" do lbe plrtldJ111lln1 cdac11on IJ'pkalfy •e1p Observation 
tlOdHbl wbo eq,erltatt radJq dlfflcWtln, and Scmi-11rUctuml intnview 
wUI rote don lnlenctln Moltllaedla (IMM) pby 
1nt1W? 
2) How could lbe p,,rtldpatfna edoulon 11H 1 
•rormaHve 1ppra1th' to plan, lmplelll!.lll, evaluale 
and modify IMM•b.11ed 1c1Mtln 11111 JN'Oll"lmt lo 
llelp atudellb llflo uperieace n1dla1 dlfflcollln 
aehlne panlcular ped.lJ(lllcal l(llls? 
Sub-q1>0StioM to guide the main qile.itioa: 
2a) What inhibitive md facilitative factors might Observation 
ed1>C1!011 CDC:OUDle:r when planalng, implem.Dling a.ud Video recOJdings 
evaJ.,.lins IMM-b&sed innovali<>11S fur students with Standudiscd m• ••• Neale ...... 
reading diffiC'l llin? Allllysill, Peabody Vocabulary Test '""""' 
lntnvicws: 11119tructurcd, semi-slnu:rured 
Analy,,is ofworl,: �los 
Aual"' is of other •ludent records 
2b) How can educ,uors ostlblish 'prefonbi!ity' of the Observation 
IMM-b&sed over 't:aditiollll' activitic1? Video recmdit!&s ,.-
llltervicw,i: - semi-,� 
withteacbm 
Tcsttesults 
lllfonnal usc:ssmom ofstud .. u:s' work 
lntetvicws with students 
2c) What 'unplanned outcomes' might result from Observation 
11>ing IMM-based activities to wi,t sllldents who Video recording,, 
expcrimcc m,ding diflkultics? '"""' 
Interviews: U!Uilruclufed, semi-struclum:I 
wilh 1eachcr.i 
Testresull!I 
Informal u.ossmcnl oflludenu' won: 
lnlm'icws wall studonts 
Assw1Re11ts Used Jn tile study 
Several standardised assessments were used at the beginning or the study and 
after the interventions. The purpose or these tests was to help diagnose the learning 
needs or the students as well as to measure any gains after the interventions hlld 
taken place. 
Elementll'y Re1dJng Attitude Survey (ERAS) 
The Elementary Reading Attitude Slll'Vey (ERAS) (McKenna & Kear, 1990) is 1 
North American standardised measure or reading attitude for students ftom Grade I 
" 
to Grade 6. It contains 20 items, to of which inquire about recreational reading and 
10 of which relate to academic reading or reading to learn (see Appendix 4.5). The 
items were selected from an item pool that was created from several earlier surveys. 
For the sake of COll!listency and to avoid respondents thinking that there are 'right' 
and 'wrorig' llllBWers, each item is. worded with a uniform begiMing, 'How do you 
feel ... ' 
The test has an engaging pictorial format, featuring the well-known comic-strip 
character, Garfield. Each item shows Garfield in four pose!!, r,u1ging from very happy 
to very unhappy. An even number of scale points is intended to prevent respondents 
circling the central, neutral category. 
Th.is normed test can be given to an entire class, and must be administered 
according to the directions for use. This process involves familiarising the students 
with the test and with the purposes for giving it. The teacher then reads the items 
aloud and the students mark their responses. In this study, the ERAS was 
administered according to the directions of use to small groups of three to five 
students. The students were spread around the room to discourage them from 
copying each other's !esponses. 
McKenna and Kear (1990, p. 62.8) identify strengths and weaknesses of the 
ERAS. Firstly, the test claimB to provide quantitative estimates of two aspects of 
students' attitudes towards reading, but makes no claims regarding the identification 
of causes for poor attitudes o r  instructional techniques likely lo improve attitudes. It 
is claimed, however, that the ERAS can be used to: 
(a) Make possible initial conjecture about the attitudes of specific 
students; {b) provid<, a convenient group profile of a class (or larger 
unit; or (c) serve as a means of monitoring the attitudinal impact of 
instructional programs. (McKenna & Kear, 1990, p. 628) 
The ERAS was selected for use in this study because of ita ability to make 
possible initial conjectures about lhe participating studenta as this was deemed to be 
important baseline information; it is widely recognised that a poor attitude towards 
reading adversely affects a student's reading performance (Lipson & Wixson, 1997). 
McKcnna and Kear (1990) claim that reliability ofthe ERAS is ensured by a 
high Cronb:u:h alpha, a statistic that measures inlmlal. consistency of attitude .scales. 
McKenna and Kem: also provide evidence of construct validity. 
" 
A potential disadvantage of using the ERAS for Australian students is that some 
of the questions use North American tennino\ogy lb.at Australian students may not 
undmitand. For example, item 7 asks, 'How do you feel about reading during 
summer vacation?', and item 9 asks, 'How do you feel about going to a bookstore?' 
To guard against any misinterpretation, the words 'holiday' and 'bookshop' were 
substituted for 'vacation' and 'bookstore' when read out by the examiner. 
A further limitation of Ibis test with reference to Australian students i s  the feet 
that the norming group was from North America. A Grade 4 student in North 
America would not be strictly comparable to I\ Year 4 student in Western Auslralia, 
not least because !hey may have started school at a different age. However, it was 
hoped that the results would at least provide scores for each participating student Iha! 
were accurate in a relative ifnot an absolute sense. 
TIie Neale Am.1ly1il or Reading Ability (NARA) 
The Neale Analysis of ReadJ!18 Ability (NARA) (Neale, 1988) is a standardised 
test of reading ability, intended for students fro� 6 lo 12 years of age. It takes 
approximately 20 minutes to administer and consists of a series of graded passages 
for testing the rate, accuracy and comprehension of oral reading. Two sets of such 
passages are pl'Ovided, along with comprehension questions, and there arc parallel 
fonns so that the test can be used for pre- and post-intcryention testing. 
The passages are p=tcd in the fonn of a book, which Neale (1988) claims is 
an important S)'mbol of literacy. Pictures designed to set the scene accompany each 
narrative text. There are four comprehension questions for the level 113 narrative in 
each form and eight comprehension questions for the subsequent five passages. The 
comprehension questions test immediate recall of the main idea of the narrative, the 
sequence of events and other details, as well as inference. Comprehension is thus 
limited to literal and some inferential questions. The evaluative/appreciative 
dimensions of comprehension (Barrett, 1972) is not tested, which means lhat the 
'text analyst' practice (Luke & Freebody, 1999) is ignored. 
Recording the reader's errors assesses accuracy. The examiner is permitted to 
correct errors during testing. This facilitates the flow of oral reading and assists the 
reader in maintaining meaning. Errors are categorised as mispronwiciations 
"See Appendix 4.4 for <"Xllll1'1es oftbe passages. 
.. 
(del:oding errors), substitutions, refusals, additions, omi.'l.'lions or reversals. 
Mispronunciations are words that are pronounced incorrectly, distorted or partially 
decoded. They are transcribed phonelically onto the recording sheet by the enminer 
and provide information on the way a child decodes words. Substitutions are real 
words that are used instead of the words in the passage, for example, 'lunch' illlltead 
of 'launch'. If the child pauses for 4 to 6 seconds without reading a word, the 
examiner supplies the word and records the failure as a refusal. When words or parts 
of words are inserted, they are recorded as additions. Omissions occur when words 
are omitted from the text. When a child substitutes a word for a revemil oflhe word, 
such as 'on' instead of 'no' or 'was' instead of 'saw', it is reeorded as a reversal. 
Self-«1treetions are not counted 11!1 errors. 
Rate is assessed by timing how many seconds the individual takes to read a 
passage and then calculating how many words were read per minute. This raw score 
is then used as a basis for finding the percentile rank, the stanine and for the reading 
age of the student in the conversion tables provided in the NARA manual. 
The NARA provides detailed directions for administration, which were followed 
strictly in this study in all but one instance, which will be discussed in Chapter Six. 
Testing slarts wilh lhe administration of a practice passage and proceeds until the 
student has made 16 errors, or 20 errors for passage level 6. If the individual exceeds 
the maximwn permissible number of errors, the comprehension questions for that 
passage arc not given. If the individual supplies an incorrect answer to a 
comprehension question, the examiner does not supply the eoire(:t answer. 
The NARA was originally devised if, t.'1e United Kingdom in the 1950s and has 
since been revised. The version 115ed for this study was normed with reference to 
approximately 1100 students from South All5tralia and Victoria. The passages were 
written especially for the test and graded according to vocabulary, syntactic 
complexity and the length of the narrative. It is noted that no genres other than 
n111Tative are provided. 
The reliability of the NARA is documented in the manual. Testing all of the 
students in the standardised sample with one fo!Dl and then retesting them with 
another fonn approximately two weeks later detemrined reliability. The correlation 
coefficients between the parallel foffllll were .88 and .89 for rate, .98 for accuracy, 
" 
and .94 and .95 for comprehension. All of the correlations were statistically reliable 
above the .001 level of confidence. 
Internal consistency refers to the extent to which items in a test all measure the 
same thing. Neale (1989) used the Kuder-Richardson reliability coefficient (KR 20) 
for thls pwposc. The overall coefficient for accuracy was .SI and for comprehension 
it was .90. Rate was not calculated. 
The validity of lhe NARA has been ascertaini,d in several ways. With reference 
to content validity, the selection of words in the passages was based on word lists 
such as the Dolch (19Sl) and, in the revised version, words were chosen that were in 
current use by students determined through the examination of contemporary 
iMtructional reading schemes. The criterion-related validity of the test was 
established by lhe wie of the test to predict later perfonnance or by correlating its 
score with other valued measures. Testing of over IOOO students in a standardiS&tion 
sample and analysing the means and standard deviations for each age range assured 
construct validity. 
TIie Peabody Plchlre Vocab11l1ryTed-Revised (PPVT-R) 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Te..: - Revised is 'designed primarily to 
measure a subject's receptive (hearing) vocabulary for Standard American English' 
{Dunn & Dunn, 1997). It can be used to provide a quick estimate of the verbal ability 
of students who have grown up in a slandard English-speaking envirorunent. It i s  
also useful for gauging the vocabulary knowledge of bilingual students. Dunn and 
Dunn (1997) claim that oral language, and more specifically receptive vocabulary 
knowledge, is an important prerequisite to success at school in general and reading in 
particular. 
The subject is shown a page containing four pictures. The examiner reads out a 
word, and lhe subject must either point to the corresponding picture or tell the 
exwniner its number. As the PPVT-R does not require wbjects to read or write, it i s  
especially appropriate for people who have difficulties with written language. 
Dunn and Dunn (1997) show lhat the reliability of the PPVT·R meets the 
criteria for inter-test reliability, which have been detennined by correlations between 
test administrations. Internal consistency of the PPVT·R was by the split•balf 
procedure. The split-half reliability coefficients for fonn M (the one administered in 
" 
this study as it is generally considered to be the more appropriate for Australian 
children) ranged from .7S lo .8S. 
Altcmate-fomu reliability coefficients based on an immediate retest and 
delayed retest of subjects using the alternative form are also available. With a median 
of .82 for the immediate retest groups and a median of .78 for the delayed retest 
groups, the n:liahility of the PPVT-R appears lo be adequate. The validity of the 
PPVT-R. or the degree to which the test measures what it claims to measure, is 
discussed in some depth in the manual. 
Some limitations associated with the PPVT·R are as follows, Firstly, it 
measures only hearing vocabulary, which is just one aspect of language. Secondly, 
'casual adminiatration and scoring' of the test can be a serious limitation (Dunn & 
Dutu1, 1997). However, in Ibis study, all aspects of the administration were strictly 
carried out according lo the manual. Through using Fonn M, all of the vocabulary 
items were words that arc in common usagt, in Australia and did not include North 
American words such as 'closet' and 'vacation' (found in Fonn L). 
TIie M11ltfdlme111ioaal F111e11ey Scale 
Zutell and R115inski (1991) devised the Multidimensional Fluency Seale 
(MFS) (see Appendix 4.7.) as a means of  facilitating the asscsmnent of oral reading 
flucrn:y. The dimensions it measures arc phrasing, smoothness and pace, which ean 
be rated on four-point seales. Although this is not a standardised test, it is a useful 
way to track a student's progress on these dimensions. Although it docs not measure 
eo�hmsion, this can to some extent be infcncd if phrasing, smoothness and pace 
are appropriate for the text. 
Data A111lysls 
Data analysis can be defined as 'working with data, organizing them, 
breaking them into manageable units, aynthcsizing them, searching for patterns, 
discovering what is important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will 
tell others.' (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p.l S3) 
During the study, data analysis waa llDI seen as a distinct sta� ofmiean:h. In 
fonnativc experiments, data analysis is iterative and ongoing, and informs the 
" 
advancement of the fonnative experiment and subsequent data collection. Coffey 
and Atkinson (1996) have suggested Iha! data analysis should be seen as: 
[A] reflexive activity that should infonn data collection, 
writing, further data collection, and so forth. Analysis is not, 
then, the last phase of the research process. It should be seen 
as part of the research design and of the data collection. The 
rescan:h process, of Which analysis is one aspect, is a cyclical 
one. (Coffey & Alkill.'lOII, 1996, p. 6) 
Miles and Huberman (1984) have also pointed out that data analysis ofteit 
starts (frequently subconsciously) al the very beginning of a research project, before 
the researcher has entered the research sites, and is not necessarily something that 
begins during or after data collcction. This is because the rcsean:her has often 
generated a theoretical framework and various hypotheses, which they think about 
during the early stages of the research procCSII. In the case of a fonnative 
experiment, it 5eelII.II appropriate to sec data analysis in this light because the impetus 
for such experiments is often some kind of problem or issue that the researcher has 
become aware of and has probably niflectrd upon to some extent. The research cycle 
adopted in this study is illustrated in Figure 4.3, 
!, 
Pre-existing 
orientations 
"''" 
analysis 
Interventions 
Arul 
Modifications 
Dai. 
collection 
Fipre 4.3. D1ta collfflion/1n1ly1il eycle in formative uperlmentJ 
The use of techniques recommended by Miles and Huberman (1984) 
fai:ilitatedongo!ns: analysis. Techniques included: 
• writing up field notes and transcribing ll!pe recording soon after the contact, 
including reflective remarks; 
• using 'Contact SlilllmlUy Sheets' to summarise each contact; 
• using 'Document Summary Fonns' to clarify and summarise documents and 
note their possible significance; 
• using 'descriptive coding' and 'pattern coding', with the assistance of 
NUD•JST software (NS)(2001); 
• the isolation of several 'key events' or critical incidents (Patton, 1990)'· 
• wriling memos (ideas and theories about codes and their possible inter­
relationships); 
• displaying data in charts, narrative fonn, flow charts, and matrixes in order to 
facilitate the development of ideas about categories and inter-relationships. 
The first stage of analysis took place as 'anticipatory data reduction' (Miles 
& Hubmnan, 1984, p. 21) when po9:!ible conceptual frameworks were being 
" 
considered, and when research questions, research sites, and partieipanlll .were being 
decided upon. Most of this 'anticipatory' analysis was articulated in the research 
propoMl for this study. 
During the· data collection stage, data were entered into the software for 
qualitative data analysis, NS (2001) and memos and annotations were contin1111lly 
added in the light of data col!eeted later, and in the light of emerging ideas. Some 
'open' coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) was performed at this stage. In NS this is 
known as creating 'free' nodes, which equate to files in which the researcher can 
store re]�anl data. For example, some free nodes created for St Clair's college 
during data collection were entitled, 'expectations', 'fim', 'purpose', 'license and 
copyright', and 'conflict', In addition, data were coded according to the 'tree nodes' 
that had already been created (the 'start list'· of codes) through anticipatory analysis 
and analysis of the pilot' study. Thus, analysis could be said to.be both 'top down' 
and 'bottom up' (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Nodes were subsequently manipulated 
(merged, moved, deleted,_ ordered, renamed) to reflect changing conceptions. 
As Coffey and Atkinson (1996, p. 46) point out, coding is not syrninymous 
alysis: Once coding llas beeii completed, the data must be interrogated and 
tically explored to generate meaning.' It is necessary to think about how the 
cbdes rei�te to the ori�nal data, to other data, and to theoretical ideas. In short, 
'iitterpretation' is necessary (Patton, 1990). 
Miles and Hub�an (1984) recommend daia display as an important aspect 
of analysis, as it allows researchers to 'see' the data more clearly, thus facilitating 
interpretation. They define data display as follows: 
we define a 'display' as an organized assembly of infonnation that 
· pennits conclusion drawing and action laking. (Miles & Huberman, 
1984; p.21) 
�ugh data displays were used in the study, in the form ofpoint-fonn notes, 
'11ow charts. printouts .from NS, and tables .. These helped the researcher and teachers 
to draw conclusions arid take further action. Examples are shown in Figure 4.4. 
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After tht:' data collectfon stage, I attempted to take a 'step back' and undertake 
further llllllysis. The intention was to expose patterns and themes Iha! had previously 
been uncovered, 1111 the analysis that took place during data collection was necessarily 
hurried and 'on the go'. I deemed it mx:essary to carry out further retrospective 
analysis in order to determine what was missed, and to facilitate the answering of the 
research questions. 
Reading and rereading the literature, constantly relating it to the data and 
writing dralb of the thesis also facilitated analysis. Coffey and· Atkinson draw 
attention to the need lo use the literature in order to generate ideas and analyses. 
Strauss ii.'ld Corbin (1990) have indicated the importance of using the literature as a 
source of 'theoretical sensitivity', which is essential to good data analysis. They 
define 'theo�tical sensitivity' as follows: 
Theoretical SCl!llitivity refers to the attribute of having insight, the 
ability lo give meaning lo data, the capacity lo undenltarul, and 
capability to separate the pertinent from that which im't (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990, p. 42). 
According to Coffey and Atkinson (1996, p. 109), we must also view 'writing 
up' ofresean:h as an analytic la.Bk, as 'writing and representing are powerful ways of 
thinking about one's data.' They remind \IS that writing encourages \IS to think about 
the data in 'new and different' ways, and also forces us to think about the 'meanings 
and understandings! voices and experiences present in the data', Analytic ideas are 
explored, developed and dccpmed during the' process of writing and representing. 
As well as analysing each case individually, cross-case analysis was 
undertaken in an attempt to isolate any patterns that were evident across cases and to 
find out and attempt to explain any differences. This was achieved by 'merging' the 
different cases in NS arn1'canying out text and node searches to find repeated themes 
and issues. 
luues of Validity and ReUahlllty 
Validity has been defined as the 'correctness or credibility of a description, 
conclusion, explanation, inteqiretation, or other sort of account' (Maxwell, 1996). 
As data collection and analysis methods were mostly qualitative, adhering as 
far as possible to Guba and Lincoln's (1992) m:ommendations helped ensure the 
.. 
'credibility' or the data. For example, member cheeks took place to ensure lhat 
participants agreed with the intCfJ!fClations that the researcher had made. Input was 
not only solicited from participants whilst 'in the field', but also after the analysis 
and reporting had been completed (LeCompte, 2000). However, member chedts can 
be criticised because the same considerations that threaten the validity or veracity of 
the researcher's intetpretations may also lhreaten the veracity of the member's 
(Bloor, 1997). Also, members may falsely corroborate descriptions and 
interpretations for ego-defensive reasons, or becall!le of a sense of loyalty to the 
resean:her, Worse, members may withhold asSClll to descriptions and interpretations 
that are, perhaps, painfully accurate and 'valid', as experienced in Chapter Six. 
Triangulation of different methods and sourees of data-collection OCCurrcd, 
with the aim of building a whole picture. It is acknowledged, however, that 
'triangulation' must be conducted with caution, as there is always the risk of trying to 
'replicate chalk with cheese' (Bloor, 1997, p. 41). 
The opinioD!I of colleagues, particularly supervisors, were sought regularly to 
ensure that the categories and theories developed by the researcher were acc�te and 
reasonable. In addition, two peer-reviewed artieles relating to this study have so far 
been published (Oakley, 2002a, 2003b). Feedback was also received ftom delegates 
at seveml literacy aod technology-related conferences (Oakley, 2001a, 2001b, 2002c, 
2002d, 2003a). 
An appropriate period of time (at least2 school terms or a 3  term school year) 
was spent in the lie!d in order to help ensure internal validity or credibility (Reinking 
& Watkins, 2000), and records (which included memos or records of reHections) 
were kept in such a way that 'auditability' was possible in that another penon could 
track the resean:her's data collection and thought processes. The use ofNS, which 
enables very thorough organization of data, facilitated this. 
The analysis of multiple cases is also a mcailli of increasing external validity 
(generalisability) in qualitative studies (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 29). This was 
done in the study, although it must be noted that the cases are in many ways not 
comparable as they focussed on divergent pedagogical goals, used different software, 
and had different participants with a variety of different needs. Despite this, several 
broad commonalities between the eases were identified. 
.. 
The use. of the qualitative data analysis (QDA) program, N5, made ii possible 
to keep the data and their contexts connceted, making it easy to access and check 
relevant raw data whenever necessary. QDAs also make it easier to consider all of 
the data thoroughly (Durkin, 1997), therefore ensuring 'completeness'. As disi:ussed 
by Maxwell (1996), 'incompleteness' is a serious threat to validity. 
According to Reigeluth and Frith (1999), in fonnative research the major 
concern is not validity, but preferability, or the extctlt to which one method is 'better' 
than other known methods for attaining a pedagogical goal. They suggest three 
dimensions ofpreferability: 'effectiveness' (lhc degree to which the intervention led 
to the attairunent of the pedagogical goal); 'efficiency' (the degree to which the 
intervention was cost and time effective); and 'appeal' (how enjoyable the 
intervention was for all people associated wilh'them). As most of the data collection 
methods in this study were essentially qualitative, validity remains an important 
consideration. However, preforability was also considered. 
Limitations 
A limitation of the study is that the sample size was relatively small and was 
to some extent selected on an 'opportunity' basis. With rererencc to the use of 
particular software and learning activities, it was not an objectiv� ofthis research lo 
provide results that are generalisable to a wider population of students wi� reading 
difficulties. That is, it is not possible to show that the use of a particular item of 
software will work for all students with a particular learning difficulty in all 
situations. However, the descriptions of the formative experiments in the fonn of 
'vignettes' may be used as starting points and may present ideas and insights to 
teachers who are trying to formatively plan, implement and evaluate IMM-based 
activities for students with reading difficilltics. Undcntanding the proienes of 
planning, implementing and evaluating IMM-based activities for students with 
reading difficulties, and the successes and difficulties associated with these, was a 
main focus of this study. These broad understandings may be applicable to a wider 
population. 
Another limitation of this study involves the relatively short period of rim?: 
spent 'in the field' (one lo two school tenns for each case). II was beyond the scope or 
this study to spend extended periods of time in the field and, in any case, the nature 
" 
of this study, which involved relatively short-term activities, did not strictly warrant 
extended periods in the field. 
As in any predominantly qualitative n:sean:h project, the fact that the 
researcher was a main 'instrwnent' may be perceived as a limitation (Merriam, 
1998)1 as the researcher's perceptions may distort the data collected. 
Ethical Con1lder1tion1 
Informed Coa11tJ1t 
In order to protect the rights and wellbeing of participants, certain ethical 
considerations were ob5Cl'Ved. The particip'iml!l and the parents or legal guardians of 
child participants were infonned as fuUy as possible about the procedure and aims of 
the study. Participants and the parents of child participants were informed that 
participants could withdraw or be withdrawn from the study at any time (see 
Appendices 4.2· to 4.4) • 
..... 
There were no foreseen risks entailed in the study, although some students 
missed some of their normal classroom activities in order to participate in the study. 
It is suggested that they were not in any way disadvantaged by this and that indeed, 
they derived &Orne benefit from participating in the study. 
As risks nonnally associated with the use of computers were present, school 
guidelines regarding posture and length of time sitting at the computer were adhered 
to. Also, as some parents may have been concerned that students could have accessed 
unsltjtable sites on the WWW, adult supervision was maintained at all times. School 
policies on safe computer use were adhered to. 
Coaftdei.tuUty ud Seeurlty 
Data were kept confidential, and participants and their parents informed of 
this to ensure that the rights and the well being of participants were protected. 
Pseudonyms were used, and all possible efforts made to ensiue that participants 
could not be identified. Audio and video reconiings were accessible only by the 
tcachcr(s), myself and two supervisors from Edith Cowan University, who helped 
verify observations and interpretations. These recordings were destm� after use. 
\, 
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The video camera was pl11c:ed behind tha participants and took 'over the shoulder' 
footage of the computer monitor. All data were kept �ly in a locked filing 
cabinet in the rcgearcher's home, and were not left unattended or 1lIISCCUffll in 
university premises, 
Summary of Chapter 
In this chapter, the general procedure that was used to carry out the fonnativc 
experiments with reference to 16 students and 4 classroom tcachem has been 
e,i:plained. 
The following four chapters describe in detail the fonnative experimcntll 
carried out at the participating schools. A1l explained in Chapter One, these are 
written in the first person for the aake of clarity. Each chapter focuses on a separate 
case and describes and discusses the school context, the teachers, the classroom 
context, the participating student!i, existing instructional strategies, the pedagogical 
goal and the fomiative experiment, In particular, inhibitive and facilitative factors 
that emerged durir;g the fonnative experiment are described and analysed. 
Unplanned outcomes Of the intervention and the extent to which it was preferable to 
traditional methods are also corlsidered. Each chapter is preceded by an overview,_ 
giving brief details about the school; !he participants and the software. 
As indicated previously in this chapter; 2 classroom teachers from St Clair's 
College participated in this study: a Year 4 teacher and 4 of her students and a Year 5 
teacher and 3 of her studcnlll. These will be tri:atcd as separate cases. The Year 5 
case will be presented in Chapter Five and the Year 4 case will be presented in 
Chapter EighL The school contexts will be described in Chapter Five and will not be 
""""'· 
For case or interpreting cross-case analyses an overview of lhc case is 
presented at lhc beginning of each chapter. 
" 
CHAPTER FIVE. 
ST CLAIR'S COLLEGE: YEAR 5 
Overview or Case 
IMM-assisted repeated readings (IMMARR) and the creation of electronic books 
were used as strategies to improve three students' oral reading fluency. Some 
aspects of this case have been reported in Oakley (2003b) (see 
http://www.readingonline.orglarticles/oaltley). 
Government/private school: 
Nwnber of st\ldents in class: 
Private girls' school 
28 
Nwnber of students in school: Appro�toly 1000 
High Socio-economic status: 
Pedagogical goal(s): Improved oral reading fluency 
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Pre- and post-intervention results of the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (NARA): St Clair's (Year 5) 
Hardware available 
Specifications 
Laptop computers Each student had a laptop. 
ME Operating system. 
Connected to school intranet and the Internet. 
Soundcard. 
Pentium processor. 
Classroom computers None in this c lassroom 
Computer Laboratory 'Hub room' with 1 2  computers. Rarely used by these 
students. 
Table 5.3. Software used during the study: St Clair's College (Year 5) 
Software Used Description 
93 
Aesop's fables ( I  994). Electronic storybook. Short texts. 
Arthur's birthday ( 1 994). Electronic storybook. 
Arthur's teacher troubles ( I  993) .  Electronic storybook. 
Cinderella ( 1 994). Electronic storybook. 
Harry and the haunted house ( 1 994). Electronic storybook 
l l luminatus ( 1 999). (Version 4.5). Multimedia authoring program. 
I l luminatus opus (200 1 )  (version 2.6). Multimedia authoring program. 
Just me and my dad ( 1 997). Electronic storybook. 
Paintshop Pro 4. ( 1 998). (Version 4. l 5SE). Graphics program. 
Reading for l iteracy 3. (2000). Reading program (electronic texts 
and comprehension activities). 
Reading for l iteracy 4 (2000). As above. 
Reading for literacy 5 (200 1 ). As above. 
Speech Analyser (2000). (Version 1 .5 . )  (SIL) Sound recorder and speech 
analysis. 
Stel laluna ( 1 996). Electronic talking book. 
St Clair'• i11 high feo independent acbool for girls in Perth, Western Australia. 
Al the time of the ltlldy, ii had an enrolment of over 1,000 students from 
Kinderprten to Y car 12. There was onJy one cllW for each year group in the 
primiuy 11ehool, until Year S, when the cohort doubled in size (i.e. most }'l:llill had 
two closes). 
According lo the achool handbook, SI Clair's prided itself on 'high IIClldcmic 
atandards', a 'friendly 1upportive environment' and an emphasis on developing 
'lifelong. active learning, critical thinking, communication skills and self-esteem'. 
The achool was committed lo the UIC of technology in education and viewed the 
11equisilion and integration of technology across the clllliculum as a priority. 
According to school documents, one of the 11ehoo1'1 main aims was to 'C11111M that 
each student has the technological skills and competencies nC(:essaty to live 
effectively in the global community'. 
ICT 1t St Clair', 
The school ILad several small 'pod!' of up-to-date computcn, as well u 
labonitories equipped with computm. Students from Year S l o  Year 12 were 
required lo provide their own ltptop computer for use at achool. All computm, 
including laptops, were nctworltcd, providing lludents with access lo the Resource 
Centre, which included a nnge of CD-ROMs, lhc library catalogue, the college 
inlranct, the Internet. and e-mail. The school had an 'acecptable use' policy, which 
was -ily accessible by the students as it was published each year in the College 
Handbook. In addition, the acbool had «gonomiu experts on staff in  order to Cllliurc 
that students adopted the correct posture when using computers and lo ensure that 
injuries were avoided when transporting lsptop computcn. 
St Clair's had a team of technology services llaffwho provided technical support 
and maintained the nciwork and lhc hardware. In addition, the Primary School had a 
technology coordinator, Susan Alessi, who coordinated teacher Profession,! 
Development in using JCT for learning and was available to give advice and 
assistance on the use ofsoftwue and hardware. This teacher, howevcr, llad teaching 
duties ofhcr own and was not avsilab]c l o  other teachers at Ill limai. 
" 
St Cl1lr'1 literacy polky 
Al the time of the study, the school's literacy policy was in the process of 
being revised. The ei,:ming polir.y defined literacy as: 
• a developmental process, which begins in infancy; 
• a system by which knowledge, ideas and eulture are transmitted and 
received; 
• a means by whiclt learning lakes place; 
• the ability to communicate effectively through reading, viewing. 
speaking and listening. 
According to lhc policy, reading was seen as an active process in which the 
reader constructs meaning using semantic, syntactic and grapho-phonic cues. 
Students were seen as doing this by predicting, sampling and confirming hypotheses 
about print. The objectives of lhe school in terms of lit'eracy were lo ensure that 
students: 'develop a positive attitude towards reading; m1derstand what they read by 
responding to literal, inferential and evaluative questions; recognise the purpose!I of 
reading; and gain access to and U5e a wide range of reading strategies.' 
ShldeaU al '11.:dacalionll Rbk' (SAER)u Polley 
This independent school, unlike Western Australian government schools, did not 
have a SAER (Students Ill Educational Risk) policy, although all students having 
difficulties were given 'appropriate' work within the classroom context (Literacy 
Policy), in lhat the dassro'.lm teacher modified the normal cuniculum for them. A 
support teacher was often avaiillhlc to ll!lllist teachers and often supported small 
groups of students in a nonnal classroom context. If there was still a concern about a 
child's progress, she was referred to the school coUilllellor to undergo further 
assessments kl ascertain whether additional assistance outside of the classroom 
context would be beneficial. ' 
"Slll&:nts ll edlicational risk arc defined u 'those students DOI achie'\liag lbe major lelmiog 
oull:omes, ml !bus lbelr Ml potcntia1. They arc students whose pcrfomance or rate ofpn,g,m hu 
changed dramatically, tbo5t "'bo arc irndmchievios and those oot panicipa!ing in oc:hool life.' 
(Departmml ofEd,,eation and Training, 2003, n.p.) 
" 
Nlcale Nlel1e11•1 Cius 
The Clu1room Enl'lro11me11t 
The Year 5 classroom environment was positive, stimulating, and supportive, 
with students always seeming confident, relaxed and engaged in their work. The 
classroom was generally calm and orderly, even when the students were engaged in 
collaborative work, and classroom members appeared to speak to ea.eh other with 
respect and maturity. The desks were arranged so that the students sat in groups of 
approximately six. 
The classroom was decorated with students' artwork, writing and various 
commercial and teacher-made charts, Wall charts relating to reading included: 
• charts explaining t.'ie three 'levels' of comprehension (literal, 
inferential, and evaluative}, and some example questions of each type; 
• charts explaining the 'paits of speech' - nowis, adjectives, adverbs; 
• charts showing the structure and text features of different genres; and 
charts showing some comprehension strategies (predicting, 
questioning, clarifying, and summarising). 
Collaborative learning was common in this classroom with pairs, llllllll 
groups, and larger groupings being used for different types of activities. However, as 
this was a 'laptop' class, with each student having a laptop computer on her desk, the 
students also engaged in many individual activities that used the laptops. 
The ClaHroom Teacher (Nicole Nieben) 
Nicole was in her twenties and had been teaching at St Clair's for four years 
when the study commenced. She had a Bachelor of Education and a Diploma of 
Teaching from a Western Australian univasity. Nicole stated that she had a 
'balanced' view of reading and believed that students learn to read by engaging in 
many different literacy experiences. She recognised that some students, such those 
who participated in this study, needed more e,q,licit instruction than others. 
Nicole was of the opinion that her Univmity training {Bachelor of 
Education) provided her with only a brief and somewhat inadequate background in 
lllling ICT to facilitate learning. However, she undertook a fourth year unit in JCT 
which helped her, although she 5taled that if St Clair's did not have such a supportive 
culture, wilh staff sharing ideas and knowledge at three-quarter hour sessions each 
week, she would certainly have found it difficult to incorporate ICT into her 
teaching. 
Even though some structured professional development was provided by St 
C[air's, it was essentially lhc leachen' own responsibility lo keep abreast of ICT 
issues. Professional development provided by St Clair's consisted of the sharing 
SCllsions mentioned above as well as regular workshops conducted by other staff 
members, such as the technology coordinator of the school, on such topics as website 
authoring and using a range of open software, for example the concept-mapping 
software, Inspiration (2000) and the website authoring program Dreamweover 4 
(2001). Nicole furthered her professional development in this area by 'keeping her 
eye' on the Internet, trade catalogues and magazines and also b y  attending 
conferences. In addition, infonnal sharing of information and insights between 
teachen was an important source of new ideas. 
How Wu Readl.ag U1ually Taught In Nicole Nielsen'• Clusroom? 
Many different strategies were used in Nicole's classroom to teach reading, 
allhough the main ones were n,ciprocal reading (Palincsar & Brown, 1984), paired 
reading (Topping, 1987), Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading (USSR) (Gambrell, 
1978), and class novel (read aloud b y  the teacher to the whole class and then read 
independently by the students). The teacher also modelled fluent reading and reading 
strategies by reading aloud and 'thinking aloud' (see Duke & Pearson. 2002; 
Rasinski & Padak, 2000). 
In order lo develop their comprehension, students took part in activities such 
as making story maps and character maps, sometimes using the concept mapping 
software Inspiration (2000). They also engaged in read and retell, mponded to and 
ereated. oral and written questions, and used ERICA (Effective Reading in Co�tent 
Amas) strategies (Morris & Stewart-Dore, 1984), Iilera(y o r  'hot seat' interv;ews 
(Education Department of Western Australia, 1997b), cloze, writing from multiple 
viewpoints, and word banks, as weU as comparing different texts. Several pre­
reading strategies were taught, such as brainstorming, predicting, and clarifying the 
PIIIJIOSC of reading the text. 
) 
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To develop oral reading, IIITiltegies included: Reader's theatre (Hill, 1990); 
choral reading; paired reading (Topping, 1987); dramatic interpretation of text; and 
teacher modelling (Irwin, 1991; Young et al., 1996). No explicit teaching in fluency 
was given, although the teacher modelled oral reading on a regular basis and was of 
the opinion that the strategies used to improve reading 11nd comprehension generally 
should benefit reading fluency, both oral and silent. 
A wide variety of reading materials :.Vas available to the students in Nicole's 
classroom, including novels and scheme books, CD-ROM encyclopaedias, 
magazines, non-fiction books, poetry, material on the WWW and student-created 
texts. Most of these resources were recently published. 
How Wu ICT Ultd In  Nicole Nlel1en'1 Classroom? 
Since this class was a 'laptop' class, every student had her own laptop, which 
she used repeatedly throughout each school day. It was taken out of its case first 
thing in the morning, plugged into the power and the school's network. and was 
ready for use at all times. 
The students used their laptops largely for word-processing and for 
conducting research on the Intemel, A5 well, they used Inspiration (2000) to r.rcnt� 
concept maps (see Appendix 5.1.), Power�olnt (1997) to create presentations and 
Publisher (2000) for desktop publishing. They used a t)ping tutor program to 
improve their typing skills, as well as CD-ROM encyclopaedias from the library. 
They had not used or made electronic storybooks before this study. Neither had they 
used ICT specifically to improve fluency, although it �ou!d be argued that any 
activities involving reading and writing on the computer could contribute towards 
improving reading fluency. 
B«:IIUSC the students had their own PC laptops, they primarily used them 
individually; they rarely sat in groups to work collaboratively around a single 
computer. The students were llighly proficient in using the laptops by the time the 
study commenced and could execute many operatiDll5, such as opening and closing 
programs,. cutting, pasting, editing and saving. They had no difficulty selecting 
options from menus, skipping between programs using ALT+TAB and changing 
desktop properties, and were familiar with a range or common programs, 5UCh as 
Word (1997) and PowerPoinl (1997). They were, however, less experienced in 
installing new prognutlll. 
In the following sections, the three Year 5 students who participated in the 
study will be introduced. Their slfengths and areas or need in reading will be 
described, as will the computer-bwied interventions designed for them. Facilitative 
and inhibitive factors will be identified and any modifications to the intervention that 
resulted from these £actors will be CJ!plained. Unexpected outcomes and how 
'preferability' was determined will also be described. 
ldenllDcatlon or Reading Needs and Seledlon or Pedagogical Golla 
A.ftcr hearing that in the pilot study15 I had used repeated readings of 
electronic storybooks to help three boys improve thoir oral reading fluency, Nicole 
became interested i n  CJ!ploring this as an ins1ructional technique. She selected three 
girls in her class whom she thought would benefit from this kind of fluency training, 
(and whom she knew would be allowed by their parents to stay after school for extra 
lessons). Thus, in this case, the pedagogical goal and the inslructicinal strategies were 
decided upon before selecting struggling students who had colTCSJ)Onding reading 
need!I. This procedure was deemed to be valid for the 1Uea of using IMM to facilitate 
the teaching of reading fluency, where few instructional strategies have been 
designed and researched. In this instance, the pedagogical goals selected can be seen 
as 'traditional' pedagogical goals and were not selected with any particular electronic 
storybooks in mind. 
As!lessments were carried out to ensure that the students nominated would 
indeed benefit from fluency training. The students and their reading strengths and 
needs IUC described in the fbllowing section. 
The Students 
Claudia 
Claudia was a talkative and hard working girl who had joined St Clair's at the 
beginning ofTenn·I of the year in which the study was conducted (the study began 
" See AppcQdi,c I.I . 
,oo 
at the beginning of Tenn 2). SM had spent her prcvioll!J scllool years at a nearby 
government school, where she had been viewed as an above average student 
According to school reports from her previous school, Claudia had not been 
considered to be struggling with her reading. although her use or pmetuation and 
understanding o f  text slructurcs had been considered less proficient than her 
comprehension, oral reading and word recognition skill.I. It is noted that 
understanding of how punctuation and text structures work appear to be important 
dctenninants of reading fluency (Rasinski, 1994). 
After her arrival at St Clair's, standardised ltsls, teaeher observations and 
infonnal usessmcnlll had revealed that Claudia experienced some difficulties in 
comprehending texts and that her oral reading fluency was not at the level of most of 
her peers, many of whom were perfbnning well above the national average according 
to benchmark16 testing resullll. Al lhc beginning o f  this study, several standardised 
tests were carried Olli in order to obtain baseline, data. This was done for two 
purj,oses. Firmly, it w1111 hoped that the tests would provide diagnostic data that 
would facilitate the design of a fitting intervention for Claudia, or al least verify the 
appropriateness of computer-based repeated readings, which had been tentatively 
chosen as �nSIJu(:tional technique by her teacher. Secondly, it was intended to 
administer some post-testing at the end oftho inteJVention in order to identify and 
verify any gains in performance. 
The tests administered were the Nealo Analysis of Reading Ability (NARA) 
(Neale, 1988), The Elementary Reading Attitude Scale (ERAS) (McKenna & Kear, 
1990), and the Peabody Picturo Vocabulary Test III (PPVT-R) (Dunn & Dunn, 
1997). These tests are described in detail in Chapter Four. 
According to the NARA, Claudia was not experiencing significant difficulties in 
accuracy or rate of reading, although her comprehension was somewhat below 
average, al the 31" percentile. With reference to accuracy, which was at the 48111 
pen:eotile, moat of Claudia's error.; (62.S%) were mispronunciations that resulted in 
loss of meaning, whilst the rest (37.5%) were substitutions, some of which made 
16 Ilellelunuk lc:!IS an, cmied out It the end ofYear 3 and Year 5 iQ 1U Aimraliaa Kboot., Reading, 
"'1iting, spdling and mathematics Ill! tested and thc score,, COOlplll!d tonatloua\ bencl!marb, which 
have been set by p.uiet. of expellS, lncllxlifl!I !eatben. 
'"' 
sense. She read word by word on the mcm: difficult texts, although she mostly read 
with expression. She read at a high average r11te, at the 73� pcn:mtile. 
, · Nicole Nielsen had also recently carried out the TORCH test of comprehension 
(Mossenson, Hill, & Masters, 1987), which indicated that Claudia was at the Jo"' 
percentile for comprehension. This supported the comprehension score ftum the 
NARA. 
The PPVT-R (Dunn & Dunn, 19?7) indicated that Claudia was at the !Blh 
percentile for receptive v<><:abulary, This may partially explain her low 
comprehension score in the NARA and the TORCH test of comprehension, as 
receptive vocabulary and reading are closely related (Snow et al., 1998), 
The ERAS (McKcnna & Kear, 1990) indicated that despite her difficulties, 
Claudia had a positive attitude to reading, especially recreational reading. Her overall 
score was at the 95111 percentile (for reading attitude for a mid-year 5lh grade 
student11). She indicated that she read a lot at home for pleasure and enjoyed reading 
at school, both for plea:ll1te and lo learn. 
In addition to standardiaed tests, Nicole Nielsen lidened to tape recordings of 
Claudia's oral reading for the NARA. For the two most difficult passages 
suecessfu[ly completOO by Claudia (that is, with fewer than 16 enors), Nicole 
oompletOO a Multidimensional Fluency Scale (see Appendix 4.7.), an instrument that 
£acilitates the rating of reading flueney on the dimensions of phrasing. smoothness 
and pace. For the level 3 passage, Ali, Nicole judged Claudia's phrasing. smoothness 
and pace to be satisfactory. On the more difficult level 4 pas.sage, Jon, Claudia's 
phrasing was still judged to be satisfactory, although her smoothness and pace had 
deteriorated (see Table 5.4. below). It must be no!OO that, during the NARA, the 
tester was permitted to supply unknown ";ords to the reader after a five seconJ 
hesitation and to com:ct miscues, although these words were not scored as correct. 
This may have slightly influencOO the way the texts were read in terms of pace, 
smoothness and phrasing. 
17 As explained in Ollpter 4,,IIH, NARA wu normed with rd"erenoe to Nonh Ammcm fifth grade 
•twknu, not WC!lcm AUJll'llilll Year S 11Udenu. Pen:cntill! rallklug 11111yth11! nolbe strictly 
applicable. 
'" 
Tahle 5.4. Pre-lattrvntloll ra•ltl oftlae Maltidlmealiou] Flaeaey Stale 
(Cla•dla) - Smooelaeu PltnuU1 Teadler 
ColllllleJlts• 
Tex!: Ali UDCYt:D mixture Oc:cuiom.l bJcab in Mixrun: ofnm-om, 'Sounds to ho 
Level3 offatanchlow. am,olhneu caused mld-senlence quite nervous.' 
Scon,: 6/9 bydifficulti .. with pauscs for bm1b, 
,pccific wooh llldpoui'btr, 
mid/or llructurn. choppiness 1, �-. 
•l!eSl!inlooation. 
Texi: Jm Moderately Slow Se'\'eral 'mugh Mixture of nm-ons, 'Again. a little 
Level4 spota' ill text where mid-se111eDcc: � ... 
Sc� 419 exlellded pause,, pauses forbttlth, --
hesitations etc., In: and po,.ibly However, I still 
mm,freq111:1111Dd cboppinen, feel it's 1 1ruo 
<liwptive. ...... , indication of 
strculinlonation. abru-·.• 
In swnmary, Claudia'a reading comprehension was weak; however her 
reading accuracy waa average and her reading rate satisfactory to Nicole, although 
her reading was slow in places. Her phrasing needed improvement 118 she frequently 
disregarded punetuation, paused for breath mid-sentence and read in a somewhat 
'choppy' fashion. Her expression, however, was appropriate. 
Briuaa 
Brianna had attended St Clair's College since Pre-Primary (at the age of four). 
According to her school report (Term I, the year in which the study took place), she 
was a 'polite, cooperative girl with good social skills and work habits'. Sha was also 
a 'good listener', who always tried to complete the work given to her in class. 
At the beginning of the study, Brianna was achieving at expected levels in many 
aspects of reading, according to school records. She participated in reading with 
interest, was ab!C to sight-read high frequency words, and used multiple strategies to 
·' identify unknown words. However, according to her teacher, she needed to develop 
in the areas of reading orally with confidence, fluency and express.ion u well as 
comprehending texts at the three levels of meaning (literal, inferential and 
evaluative). According to her school report from the previous year (Tenn I), 
however, Brianna had been achieving expected OulcaQles in all aspects of reading, 
"'Choppme!I' i, • lack ofsmootJmes,, or 'jc,ky' reading. 
'"' 
including literal arus'infcrmtial comprehension and reading orally with confidcnec, 
fluency and expression. Brianna enjoyed !lll:IQ' writing and was fairly imaginative in 
this domain. 
According to the pre-test NARA, Brianna's eomprehC1.ision skills �ere at the 54t!i 
pm:cntilc. However, her reai:!ing was slow and laboured (28u, percentile) with low 
average accuracy (37111 pm:entile). This conflicted lo some extent with her school 
report, which stated that she had II good store ofsight words and used strategies to 
decode unknown words. According to the TORCH comprehension test, which was 
administcrcd by thc teacher in Term I, 2001, Brianna scored at the S6th_ perocntilc for 
comprehension. These results were very close to those of the NARA. 
According to the ERAS, Brianna's attitude towards reading was at the 29111 
percentile. Her attitude towards rcereational reading was slightly more positive (36"' 
pen:entil�) than was her attitude towards academic reading (3111 percentile). 
The PPVT-R indicated that her m:eptivc vooahullll)' was high average, at the 
7'J"' �cntile, This wide vocabulary may partially explain why her comprehension 
. was at an average level whilst her accuracy and rate were below average. 
In addition, the clwiroom teaeher assessed Brianna's oral reading fluency ming 
the Multidimensional Fluency Seale. This was done from tape reconlinga of 
Brianna's readings of two of.the texts read for the NARA. Brianna read bolh of the 
texts at a 'moderately slow' paee, and several 'rough spots' in the text, where then: 
were ext�iled pauses and hesitations, interrupted the smoothness of her reading. In 
the easier of the two texts, Ali, Briam,a's phming was maited by a mixture ofrun­
ons (failing lo attqid to commas and fuli-atops), pauses for breath and choppiness. 
However, &he read with expression (pitch, intonation) that was judged lo be 
appropriate to the story. With reference lo the more difficult (level 4) text. JD11, 
Brianna had great difficulty with the phrasing. She read in two and three word 
phrases, giving the impression of choppineas. She read with improper � and 
intonatioq that did not nwk tbe ends ohentenccs and ct.use. (sec Table S.S). 
Tlhle 5.S.. Pn-lateneatloa: M•ftldha•1loall F1aeacy Scale {Brlua1) 
Pace/Rite Smoodlaeu ...... i., Teadller 
Commob 
Tnt:All Modtmt:ly Several 'rouab IPO!I' in MixtureofnuHJns, mid- No,,.. """ '""' 1nt where exleoded senteoc,,p1111e1for 
&:ore: 419 pwscs, h!:lilltiOlll, ete., breath, """possibly 
m more lnlqucnt IDd choppincu. Re110:111b[e 
tiw:. 1treulinlo1111tion. 
Text: Jan Modm.icly Several 'roll&b opoll' ill Fmpieat two uld lmce N=. 
Uvel4 Slow ICXI whore extended wmd phrases giving !be 
Seon::J/9 po--. besitalio111 etc., bq,m,,io11 otd,oppy 
m mon: frcquc:rt lDd reading; improptr lln!U 
disruptive. llld ln!O:llllion thal falls lo 
mad: !be md or1enll:111:e, 
IDd cta111e,. 
In summary, Brianna's reading comp,'ehen!lion was average, at the S4"' 
percentile, and her m:eptive vocabulary was good, at the 79"' percentile. ffowever, 
her rate of reading was exlmtlely slow, at the 28th percentile. Furthermore, her 
IICCUnlCy waa low average (37111 percentile), resulting in roughness. Her phrasing 
required improvement as she often disregarded punctuation, paused mid-sentence for 
breath and read in two and three word phrases, giving the impression of choppy 
reading. In more difficult texts, h;et stress and intonation did not mmk the end of 
sentences and clauses. Her attitude: to reading was negative, at the 29"' percentile . 
..... 
Becki joined St Clair's College at the beginning of Year S. An old school report 
5lalcd that she was either 'consistently achieving' or 'usually achieving' the required 
lc:vela in reading, spelling, writing or oral language, although in handwriting she was 
deemed to be 'developing'. 
Becki was a friendly, talkative student who, according to Nicole Nielsen, tended 
to rush through her work and consequently did not always reach her potential. In a 
'Rcacling Interview Shcet'19 (Figure 5.2.) administered by Nicole at the beginning of 
the academic year, Becki responded to the questions as follows: 
"Note: Wark ..,...aa other data colleeled-yDDt be comulmlbet,r,mi l1Udcml beca111e their 
ponfolim md school records did DDt liqys cormi11 consist= 11nm. 
.,,.. __ Srnd,/flt:; Id., .. � 
� ...... :, /.J,,. (r 
-··p;,:. /,d (5 /tii\ 
_.,,.. .. __ 
I .lo 11ar i-Ao. ·--... -· .. --
1.s��,Ef ,,u ..< ,r (,j l,.,;.,i':J ' -· .. --x--
Ri iAg .1c1=1 Rlfla.!J . 
-·---..5<1,Jo.h. .50..1,.A/'(ok.-5 
-·---
,,e 3o..fi.C,S, l,,fla,;,11 
_.,,.. ___ , (rk<Ji1 llaoJ<�rolf,, 
--· ... -�- flof (;;Cl t � ' "' 
Flpre 5.2. Reading lntervfew Sheet: lkdd 
, . 
According to the NARA, Becki scored at the 49"' pen:entile in 
. eomprehension and at the 72"4 for rate. However, her �y was low, at the 26
m 
percentile, and although she read quicldy, much of what she was reading wU 
inaccurate. Seventy two percent of her errors were substitutions and 24% were 
mispronunciations, a few of which were non-words. For example, Be<:ld said 
'dinkly' /dmkli/ imtead of'dinghy', and 'walefare' lwEdfear' instead of'welfare'. She 
also tended to race through the texts, paying little attention to punctuation. Afl many 
of her errors were substitutions that wm: not semantically· correct, it seems 
m11111bble that she managed lo make meaning of the texts. It must be noted that 
Becki did look at the iext a few times in order to help her answer comprehension 
questions, something that is �scouraged in  the NARA, even though classroom 
teacltefs may encourage it in other reading contab. Becki had scorcd at the 49111 
percentile on the m:ently administered TORCH test of comprehension, a result that 
matched her NARA score. 
Aeeording to the ERAS, Becki had a positive attitude towards reading, with 
an overall � at the 84"' pcruntile. For academic reading she scored at the 77,,._ 
percentile and for rcacational reading at the 37lh. Tbcsc results conflicted to some 
extent with the results of the 'Reading Interview Sheet' administered by the teacher, 
in which Becki indicated a slightly mixed attitude towards reading. 
The PPVT-R indicated that at the beginning of the study, Becki had a low 
average receptive vocabulary, scoring at the 34th percentile. This may help explain 
her low accuracy score and also her low average comprehension score.· 
The Multidimensional Fluency Scale carried out by Nicole Nielsen revealed 
that in the level 3 text, Ali, Bccki's smoothness was broken occasionally because of 
word recognition difficulties, and that her phrasing was marked by a mixture of nm­
ons (lhe failure to stop at full stops or pause al commas), mid sentence pauses for 
breath and choppiness. Her intonation was a little monotonous. At the more.difficult 
level of text (level 4), Jan, Becki'& reading was consistently slow in pace and 
smoothness was interTUpted by difficulties in recognisL-ig words. Phrasing was 
marked by frequent two and three word chunks, giving the impression of choppiness. 
Stress and intonation were inappropriate and did not mark lhe beginning and ending 
of sentences and clauses (see Table 5.6.). 
Table 5.6. Pre-lntenrentlon re11111hs ot'the Mulddlmen1loaal Fluency Sule 
(BMld) 
Pace/Rate Smoothness Pllruin1 Teacher 
Comments 
TexL: � Unoven mixtun: Ckca,iiom.l breab Mixture ofllllHlm, mid- 'Sims and illlO!lation '"'" offutandslow msmooau-, sentence pause, for WU a little rushed and 
Soon:: 6J'J ...... caused by bn:alh, and possibly lllOIIOIO!III.' 
difficulties with cboppine ... Reasolllble 
spe,;:lfic words stn:ss/intonation. 
llllilor Jlruclures. 
Text Jan Moderately Occasional brelW F,equent rwo and three •LacJciDg cq,n:HioD. 
Levcl4 Slow in smoothness word phrases giving the Perhaps trying to rwh 
Scon:,419 causectby impn,""ion of choppy through and 'finish 
difficulties with n:adlng; improper stress quickly'/' 
specific words and iatooalicn that fail! !O 
andlorsttuctun:s. mark the end of senlmen 
andel1uses. 
In sununary, the assessments indicated that Becki's reading comprehension 
was at lhe 49"' percentile, whiiBt her reading accuracy and rate were at the 26111 and 
72nd percentiles respectively. Although she read quickly, her phrasing was poor, 
with frequent rwa-0ns. Her expression often did not fit the meaning of the text, As 
for reading attitude, the PPVT- R  showed that Becki had positive attitudes to both 
academic and n:creational reading. 
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The graphs below summarise the NARA, PPVT-R and ERAS test results of 
the three participating Year 5 students: 
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Figure 5.3. Pre- intervention Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (NARA) 
results: St Clair's, Year 5. 
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Figure 5.4. Pre- intervention Elementary Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS) 
results: St Clair's, Year 5. 
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Figure 5.5. Pre- intervention PPVT-R results: St Clair's, Year 5. 
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In addition to the administration of the above assessments, participating 
students were asked about their conceptions of reading fluency through the question, 
"What do you do when you're reading fluently, with expression?" Their responses 
seemed to indicate that they understood that fluency related to rate/pace and that 
expression involved changes in pitch and volume. However, no mention was made of 
the importance of phrasing, or reading in meaningful chunks:  
Brianna: 
Claudia: 
Becki : 
[When you're reading fluently] you're reading not too 
slow and not too fast, and you're reading with 
express10n for the people who are speaking [the 
dialogue] . 
Your voice changes when you're trying to act l ike 
someone. else. I think that you are . . .  going at the right 
speed. 
Fluency is when someone is speaking and it' s like, it' s  
like, in  capital letters, you actually say i t  loudly. 
Verifying the Significance and Appropriateness of the Pedagogical Goal 
After assessing the students to verify that oral reading fluency was indeed an 
area that needed strengthening, it was necessary to be sure that the pedagogical goal 
was significant and appropriate : 
Researcher: 
�: 
So, what do you feel in terms of going on with fluency, 
or do you foe! there's a more beneficial direction? 
It depends on what aspe(:15 of fluency you think aro 
important, ?<hat your d�finition of OllC'llCy is.· and what 
outcomes you'd like to see. 
Y csterday Becki was doing some read.i11B for the class 
and she was having •• . spending so much time 
decoding it was obviously affecting her 
eomprehension. Fluency is needed perhaps in order to 
ensure they're comprehending what they're reading ... 
'they need to have fluency. You do need comprehension 
in order to be fluent but you also ni,ed, to be fluent to 
eomprehend, I think [the pedagogical goal should be] 
fluency wilh a focus on improving their comprehension 
,. ., which it will do. 
'® 
Thllll, Nicole was of the opinion that the pedagogical goal of improving the 
students' 
0
fluency was appropriate, with the pedagogical goal of improving Becki's 
accuracy simultan.:.ollllly being addressed by the 1HRASS program (Teaching 
Handwriting, Reading and Spelling Skills) (Davies & Ritchie, 1996). THRASS is a 
teaching system used by teachers to help them leach grapho-phonic relationshipa to 
students. It is highly structured and involves a high degree of explicit teaching of 
letter clusters. Additionally, Nicole also recognised that Becki needed to improve 
her store ofsight words in order to facilitate fluency. 
ne Conceptullll1allon of Potslble Learning Slrategln 
Before conceptualising possible IMM-based learning strategies to improve 
reading fluency, it seemed desirable to analyse the traditional strategies that had 
Nicole had already tried, and to attempt to gauge their effectiveness with reference to 
the three participating students. 
How did Nicole TyplcaDy Help Students Wlo Eiptrieaced Readlll& DIRICllltla 
Improve T•el:r Oral Reading F1u.ency'l 
Nicole reported that she did n�t teach fluencj per se, but� that it would 
improve through the other reading activities she offered: 
Nicole: Well, I guess it's jusl within our reading groups, having 
different levels •.. we do that (have differmt reading groups], 
and then we do onl reading in other subjccit, but there's 
nothing apc,cific for fluency u such· it's just incidental. Well, 
not too much incidental • we fbcUI on onl Riding in talking 
about expression in your voice, and making aure it flows and 
watching the punetuation and thi:np like that. They are the 
sorta ofthi:np that I would do 
"' 
Thus, according to Nicole, many of the activities that are described below and 
intended to improve the atudents' general reading ability lhould 'flow over' and 
improve their reading fluency. 
Hercl1111 was divided (according to ability) into 3 groups of9 or 10 students. 
Although these lhrec groups engaged in similar types of activities, often using the 
same texts, they worked at their own level and at their own pace and were given 
diffemit lcvcls of tw:hcr support. All lhrec of the students who participated in this 
study were in the lowest ability group. 
At the beginning of the study in Tmn 2, the lhrec participating students wen= 
taking part in once-wcckly, half-hour THRASS lessons (Davies & Ritchie, 1996). 
The support teacher, Susan Aleai, taught these lessons in another classroom. By the 
end of Tmn 3, Claudia and Becki were no longer deemed to need these lessons as 
their knowledge of gnpho-phonic relationships was seen to be adequate. Twice a 
week, the three girls also went into another classroom for reading lesaons given by 
Susan. Half way lhrough the study, at the beginning of Tenn 3, it was felt that 
Claudia and Becki no longer needed lo go lo Susan's room for lessons, but Brianna 
continued to attend. 
Susan'a group was a 'novel reading' group in which the novel was often read 
aloud in sections by the teacher (the students sometimes read along) and was 
oecasionally read by the students in round-robin style. Susan cncouragcd studenta lo 
use 'beforc', 'during' and 'after' reading strategies20 for comjRhcnding the novels. 
Although the teacher modelled flucnt reading oftexts, no specific flucncy strategies 
such as discussion of what flucnl reading sounds like, repeated n,adings, self. 
monitoring. or phrasing oftexls appeared to be used 
Aa has been explained, in addition lo her role as a rupport teacher, Susan was 
also the technology eoordinalor for the primary school and sometim es used 
"'Before, duriq; and after reading rin,iegies include a range of activities de!ligoed 10 facililaie 
coq,rebemkm (Sadler, 2001). 
"' 
teclmology such as the concept -mapping software Inspiration (2000) lo facilitate the 
girls' comprehension. 
In summary, before the study commenced, fluency was not explicitly taught 
to the students, although they were often engaged in activities that may have 
incidentally improved their fluency. Fur ther, IMM appellfed to play a minimal part in 
the way the three participating students were taught to read fluently, although they 
occasionally created PowerPoint (1997) presentations that they later read aloud to 
peers and they sometimes accessed multimedia encyclopaedias, which may have 
supported their reading skills through the provision of narrations and video clips. 
The use of !11Spirotion (2000) may also have helped them read fluently through 
improving their comprehension. 
Seledlon of Learning Strategy: IMM A11l1ted Repeated Readlnp 
(IMMARR) 
After analysis of the students' assessment data and discussion of their 
individual needs, Nicole ck(:ided that she would still like to try IMM assisted 
repeated readings (IMMARR) with the three participating students. This decision 
was based on the students' learning needs as well as the fact that the repeated 
readings strategy had a strong research justification. Nicole also hoped that IMM 
texts would provide motivation and extra support to the participating students. 
AB e1tplained in Chapter Two, there is considerable evidence to support the 
repeated readings technique as an effective means of improving students' oral 
reading fluency in a traditional context (Dowhower, 1987; Samuels, 1979). The 
!C(:hnique has been found to improve fluency in a wide range of students, and has 
also resulted in improved comprehension (Hubrouck et al., 1999; National Institute 
of Child Health and Human Development, 2000; National Reading Panel, 2000). 
Furthennore, ii has been shown that the facilitative effe(:ts of repeated readings can 
be transfemd to new, previously ugread passages (Dowhower, 1987; •Samuels, 
1979). 
Also, as explained in Chapter Two, repeated readings involves students 
repeatedly reading a short section ofte1tt (approlimately SO to 200 words) witil they 
can read it fluently. Hasbrouck et al. (1999) have suggested that thi.ll can be extended 
"' 
to 3SO words for students in uppel' primary grades. The passage chosen for repeated 
readings should be interesting to the child and 'easy' (Rasinski & Padak, 1996), 
which would usually equate to an accuracy rate of 95% (Strickland et al., 2002). 
Reading rate or speed is an initial focus of repeated readings and can be graphed after 
each perfonnance to facilitate monitoring of performance and as a motivational aid. 
Once students have reached a satisfactory rate, emphasis is changed from reading 
quickly to sounding 'good, entertaining, and communicating meaning and fcclmg' 
(Clark, 1995). 
One of the limitations of the use of repeated readings in a traditional context 
is the breakdown of speed and comprehension that OC(:llfll when a child is unable to 
decode a particular word, or is unable to do so quickly. As LaBerge and Samuels 
(1974) have pointed out, if word identification does not occur automatically, there 
may be less cognitive capacity left over to engage in the higher order processes 
necessary for comprehension. 
Electronic storybooks may be used to reduce the above problem in that 
.students can select unknown words and immediately obtain a pronunciation, thereby 
maintaining the speed and accuracy that is necessary for fluency, Repeated readings 
wiing electronic storybooks instead of papcr-basc:d books can also be motivational to 
students (Glasgow, 1996-7). 
Electronic storybooks can offer support not only in the fonn of 
pronunciations, but also in the form of modelling of fluent reading. Furthermore, text 
highlighting can also model how to break sentences into smaller meaningful units or 
'phrases'. Work carried out by Ford et al. (1995) bas shown that CD-ROM 
storybooks can be used to help students improve their oral reading through repeated 
readings, although they found that this approach is preferable only in that it frees up 
valuable teacher time. Despite the findings ofFord et al. (1995), it was decided that 
it was worth trying this strategy because Ford et al. had not used a fonnative 
approaeh, whereby changes and improvements could be made to the intervention as 
facilitative and inhibitive factors were gathered. It was hoped that suitable software 
and procedures would be adj115ted as the fonnati�e experiment progressed. 
Although we had a rationale for using electronic storybooks as a context for 
repeated readings, the teacher and I knew that i t  was an experimental strategy and 
that it was not fully j115tified by the literature. The rationale was constructed from 
"' 
the fact that repeated readings seems to be an effective means of improving oral 
reading fluency (Dowhower, 1987; Meyer & Felton, 1999a; Samuels, 1979). 
Furthermore, there is evidence that NIM (Neurological Impress Method) 
(Heckelman, 1969) is a useful strategy for teaching oral reading fluency. We 
believed that if the students engaged in a hybrid of these two strategies in the context 
of electronic storybooks, with the additional benefits of fluent models of reading, 
access to pronunciatiollll, and a degree of ind�ndence, their oral reading fluency 
should benefit. 
This involved the teacher being willing to take a risk, wfiich was somewhat 
stressful for bolh the teacher and myself in that we did not want to waste valuable 
student time. It was, perhaJlll, even more stressful because of the school conleKt; as St 
Clair's was a S1;bool with p11JC11ts who took a particular interest in ihe techniques 
used to teach !heir students, Nicole needed to be able to jll!itify the intervention to 
them in detail. 
AvaU•blllty or Software and Hardware 
In order to plan the intervention, the availability of appropriate twdwaw and 
software had to be assessed. This process is described in the section below.11 
Software 
The process of finding and choosing the electronic books was relatively difficult, 
as there seemed to be no comprehensive catalogue of educational and students' 
commercial software available in Australia, although several Australian Education 
Departments had review sites that described some available software. I also 
discovered several other review sites on the WWW, but these were usually North 
American and the software reviewed may not have been as useful to Australian 
students in terms ofrelevance and spellings. Nicole had not heard of or used any of 
these SOW'Ccs. 
I had started collecting CD-ROM electronic storybooks and other reading 
software several months before the study began. I heard about them lhrough the 
following methods: 
• browsing lhrough software in computer shops; 
,,. 
• , reading and hearing about them in educational catalogues and at conferences; 
• reading about them in journal articles and in computer maguines IIUCh as PC 
User; 
• aecessingsoftwlll"c review sites on the Internet (see Appendix S.2.); 
• sean:hing the Internet using search terms such u 'educational software', 
'reading software', 'electronic storybooks', 'CD-ROM talking books' and 
'eleclronic talking books'; 
• p�nal rec(mmendation. 
I pun:hased a selection of softwal'C according to lhe following criteria: 
• moderate price; 
• availability in Australia21; 
• favourable reviews and personal recommendations; 
• trial period (not all vendors pennitted this); 
• suitability for older students (ages 8-12). 
Below are some of my journal entries that refer to the process of reviewing 
and selecting software: 
Looking at software to use with girls at [St Clair's} for rq,eated 
readings to increase their fluency. Looked at Dimey CD-ROMs eg 
POClllronlas but won't be able to use them as they specify that they're 
for non-govenunental use. Does this mean schools? Unclear about 
licensing and copyrighL Hard to inleJJlret them sometimes. 
Looked at Reading Blaster (2000) for ages 7 - 8. It has 25 storybooks 
in it - which looked promising. I couldn't find lhem anywhere -
navigational aids inadequate! Finally found them in lhe 'Juice Shack' 
but lhey have no narration or highlighting. I don't see the point. 
They're just ordinary books transferred onto a screen. They have lhe 
sowid of a page turning over and that's it! 
Looked at some Discis books - Moving Gives Me Stomach Ache 
(1993)- very fiddly to install. Hasn't been upda!ed since 1993. There 
doesn't seem to be any new versions available, which is a shame as 
lhey have word definitions and fewer 'hotspots'. 
As far as Nicole knew, there were no eleclronic storybooks available in the 
schOO! Jibr.uy, although lhe sehool's pre-primary and kindergarten classes were in 
· 22 Although ii would have been possible to �base softwae &om interultional soun:es. I generally 
elffled IIOI IO do Ibis because of lhc difficull)' entailed in retumiDg umuitahle softwm. · 
"' 
possession or a few she could have bonowed if required. However, Nicole lhought 
that these might be too 'babyish' for her Year 5 atudents. 
Nicole infonned me that the school usually bought its software fiom one of 
Western Australia's educational suppliers. As the supplier in question did not 
catalogue and stoclc all software available (although ii could usually order, if 
requested), the school's choice of software was limited. Two key people usually 
chose software for the primary school, namely the school librarian and the primary 
school technology coordinator. Other teachm could make requests but seldom 
seemul to do so, largely because they didn't have access lo infonnation about the 
software available and how they might use it in lhcir classrooms. 
After taking a selection of six of my CD-ROMs home and vicwillg them, 
Nicole chose Me a11d My Dad (1996) for Claudia, Aesop's Fables (1994) for Becki 
and Arthur's Teacher Troubles (1992) for Brianna. She selected these according to 
the complexity of the vocabulary and sentence llrueture, the rate and expressiveness 
of the narrations and whether or not she thought the conlcJII or story would be of 
intmst to the 1tudmt in question. 
Seven! of the CD-ROMs, such u Anh11r'J Birtllday Pany (1994) and.Harry 
and tile Fltnmted Hou.re (1994), Would not run on Nicole'& laptop computer, which 
had the Window., ME operating System inslalled, These CD-ROMs were later tried 
on the students' l!lplops and would not run on them either. Nor ":'ould they run on my 
laptop, which also had Wi,rdow., ME as its operating system, although they would nm 
on other computcn running Winduw.1 9$ and H'indow.1 98, Although some of lhcsc 
disb may have been appropriate for the students, they could not be used becauJe the 
students did not have aci:ess to computers other than their laptpps. 
Nicole ruled Ol!I Stella/wla (1996} because she thought lhe narration was too 
· slow and stilted and did not provide a good model of llueot reading. There wu not a 
wide range of electronic llloryboob lo choose from for older students, and what was 
available had to be distributed between lhe three students in Nicole's classroom. as 
well as four students in a Year 4 classroom (ace Chapter Six). furthcnnore, it was 
not permissible for more lhao one student lo use a CD-ROM at any ooc time uoJcss a 
site license was acquired. As the tcsehcr was still evaluating the software, she had no 
wish lo purehasc site licenses. 
' 
'" 
Hardware 
Because each of the students in Year S had a laptop, the issue ofhardw.ue 
availability was not anticipated to be an impediment to 'this project. The students' 
laptops were all reasonably up to date, with CD-ROM drives and speakers, and 
fulfilled the system rcquimnenta for nmning most electronic alorybooks, However, 
as explained above, the Windows ME operating system proved to be incompatible 
with some of the electronic storybooks. 
Planning tle Admlnlstratlo11 oftlle Implement.don 
II was necessary to Collllidcr where and when the IMMAAR sessions would 
take place, and who would teach and 1upcrvise them. Nicole and I decided that some 
. of the sessions would be held in the classroom during cl111111 time, others in the ·' 
classroom after school, and in the students' homes. It was agreed that I wouJd 
,initially show the students and Nicole the procedl!fe and then the students would 
undertake the sessions independently. Ifnecc:s!IBIY, Nicole or I would 1upervisc them 
when they were at school. 
Formulation ofEvaluatloa Tec:bulqun 
II was decided that the strategy would be evaluated in the following ways: 
•, the use of running records to judge speed and accuracy; 
• the use of the Multidimensional Fluency Scale to lUlleSS smoothness, rate 
and phrasing; 
• infonnal classroom observations carried out by the teacher and the 
researcher; 
• teacher, student and =her journal entries and interviews. 
Because this was a fonnative experiment, it was acknowledged that these 
techniques were tentative and might need to be modified in responsa to .issues 
emerging during the implementation. 
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The Implementation 
In the next section of this chapter I describe how Nicole and I implemented 
an IMM assisted repeated readings intervention using electronic storybooks with the 
three students. The inhibitive and facilitative factors and unplanned outcomes that 
emerged are also outlined. 
This implementation took place over a 5 -week period, in twice weekly I -hour 
sessions. A further 1 0  weeks were spent creating an electronic book, which will be 
described in the following section of this chapter. 
Claudia 
Nicole thought that Claudia would find the CD-ROM Just Me and My Dad 
( 1 997) (see Figure 5 .6.) enjoyable and beneficial, even though she predicted that it 
might be slightly 'easy' .  However, we did not at this point attempt to ascertain the 
'readability' of the text according to criteria such as the Fry Readability Graph (Fry, 
1 968). We thought that Just Me and My Dad ( 1 997) provided a good model of fluent, 
expressive reading, even though it was somewhat simple in terms of sentence 
structure and vocabulary. It must be noted that Nicole considered the fact that the 
narrator had a North American accent (including pronunciation, stress and 
intonation) to be slightly disadvantageous. 
Figure 5.6. Just Me and My Dad (1 997). 
,, llS 
We planned to fust ask Claudia lo rcad?J the clccuonic storybook from the 
IC?ffn with the sound turned down in order to� whether the ten would be 
'easy' (9S%+ IIC(:UJaC)'}, 'inmuetional (90-94% accuracy) or 'ftustrational' (89% 
accW'IICy or less) in a traditional context, although we hypothesised that the readers 
might be able to cope with more difficult texts in an electronic storybook fonnat 
becauac of the support offered (i.e. narrations and pronunciations). The issue of 
'readability' in relation to electronic stoiybooks is discussed in  Chapter 10. 
Because of flOlllC of the characteristics of the softwarc24, ii was not possible 
for Claudia to do her initial n:ading from the screen with the sound turned down, so 
she was asked to read from a typed copy of the text, without pictures. It would have 
been poS5iblc lo do screen dumps for her to read but the teacher and I wm unsure of 
the legality of copying. I explained to Claudia that lhc aim was to read the tc1tl 
fluenlly, reasonably quickly, as accurately as possible and with cxJ)MSSion and 
compre.hension. Claudia read the text with 98. 7% accuracy at a speed of 146 words 
per minute. She read it smoothly. with appropriate phrasing and CXpr'311ion. 
Nevertheless, we decided to go ahead and let her read the electronic storybook. as 
she was eager to do so. 
I showed Claudia how to install the software: and how to manually change lhc 
screen leliOlution, which was necessary wilh Ibis software. Although Claudia was 
a1anncd at the new screen resolution, saying, "It's never been like this before!" she 
quickly learnt how to chanie it, 
Claudia tried ,to open the program fro111 lhe 'Dad' icon that I had created on 
the desktop but i t  did not respond. After re-starting lhe computer, the program still 
would not start from the desktop shortcut. It was therefore necessary to go into 'My 
Computer' and launch the software from there, which seemed to be somewhat 
confusing for Claudia. This would probably have made it difficult for her to open the 
software independently. 
21 It f, rioced !hat ii 1w been ruJICl!ed that pcoplo do not ',ad' bol 'ellplon:' b)peTmedia te1«1. lhil 
-� !be m:optioq ota 'IDII• of.sign l}'Jtcml (Eagleton, 2001), u well u printed ........ , 
"'The c:barxteristic:s or the software !hat P='ented Claudia doing the initial reading from !be KrCcn 
� lbo fia that the highlighWljj, whx:h 1111y have been a distraction, C-OUhl not bo rumed all: Also, 
the llllllllted Jectiom at the end of e10b llerffll could ll'JI bo disabkd, meaaing lhat Claudia would 
have been lllllhlo IO !Um each page quickly •ftermdmg it 
'" 
Although it may seem that ii would have been prudent for Nicole or me to go 
lhrougb a 'trial run' o f  the installation of this software on another computer before 
the session with Claudia, this would not necessarily have been beneficial u, due to 
her panicular system, problems maY still havc arisen on Claudia's laptop, 
When the softwate was eventually launched, Claudia watched and listened to 
the te11.t attentively, even though animation interrupted the namition. We could not 
find a way to skip lhe llllimations, which was disadvantageous with reference to 
using this text for IMMARR. Claudia.used lhis software almost intuitively, apart 
from being told that she must click on lhe bottom comers to tum the pages. 
Atit10ugh this 161-word eleclmnic st�k was aimed at younger llludents, 
the rate at which the nanator read the text was approximately 145 words per minute, 
which was almost identical to the rate at which Claudia had read the text from a 
paper printout. However, the narn,.tion was extmncly fragmented by animation, and 
sometimes only one.sentence was read before another anim.atioii appeared. For 
elample, many pages with appmidmately I 5 or 16 words of text, which the narrator 
read in 6 or 7 seconds, took 30 lo 60 seconds to play through. 
After engaging with the text, Claudia went into 'Play Mode' and explored the 
'hot5pot&'", Hot&pollJ sometimes add meaning to the story, but are often somewhat 
supoiluous (Collins et al., 1997). Claudia laughed out loud several times; this may 
have been beneficial in that it may have helped redL1Ce any anxiety shemayhave fell. 
As previous[y noted, she occasionally suffered .from anxiety when reading. Humour 
CIIQ also be beneficial in reading in thac ii can flicilitate engagement in the imaginary 
world of the story (Mallan, 1993). 
After engaging wilh the software, we had problems e1'iling it pan way 
through; the escape key (ESC) did not respond and we could not find any 
insatuctions regarding quitting lhe program. We eventually found, by trial and error, 
�I th� 'ent�· allowed WI to exit, although we could have miorted to 
CTR+ALT+DEC'if we had needed to. Despite these minor frustrations, Claudia 
seemed to have enjoyed the session. 
:u 'Ho!spot,,' are lfflll orlbo � IClffll drat, wbenctlcked, actiV111C III ac:tion, wbkh 1111)' be 
SOUiXI, ridm'' animation Of 1'Til1m ICU. 
'" 
Nicole and I discussed the fact that this electronic storybook was probably 
too easy t o  be beneficial to �Jaudia and we decided to let her choose between three,. 
other CD-ROMs I had suggested. These were Reading for Literacy 4 (2000), which 
highlighted smtern:e-by-sentern:e as opposed to phrase-by-phrase, and PM 
Storybooks Sillier (2000), which hlld no text highlighting at all. Both of these CD­
ROMs were Australian, with nanations in Australian aceenls and, �onling to 
Nicole, seemed to be at an appropriate level for Claucl.ia. Also available was Fablu 
(1993). 
Claudia was asked to choose from this small selection. However, this was 
problematic as she was asked to make the decision on the basis of ,,nly a brief 
description of the softwnre and by examining the CD-ROM covers. In n:lm5JlCCl, it 
may have been preferable to allow her to view the CO.ROMs, although this may 
have been time-conswning in Iha! it would have involved installing CO..ROMs on 
her laptop and then uninstalling them again in order to comply with licensing 
regulations. 
Claudia expressed disappointment and frustration that the available LMng 
Books CD-ROMS such as Harry QJld the Haunted HoU!le (1994) would not run on 
her laptop; she did not sec the alternative CD·ROMs as bcing as mueh �fun", PM 
Storybooks Silver (2000) (see Figure 5.7.) and {leading far Literacy 4 (2000) 
emphasise education mthi:r than 'edutainment' and hive fewer hotspots and 
\multimedia effects than do the Lwing Books electronic st!)cybooks. Fwther, Claudia 
1fisliked fables and was not interested in using the Fabies (1993) CD-ROM. She 
stated that she wanted to use 'fun' software, like Brianna and Becki's (i.e. Living 
Books). She clearly had expectations that software ought to be entqtaining. 
She eventually selected PM Storybook., Silver (2000) and began to read aloud 
a Stal)' called Kerry, along with the narrator. No highlighting was available so 
Claudia !racked the text with her mouse. She �opped reading and exited this stol)' 
after a few pages, saying;·,'This is getting boring!" This stocy, at approximately 900 
words, was perhaps too long for her (although she would have been asked to select 
only a 100 to 200-word seetion fOfrepeated readings). 
Figure 5.7. 
Steve bad always wanted a puppy, but his 
parents kept saying that he was too young to 
care for a dog, and thut the backyard was too 
small. 
Then, when Steve was eight, the family 
moved to a new house. "Can I hove a puppy, 
now that we've got more room?" asked Steve. 
menu � c::) • 
PM Storybooks Silver (2000). 
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Next, Claudia selected Reading for Literacy 4 (2000), which contained 
several short texts of 1 00 to 200 words. Various genres, such as narrative, reports and 
poems were available. F irst, Claudia chose a 324-word narrative, Master Frog (see 
Figure 5 .8 .) .  For the initial reading, I asked her to read aloud from the screen, 
without computer narration or highlighting. Again, Claudia tracked the text with her 
mouse. This reading was tape-recorded and a running record was taken. She read the 
text with 99.3% accuracy at 1 22 words per minute. 
Figure 5.8. 
Once, in a small village, a frog was born to human 
parents. Although he looked exactly like any other frog, 
with his bright green skin and shiny, bulging eyes, he acted In every 
way like a little boy. He was smart, kind and brave. 
When he grew up, Master Frog 
decided that he wanted to 
many the youngest daughter 
of the King. At tim the King 
laughed, but his daughtersaw 
that underneath the frog's skin 
was a good, gentte peMn 
and so the marriage took 
place. The princess and the 
frog were very happy. 
Reading For Literacy 4 (2000). Master Frog. 
She was then asked to reread the story ( aloud), along with the computer 
narrator, and provide an oral retell .  Her retel l  was reasonably detailed and in addition 
she satisfactorily answered a set of teacher-made l iteral and inferential 
comprehension questions (see Appendix 5 . 1 . ) .  
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Although this electronic text seemed somewhat easy for Claudia, Nicole and I 
decided that she should continue with it because her comprehension score had been 
low on the NARA (3 1 st percentile). We were of the opinion that the comprehension 
activities at the end of each text, such as the cloze activity (Figure 5 .9.) might be 
beneficial to her. Again, she learnt to operate the software quickly . 
... , . .  ../ 
@2. The frog was bnghl I grwi j 1n colour . ../ 
'---� and brave. 
@s. The love of the princes allowed the frog fo 
../ 
become a person. 
8 people 
8 kind 
8 uncle 
@ both 
8 1ove 
@) skin 
Figure 5.9. Reading For Literacy 4 (2000). 
@) died 
Jealous 
i!, bumed 
In Reading For Literacy 4 (2000) spoken instructions were provided to help 
students understand what was required of them during the activities, although they 
were not provided in written form. Claudia' s well-developed listening skills meant 
that she did not find this problematic, although some other students in this study did 
(see Chapters Seven and Eight). She answered most of the comprehension activities 
correctly, allowing her to experience success. 
Feedback regarding incorrect responses was not provided by the software, 
other than an ' X '  being displayed. Claudia would retry until a tick was displayed. 
Although this type of activity permitted users to guess answers, she certainly 
appeared to be taking the time to think before responding. 
Claudia was asked to take the CD-ROM home so that she could reread the 
text in her own time using her laptop, reading along with the narrator in a ' soft 
voice' .  She was also asked to complete the rest of the comprehension activities 
associated with the text, Master Frog. 
She subsequently wrote in her journal (Figure 5 .8 .) :  
'" 
Flpre 5.1. Claudl•'• Joura.l (I) 
This seemed to indicate that her initial reluctance to use this software may 
have been due to insufficient information about it leading to fltlse expe<:tations. 
Regrettably, Claudia did not record in her jownal which of the activities she had 
completed or how many times she had read the text, although she told me she had 
read it al home only once. Being unable to accurately keep track of what the students 
were doing made it difficult for Nicole and me to evalWlte the intervention, as we 
were not rrure of the nature and extent of the students' engagement. Although it was 
possible to print out records of what activities a student had completed with Reading 
for Literacy 4 (2000), details about how many times a text had been accessed were 
not available; an activity was not recorded as completed until a student achieved 
100%, which may entail several attempts. If a student gave up before achieving 
100%, their liCOK, or even lhe fact that they had attempted the activity, was not 
recorded. This rendered the software's recording facilities of limited value to 
teachers. 
In the following session, I took a sei;ond running record of Claudia reading 
Master Frog. She had increased her rate (pace) to 140 words per minute and her 
accuracy to 99.7o/o, and read the texl smoothly and with appropriate phrasing and 
expression. Her increase in rate was encouraging, but it was not possible to make a 
judgement about whether using the software was preferable to any other strategies or 
contcxts16 that we might have used with the aim of increasing her oral reading 
fluency of this text. 
During this session, Claudia explored several more texts al Reading for 
Literacy 4 (2000) and completed the comprehension activities. She sometimes read 
aloud with the nanator, but did not read the texts repeatedly. Because her classmate, 
"'Such u repealed readings oflbe text &om • lraditioilll paper-based book, ot paircdfeldiag oflbe 
Ifft fiam • l!ldilioml primed boot. 
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Brianna, was reading Arthur 's Teacher Troubles ( 1 992), Claudia stated that she was 
dissatisfied with Reading for Literacy 4 (2000) and that she was eager to read 
Arthur 's Teacher Troubles ( 1 992), which had hotspots. She did not want to continue 
with Reading for Literacy 4 (2000), even though she had enjoyed using it. 
In the context of electronic storybooks, Claudia was always eager to explore 
the next text or CD-ROM. It has been suggested that multimedia texts can encourage 
readers to read 'extensively' rather than 'intensively' (Leu, 1 996a). That is, readers 
tend to read a lot of texts in a somewhat superficial manner rather than reading fewer 
texts 'deeply' .  This certainly seemed to be the case with Claudia, although this 
tendency could have diminished once the initial excitement of reading electronic 
storybooks had worn off. The 'novelty effect' has often been argued to be a short­
lived facil itative factor in that it can provide motivation (Tergan, 1 997). However, in 
this study, novelty seemed in some ways to be an inhibitive factor in that it generated 
over-excitement and an inability to concentrate on the 'here and now' . Nevertheless, 
for the students at St Clair's, who had used computers extensively, this tendency 
seemed to be minimal compared to some of the students in other participating 
schools (see Chapters Six and Seven). 
In the following session, Claudia read Arthur 's Teacher Troubles ( 1 992), 
which was read by the narrator at approximately 1 1 4 words per minute. Regarding 
this electronic storybook, she wrote in her journal (Figure 5 . 1 0. ) :  
"' e A.uJfl 
LOVE r-r 1 11) 
�Jo2 
jreil Q 
rea_ The p.if 
Qr). 
Figure 5. 10. Claudia's journal (2) 
I 
J. � 0.. 0 
t:' 
Again, Claudia did not record how many limes she had read the story, 
and whether or not she had read aloud with the narrator, despite the clear 'How 
to use this journal' instructions (Appendix 5.4.) that were pastod to the inside 
cover ofher journal. In rcspoNe to this shortcoming, I designed a 'Reeoni Sheet' 
(sec Appendix S.S.). However, the students did not write aecuratc records in lhis 
format, either. 
'" 
Claudia also wrote in her journal (Figure 5.11.) tliat it wu difficult to find time 
to read the eleclronic book.I at home: 
· . .  ����ft{jtMt�� co·tnM 
't_:�t!i:A":;�:. J 
���'-"; 
'--""'�'-'-� 
r���-�.11..il 
Figure 5.11, Claudl1'1joornal (3) 
In response to this prcblem, Nicole made reading the electronic storybooks 
'official homework', which was written in Claudia's homework diary each night. In 
this way, she hoped to elicit the support of Claudia's parents so lhat they could 
ensure her siblings did not disturb her as well as help her manage her time. 
Claudia read electronic storybooks during class time on several occasions. 
Nicole infonned me that this was not problematic, either for Claudia or the rest of the 
class; the narrations were listened to at a low volume and Claudia read along in  a 
b;uely audible 'soft voice'. Other members o[lhe class were not distracted, although 
lhey were curious. 
In summary, Claudia read several electronic storybooks in an attempt to 
improve her oral reading Huency, lhe strategy being JMM a.�sisted repeated readings. 
After Jive weeks of using this strategy, Nicole and lhe students decided that it was a 
somewhat dull strategy and that lhcy would like to create lhcir own electronic 
storybooks instead. The major inhibitive £actors arc listed in Table 5, 7 ., at the end or 
lhc section about IMMARR. 
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Brianna 
Nicole chose Arthur 's Teacher Troubles ( 1 993) (see Figure 5 . 1 2) for Brianna. 
Initially, Brianna was asked to read the first 1 85 words of the text from a typed sheet, 
without pictures27 . I explained to her that the aim was to read fluently, reasonably 
quickly, as accurately as possible, and with expression and comprehension. She was 
also reminded to use punctuation as a guide, pausing at commas and full stops. 
e As everyone was leaving, the principal came out of his 
office. "Are you ready for the September spellathon?" 
he asked. "Yesl" cheered the crowd. "Who's going to win 
this year?" asked the principal. 
"Mel" everyone shouted 
Figure 5.12. Arthur's Teacher Troubles ( 1993). 
Brianna read the text with 94% accuracy, which would have been at an 
' instructional' level in a traditional printed form. She read it at 1 05 words per minute, 
which was much quicker that her rate during the NARA. In terms of smoothness, 
there were occasional breaks caused by difficulties with specific words and/or 
structures. There was a mixture of run-ons, mid-sentence pauses for breath, and some 
choppiness caused by word-by-word reading, although she read with reasonable 
stress/intonation. 
I installed the software on her laptop without technical problems, although it 
was necessary to change the screen resolution manually, as this software did not do 
this automatically. This did not prove to be a problem for Brianna, who was 
confident and competent when using her computer; she was thereafter able to change 
the screen resolution independently when necessary. 
I demonstrated to Brianna how to use the 'Read to Me' and 'Play' modes of 
the software. 'Read to Me' is where the narrator reads the text all the way through 
without interruptions, whereas in 'Play' mode the narrator stops after each page or 
27 See p. l 07 for reasons. 
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screen, enabling the reader to engage with the hotspots. Readers can also re-read the 
text independently, clicking on individual words to access pronunciations. Brianna 
accessed approximately four hotspots but did not seem to be particularly interested in 
them. 
She read along silently and listened to the whole text, smiling all the way 
through; she had not been asked to read aloud with the narrator on this occasion, as 
reading for enjoyment and comprehension seemed to be important in the initial 
reading. As requested, she reread the first ten pages of the text in a soft voice, twice. 
She was then asked to draw a picture of her favourite page and add a speech bubble. 
Brianna was also asked to take the electronic storybook home to reread it, 
although she was informed that she could do some of these readings during 
classroom time if she got the opportunity. She was asked to read to page six 
(approximately 200 words) up to five times in total, whilst reading aloud ( 'soft 
voice') with the narrator. In her journal, Brianna wrote: 
1 51h June. I thought it was good but 1 think they should have a 
game that can help you read and help you with how to say the 
words. 
1 9th June. I read two ways through Arthur with the person 
[narration] up to page I 0. 
Figure 5.13. Brianna's journal ( 1 )  
Although she recorded that she had read the story twice (to page 1 0), Brianna 
did not specify whether she had read it aloud with the narrator, merely listened to the 
narrator, or read it silently or aloud without the narrator (see Figure 5 . 1 3 .). 
f 
'" 
Some comprehension 11:tivilics Weft: also planned and implemented, becall5C 
of ihe link between oral reading fluency 1111d comprehension. After listening to and 
. rcadmg along with the narrator all the way through the te1lt, Brianna was asbd to 
provi4e an oral retell of the story. Her retell was bricf(S8 words) and had important 
events nriasing, a1il1011gh the events mentioned were in the cmm:t sequence. Several 
comprehension questions were also asked. She answered these satisfactorily but 
without much confidence:. 
The next electronic storybook BrilllllUI chose to read was Cinderella (1994). . . . 
On Ibis O(:Casion, we did not ask her to read a section of the text f'roJII a paper 
printout prior to permitting her to access the electronic storybook, Although this later 
made it difficult to ga�ge.whelher or not she had improved her rate, accuracy and 
smootlmc:ss with reference to thiS particular text, we spoculifc!I that requiring 
students io �)�om paper printouts prior to accessing the elec1roaJc tjots D!l_CVcry 
occasion would reduce theif enjoyment and motivation. 
-Brianna reported that she found Cinderella (1994) slow and "a bit boring'', 
Shi=-claimcd to find the story unexciting because she knew i� already. Because many 
CD-ROMs are based on cl115.11ic tales due to copyright issues (Bennett, 1994), this is a 
relatively common shortcoming. She also disliked the "boring'' grey backgro� and 
the "boring" background music. As well, she was disappointed that there were no 
hotspots in this electronic storybook, even though she had barely acceued them in 
Arthur'_, Teacher Troubles (1993). In addition, she found the fact that there w� no 
way of llkipping 10 the beginning of the story without going through all of the pa
0
�es 
'annoying'. Despite these fruslrations, she later wrote in her journal that she llad 
read her selected section of the text 6 times, although again she did not indicilte 
whether she bad read aloud along with the murator. This was despite the fact that 
she had been given the new record sheet to facilitate record keeping. 
In the next session, Brianna selected Reading for literocy4 (2000). From this 
CD-ROM, she chose a narrative, Tosca. In almost all instances during this study, 
students initially chose narrative lc:tts rather than other genres. Brianna read Tosca 
three times, voluntarily reading along in a soft voice. She then proceeded to score 6/6 
in the cloze exercise. When doing the activities, she always m:iuested the computer 
to read out the instructions and pllll.!lages, rather than attempting to read them hmelf. 
In this sense, she was displaying what has been called 'over accessing' (Collins et al., 
• 
,. 
19517). Thi1 could be an indication of her low level of confidence in reading. or it 
could have been bceause she found it lcu arduous, or becaUlc of lbe Ill-Called 
novelty factor. 
Jn aummary, Brimma used the IMMARR strategy faithfully to read several 
electronic tcxls. The facilitative and mhibitivc factors that emerged wm: in the main 
the 11me lllil 1hosc for Claudia (sec Table S, 7 .). A further flleilitative factor in the case 
ofBrianna wa8hcr faithfulness in following instructions. When asked to read aloud, 
she generally did so. When asked to read a section of text three to five times. she did 
this. 
Nicole selcctecfthe CD-ROM, AesopS Foblt.3 (1994) for Becki to read. She 
was aware that this CD-ROM had fewer 'bells and whistles' llwn the ones she'd 
initially selected fo� Claudia and Brianna, but thought that Bcclci would lllill find this 
CD-ROM exciting because she was relatively new to the school and had not had as 
much experience with computers as Claudia and Brianna had. In other wonhl, she 
thought that Bedci's expectations would be different. 
Before viewing the fable, The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, B«:ki 
was asked to read the first half of the text (171 words) ftom a paper printout. The 
whole text was 16 pa�s and 347 words. Becki's oral reading was lape-reconlcd and 
a running record later laken. Her accuracy rate was 93o/o, indicating that in a 
traditional context, this text would have been in her 'iruilfuctional' range, which is 
recommended for paired or assisted reading. Becki read the lcxt at 111 words per 
minute, which was acceptable. However, her reading was slightly choppy and 
without expression. She disregarded punctuation se11cral times. After reading the 
paper printout, she indicated that .�he "hated" fables. 
In my journal, I wrote: 
Becki staled that she didn't like the Discis CD-ROM as it's boring and 
she 'hates' fables. Does this mean we should change ii slraight away, 
or should we encourage her to 'give it a try'? This is a problem that 
has obviously arisen through not giving the students the opportunity 
to CHOOSE their texts - ii bas resulted in time wasted. However, we 
fell we couldn't let them choose as we didn't have many CDs at our 
disposal to choose from, and appropriateness in terms of reading level 
and fQturcs of the software (sueh as availability of highlighling. 
!pCCd of reading) seemed to be more important 
'" 
Nicole and I later discusscd dislike of  fables and Nicole decided that it would 
be useful to continue with this software lo ''sec how it goes", especially u Becki 
would only be reading the fables fora short time. 
Even though Ibis software was almost 10 yeara old, it ran well on Bccki's 
laptop under WindowJ ME, However, ii must be noted that the installation pro<:cu of 
Discis boob seems somewhat cumbersome. II wu aJao neeessary to manually 
change the screen resolution. 
When Becki opened the software she �cdiatcly stated that she didn't like 
the look ofit. Nevertheless. she read the fable aloud in its entirety. However, much 
of the Ume lhc read out of synchronisation with the compuler narrator and the 
highlighting (fwitcr), although she performed better on the 1C1Ction of tc1t she hid 
previously read from a printout, Despite the computer lllffltion, she DIUpl'Onounccd 
several words, 
After reading the text, Betki 111D1;1unccd that it wu "borinJ" and that she 
hated fables. She also informed me that she had disliked thc background music and 
the narrator's voice,. which was that or a North AmfflQII. male. She alto indiClled 
that the illllllfltions were not varied enough in this software; lhc aamc illusar.tions 
were often used on IICVfflll consecutive screens. She appealed to me not to ult her to 
reread the story, so I did not UUlist on this. 
She and I discuucd the possibility of her readmg either Arthur'l Teacher 
Troub/e.1 (1992) or Arth11r'l Birthday (1994) nmtt and she was excited at the 
prospect, saying, "I've seen every Arthur show!" She previev.fM parts of Arthur', 
Teacher Troubles (1993) on Brianna'• computer and said that she loved it. In her 
journal (see Figure S.14.), she wrote: 
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In the nexl session, we unsUCCCS11fully tried to run Ref/'s BoM (1994) and 
Arthur's Blrthda), Party(l994) on her laptop, which had the Wmdows-ME operating 
system installed. It WU frustrating that these CD-ROMs would not run despite the 
fact that Arthur's Teachtr Troubles (1993), anolher cl«tronic storybook by Livir,g 
Books, hiicf run successfully on the same eompuler earlier in the week, Bcc:ki was 
able to install lhese CD,.RQMs herself, although she did not know how to uninstall 
"""'· 
Becki was disappointed about the CD-ROMs failing to run on her compuler 
and, because of a limited supply of available electronic storybooks, had no 
alternative but to read Cinderella (1994) (sec Figure 5.15.), which she had initially 
�jected. She read several pmi.oU!lly unread pages from the sctffn with the 
highlighting and sound switched off and I tape-recorded this to anal)'llC for speed. 
accuracy and smoothness. She read the text at 9J% accuracy, which would indicate 
that in a traditional context, this text would be at an instructional level for her. She 
read the text at 88 words per minutes with a mixture o f  fast and slow JQCW!g. l'l 
some places her reading was choppy and without expression. She used her'. 
mouse/amlw to track as she read, indicating tlw she found it difficult to 1rack W, 
text on the scm:n wilh her eyes when the highlighting was not present. 
After reading this 318-word section of the text, Becki went bac:k to the 
beginning of the story and listened to the computer 11Bm1tion. She appeared to find it 
difficult to concentrate and left her seat several times in order to look over the 
' 
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shoulders of Brianna and Claudia. She did not read along with the narrator at all .  
After listening to the whole story, which was somewhat long, I asked Becki to do an 
oral retell. She responded that she could not do this. I then asked her some 
comprehension questions and most of her answers were adequate, although she still 
did not seem to be fully concentrating. She took the CD-ROM home to read it as 
homework. 
During the next two or three days (individual entries were undated), she 
wrote in her journal (Figure 5 . 1 6) :  
Figure 5. 1 6. Beck.i's journal (2) 
In the next session, Becki chose to read Reading For Literacy 4 (2000). The 
first text she selected was the narrative, The Creek. Although she had been requested 
to ' soft read' along with the computer narration, she expressed a preference for 
reading along silently. She seemed to find it difficult to synchronise her reading with 
that of the computer narrator, either racing ahead or lagging behind. She read the text 
once and then accessed the comprehension activities. She took this CD-ROM home 
and read eight of the texts. Even though these texts did not feature hotspots and 
animation, Becki seemed to prefer Reading For Literacy 4 (2000) to Cinderella 
( 1 994) and Fables ( 1 993). In Reading for Literacy 4 (2000), the texts were short, the 
narrator was Australian, and there were comprehension activities or games at the end 
of each text. 
To summarise, Becki read several electronic storybooks but did not comply 
with the requirements of the IMMARR strategy. 
Facilitative and inhibitive factors associated with IMMARR: St Clair's, Year 5 
Major facilitative and inhibitive factors noted in this formative experiment 
are listed in Table 5.7. below. The factors are marked with reference to each student. 
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Each cell is shaded according to the degree to which the corresponding factor applies 
to the particular student. 
Table 5.7. Facilitative and inhibitive factors associated with IMMARR 
Facilitative Factors oj oj Inhibitive Factors oj oj 
:.a C: � :.a s::; � 
:l C: u :l C: u oj oj 
oj ·;: Q) oj ·;: Q) u co co u co co 
The student was The student displayed negative attitude 
competent in using towards some software. 
computers. 
Short texts resulted in a The student had difficulties choosing 
higher degree of software from looking at covers alone 
compliance from the (there was 'not enough time' to allow 
student. them to 'sample' the electronic 
storybooks). 
The student was The teacher experienced some 
motivated to read difficulties evaluating the activity with 
electronic storybooks. reference to the student's  learning 
(gathering and evaluating data). 
The teacher was The teacher seemed reluctant to modify 
supportive of using IMM plans i n  response to data collected 
to facilitate student's regarding the student' s  learning. 
learning. 
The classroom The student was non-compliant in 
environment was following the requirements of the 
conducive to the student strategy. 
doing IMMARR in c lass. 
The student fol lowed The student was distracted by the 
instructions carefully. activities of other participating 
students. 
The teacher had the JCT It was difficult for the teacher to 
ski lls necessary to solve respond to the student' s  requests and 
most 'technical hitches' questions (due to time restrictions and 
encountered. other commitments). 
There was a shortage of suitable 
y y y 
KEY 
software storybooks in terms of 
difficulty, content and rate of narration. 
Never There was incompatibil ity between the 
observed student's computer system and some 
Sometimes software. 
observed ( I  The student found it difficult to 
to 5 times) synchronise her reading with that of the 
Often computer narrator. 
observed (6 'Technical hitches' proved to be time-
or more wasting and frustrating; 
times) The student did not supply accurate 
Observed y records regarding how many times she 
had read texts and whether she had read 
aloud along with the narrator or read 
alone (silently or aloud). 
The student had insufficient 
opportunities to reread text at home or 
in the classroom, despite having her 
own laptop. 
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The student displayed some reluctance 
to read texts aloud with the computer 
narration. 
The student displayed some reluctance 
to read texts repeatedly. 
These factors will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter Ten. 
Concluding the IMMARR strategy with the Year 5 students 
Because of the shortage of suitable electronic storybooks available for 
students of this age and ability, and because the students were excited about the 
possibility of making their own electronic storybooks, we decided to move on to the 
creation of electronic storybooks as a context for improving oral reading fluency 
after each student had read only three commercial electronic storybooks. No formal 
assessments regarding their oral reading fluency were made at this point, as this first 
intervention was very short. 
Selection of Learning Strategy: E lectronic Storybook Authoring 
Availability of Software and Hardware 
I had already trialled a variety of amateur multimedia authoring packages that 
might be simple enough for students of this age group to learn, including Power Point 
( 1 997) and Hyperstudio (2000). After discussion with Nicole, Illuminatus (200 1 )  was 
chosen, as it was the only one that allowed text highlighting to be easily 
synchronised with speech. 
Planning the Administration of the Implementation 
It was decided that the electronic storybook authoring would take place in 
several different contexts: after school; during school time (when the rest of the class 
was with specialist teachers, for example during art and physical education), and 
during school time when the rest of the class was present. Because of the nature of 
'" 
this activity, and because the students did not have 1he nc<:essary software on their 
computers21, they wm: unable to work on the electronic storybook at home. 
TIie lmpleme•tatloa of Creallng Ekctroak Storybooks 
Nicole and I began by showing the dwe participating students the fint two 
screens or an electronic storybook that I had swted making. called Erle The Magic 
Elephant. The students enjoyed this story and asked if they could use thC$e first two 
screens as a 'story starter', After the selection of the main characler and setting, the 
first task in lhe creation of the elcclronic storybook was to make a paper stoiyboard. 
A stoiyboard is a series of sketches of each page or screen, showing text and 
pictures. It also notes what interactivity each page will feature, for example, what 
will happen if lhe user elicks on a certain picture, and what sounds and animations 
each page will feature. The creation of a storyboard was facilitated in this project by 
the fact that the students had sampled a range of commercially produced electronic 
storybooks, as di!K:ussed above, and they had created storyboards for picture books. 
The students therefore had an idea about what electronic stol)'books might look like 
and what sorts of features they may contain. 
The pwposc of the storybovds was explained to the studenls: 
�: Are we going lo have to put our story on that? 
[pointing at the paper storyboanl. template, and 
frowning]. 
Resean;hg: Yes. You'll need to do that so that it's [the elc:ctronie 
B1ocybook] properly planned. If you don't plan. it, 
especially when you're using multimedia, ii can mean 
such a 101 of wasted time and work. It can take quite a 
while to get the talking on, and all the sounds, so you 
want 1o get it right fint time. 
Nicole: Actually, it's a little bit like the storyboard where you 
had the little boxes for your picture book, so you knew 
exactly what pictures you were going to put in. 
Reseattber: You have to be able to say what piclllreS you're going 
to have, and what's going lo happen when you click on 
things ... and also the text and the page number. 
"i11o ,ludems wen: DDI allo.,.•d by Ille scboo\'1 technical 11affto imtaU 1/lulftiltatlu on lbeir laplops 
due to rcolricted hard drive 1111"· 
'" 
As illustrated in the transmpt above, the students found the idea of writing 
the storyboard on paper somewhat onerous and ftustratillj. As has been discussed, 
they wett actus1omed to U1ing technology in a wide range or circumstlDccs as they 
each had a Japtcp in clas1, which was used for wonl-proccuing, keyboard practice, 
c:eating presentations and desktop publishing, u well u accessing CD-ROM 
encyclopai:diu and the WWW for research pUIJ)OICI. kauae the lludenll wm 
eaga- to use the computer as soon u possible. we completed the paper storyboard
. 
for 
the fi'!I half doun scrccns or pages only. In addition, as a group we discuued the 
setting, charac!Cl'll, introduction. complication and resolution and made brief notes 
about how the story might go. As this was their first attempt at creating an elcc1ronic 
storybook, it seemed reasonable to allow the students to experiment with the 
capabilities of the software and to 'play' with the interactive possibilities, instead of 
committing them to a story plan too early. 
Nicole and I decided that the electronic lloryboolc should be limited to 
approximately 10 to 12 pages, with a total word count of 100 to 200 words. This 
way, it would be a potentially useful resource for other students to use for IMM­
llll!listcd repeated readings. Anolher reason to limit length waa a restricted time frame 
in which to produce the eloclronic book. 
The students were initially keen on the idea of creating individual eloctronic 
storybooks rather than a single collaborative one. Two factors prevc:ntcd this from 
happening. Firstly, the students and the teacher docided that an eloctronic storybook. 
featwing only OM person's voice would be somewhat boring. like some of the 
commercially produced ones we had explored. Secondly, because multimedia 
productions can take up a great deal or the computer's hard drive, the school's 
tochnical services team were not in favour or li/uminutia (1999) being installed on 
any of the students' laptops. This meant that they had to iflare a computer that had 
the software installed. We used my laptop for this pwpose because it had a luge 
amount of space on its hard drive. It also had a Zip drive, which later facilitated the 
transreroflhc electronic storybook onlo a computer that had a CD-ROM recorder. A 
school computer with plenty of hard drive space, a sound card, speakers, a 
microphone and a CD-ROM burner or Zip drive could have been used but we went 
ahead and used my laptop lo enable me to view the production at home and also lo 
complete la5ks away from lhe school. 
"' 
Each of the lhree students took turns to be the 'scribe', who typed the story 
into llluminatus (1999). This process was facilitated by Ute fact that in many ways 
1/luminatuJ (1999) has an interface similar to that ofa word processor. Tile students 
already knew how to create a text box and select font lype!il and sizes. For each page, 
the lhree students came to ari agreement about what they would write, sometimes 
jotting it down on paper, and the scribe typed. Sometimes the ie.:her or I would 
suggest more complex vocabulary or sentence structure. When they were not playing 
the role of scribe, students were vigilant and attentive to what the scribe was doing, 
and in most instances quickly pointed out spelling and punctuation errors, However, 
this was not always the case, &11 we upgraded to llluminatus Opia (2001), which has 
an inbuilt spellchecker. 
The students claimed they had not eiigaged in much collaborative writing 
since Year 4, as they did most of their writing on an independent basis on their 
laptops. Because of this, there were some teelhing problems in getting them to work 
efficiently as a learn in lhls conteKI. One such problem was 'keyboard envy', where 
they all wanted to be the scribe. Roles and rules were established, after which they 
worked together with relatively little time-consuming conllict. 
Font and background colours were tentatively decided upon whilst typing in 
the written text but the students were asked not lo spend too much time on this after 
it became apparent that, left to their own devices, they would spend a lot of time 
'chopping and changing' the fonts and colours. The students were also asked to think 
about what pictures and animations might suit each page, although no graphics were 
m:ated at this stage. They were reminded that, as in picture books, pictures and 
written text complement each other bul don't ncccssarily overlap. That is, there are 
occasions when the picture can tell the story or add to the story, rather than merely 
illuslrate it. They were also asked to think about how interactivity and animation 
might play a role in enhancing the story. 
Aller typing three of four pages, we asked the students to recon:l oome 
narrations. Wave editing software is required to record namtions and, although the 
Windows opcra�ng system includes a program called Sound Recorder (2001), this 
program was not used because the sound recording; it produced were not deemed to 
be of a high enough quality. Instead, we U.lcd Speech Analyser (2000), which had 
the added advantage ofwavefonn diagrams (see Figure 5.J 7.). 
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Initially, the students practised the narrations (one page at a time) away from 
the computer and when they were happy with them, they recorded them on the 
computer. However, it soon transpired that they preferred to practise their readings 
whilst recording them on the computer, as they found it useful to hear the ' replays' 
and to see the wave patterns or 'waveforms' on the screen. The sound recordings and 
wave patterns facilitated some very interesting discussions between the students 
about what 'fluent reading' should sound and look like. For example, they often gave 
each other advice about intonation, volume, pronunciations and phrasing. They 
usually recorded narrations three or four times before they were satisfied with the 
sound and ' look' of it. On several occasions they were influenced by the waveform. 
If it was 'fat', they would laugh and say they must have been speaking too loudly. If  
i t  was particularly ' skinny' ,  they said their narration must have been too quiet. If  
there was a big gap, they discussed whether they had paused for too long. Below 
(Figure 5 . 1 7) is a screen capture of a 'waveform' of the narration from page 20 of 
The Magic Elephant. The screen itself is i l lustrated in Figure 5 . 1 8 . 
Figure 5. 1 7. Waveform of page 20 of The Magic Elephant 
They were just about to go to bed when Eric 
appeared in an enormous puff of smoke. 
"What an extraordinary day I've had!" he 
said. THE END 
Figure 5. 18. Screen capture from The Magic Elephant 
"' 
At the beginning of each session the students reviewed what they had already 
written. This necessitated a form of repeated readings, which may have helped 
improve their oral reading fluem:y and word recognition. However, as the book grew, 
the repeated readings took longer until, towards the end of the project, the review 
took up to fifteen minutes, which became somewhat dull and time-consuming. The 
e]«:tronic book grew to be much longer than the 10 or 12 pages planned; it grew into 
a 43-page story with multiple endings and a quiz at the end. The multiple endings 
were included to allow each of the lhree authors a ch11I1Ce to provide an ending and 
also as a means of eneouraging the audience to repeatedly read the story. 
In tenns of graphics for the project, the initial intention Willi to produce and 
scan in hand-drawn pictures. We did not want to use existing pictures because of 
copyright issues. However, as the project grew, it became appll!Clll that drawing and 
painting all the pictures would be inhibitivcly timixonsurning. We therefore decided 
to lake digital ii:,otographs of toy elephants. We acquired one of the school's two 
digital cammlll, which were always in great demand by other teachers and students, 
and then we spent some time in the school grounds taking photographs. The students 
had aln:ady taken several photographs under Nicole's supervision, but were not 
happy Iha! these illustrated or advanced the story satisfactorily. Because Nicole a1f.O 
bad to supervise the rest of the class, the participating studcnl!I had not been allowed 
to venture far from the c!IIS!lroom door. 
Under my supervision, they were able to venture further into lhe playground 
and take photographs of the elephanlll in locations Iha! iacmbled the zoo, the park, 
and down a hole. Once the photographs were imported into Jlluminatw Opus (2001) 
and touched up with Paintshop Pro (1998), we added sound effe(:ts and animation to 
the story. The students found this highly entertaining and put a great deal of thought 
into how best to use animation and sound effects to add to the story without creating 
too many distractions for the audience. To add entertainment and cdueational value 
to the audience, we also constructed a small quiz at the end of the story, which 
conlaincd mainly litcl'lll and inferential questions. The construction of the quiz may 
have improved the participating students' comprehension strategics and 
mctacognitivc awareness. 
The ability to split sentences into 'chllllks' is an important aspect of fluency 
(Rasinski & Padak. 2000) and is also important to comprehension (Irwin, 1991). A 
central aim of this project was to create eh,ctronic storybooks as a context in which 
students could practise chunking. It was necessary for them to chunk the sentences 
whm deciding where the text highlighting should go. 
Befon: adding the highlighting to the text, we gave the students a one-<1ff 
lesi;on on 'phrasing' or 'chunking' text, away from the computer, as they had not 
received explicit instruction on this. We did this in a half hour session. I explained to 
them how they might split sentences into 'meaningful chunks', using punctuation 
and meaning as clues. We eollaboratively chunked some texts and drew slaslies on 
the paper to mark chunk boundaries. Later, the students canied out a similar activity 
independently. They then individually divided text from The Magic Elephant into 
chunks (see Figure 5.19). After they had each done this, we discussed their attempts 
at chunking the text and came to an agreement about where the highlighting would 
go in the electronic storybook. Most of the time there was a high degree of 
agreement among them as to where the highlighting should go, and they wen: usually 
ahle to justify their decisions. 
tlll f� ·'"'trlt. ,.. ... , I 
,ottey--lle wao an o,JII,"" 
• 
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There was insufficient time to check these paper-based judgements about 
where phrase boundaries should be against the recorded narn.tiollll, as the end of the 
school year was approaching. Such cross-checking would be a worthwhile addition 
to any future projects of this kind. Or, perhaps better still, the paper-based chunking 
could be done prior lo the narrations being recorded. 
Because the students' time was limited, I inserted most of the auto-narrations 
(a feature in lfluminahu Opiu that links audio files with text and creates text 
highlighting) and edited the text highlighting. Thia can be a somewhat time-
"' 
eolllllffling proceu and, •ltbou&h the atudcnlS were eapable of doing thi1 themtelvcs, 
it would be mon, expedient ifpamta or other voluntem wm: R1Cruitcd to do this job 
in future projects. 
The stcny was finally 'published' onto CD-ROM1, meaning that it could be 
run on most PCs as it was not ncccsaarylo have lll11milllllw.f Opru (2001) inslallcd in 
order to run its publication. There was also a facility in Rlwninatw Opau (2001) to 
publish onto the WWW, allhougb IUCh publicatioll!I need lo be much 'leaner' in 
terms ofWAV (sound) files and pictures than our production. The students cxprnsed 
great pride in the finished product. 
The Alse11ment Retults 
A major objective of this study was to identify facilitative and inhibitive 
factors associated with using ™M in particular ways to attain particular pedagogical 
goals, and then to use this infonnation lo modify the implementation. Jn order to 
._evaluate the lcanti�g atratcgies, ii is also necessary to discuss the exlcni� ·which 
participating students achieved the pedagogical goal(s); Moreover, this assessment: 
data is mquired to assess the prcferability oflhe intervention. 
According to the formative experiment guidelines outlined by Reinking and 
Watkins (2000), unplanned outcomes should also be identified and analysed for use 
in lhe prderability equation. In lhe next section oflhis chapter, this data is presented 
and examined. 
Throughout the study, Nicole assessed the stude_nts· oral reading fluency 
perfosmanecs info!1llally by observation, through assessing their perfosmanee in 
other literacy tasb and by administering the Multidimensional 'Fluency Seale when 
they read classroom texts. Through lhese assessments, she was confident lhat she 
could see improvemenl5 in  !heir fluency, such as improvements in !heir attention to 
punttuation and reading wilh expression. However, be(:ailse of the complexity of the 
interventions and the classroom environment, it was difficult to ascertain exactly 
which factors were contributing to the improvements. This made judgements about 
preferability problematic. 
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Claudia 
At the end of the project the NARA (parallel form) was administered, as was 
the Multidimensional Fluency Scale. These assessments indicated that Claudia had 
substantially improved her oral reading fluency in terms of rate, accuracy, 
comprehension, phrasing and smoothness. In general, she read the NARA texts 
fluently with good expression and phrasing, although there were some pauses and 
'choppiness' on very difficult texts, such as the level 6 text, Everest. With reference 
to the level 3 NARA text, she scored at the highest level in all three dimensions 
(pace, smoothness and phrasing) of the Multidimensional Fluency Scale. In order to 
represent performances in reading fluency graphically, it is possible to score the 
Multidimensional Fluency Score numerically. If the lowest level of achievement in 
each dimension is given zero points and the highest is given three points, a student 
can score between zero and nine points on any particular text. For the level 3 NARA 
text, Claudia scored the maximum of 9 points. Four months earlier, she had scored 
only 6 points on this level of text. For the more difficult level 4 NARA text, she 
improved her score from 4 points to 6 points (see Figure 5 .20.). 
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Figure 5.20. Pre- and post-intervention results of the Multidimensional 
Fluency Scale: Claudia. 
According to the NARA, Claudia' s accuracy increased from the 4gth to the 
76th percentile in the four months from the beginning of the study. Her 
comprehension increased from the 3 1  st percentile to the 8ih and her rate decreased 
from the 73 rd percentile to the 69th (see Figure 5 . 2 1 . ) .  However, her rate would have 
increased to the 94th percentile had she read only to the same level of text that she 
reached in the pre-intervention assessment, as the more difficult levels of text read in 
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the second NARA brought her average reading rate down. These improvements in 
her achievement are represented graphically in Figure 5 .2 1 .  
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Figure 5.21 .  Pre- and post-intervention results of  the NARA: Claudia 
Brianna 
Brianna' s  oral reading fluency improved according to both the NARA and the 
Multidimensional fluency scale. The teacher, Nicole, noted that her confidence and 
self-esteem also seemed to have improved. On the level 3 text, Brianna improved her 
score by 3 points (up from 4 points to 7). She improved her performance on each of 
the three dimensions, achieving the maximum score of 3 for phrasing (Figure 5 .22.) .  
With reference to the level 4 text, Brianna also improved her performance, 
this  time by a single point. Here, she improved her phrasing but not her smoothness 
and pace. 
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Figure 5.22. Pre- and post-intervention results of the Multidimensional 
Fluency Scale: Brianna 
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According to the NARA, Brianna' s  comprehension increased from the 54th 
percentile to the 841\ whilst her oral reading rate increased from the 281h percentile to 
the 42nd. This increased to the 56th percentile when calculated for level 4 texts and 
below, as in her pre-intervention assessment. Her accuracy also improved, from the 
37th percentile to the 52nd. The NARA scores are represented in Figure 5 .23 .  
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Figure 5.23. Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: Brianna 
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Becki 
Becki' s  oral reading fluency did not improve significantly according to the 
NARA or the Multidimensional Fluency Scale, although Nicole had noted that she 
was trying harder to read with expression. Indeed, she sometimes tended to be 'over­
expressive' in her oral reading, stretching words and syllables and altering her pitch 
in a dramatic, exaggerated fashion. This may partially account for her substantially 
slower rate of reading. 
According to the Multidimensional Fluency Scale, Becki 's oral reading 
fluency did not improve when reading a level 3 (NARA) text, and her performance 
slightly declined when reading a level 4 text in that her smoothness was broken by 
more 'rough spots' . This is represented below, in Figure 5 .24. 
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Figure 5.24. Pre- and post-intervention results of the Multidimensional 
Fluency Scale: Becki 
The NARA indicated that Becki 's comprehension had increased from the 49th 
to the 62nd percentile, and her accuracy had decreased slightly from the 261h to the 
2 1 51 percentile, whilst her rate had decreased from the 72nd to the 501h percentile (see 
Figure 5 .25 .) However, it must be noted that she seemed to be attempting to read 
with more expression in the post-test NARA, and was stretching words and syllables 
for effect. Also, she was not 'racing' through the texts as she previously had, and 
seemed to be taking more time to make meaning, as shown by the increase in her 
comprehension score. 
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Figure 5.25. Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: Becki 
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Overall ,  Claudia and Brianna performed well  in their post-intervention 
assessments, although caution must be exercised when attributing outcomes to 
interventions, especially in a complex classroom situation. Becki, however, did not 
perform as well on the post-tests, although according to Nicole, her awareness about 
fluency and her expressiveness seemed to have improved. Table 5 .9 summarises the 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale results and allows comparisons of the three 
participants' scores. Figure 5 . 1  can also be referred to for pre- and post-intervention 
NARA results for the three students. 
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Table 5.9. Table showing improvements in oral reading fluency according to 
the Multidimensional Fluency Scale: St Clair's Year 5 
Pace/Rate Smoothness 
Claudia Consistently conversational .  Generally smooth reading 
with some breaks, but word 
and structure difficulties are 
resolved quickly, usually 
throueh self-correction. 
Brianna Uneven mixture of fast and Occasional breaks in 
slow reading. smoothness caused by 
difficulties with specific 
words and/or structures. 
Becki Uneven m ixture of fast and Occasional breaks in 
slow reading. smoothness caused by 
difficulties with specific 
words and/or structures. 
, = Shaded area indicates improvement in performance 
Phrasing 
General ly wel l  phrased, 
mostly in c lause and 
sentence units, with 
adequate attention to 
expression. 
General ly well phrased, 
mostly in clause and 
sentence units, with 
adequate attention to 
expression. 
Mixture of run-ons, mid-
sentence pauses for breath, 
and possibly choppiness, 
reasonable stress/intonation. 
From the results shown above, it would appear that creating multimedia 
storybooks as a context for improving oral reading fluency may be a beneficial and 
practicable strategy, although it must be remembered that the results achieved by the 
three students reflect both of the strategies implemented (i .e. IMMARR and the 
creation of electronic storybooks). 
Facilitative and Inhibitive Factors 
Throughout the planning, implementation and evaluation of this activity, 
several facilitative and inhibitive factors were identified. These are summarised in 
Table 5 .8 .  The factors are marked for each student. Each cell is marked 'Y'  if the 
factor was observed for a particular student, or is shaded if the factor was observed 
for a particular student to a specific degree. It can be seen that there was a high 
degree of commonality between the students. 
Table 5.8. Facilitative and inhibitive factors associated with creating 
electronic storybooks as a means of improving oral reading 
fluency 
Facilitative Factors o:j o:j Inhibitive Factors o:j 
� C :;;;: � 
::I C (.) ::I o:j 
2 
o:j 
o:j V o:j u ·;::  co u ·;:: co co 
The student was competent The student was not y y 
in using computers. permitted to install software 
on her laptop. 
The student was motivated to The student engaged in 
engage in the activity. 'mouse wars' and 'keyboard 
envy' (overall category: 
'battles for control') . 
The student referred to The student did not want to y y 
recordings of sound (visual write a paper-based 
'waveforms' and audio- storyboard. 
recordings) on the computer 
to help her monitor her oral 
reading fluency. 
The teacher was committed to The student had previously y y 
the activity and put aside time used electronic storybooks. 
during school hours for the 
student to work on it. 
The student used electronic y y y The student wanted to spend 
story starter. more time than the teacher 
deemed necessary on 
creating IMM 'effects ' .  
The student helped her peers The student had difficulty y y 
identify spel l ing and doing collaborative writing. 
punctuation errors (editing). 
The student saved time by y y y It was difficult to access a 
using the digital camera to digital camera (not enough 
create pictures for the talking cameras in the school). 
book (instead of drawing 
them). 
The student soon learnt to use y y y The classroom teacher found 
the software (which had an it difficult to find time to 
interface similar to MS assist/supervise. 
Word). 
Deciding where to place text y y y Aspects of the activity, such y y 
highlighting encouraged the as linking the text to the 
student to discuss phrasing. narrations, were time-
consuming. 
There were occasional y y 
KEY 'technical hitches' 
Never 
observed 
Sometimes 
observed ( 1  
to 5 times) 
Often 
observed (6 
or more 
times) 
Observed y 
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Unpl1Hed Outcomn 
Reinking and Watkins (2000) have stated lhat, in formative experiments, it is 
importanl that unplanned outcome11 be identified. This is one means or finding new 
ways of using IMM in the classroom. 
However, the identification of unplanned outcomes j5 not a simple process 
because evaluations used in educational contexts nm:mally relate to the specific 
pedagogical goal(s) being targeted, thll!I unplanned outcomes may go unnoticed, 
:sp«ially in IMM contexts where 'new' outcomes may result. Nevcmhelcss, several 
unplanned outcomes were identified in Nicole Nielscn's Year S class during and 
after the interventions: 
• higher increases in comprehension scores were recorded than anticipated; 
• all participating students had increased confidence and self-esteem; 
• lhe teacher noted improvement in the students' JCT skills and confidence; 
• the participating students demonstrated increased audience awareness; 
• lhe participating students demonstrated increased metalinguistic 
awareness. 
E111blllbla1 PreferablUty 
As will. be explained further in Chapter Nine, there are 5everal difficulties 
inherent in establishing preferability, not Jca5t problems associated wich assessing 
specific interventions and attributing particular outcomes to them. Also, the nolion of 
prefcrability can be somewhat impreeise unless strategies being compan:d are clearly 
delineated (and this is often ex.tmnely difficult in complex IMM·bascd contex.ts). 
The notion of 'preferability' should thus be used primarily to refer to specific 
contexts and may not be amenable to gener.llisation. Indeed. it has been suggested 
by Salomon (2002) that it is not possible to compare JCT-based and traditional 
learning activities, unless JCT-based activities are being used as mere imitations of 
traditional ones. 
Rc:igcluth and Frith (1999) suggest that it is possible to establish prefcrability 
by using the dimensions of efficiency (the degree to wh!ch the activity is lime and 
• 
'" 
COlil efTCIClive), effectiveness (thc degree to which the activity addresses a specified 
pedagogical goal) and appeal (the= degree to which the activi1y is enjoyed by students 
and tcachm). T.tilc 5.9 summariie!J � of the intervention in tmns or these 
three dimensions. 
T .. le 5.9. PnlenbWly of die lfnlqy (cratloa of clrdn11k 11ol)'boob) for 
oral rudla1 01e.cy 
Ellldmy 
This wu I n,lativoly tim,,..:onsumm,: and moun:o-hwl&ry moans or teaching 
fluency. However, it may have bten more effertivr lhln olbrr wategiea. 
IEmctlveaeH This approach wu effe,;ti\'C for 1eacMljl phrasing i.n IQ autbmtic coote�t, 
CIW:OW'lging ltudcl!IS 10 mooilor OM &n0ibof and 10 .. it-monitor for fluency, 
Kffli"I 1tudcars lo pmtisc ont n,lding, al!d facilitatil!g peer disc.-iwions about 
fllX'l>OY. 
Appeal The projfl.1 pmvi<kd an opportunity for student• to use their e:.isting JCT &kills 
in an 1ulhtrui., WI)', The 11udcnu wett highly mo1ivaltd lhroughou1 the proje,;t, 
and !he r,,..t project 11/U 11pp<1li.ng to s!U<lrnt and 1eacbeD. 
With rcfcrmee to Ilic strategy's prcforability, Nicole stated: 
I think the motivation is definitely there. I lhink in tenns of, .. 
particularly in our school which has an IT focllS ... anything 
lhat's going to increase their skills, and lets them praelise thcir 
IT 5kills, u well as ... I meilll, dial's our whole PUIJIOSC, lo 
integrate computers into every cuniculum area, in whatever 
way's the best way. I mean, it's definitely an advanlage to us 
that we do &0mething on the computer, as well as doing it the 
old-fashioned way. So, in our circumstances I think it is 
preferable, especially al this level �en: they all have their 
own laptops. 
And also understanding that you don't just focus on your 
reading or your nuency or whatever it is you're largding when 
you're reading a book; you also read otT the screen, you also 
read printed out pieces of work, you read other people's work. 
and it's important in all of those areu. It's not jum whm you 
open up a book that you're going lo need Hpression in your 
voice, and read nuently. 
To summarise the prcferahility of the creation of elcclmnic sloiyhooks over othc-, 
lnldilional methods oflcaching reading nuency. It: 
• was motivation.al; 
• cnoourajed multiple outcomes 111Ch as JCT, writi111, problem solving and 
reasoning outcomes, 'multilitcracies', and comprehension; 
"' 
• provided an authentic purpose for studenls to discuss phrasing, txpl'CSllion 
and Duency; 
• provided 1ools and resources (sueh as wave fonns, sound files, and the 
ability to highlight lellt) that could not easily be provided by other means. 
Concl•slon ofCbapler 
As noted above, the !MM-based interventions used in this case were seen by 
the teacher and the students as bdng highly appealing. In terms of effectiveness, it 
does appear that they were successful in helping participating studcnls improve their 
oral reading fluency, especially in terms of phrasing and expressivcnes!I. The 
interventions also seemed lo help two of them improve their comprehension, 
although this assertion must be treated with a degree of caution. A likely lll(p]anation 
for the gains in comprehension S()(lfCS is that the students increased their ability to 
read in meaningful unil5. 
The participating teacher, Nicole Nielsen, was satisfied that the JMM-ha!icd 
interventions were instrumenllli in the improvements in the students' achievemenls, 
u she had previously tried olhcr interventions without much success. ll must be 
strcssc:d once again that, in formative experiments, authentic classroom-based 
assessments are used as well as standardised tests, thus although the students' gains 
may not be deemed to be admiaaible (due to reliability and validity i11ues) in 
quantitative research methodologies, they are acceptable in this trpe of research. 
It must also be noted that both strategies (IMMARR and the creation of 
electronic storybooks) are not &eparablc as far as the results are concerned; formal 
assessments were nol undmalcen at the end of the IMMARR sessions, as is 
co1111istenl with the formative experiment methodology, which pemiits modifications 
in strategies for a range of reasons, not merely on the basis of achievement. 
Furthemiore, the students were also engaging in the THRASS (Teaching 
Handwriting. Reading and Spelling) program (Davies & Ritchie, 1996), a highly 
structured phonics program, for the duration of the study. This may have contributed 
towards the improvements in dccoding,'accuracy, which Claudia and Brianna 
showed. This increased accuracy could bavc contributed towards these two students' 
increased fluency and comprehension. 
'" 
In addition, it must be noted that the studcnlll were receiving some additional 
instruetional lime, not merely different instruction, because two or the weekly IMM­
based sessions took place after school hours. 
As described in previous sections, several facilitalive and inhibitive factors 
were identified, ,all of which will be filrther discussed in detail in Chapter Nine. The 
most notable facilitative facton seemed to be lhc students' level of motivation and 
the unique capabilities of the IMM. The most l)Olablc inhibitive factor seemed to be 
a lack of appropriate software (IMMARR), a shortage of time for the teacher and 
researcher to plan, monitor and modify, and a -shortage of time for the students to 
engage in the activities. Others inhibitive factors were related to the ways in which 
the studcnl.!I interacted with the computers. Yet olhcrs appeared to arise as a result of 
mismatches between the resources available and the instructional slralcgics that were 
' 
Also, it was difficult for the teach.er to assess the interventions due to poor 
record keeping on the part of the students and lhe complexity, invisibility and 
'knolled' nature of some outcomes. 
In tenns of teacher involvement, Nicole Nielsen fully participated i n  the 
planning and assessment cycles of the intcrvimtiona, but was not as involved in the 
implcmentatiom. As a consequence, she did not learn u much u the students did 
about using the softw;ii:e, although she was able to find time to ]earn 'the basics'. 
However, because she was a confident and competent computer user, she was often 
able to fmd out what she needed to know and lo help the students on the occasions 
when they requested it. Because the students were competent computer users, the 
ttaCbcr allowed them a large degree of independence in constructing their own 
learning. 
'" 
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Figure 6.1 .  Pre-and post- intervention NARA results: Hillview Primary 
School 
Table 6.2. Hardware available 
Classroom Computers Specifications 
Computer # 1 Window 95 OS 
Pentium I I  processor 
64 MB RAM 
36x CD-ROM 
Soundcard (speakers) 
M icrophone acquired during study 
Computer # 2 Windows 95 OS 
486 processor 
1 6M B RAM 
No soundcard at beginn ing of study 
Computer # 3 Windows 95 OS 
486 processor 
1 6MB RAM 
Soundcard (speakers) 
Computer Laboratory No laboratory at this school 
Table 6.3. Software used during the study: Hillview Primary School 
Software Used Description 
Arthur's Birthday. ( 1 994). Electron ic storybook. 
Carmen Sandiego Word Detective. ( 1 997). Word and spell ing games. 
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Computer Classroom Reading at Home 3 .  (2000). E lectronic texts (several genres) with 
comprehension activities. 
Dr Seuss Reading Games. (2000). Electronic storybooks and reading 
games for young chi ldren. 
Harry and the Haunted House. ( 1 994). Electronic storybook. 
My First Incredible Amazing Dictionary. ( 1 994) Multimedia dictionary. 
Phonics Al ive !  2 The Blender. ( 1 998). Phonics tuition and games. 
l'haalc1Aliv•!3The Ucr. ffl .  
Mimlaoft Powerl'oim. (1997). 
R forLi 3. 2001 . 
S!Olybook We.over Dclwie. (1998). 
Dt Libnry(l997J, 
II-ADI atthcBl:aoh. 1997 . 
Tbe School Conlext 
"' 
Hillview Primary School was buill in 1912 and at the time of the study had 
appro:dmatcly 338 students from Year I to Year 7. It had 16 permanent classrooms 
and 3 temporary classrooms. 
According to school documents. Hillvicw Primary had 22 leaching staff, 
i111:luding one Education Support teacher and one part-time Education Support 
teaching assistant. Most oflhc slaff members had between S and 30 years ortea,;:hing 
Cllpcricncc. The school comprised students from many different linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds and therefore had a part-time (OA fTE)29 English u a Second 
Language (ESL) teacher catering for the needs of students who had, according to 
9':hool documents, 'recently anived with ruidential llatus from an ovmu.s 
country·. 
Hillvicw Primary School emphasised self-esteem. and health as important 
iSllucs in addressing the aeadcmic needs of each child, Students were expeetcd to 'be 
responsible and to respect themselves, each other, and the school i�lf, acconling to 
school documents. The school also reinforced the concept of 'empowering' the 
students to take greater respoJUibility for their own learning. One means IISCd to 
achieve lhis was the ll5C or Information Technology as a loo! In the classroom, 
underpinned by the concept or 'Multiple Intelligences' (Gardner, 1993). 
:, FTE (Full tifllr equ.ivalenl, or JIMmllll' offidl tune). 0.4 ii lhw, 40% of full lime, 
/ 
"' 
JCT 11 Hlllvlew Primary Se•ool 
Hillvii:w Primary School WU I Technology FocusJO sdlool and had in 1998 
n:ccivcd a grant of approximately AUD S30,000 f'rom the Wmcrn Ausualian 
government lo ptm:hasc JCT equipment and profeuional development. Dapitc this, 
it did not have a CC!mputer laboratory, although it wu hoped that one would be ready 
for the following ycU11• The computer to student ratio was 1 :10. Two of the three 
desktop computers in the classroom involved in the study were old and fi'uatratingly 
slow. These wcn: connected to the school network but only one wu i:onnectcd to. tho 
lnlemet. According to the participating teacher, the atudents used computen mainly 
in 'Technology and Enterprisc•ll, and the teachers seldom used computers in other 
cwriculum areas, such as English, even though according to the school's 'Beliefs 
About IT' document (sec Figure 6.2.), the central purpose of IT was stated as: 'to 
locate infonnation ... and then process and present that infonnation', 
The school was due lo commence a 'Leaming Tcchoologics Project' which 
would cnlail an allocation of over AUD $20,000 from the Western Ausualian 
government. The teachers were to receive professional development to help them 
better use various lcchnologies in the cunicu]um to improve learning outcomes for 
students. It was expected that leachcrs wo uld continue to improve the skill• of their 
studc:nts in Information Technology throughout the school during the year in which 
this study took pi.cc and beyond, and slafT had devised I Id o r  simple 'compctcni:y 
chccldists' ror studcn!5 lilCl'OJI! the primary si;hool years as a means or monitoring 
progress. 
The school's beliers about Information Technology and its role in cducalion 
are listed in Figure 6.2. 
Belle& Abo1t 11rormatlo1 Ted110Josy 
'" 'Tccbnoloi!Y Foau Schools" were ICC Up by lhe &"VffllllJffll ofWcslml A1111111lia in 1997 111 
·�&f,thouse' ochoots, immled to provide modell or bow lo .... JCT u • moun:e for,teachina ond 
lelfflllll. The TF 1ehool1 ,......, JiVffl utra fiD&noial wppon {bel*ffll AUS12,000 and AUS74,000 
each) in onkr to 1e1 up lhe lnfrubucrure llCeded and 1o train tacbtn. IDfDflmlioll -lbea 
diueminatcd by WIY ofprxtiaum run by lhe TF ochools, Littsefvt and ocbool lffl>Sii... 
" Thil wu la1er defmed for oae more )UI. 
"Technology and Emerpri,c is • leantina 1m in U.. A111tr11li.ui curricuJlllll in which 'Jludeau opply 
lmowJedie, llilll, nperimce ond rcsom.n to U.. de>elopmml oftKhaoloJia,I IG!wiam lhat ue 
deliped lo mec1 U.. cbaa&ina need,, or individialt, 10C:ietieo ond caviromnm1t. Stude1111 bccomi: 
UlllOvative, adaplablc and rdlecrive .. they 1elec1 and 111C appr,,pia� 1111lffll.b, inf'DIDIWOll 1ystea 
and promsn to"""'� ,olutiom 1h11 comm I.he ,lion-and loli&·lmn �' oflllclmn and 
envlroammta.' (Education l>eputmrnl ofWniem Allllnllia, 1981) 
" ,, 
" 
,, ,, 
'" 
hirDffllltion Tec:lmDJoc dlould hi"" llanirlCIDte for .U ltUdeab; Ibey tbould midenllnd lbc 
pmpoee otrann:b. 
lafonmtion Tecbnol"I)' developmn,t is I contim,om procas and � wits arid 
11n11qies, "'1uc:h oeed to be bim sod applied. 
The cmllal pmpoee of infOffllltion Tec:bnoJoay is to locate lnformotioa llllDa • ...,.e of 
In.II, •lldio visual and electroaic: equipment, ....i then to pn,ccu aad pmc,11 lhlt 
Teachifla/lnmina 11n.tejies oeed to be eomlJtem with and ruppon 
hidi\/Jdualixd lnmina pn,an!IS, 
lnfllffllltion Te.:lmok>IY la an Interactive modium, whi<:h needs to be cOl!lldered ill !he 
teachln,: IDd ieamina: pn,ceu. 
Soon:e: 'School dDcwnntll 
In addition to the above fflCll!iure5, the teachers had developed an 
'ln(onnalion Technology Plan' approximately 3 years prior to lhe commencement of 
this study (sec Appendix 6.1). At the time of the study, the school was still working 
towards the objectives stated in the plan. 
Andy Travis, a cl&llSWOm leacher at the school, also had lhe role of the 
school's computer technician. He was allocated some time to help the other teachers 
with hardware and software problems and to keep the school local area network 
running. 
HUMtw', Lllency Policy 
Hillview Primary School did not have a wide ranii;e of literacy resoun:cs. It 
was thcn:fore necessary for the teaehm to use what was available. Some of the texts 
were almost 20 years old and of questionable interest and relevance lo today's 
students. However, some books termed u 'high interest, low ability' (in terms of 
vocabulary and readability) books were available for the reluctant rcadcn. To 
co1111teract the shortage Ofre$0111"S, the participating teacher (Linda Harris) created 
many herself, including both teacher-made and student-made tcx.ts. No literacy 
policy was available. 
The school had for several years been nmning a 'Parent Reading Tutor 
Volunteer Program' for Year I, 2 and 3 studcnt!I; a group of school-trained parmts 
went l o  the school four mornings a week to read with students who had been 
identified as 'at risk'. These students had bcm chosen up through early identification 
strategies in Year I and rcfcrml to the program for Year 2. The program fOCLISSCd on 
"' 
reading, comprehension. and word recognition. The Year 4 studenbJ participating in 
this study were no longer eligible to be included in this program. However, the 
classroom teacher ILad ammscd for a (grandparent) tutor to visit the school each 
week. This untnmcd tutor look students into a quiet IIJIICC, where she read aloud 
texts oflheir choice, 
Shldnh at EdacatioHI Rbk (SAER} poHcy 
The school identified Students at Educational Risk by utilising the 
infonnation obtained by teachers' individual testing, the Westem Australian Literacy 
and Numeracy Assessment (WALNA) and school-based assessment as listed in the 
Schools Managing Information System. In thc year after the study, the school was to 
receive Commonwealth Literacy and Numeracy funding of over AUD $15,000, 
which would conlriblltc to the school's funding resources to assist students identified 
as at educational risk. 
Linda H1rrl1'1 Clan 
nc Clauroom EavinHlmmt 
Thctt Were 29 students in Linda Harris's Year 4/S class, t7 of whom ahc 
described as 'at risk'. The classroom was fairly spaciowi with the desks ananged in 
groups. The walls were decorated with the muients' artwork and writing, as well as 
several chart!. These included a months of the year chart, a days of the week chart, a 
THRASS word chart, a chart showing the stnitture o f  the 'procedure' genre, and a 
chart describing 'Look, Cover, Write and Check', forleaming spellings. 
ne Clauroom Teadier (Ll111d1 Hurb)" 
Linda Harris was in her fonics at the time of this study and had been teaching 
for approximately 12 years. She had started teaching at Hillview Primary School at 
the beginning or the academic year, approximately six months prior to the 
eommencemmt of this study. Before that, she had spent 1 1  years working at many 
schools on a tempomy basis (on fixed-term contracts), usually for one school year 
per school. Linda had a thn:c-ycar Diploma in Teaching. 
'" 
Whilst Linda was concffllCd about the la<:k of resources availllhle to help her 
calcr for the students in her class, she was nevertheless energetic and creative in 
helping them progress. Several nights a week, 1hc 1ta)'M after school to provide f'rcc 
tuition to lludents who were experiencing difficulties. Small groups o f  two to four 
children stayed behind for approximately one hour so that Linda could hear them 
read, carry out guided reading, and hi:lp lhem practise their grapho-phonic skills 
lhrough the use o f  the THRASS method (Davies & Ritchie, 1996), She also lricd lo 
help them develop their comprehenaion skills lhrougb questioning and disc11111ion. 
Although Hillview Primary School was a Technology Focus School, Linda 
had not received any formal professional development in using ICT for her own 
purposes or to promote learning. At the beginning o f  this study, Linda's knowledge 
about computers could be described as rudimentary. From an 'instrucrion.J 
evolution' perspective, she was at the 'entry' stage (Dwyc; et al., 199p), or al tha 
'survival' stage o f  the continuum described by Holland (2001) with tefcrcncc to usc 
of ffi:hnology in her classroom. This continuum is described in more detail in the 
literatuJe review (Chapter�). 
In general, Linda found her lack o f  knowledge about ICT frustniting and had 
attcmplCd 1o learn from her peers on an inronnal basis. but had virtually ltopped 
seeking such auimnee because she was uncomfortable about imposing on their 
lime. Also, as is consistent with tl:c <'research findings on  the prol'euional 
development o f  teachers described in Chapter Thn,e. Linda found Iha! she needed 
ongoing training and support, as opposed to one-olT dcmonslrlltion.s. 
How Wu llndial Uq•lly T111llt la Lbuh't Clauroom?' 
.Linda did not consider many of the studenls in her elm lo have mastered 'lhc 
basics' o f  literacy, such as common lctter-.110und comspondcnces, the spelling and 
sight =snition o f  high frequency words, or comprehension 'of grade level texls, 
. even at a literal level. For this reason, she provided them with explicit instruction 
thro ugh the THRASS appl'Ooch (Davies & Ritchie, 1996), spelling lists, dictation, 
and the use o f  basal reading boob. She often divided the studenls into llbility 
groupings for reading and she provided each student with as much one-to-one direct 
instruction as she had time to provide. A support teacher assisted four limes a wcdt 
for 40 minutes ea,;:h time, allhough Linda did not co1111ider this to be especially 
7 
.. '" 
bcnc:ficial because the support teacher had not been adequately trained in the area of 
11aisting Student.I who experienced literacy difficulties. 
Because there was I high proportion of 'at risk' students in Linda's class, it 
was diffieult for her lo give lhem as much one-to-one attention as she would have 
liked. In order to minimise Utis prohlcm, she stayed �hind after school most da)'lil to 
tutor small groups ohtudents for one to one and a halfhoun per session. In these 
sessions, she often uacd the NIM method (Hcckclman, 1969), requiring students to 
read aloud on an individual basis but reading along with them through parts or the 
text they slrugglcd with. She prompted them to 111C the three cue systems (grapho-, 
phonic, S)'Tltactic and semantic) and she used the THRASS program to help them 
consolidate their grapho-phonic knowledge, as many of these srudenla had 
difficulties in word recognition, In addition, Linda used direct instruction (Carnine, 
Silbert, & Kameenui, 1997), which involved her demonstrating pronunciations and 
decoding strategies, modelling reading. giving students turns to read individually, 
motivating and pacing them, COrTCCting their crron after prompting them to self. 
COITCCl, monitoring their learning and di!ll;ussing text meanings with them, as well as 
di!l(:\15$Ulg their learning. 
How Wu JCT U1•ally Ulfd ii Lild•'• Cllllroom? 
ln Linda's classroom there were three computers., each running the Microsoft 
Windows 9J operating system. One of these was relatively new at the time of the 
study, with a Pentium II processor, 64MB of RAM and a 36x CD-ROM drive. The 
older ones had 486 processors, only 16MB of RAM and 24x CD-ROM drives. These 
were frustratingly slow. Funhermorc. one of them had no sound card or speakers. At 
the begiMing of the study, there were no headphones in the classroom, but some 
were found in the library. There was one printer between the three computers, and 
paper for it was kepi in a cupboard a distance away from the computer to prevent 
wastage. 
Before the commencement of this study, the students in Linda's class used 
computers mainly to learn about ICT, rather than to learn through JCT. They had 
m:ently slatted to learn to use Microsoft Word (1997), and had learnt lo create and 
aave docwncnts, and then ROpcn them. They also knew how to aeate text boxes and 
add clipart, u well as how lo create borders. However, because there were only three 
" 
'" 
comi,uters in the classroom and no computer laboratory, this was a slow and 
frustrating process. Fwthcrmore, the students wm: unable lo regularly use a word­
processor to facilitate the drafting. mrising and editing stages of the writing process, 
although lhey sometimes used a one to publish their work. Although one of the 
computm was COR!le(:ted to the Internet, this wu not often used. Indeed, Linda did 
not know how to aceess websites, use a search engine, or use an email application. 
Linda occasio�lly borrowed software from the school library, and students 
who were confident and btowlcdgcable in the use ofcomputer:s would 115ually install 
this on lhe computm. Al the beginning of the study,,Reading Blaster 9-12 (2000) 
was installed on one of the clusroom computers, as were Encarta (199S) and 
Reading at Home 3 (2000). 
Although Linda liad not taught the students how lo use any of this software, 
many had worked it out for themselves and would use it independently before school 
and during reeess3•. Linda was disappointed when the librarian informed her that, 
due to licensing restrictions, she was only permitted to install each CD-ROM on a 
single machine. 
The students had minimal keybolllding skills and were not in the process of 
learning touch-1YPing, although Linda s� that they would be
. 
able to do this when 
the promised laboratory wWI ready. Although there was a !)Ping lutorial.CD-ROM in 
the classmom, it was nol often used. 
On one of my visits to her classroom, Linda was calling out words Jrom the 
students' spelling lists, 11.W'Y of which had the vowel digraph 'ir' in th'�. Three 
students were typing th:c; words inlo the word•p11)(:cssor and the spellchecker was 
alerting them iflhey had made an error. The students would then correct anY spelling 
errors, referring to the THRASS chart3:i to help them if necess81)'. Linda was also 
checking over their shoulder. 
Linda had heard of Accelerated Readi!Y'6 and was interested in "giviilg it a 
go" but slat� that it was prohibitively expensive at AUD 516,000 for only the 
,. As Is rtmd.vd procedure, 11Udmta wm aot 1llowed in the cla&m:Jom Wilm• teaeber wu present. 
"The THRASS chut Is a wall dmt lhll shows lhc different Wll)'I ofrep,acnlin& phonemes with 
eombinaliom oflollm. 
• tu;cclmted Road« Is • 1yslffll 1h11 claim, 10 flcili111e !ho teubins ofmdiq: by IIIDIMltiu&: · 
tl\ldrnu ta rnd boob, Srudmta read book! 11 lbcirown pa,ee, Ihm do a �butd quiz aboal 
lhc tnt. whi<:b helps lelClim usess �loll. Immediate �t i.� wb� 1111y 
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middle school. However, she had a sample CD-ROM, which she planned to evaluate 
al home. I infonncd her about Scholastic's web-based 'Lcxile' system17, whieh I 
thought was similar lo Accelerated Reader and a more affonlable alternative. Linda 
eonsidcrcd that a web-based program would be preferable lO the CD-ROM based 
Accelerated Reader becallSC several students would be able lO work on it 
simullanto11Sly, it would be regularly up-dated, and there would be no disks to get 
lost or damaged. Unfortunately, atler more research, it ttanspircd that Scholastic's 
Lc,d[e Framework was quite different from the incentive scheme she had heard 
about This is an example of a 'dead end' we encountered during this study. 
In the context of using JCT in the elassroom, it appeared that Linda had a 
'low s1n1ctu.re' (Biggs & Moore, 1993) decision-making style and did not wear the 
mantle of the 'expert', but rather that of a helper, co-learner or facilitator. She staled 
that she gave the students as much free choice and autonomy as she could in order to 
keep thrm motivated. 
In summary, computers were 11Sed in Linda's class in a somewhat 
unsyslcmatic way. Although she was interested in using them lo support learning in 
curriculum areas, Linda had neither the hardware, the software nor the knowledge 
necessary to do this in any coh�t way, Furthcnm1rc, in the school's 'Beliefs 
About Information Technology' document, it was stated that the central purpose of 
IT was to 'locate infomation' and then to 'process and present that infomation'. 
Thus, the school did not consider JCT to be a tool for assisting studcn!S with rc�iling 
difficulties. Because of this, teachers at the school were not encouraged or trained to 
use ICT for this purpose. 
The Participants 
Linda had a large pool of potential participants for this study, but the cboite 
ultimately depended on which sludents were available for after-school tuition at the 
times that I was able to visil the school. We decided lO select pedagogical goals after 
asseMing the needs of the students who stayed behind on Mondays and Tuesdays, 
lwlp 1oKbm ms"'• that 1rudon11 on, provided willl il1<tnll:tional level tuts, which on, d11llmp,g 
bu1 nor liw1111ional. 
" Scho)a11ic'1 lc�ilc {!1'1)£WIW{ for reading is &11 lllnlfflOQI l)'l!ffil that placn 11udm1S and 1eXII OR -
1 comrnoc, 1<1lo, and is inttndtd 10 11,1is1 teKhcn in 1elming oppropriatt 1ox11, ISIO'ffillll R"oding 
""""°hmlion, and plannia11 illlervo111io111. 
.,, 
' 
"' 
although Linda nolcd lhat ii would be difficult lo select specific g<»ils because many 
of lhc studenls had 'multiple difficultics'i1• Two of those who ataycd behind on 
Tuesday aftmioons were students for whom English was a second language (ESL), 
and Linda wanted them to participate in the study, even though I had not planned lo 
include ESL sludcnls. 
Aod= 
Linda informed me that although Andrew had good general knowledge, his 
abilities in the literacy area were of concern. Jn particular, his abilily to ll5C grapho, 
phonic cornspondenccs in decoding and spelling was weak (for example, f:e speJ:cd 
'cut' as 'cete' and 'lo' as 'ot'), as was his reading nuency. Linda had spent six 
monlru teaching him letler sounds as he seemed to know letter names only. Although 
she had tried a variety of strategics to assist him, she bud recently started to mainly 
use the THRASS program. 
According lo the NARA, Andrew's accuracy and reading tall! were at the 17'" 
811d 18'h percentiles, whilst his comprehension was at the 4cf' pen:cnlile (see Figure 
6.5.). According to the PPVT-R, his receptive vocabulary was low average, al the 
39th pel'Cellti!e (see Figure 6.6.). Andrew indicated that he found spelling 'boring and 
difficult'. 
The ERAS indicated that Andrew's attitude tr,wwds re:.ding was negalive, 
with his altitude towards recreational reading at the I llh pcrcenlilc and at the 29'1' 
percentile for academic reading (see Figure 6.7.). i\ndmw came from an English­
only speaking background and had a computer at home, which he liked_ lo play 
games on. He reported thal Dungeon Keeper was his favou1itc game because it had 
'lots oflinle creatures in it'. He did not read at home for pleasure . . 
Ryan 
Ryan tended not lo persevere wjth learning n:perimces or find mueh 
enjoymml in lhcm. For example. afler going on a school e.11:cursion to an advmture 
playground, he dcscri� the n:perien� as 'boring'. In the _classroom, he 1mdcd lo 
" Thi> ii 1yp;c.t or many ,hldmu •bo dperierx"� n,IIW!i diff1CV.!,on. (l'mira-1..aird, Deane, & 
llunncl� 1999) 
fidget, English wu Ryati's fint and only langua�. He liked computers and had a 
computer at home, which he used to play games. 
Linda stated that R)'llll needed fluency training u well as impro� word 
reicognition abilities and self-monitoring of compreheni;ion. He had not mastered 
literal comprehension at the beginning o f  this atudy, much less inferential or 
evaluative comprehension (Barrell, 1972). His spelling wu mostly phonetic, 
although on some oe<:asions he misrepresented 50unds. For mtample, he wrote 
'spoke' instead of 'smoke' and 'chorek' instead of circus. Below arc some exwnples 
o f  his spellings from Tem15 I and 2, 2001: 
wil (will) food (found) 
boll {bell) .. , (wttk) - (lltllDke) '"" (]din) 
""= --, livs (lives) 
=• {once) '" "' (cir,;us) 
However, according to Ryan's self-assessment or his reading (sec Figure 
6.3.), he did nol perceive himself as a reader with difficulties. This could perhaps be 
explained by the fact that there were 17 'at risk' students in his class, some of whom 
had more severe diffieuliies than Ryan. 
·'.N 
Reading Self-Aueument 
I) I oan.,,.,,,...w1hanl.....,..byun,1.....iallfiowal�<l.,..;n111cwonlandoathopqe. Y 
!) lpbockllldmadlfliooolhofflCIIIOliofll1uauaica. Y 
J) l11<1hlckllldllavelll0Wr1ooldicwordaldon1know. S 
4) I oan ,ad conmon worda 1hM I lnow and -•ll die limo. y 
5) I <111 we punctllalilNI propaly wtlwuhc lell haa mwfflg. S 
6) J .., work ou, lh• ordct ofrmin twntS in• narn1ive or a m:ouru. Y 
7) I can lhink MIOlll lhc: emns lhal haps,ffl in • nay -io have a pi<1W'O In my 1...,;11a1ior,. Y 
8) I c., ·-how ill"51111iOIII indodinR diagramo, l.lbl ... mops. Cljllioa, <1C """I0 1hc .....,; .. of. 
.. 
'"' "' "' '" "' "' 
lhe ... ,. 'Dtpndi' 
I can 1011 ......., on 11alhot ls lI)'i"g 10 ffllK me lhink .i...1 oomrthing his orha "fl"ll'• 
I <111 food 1hc key words in aqot>lion !o he 11blo lO le<llo the answer In !ho In� 
J mjoy roadin.1 co m)'Xlfio 1ilcn1 road Ing 
I mjoy roading IO """"""" rise. 
I ,ad rqulatly o1 homo io homo roadillg. 
Roadins helps me kam things 1hol 1tO weful in twt)day H\'ing 
J am,oodauealing-or,uaoloofl - 10(10 ishiah} 
,-,...:s-«ulla;N-. 
' 
' 
' 
•o.;..,i.• ' ' • 
Flg11re6.J. Ry1n'1 1rlr-u1eurnr111 (re1dl11) 
When reading for the NARA, Ryan read in a staccato, word-by-word fashion. 
His accuracy and reading rate were at the 23rd and 37111 percentiles respectively, 
whilst his comprehension was al the 23"' percentile (sec Figure 7.5.). His n:ceptive 
vocabulary was at the 4211d (sec Figure 6.6.). These results seemed to indicate that 
Ryan's poor decoding skills were the major source of bis reading difficulties. 
His attitude towards academic reading was high average, at  the sslh 
percentile, but he strongly disliked recreational reading and scored at the 21111 
percentile (see Figure 7.7.). 
N1d1 
Although Nada was born in Australia, her parents were Bosnian and did not 
speak English nuently. English was Nada's second languagil, However, Linda had 
not been told much about Nada's literacy abilities in her fint lan�Sil· for example, 
whether she could read and write in Bosnian. Nada received 40 minutcs a week or 
English language instruction from a specialist ESL teacher. 
Although she 'had a computer at home and 'lols' of computer games on CO. 
ROM, Nada rep(n1ed lhal her mother had 'hidden' them because they were being 
damaged. Nada's favourite subje1.:t was art and she disliked maths. 
The NARA indicated that Nada's comprehension was al the 4111 percentile. 
Her accuracy was at the S"' pm:entile, whilst her oral reading rate was at the 16111 (see 
Figure 7.S.). According to the PPVT-R, Nada's receptive vocabulary was at the 25111 
pen:entile (see Figure 6.6.), and the ERAS indicated that her attitude towards reading 
was negative, with academic reading at the zn<1 percentile and recreational reading at 
the 23n1 (see Figure 6.1.j 
Rosie 
Rosie was born in Australia to Cambodian parenls, usually spoke Klun er at 
home Md had not learnt to speak English until starting school. Linda described her as 
'very bright' and cooperative. Like Nada, she received 40 minutes of English 
Language instruction each week from a specialist ESL teacher. 
Rosie had been at.tending Hillview Primary School for two and a half years 
and prior to that had attended a government school in another Perth suburb. Her 
favourite subject was mathematics. She had no computer at home. 
Rosie's spelling was par ticularly problematic. Below are some examples of 
her spelling from the school tcnn preceding the commencement oflhis study: 
""' (spend) Fing (thing) 
w" (what) ''"' (solllething) 
My .. r (myselO "'" (saw) 
Gm (gave) Feds, ficdn, fend, Cent (friends) 
""" (asked) """ '""'" 
It can be seen that Rosie usually did not repl'CSent all sounds in words, and 
sometimes she represented extra sounds, such as in 'supr' for 'soap' (see Figure 
6.4.). She spoke with a Slandard Australfan accent. 
Own a puon a time thirty llUsu were in virt to II ten a magic cricus. 
They clened drtd shirt with supr and water. They aet a maU ou rice 
con and graps with a fook. It wos going to bey quite a happy day for 
revey own . Off they went. 
• 
(Ona, upoo a limo thirty�»= invited to anond a magic eimis, They cl......t lbrir dirty 
lhiru with soap md w11111. They &IC a small moal out of rice rom IDd grapes with a forl:. It 
wu gniq !O be quite a happy day for ovayone. Olfthoy wco�) 
Ff1are 6.4. At. e11mple or Rosie'• wrida1 (dlrtatio11, Aprll 2001). 
'" 
The NARA indicated that Rosie's reading accuracy was at the 8111 percentile, 
with 70"/o of her errors being refusals or appeals for help. Her comprehension was al 
the 10111 percentile and her rate was at the 22nd (see Figure 6.5.). Linda expressed 
surprise that Rosie's results were so low. 
According to the PPVT-R, Rosie's receptive vocabulary was at the 2nd 
percentile (see Figure 6.6.), and according to Linda, she also experienced problems 
with grammatical aspei!ls of English, such as tense. 
Rosie's attitude towards reading wu mixed. Allbough her ERAS score for 
recreational reading indicated that she was at the 581h percentile, she was only at the 
1 61hpercentile for academic reading (sec figure 6.7.) . 
. ... 
Anita's parctlls, who were born in Germany and sometimes spoke German at 
home, spoke English with Gcnnan accents. Anita spoke a little German but mainly 
used English. She staled that her favourite subject was writing, although Linda was 
of the opinion that she had problems sequencing events and ideas in her writing. 
According to Linda, Anita had prob!CID.II comprehending at each of the 'three 
levels of comprehension', literal, inferential and evaluative (Bam=tt, 1972), and had 
difficulties in finding '1hluiain idea'. Anita's parents were concerned about her slow 
progress in literacy and planned to seek private tuition for her. 
1 68 
The NARA indicated that Anita' s comprehension was at the 1 3 th percentile, 
whilst her accuracy and rate were at the 35th and 34th percentiles respectively (see 
Figure 6 .5 . ) .  She read with poor intonation and phrasing, paying scant attention to 
punctuation. Many of her errors were mispronunciations or 'non-words' .  
Although English was Anita's first language, her receptive vocabulary was 
low, at the 9th percentile (see Figure 6.6.) .  However, her attitude towards reading was 
within the average range, with recreational reading at the 60th percentile and 
academic reading at the 35th (see Figure 6.7.) .  
Summary of Pre-Intervention Assessments 
In the following three graphs, the pre-intervention assessment results for the 
five participating students are summarised. 
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Figure 6.5. Pre-intervention results of the NARA: Hillview Primary School. 
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Figure 6. 7. Pre- intervention results of the ERAS: Hillview Primary School. 
Conceptualisation of the Problem and Selection of Pedagogical Goals 
After being presented with the assessment results, Linda hypothesised that 
increased engagement in reading through using IMM software might be a means of 
improving the students' overall reading skills, and ultimately their comprehension39. 
39 Linda bel ieved that, although explicit reading instruction is important, especially for students with 
l iteracy difficulties, reading practice is also crucial to help students improve. This is a view shared by 
Coaceptia•Hntloa a.ad StltctJoa or Po11lble Slrate&in 
Linda was flexible in her approach lo !etching and stated that she preferred to 
"go with the flow' of the studenta•· needs and interests lhan be resb'icted by rigid 
planning. She declared that she was willing to by anything to help the five 
participating students improve their reading. 
However, as an exiremely busy teacher with a large proportion o f  'at risk' 
students, she had insufficient time to review all of the CD-ROMs (sec Table 6.3) that 
I had supplied. Linda suggested investigating the students' preferences regarding the 
software before making any flfm instructional plans. In this way, she could explore 
the software alongside 1he students and be a partner in learning as opposed to an 
authority. A disadvantage of this approach proved to be that she was initially unable 
to answer the students' questions about the software and provide guidance. 
Linda did not want to make finn plans regarding flow the students would use 
the software, al least initially. For the duration of the study, students were given a 
high degree of autonomy in choosing and using software'° because Linda did not 
want them to lose motivation in the voluntary after-school class through having 
software and activities imposed upon them. She was of the opinion that these 
students would not have stayed after school if the !MM-baaed activities offered had 
not been enjoyable. 
Formul1.lloa of Evaluation Tecbalquea 
Evaluation 1edmiqucs were not fully formulated prior to the implementation, 
although we agreed that Linda would watch for improvements in the nonnal 
classroom context. Signs that the students were engaging with the electronic texts 
would al50 be monitored. It was not possible to specify evaluation techniques at this 
point as we had not decided upon the strategics to be used or, indeed, the softw&M. 
1111ay lheoriats, ,uch u Allington (1977). A�. ii bu bmt shDwn that '1itmtio111I intcrest' or 
11111tivation ID read in Cffll!n contexts (for�k. oa the cDllflUlcr) may Ind ID 'pmonal inlaesl', 
or lnaimic motivation ID lffd (kinking & W11kin., 2000) . 
.., As 1M lw:hcr, Linda hid ultimate cDll!rol """' wbelber or IIOt a CD•ROM rc1111ined in the 
clulroom library. She did llDI c� ID rnmvc any items, allhough ,be did 11 one point "'i&HI 
colour ccdina: or 'levellffl&' lbcrn. Bec.aiue oflbe c""'°lexlty oflbe software. thla wu POi done and 
1M llUdents CDlllinued ID setf·selecl 
'" 
As is permissible in the formative e,iperitMnt, it was; decided to select evaluation 
techniques at a later time (Reinking & Watkins, 2000). 
The Jmplemen11tJoa 
Because the implementation was soinewhat open and unstructured, it was not 
possible for Linda or me lo observc, note and analyse all of the interactions that 
participating students and their classmates had wit� software. The following 
descriptions are therefore not exhaustive. However, they do reveal many fllcilitative 
and inhibitive factors, which were major foci of this study. 
Alldnw 
·For the first few sessions41, Andrew used Reading Blaster 9-/1 (2000) (Seil 
Fi� 6.9 and 6.10). always with ·headphones. Tids software was e.dremely popular 
with most of the students in the classroom. It had a games-like intm"UCe and featured 
somewhat 'spooky' lictivities, featuring ghosts,graveyards and little green men. 
, 
Andrew flitted around from one game lo another, never seeming to be 
engaged in what he was doing. Not swprisingly, Linda did not think this software 
wai; targeling his needs sufficiently. She stated Iha! a priority for Artdrew was to 
improve his knowledge of graplul·phonic relationships, namely his TIIRASS sounds. 
Although TIIRASS software was available, we did not have access to it I 
therefore suggested that Andrew could use PowerPoint (1997) to lint type in each 
'THRASS sound', such as 'air', then a word containing the sound, such as 'hair', and 
finally a sentence containing the word. He could then animate these objects and add 
his own nam.tions and sound effects (see Figure:6.8.). 
I showed Linda and Andrew how to use PowerPoint (1997), although 
Andrew did not want to discontinue using &ading Blaster 9-12 (2000). Before we 
could commenc� PowerPo/nt, it was necessary for Linda to sean:h the school for i 
microphone. 
Although Andrew quickly learnt how to use PowerPoint (1997}, he was not 
particularly intcrcs;>.ed in the activity, and was embllfTIISSed to hear his recorded 
"The dwali<m of ea,c:h 1e19ion wu l lO I � boun, The sessiom wen, held in the cla.uroom 111<:r 
Khoo� 1ft<:r lbc JNdents bad taken I Jhon hreai:. 
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voice. Also, background n01ses sometimes made it difficult to record. Andrew 
asserted that he never wanted to do this activity again, even though Linda and his 
mother, who occasionally came in to watch, thought that it was "a brilliant activity". 
Andrew's attitude was disappointing to Linda, as she had hoped that his presentation 
would be useful to other class members as a learning resource. However, she did not 
try to persuade him to continue with it. 
Figure 6.8. PowerPoint (1997). Andrew's presentation. 
The following week when I arrived at the school, Linda informed me that she 
had been unable to find Andrew's PowerPoint ( 1 997) presentation on the computer's  
hard drive. I showed her how to search the hard drive for particular types of file, in 
this case a .ppt (PowerPoint) file. This is one example of how Linda's limited IT 
skil ls inhibited her teaching plans. 
Andrew was using Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000) and did not want to change to 
another program. He played several games and complained that the computer was 
too slow. One of the games, Ski Bum Mumbler (see Figure 6.9.), required him to 
read a story (no narrated support was given by the computer) and then answer some 
literal questions about the text in a multiple-choice format. Andrew did this 
successfully. Between answering text-related questions, the user steered a skier down 
a hill, avoiding obstacles, using the mouse. However, there seemed to be a lot of 
skiing compared to answering questions. Also, because of the multiple-choice 
format, it was possible to guess the answers. If Andrew selected the wrong answer, 
he was merely told to try again, although the narrator reminded him that he could 
reread the text if he thought it necessary. He was never observed rereading a text. 
When we plan a ramlty trip, 
we like to camp In the 
country. 
Figure 6.9. Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000). Ski Bum Mumbler. 
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The other reading game he played on this occasion was a spelling game, 
Bridge Puzzle (see Figure 6. 1 0). In this game, a word appeared and the computer 
pronounced it. Andrew was then required to type the word correctly, although the 
original word was still there for him to refer to. Next, some of the letters disappeared 
and he had to type the word again. Finally, all of the letters disappeared and he had to 
type the entire word independently. 
Figure 6.10. Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000). Bridge Puzzle. 
In one session, Andrew selected Reading for Literacy 4 (2000). However, as 
soon as he saw the texts he stated that they were 'too hard' for him, and Linda 
confirmed this. This illustrates that self-selection of CD-ROMs can be successful. In 
addition, Andrew did not like the interface of this program, so he decided to try 
Superspell - A Day at the Beach ( 1 997) instead. This Australian software consisted 
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of seven different games, with 60 spelling lists ranging from very simple consonant­
vowel-consonant words to more difficult words such as ' incoherence' .  
Games included The Beach Game, in which students were shown a written 
sentence that was narrated by the computer. After studying it, students clicked on the 
highlighted word to make it disappear. They then had to type in the correct spelling. 
The computer pronounced each letter name as it was typed in. The Diving Game was 
a variation of 'hangman',  except the penalty for being unable to insert the correct 
letters was being eaten by a shark rather than being hanged. In The Fairground 
Game, students were required to make up compound words out of pairs of shorter 
words. However, some of the compound words used seemed to be beyond many 
students' experience - for example 'overpay' . The Fishing Game was a word sleuth 
(see Figure 6. 1 1 ) and The Pier Game involved inserting missing letters from words. 
For example, 'te- -is' was displayed and the user was required to choose either 
'nn' ,  'tt' or 'dd ' .  
! s p r l n k l  l n g e d o l 
s t r i, rr, s p r  l n t h t q  
c. i, rr, s t r o p s t r  I n g 
r v J z s t r l p p rr, r l q  
a s t r 11 c. k s p l o s h k 
p s p r  l n g s t r 11 t h 11  
g s t r e  t c. h s p r " n  g rr,  
y I z c. r J d s p I e n d I d 
Figure 6. 1 1 .  Superspell - A  Day At  The Beach (1997). Fishing Game. 
In The Sandcastle Game, a word appeared for a short time before it was 
washed away by a wave. Students then had to type the word correctly. The computer 
narrated letter names as the student typed them. Finally, in The Windsurfing Game, 
two spellings of a word were presented and the user had to click on the correct one. 
Superspell - A Day At The Beach ( 1 997) also allowed users to enter 
customised spelling lists and context sentences, with narrations. As well, it was 
possible for the teachers or students to record their own narrations, although the 
procedure for doing this was not simple. 
Andrew began playing The Beach Game at level 5, which was too easy, so I 
suggested that he try level 1 0, which featured words l ike ' strand' .  The context 
"' 
sentence was, 'A single strand of hair was 11511d to convict him.' However, Andrew 
did not know what 'convict' mi:ant After he had completed some of the other level 
10 games, such u the word slculh, which contained many words beginning with the 
letter cluster 'spr', he was asked to spell some of the words orally and he did this 
without difficulty. 
Nevertheless, Linda and I were concerned that Andrew and the other students 
were not getting the opportunity to consolidate what they had learnt on the computer, 
so we designed an 'Interesting Words Book'. Jn this, students were required to write 
new words, draw illustrations and write definitions. Linda decided to use this book 
with the whole class to help them improve their spelling and vocabulary. However, 
participants did not use this book often. 
A positive feature of Supenpe/1· ,f Day a/ the Beach (1997) was that it was 
possible to make customised word and sentence lists, including pronunciations. 
When I told Linda about this feature, she wanted to know if it was a quick and 
simple procedure. When I responded that it involved naming sound files in a 
specified fonnat, she decided against this option, stating that SuperSpelf lists were 
'mostly suitable' in any case. 
Over lhe duration oflhe study, ii was difficult to motivate Andrew. He only 
seemed interesting in playing. and even Ibis was half-hearted. On one occasion he 
slated that he didn't like any of the software that was available to him at school. I 
asked him what sorts of games he preferred and he responded that he lilted the games 
where he got 'to kill', such as the games available in arcades and on Playstations. 
Ryu 
Linda had tentatively chosen Superspefl - A Day at the Bead, (1997) for 
Ryan because the NARA had shown his reading accuracy to be at the 231'11 percentile 
and she hoped that this software might help him improve in this area. 
Ryan 'flitted' through the games and played with each of them for a few 
minutes. -';{e sat for a short while then stood up and used the software in the posture 
people often adopt when playing arcade games such as Pinball. Allhough I was 
sitting wilh him, lllging him 1o slow down and listen lo my instructions, he did not do 
so. There were no oral instnu:lions availllble in this software and the written 
instructions were fairly complex (si,c Appendi.x 6.2.). B«:ause he did not know what 
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he was required to do, or because the software violated his expectations, Ryan 
quickly became bored. When Linda asked him what he didn't like about the 
software, he responded that he didn't 'get it' .  
The Diving Game (which was a variation of the game, 'hangman') frustrated 
Ryan because no clues were given about the word and he relied largely on guessing. 
Linda suggested that he try the vowels first but this did not help him greatly. Without 
a clue as to the category of the word (eg 'an animal' ,  'a place' ), this game was not 
beneficial to him. He did not appear to have the metacognitive skills to succeed at 
the game without more support. 
There were many instances when Ryan did not know, or at least could not 
articulate, the meaning of a word. In The Sandcastle Game (see Figure 6. 1 2), for 
example, where words appear in isolation, there was no way he could work out or 
infer the meaning of the word, ' frank' .  The Beach Game, however, showed words in 
the context of a sentence. Even so, the meanings were on some occasions unavailable 
to Ryan. 
Figure 6.12. Superspell -A Day At The Beach. Sandcastle Game. 
Linda perused the manual that came with the software and said that she 
would like Ryan to practise words containing long vowel sounds. We could not find 
a way to change the word list from within a game. Eventually we discovered that it 
was necessary to go back to the main menu, change the word list, and then re-enter 
the game. 
Overall, both Linda and Ryan said they found Superspell rather slow and 
unexciting, although the relatively old computer they were using might have been 
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partially to blame for this. They also considered the male Australian narrator' s voice 
to be monotonous. Ryan enjoyed The Fishing Game the most, possibly because this 
was basically a word sleuth, something he understood. 
I noted in my journal that, although he was impatient to explore some new 
software, it might be beneficial for Ryan to return to Superspell at a later date, to use 
it at a 'deeper' level. 
The quality of Ryan's written feedback was not good, as illustrated In Figure 
6. 1 3 .  In response to this, Linda indicated that she would design a response sheet, but 
as she was not able to do this because of time restrictions, I designed it instead. An 
ex�ple of this is shown in Appendix 6 .3 .  This succeeded in eliciting a greater 
quantity of more useful feedback. 
Figure 6.13. Ryan's journal ( 1 )  
When I asked Ryan i f  he  would prefer to use software with talking stories 
(storybooks) or games type software he decisively chose games. Because there was 
a limited range of software available, I suggested Carmen Sandiego 's Word 
Detective ( 1 997), even though I suspected that the interface might be too complicated 
for Ryan. 
He engaged in some word activities such as unscrambling letters to make 
words, a 3D word sleuth, a cloze activity, and adding suffixes and prefixes to words. 
He was excited when he collected three passwords and was able to release a fellow 
spy, a stereotypical muscular American with dark glasses, who thanked Ryan for 
releasing him. This reward definitely seemed to motivate him to keep going. He also 
said he preferred the look of the program to that of Superspell - A Day at the Beach 
( 1 997). The interface of Carmen Sandiego ( 1 997) was 'high-tech' and may be 
perceived by some as rather 'masculine' (see Figure 6. 1 4). 
Figure 6. 14. Carmen San Diego 's Word Detective (1997). 
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There were some words Ryan didn't know the meaning of, such as ' cello'. As 
m Superspell ( 1 997), definitions were not available. There was much complex 
connected text in Carmen Sandiego ( 1 997), such as instructions, which were difficult 
to understand in both spoken and written language. Although Ryan said that he 
understood the instructions, sometimes his interactions with the computer seemed a 
little aimless. In his journal, he wrote: 
Figure 6. 15. Ryan's journal (1)  
Ryan took a break from Carmen Sandiego ( 1 997) and explored Dr Seuss 
Reading Games (2000). However, he soon decided that this software was 'too easy' 
and returned to Carmen Sandiego. Although this ' flitting' from one program to 
another might seem to be time wasting, it at least allowed him to satisfy his curiosity. 
The next time we met, Ryan selected Reading Blaster 9-12 (2000), which he 
had been using throughout the week whenever he could get access to the 
computers42. I asked him what he thought he had learnt from the software through 
42 lt must be noted that if the computer with a particular program installed was occupied by another 
student, students would solve this problem by instal l ing the software on a vacant computer. I spent 
the wcclr. and he responded that he had, "}Wit played." He did not appear to perceive 
using this software as a learning activity. Yet on a later occasion, when I asked him 
the same question, he responded, "I'm learning a couple ofthinp and it's also fun!" 
Ryan accessed an activity where he had to find antonyms and shoot them 
down. The software did not pronounce them, but he assured me he could read them. 
Being able to decode and know the meanings of words were not the only criteria for 
success in this game. Mouse control and speed of reflexes were also important. This 
could prove to be demoralising for students who do not have well-developed skills in 
this IIICa, Another class member, Terry, was helping Ryan, and kept grabbing the 
mouse. I reminded Terry to help Ryan by explaining things to him, not by doing 
things for him, Ryan returned to Reading Blaster seven! times throughout the period 
of the study. 
At one point during this session, Linda chWlged her mind about Reading 
Bla.ster(2000), declaring it was wquite good", although al the beginning of the study, 
she had not been able to see how this software could be beneficial. 
Three weeks into the study, Linda was delighted to tell me that Ryan had 
written a one page story in approximately W ininutes, a feat he'd never before 
·attO!tlj)lished. However, it was difficult to attribute this to his engagement in the 
IMM-based activities, although Linda thought that this had played a significant part. 
In a later session, I showed Ryan how to Wit the desktop publishing program, 
Microsoft Publisher (1997). as he wanted lo make a birthday card for his mother. 
Although this had been iD!ltalled on the computers in the classroom all along, none of 
the students or Linda knew how lo use it. In fact, Unda had not been aware that the 
software had been installed nor what its purpose was. She observed when I taught 
Ryan lo use it and pronounced that it looked ''terrific". 
Several weeks into the study, Linda slwwed Ryan how to WiC Storybook 
Weaver Deluxe (1998); she was familiar with this software from her previous school 
and was quite impressed with its capabilities. I asked her if she thought there was a 
tendency for students lo spend too long on the graphics and she explained that she 
IOIIIO time mnaviag these illepl ins!allalions. l.inda's ICT sliUs wm: limited at lhi1 time and 11N: 
would DOI have known bow lo check for web. iiislallatiom. 
"" 
always B!lked studenlll to articulate what they wem doing and why, so that at least 
they were talking and thinking when they were choosing graphics. 
When Ryan fimt saw the software he said, ''Oh, cool!" He learnt to use it 
quickly and particularly liked the fanll!sy characters, which included dragons and 
monsters (see Figiue 6.16). He typed the words first and then read them into the 
microphone, although it might have been preferable to create the story orally, record 
it, and then write it down. In lhis way, his narrations would not have been so stilted 
and he may have been enooumged to use a wider vocabulary. The process may also 
have been quicker, 
Ryan had problems wilh his spelling and appeared to find the spcllcheckcr in 
Storybook Weaver Deluxe (1998) useful. The softwam n:quircd him to choose the 
com:ct spelling from a list of option.B, memorise ii (or write it on paper) and then 
lyPe it. The spcllcheckcr list did not remain on display when the user returned to the 
main program, perhaps forcing users to take a close, look at the spelling. Also, it  was 
not possible to copy and paste the correct spellings into the story. Although the 
clumsiness of thi• spcllchi,cker could be seen as a limitation of the program, in this 
case it seemed to be beneficial, 
The following week, Ryan wanted to try My First Incredible Amazing 
Dictionary (1994). even though he had enjoyed using Storybook Weaver Deluxe 
(1998) lhe previous week. However, after five minutes he rctumcd to his multimedia 
story, He worked on this for 45 minutes before stopping wotk because he was hungry 
(he said he'd had no breakfast or lunch that day), His friend, Theresa, arrived and 
collaborated with him in creating more of the story. Ryan corrected some of her 
spelling errors and taught her how to select backgrounds, characters and sound 
effects. After 25 minutes, they had selected a setting and some i::haractm and talked 
about the story, but had not actually written anything. 
One day they went for a walk and they found Santa's palace and they 
started attacking Santa and his friends. 
Figure 6. 16. Storybook Weaver Deluxe (1998). Ryan's story. 
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Ryan claimed that he had tried to show Superspell - A Day at the Beach 
( 1 997) and Phonics Alive! 2 ( 1 998) to some of his classmates but that they had been 
reluctant to listen to him. They had claimed that they already knew how to use the 
software and did not want to him to teach them. However, I heard of and witnessed 
many occasions when Ryan did, in fact, help his peers learn to use software. In this 
sense, he became a classroom 'expert ' ,  although it would appear that some of his 
peers resented his superior expertise and more frequent engagement with the IMM­
based activities. 
Ryan used a wide range of software during this study, not all of which is 
described above. Although he seemed to 'flit' from one thing to another, his 
confidence and enthusiasm for reading and other literacy tasks, such as writing, 
appeared to have increased. 
Nada 
In her first session, Nada chose the CD-ROM Phonics Alive 3! The Speller 
( 1 999) by examining the covers. However, after only a few minutes of using this 
program, she declared, "I don't like it ! "  and asked if she could choose another. The 
only part of the program she had used concerned short and long vowels (see Figure 
6. 1 7). 
Figure 6.1 7. Phonics Alive! 3 The Speller (1 999). 
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Nada stated that she needed something "easy" and finally decided to try 
Reader Rabbit Reading Development Library 2 ( 1 997), which had a bright cover 
featuring a cartoon rabbit and a cheerful red font. She informed me that she had some 
Reader Rabbit CD-ROMs at home but was not permitted by her parents to use them. 
She chose to read the story, King Midas, and, even though the animated 
characters in the software gave oral instructions, Nada repeatedly asked, "What do I 
do here?" She read along with the narrator in a soft voice, laughing out loud 
frequently. She mumbled where she was unable to read the words. Linda 
commented that Nada was engaged with the software. After reading the story, Nada 
completed the sequencing activity, which involved putting pictures and words from 
the story into the correct order by dragging and dropping with the mouse. Nada 
informed me that she had used the pictures and guessing to complete this activity 
without reading the words. She had not realised that she could have clicked on the 
text to access a computer narration. 
When I arrived at the school for the next session, Nada was already at the 
computer, using Superspell - A Day at the Beach ( 1 997). Ryan had shown her how 
to use it. She was working at 'easy' ,  level 1 ,  which contained simple consonant­
vowel-consonant words such as 'cat ' .  I suggested she go up to level 1 0. Nada hadn't 
the confidence to jump up so many levels, so we agreed on level 5 .  She selected The 
Pier Game, which involved putting missing letters in words. If she typed in incorrect 
letters, the bridge collapsed and a lady with a pushchair fel l  into the water. Some 
words, such as 'coffin', were unfamiliar to Nada. The lack of definition or pictorial 
illustration of such words was a disadvantage. 
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Nada quickly lost interest in this softwm and asked if she could change to 
Reading Blaster 9-11 (2000). I suggested that Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000) might be 
better for her, to which she declared, "But I'm nine!" 
Although I suggested that Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000) might be more suitable, 
Nada insisted on Reading Blaster 9-12 (2000), saying that it was ''better fun" than 
the one intended for younger studerits, She spent some time playing with the meriu 
page, looking for an activity, Reading Blaster can be rather difficult to navigate: it 
has unclear merius, often in graphical foma, with somewhat obscure icons such as 
'" '. Wheri I asked Nada what she was looking for, she replied that she knew and 
that she did not require help. She eventually found a word sequencing activity. The 
target sentence was, 'Black ravens soar above us', which was completely beyond her 
capabilities. Thus, the time apcnt using this software seemed ill apcnl. 
In her next session, Nada selected The Computer Classroom Reading at 
Home J-4 (2000) which Linda Harris had borrowed from the school library. With the 
help of Linda, Nada engaged in a sentence making activity, where she selected words 
and phrases to create sentences that made sense. Linda noted that a disadvantage of 
this program was the inability to 'undo' entries. If Nada made a mistake, she bad lo 
go back and begin the sentence from scratch, which she found frustrating. Because 
there were mathematics activities as well as literacy on this CD-ROM, Nada 
occasionally strayed to these. Linda commented that the computer narration which 
kept interrupting to give instructions sounded somewhat "condescending", 
At one point, Nada complained, "I don't want to do this ... ", to which Linda 
responded, "OK, I'll do it!" She modelled how to do it and elicited responses from 
Nada, which constituted a foma of scaffolding. 
Throughout the period or the study, Nada seemed to enjoy most of the 
software, especially if it was humorous (she would laugh out loud), but she did not 
seem motivated to complete the tasks set and did not seem to fully engage with the 
software. She often gazed around the room or rocked in her chair. Further, she was 
absent for three of the len sessions. 
On one occasion when I asked Nada ir she thought she'd learnt much 
through using the computers to help her reading she replied, "No." 
'" 
.... 
Al the beginning of Rosie's first SCS11ion, I demonstrated and Linda observed 
the CD-ROM, Dr SeusJ Reading Games (2000) to Rosie and Anita, using my laptop 
computer. This software, which was intended for 3 to 7-ycar-olds41, featured 2 
elcclronic storybooks, Dr Seuss's ADC and The Cat i n  the Hat, as well as a song and 
several reading games. 
Almost immediately, a 'fatal error' occurred, wasting appro:,cimate!y five 
minutes. Anita and Rosie bccame fidgety during this technical hitth. However, when 
I got the program running and the students heard the Dr Seuss song, they soon 
regained interest. Linda asked Rosie ifshe would like to ''try'' the software. 
Linda asked if I would show her how to install the software on one of the 
classroom computera (computer number 3). I did this after uninstalling it from my 
laptop, as ii was not licensed lo be installed on more lhan one computer. Although 
the classroom computer ran the CO.ROM, it was very slow. 
As Rosie explored the software she was supervised and assisted most of the 
time by Linda. She wore headphones so as not to disturb everyone else, making it 
slightly difficult for Linda to communicate with her. At the end o£the session, Linda 
expressed concern lhat Rosie might quickly find this software boring, as there wasn't 
''much to it". We therefore asked her to read the story several times along with the 
narrator (repeated readings) until she Wllll eonfidcnt enough to read it independently, 
without the narration. Thus, she was direeted to engage with the software for a 
longer period and in a more purposeful way than she might otherwise have done. 
In Rosie's next session, the following day44, she used the same software for 
approximately 15 minutes before asking i£ she could try something else. Before 
selecting new software for her, I asked her to read The Cat in the Hat aloud without 
the computer narration (by turning the volume down), but she was unable to keep up 
with the pace of the computer highlighting and the page turning. Linda asked if i t  
was possible to decrease the rate of the narration but, because the software was new 
to me, I was not familiar enough with it to know if it was possible to pause the 
"Judging by what was wrillen on lhc CD-ROM cover, Linda had usum:l mo that tbill software would 
oocbe too easy or 'babywl' for Rosie. 
,. Rosie ll!mdcd after«bool rc.1.ding aessioos twice I week, wbereu lhc olher$hldents attmded ,m;e 
a ......,k, Thil was entin:ly �.W' ., choice. ,, 
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screens or progress through them at the student' s own pace, or if it was possible to 
disable the highlighting. Also, there seemed to be no faci lity to print out the story. 
Consequently, Rosie' s  abil ity to read this story (at her own pace) was not 
satisfactorily  assessed. 
Rosie asked if she could use Reading Blaster 9-12  (2000) next. However, as 
she had the reading age of a 6-year-old (according to the NARA), Linda and I 
decided that Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000) would be more appropriate for her. 
This program featured several reading and spelling games (see Figure 6.8.) .  
Rosie first chose the game Volcano Drop, in which the user was required to press 
arrow keys to help a female character collect words. The character's aim was to drop 
further into the volcano with minimal confrontations with a pursuer. Within each of 
two categories, 'easy' and 'hard' ,  there were five levels of the game ( 1 -5). Rosie 
began at the easiest level, possibly because she was not aware that by clicking the · � ·  
symbol i t  was possible to change levels. The computer narrated the instructions, 
which the user could hear repeatedly by clicking the '? '  icon. Written instructions 
were not available. 
Figure 6.18. Reading Blaster 7-8 (2000). Main menu. 
For Rosie's first game, the computer narration instructed, 'Collect all of the 
words that have the same beginning sounds as 'clock" .  Because Rosie was wearing 
headphones when these instructions were narrated, Linda, who was sitting alongside 
her, did not know what she was supposed to be doing. Rosie also appeared to have 
little idea about what she was meant to be doing. Evidently, she had either not heard 
or failed to understand the oral instructions, and did not know how to access them 
, .. 
again. Ryan, who was familiar with Reading Blaster 9 -12 (2000), voluntceml. hia 
help. Rosie was then able to play the game. However, her response times were not 
quick. That is, she had to keep moving her eyes from the arrow keys on the keyboard 
to the screen. This made it difficult for her to progress through the game. 
Linda commented that she was not sure that this game would be beneficial to 
Rosie, as there seemed to be insufficient support and feedback. For example, the 
software did not pronounce words as the character collected them. Rosie successfully. , 
collected many wonls that started with 'cl', but seemed to have little idea about how' 
the words were pronounced and what they meant. Indeed, Linda began asking her to 
read them out as she collected them, but she was often unable to do so. Despite being 
unsure about the pedagogical benefits of this game, Linda permitted Rosie to 
continue using it. 
The Reading Blaster softwani, Iike many of the other CD-ROMs available to 
assist students improve their levels of literacy, was designed in North America and 
featured North American accents. When I uked Linda if she saw this as being a 
disadvantage for Australian students she staled that the students would ''usl ignore 
it." She pointed out that these students watched a lot of television and were 
thoroughly familiar and comfort.able with North American accents. 
At the beginning of her third session, Rosie began to use lhe Volcano Drop 
game again. Linda commented that she wu not llappy with Reading Blaster 7-8 
(2000), even though Reading Blaster 9-12 (2000) had been in use in her classroom 
for several weeks and wu popular with the students. I agreed that the game Volcano 
Drop seemed wtlikely to meet Rosie's CUITI:llt needs, but noted that the other games 
on the CD-ROM had not been explored and evaluated. I wrote in my journal: 
I'm wonied that there might be a tendency to 'write off' software too 
quickly, without fully exploring its potential first. Reading Blaster 7-8 
may have many good points that were not discovem:I by the student 
or the teacher. This indicates (again) that teachers need to be 
extremely familiar with each software item to prevcnt students 
repeatedly going back to the bits they know (comfort zone?) as Rosie 
did today. 
I later suggested that My First Jncredibfe Anuuing Dictionary (1994) might 
be helpful to Rosie in that it could help increase her vocabulary. For example, the 
word 'jaguar' was pronounced by the computer narrator as well as illustrated 
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pictorially (see Figure 6 . 1 9.) .  A definition was also available in writing and as a 
narration. Dynamic concepts such as 'jump' ,  ' run' and 'race' were accompanied by 
animated illustrations. 
a b c d e f g h . l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z  
jaguar 
-114 A jaguar is a 
large, wild cat with 
a spotted coat. 
Figure 6.1 9. My First Incredible Amazing Dictionary ( 1994). 
Linda sat with Rosie to try the software and concluded that it was "very 
good" and that it had the sort of interaction that students liked. She gave Rosie one­
to-one attention as she explored the software. Linda asked her to attempt to read the 
words and definitions independently, before clicking to hear the computer narrations. 
In this way, Rosie used her own reading strategies, but support was available if 
required. Nevertheless, she appeared to find this process somewhat demanding. 
She then went on to play the spelling game, Spell It, which was part of My 
First Incredible Amazing Dictionary ( 1 994). This activity first showed a picture and 
simultaneously pronounced a word, and the user was then required to type in the 
missing letters of the partly written word. Rosie had never encountered some of the 
words presented before, for example 'king' and 'raccoon' .  I suggested that she could 
print out some of these new words and put them in a personal word bank to take 
home in order to practise reading and spelling, and to use in her writing. However, 
she seldom did this. 
Rosie did not work independently with the software during this particular 
session. Linda explored the software with her, providing help and support. In many 
ways, Linda seemed to use the software as a context for discussion about language, 
vocabulary, and spellings. It was used as a resource rather than as a tool, tutor or 
tutee (Taylor, 1 980). 
, .. 
At the beginning of the next session, Rosie chose My Fint Incredible 
Amazing Dictionary (1994) again. She voluntarily revisited some of the words she 
had accessed previously, such as 'raecoon'. She read the definitions aloud 
independently and then clicked on the speaker icon to hear the computer nanation. 
She engaged in this softwue for 30 minutes and then asked if she could use the 
software another student was using: Reading Far Literacy 3 (2000). Curiosity about 
the software other students were using seemed to be a distraction for Rosie, as well 
WI for Andrew, Ryan and Nada, although Anila was usually not distracted by what 
others were doing. 
The next time we met, Rosie rcqucated to use Phonia Alive! 2 (1998) again, 
although she could not recall the name oflhe software; she had to point to the icon 
on the computer screen. She quickly became engaged in !he program, but we were 
unable to pause the software when she had to ]eave the computer for a short time. 
Rosie thus lost points in the game, as the computer calculated that she had responded 
extremely slowly. 
When I asked Rosie what she thought of this software, she responded: 
"It's good. It helps you spell and you can learn more words from it ... 
and it's a lot of fun!" 
Another advantage of this software was that it logged what the student had 
done (see Appendill 6.4.), although Linda did not find it necessary to use this feature 
becau.sc she was able to personally supervise the students in the small group most of 
the time. 
The following week, I took in a selection of Living Books CD-ROMs to the 
classroom and Rosie chose to read Arthur's Birthday (1993). I asked her to first 
listen to it in 'Read To Me' mode, then read it silently in 'Play' mode, before 
clicking the text to check her reading. In Read To Me mode the computer narrated 
and highlighted the text and also turned the pages. In Play mode, the computer 
narration was activated only if the user requested it. Users also twned the pages at 
their own pace. In addition, there were many hotspots. Rosie clicked on one or two 
of these but did not appear to be greatly interested in them. 
Rosie was highly engaged in the story the first time it was read to her, and 
voluntarily followed the text with her eyes. I asked her t(l read it silently the second 
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time through in Play mode, clicking only on unknown words. before having the 
whole sc� nanated to her. In fact she read ii aloud. Without having lo WOIJY as 
much about decoding, she read reasonably Dwmtly. She clicked on several unknown 
words, such as 'course'. 
When I asked her ir she liked the story she responded, ''Yes!" Within 45 
minutes she had read the story three times. 1 asked her to practise, reading it 
throughout the week, if she got the opportunity. She also read J/orry and tire 
Haunted House (1994). She liatcned to it in Read To Me mode. Again, she appeared 
to be fully engaged. 
Throughout the study, Rosie tried a range of software, but did not spend a lot 
oftime 'surfing' or 'flitting' through it. She seemed to find it intrinsically interesting. 
Her favourite was Phonics Alive! :Z (1998), which she returned to repeatedly, Each 
time she finished a uni! and was abla to print 0111 a new certificate, she expressed 
great satisfaction . 
.... 
Linda and I had'dccidcd to ask Anita to read Reading for Literacy 3 (2000) 
because this software featured texts of genres as well as several comprdiension 
activities at the end of each text; we thought that the diffcrml genres might be uscfuJ 
in helping Anita recognise the diffcrcnt structural and language features of different 
tex1 types, thus helping her identify key words and main ideas. 
We installed the progwn on computer number 2 before realising that this 
computer had no sound card or spealcers�5• Within 24 hours, Linda had asked the 
computer teclmician, Andy Travis, to fit the computer with a sound can:l and 
speakers. He agreed that he would do it in the next day or so as he had a spare sound 
can:l on his desk. However, three weeks passed before the computer was fitted with 
the ni,ccasary hardware. 
On the laptop, I quickly46 demonstrated how to use the progwn and left 
Anita to work independently, reassured by lhe fact that the program hild oral 
instructions all the way through to guide her. However, when I checked on her 
"Linda lad IIOI, at !his point, beard of I l<llllllkard. 
.. Because of the &cl !hat .. vcra1 orudcats wm ll"Uli new ooftMR-, ii wu nccaaary for 
dcm:mslnliom to be qwcJc cm to lcachortimc COllfflamlL n..x could be temm 'mini­
dcmmsbalions'. 
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progress a few minutes later, Anita had commenced a comprehension activity 
without having read the story first; she had not listened to the oral instructions 
properly and did not know how to command the computer to repeat them. The 
written instructions were minimal in this software. 
A New Start 
,_ , 
Eliza was feeling nervous. This was her first day at 
Tomburra Prmary School. Getting used to a new 
school and a new house in a new town was going to be 
difficult. But Eliza was so glad that Dad had a Job again. after 
being out of work for so long. 
" Come on, Eliza." said Mum. "It 
will all be fine. You'll see." They 
walked across the playground 
to the office. Everyone seemed 
to be staring at Eliza. She had a 
Jumpy feeling In her stomach. 
Figure 6.20. Reading/or Literacy 3 (2000). A New Start 
Linda sat with Anita, who read a text aloud along with the narration. At one 
point, Linda remarked to her, "I'm not sure how to turn the page over. It' s  not doing 
anything !"  They had reached the end of the story and had not realised that they had 
to click the button that said ' stop' to navigate to the comprehension activities. 
Anita moved onto a poem about food and read it aloud without listening to 
the computer narrative first. Her reading was interrupted by the computer's verbal 
instructions, which twice instructed her to click on 'Read' to access the computer 
narration. This proved to be a distraction for Anita, who wanted to read 
independently. She read the text through slowly and dysfluently, although she didn't 
make any errors and managed to decode all of the words. I asked her to read the text 
again, faster, saying, "Read it as you would read a poem!" She read it again, much 
more quickly and smoothly. I wrote in my journal : 
All this without the computer narration - superfluous in this instance. 
Anita carried out the associated activities. In the cloze activity she was 
instructed to insert rhyming words. Although she was able to do this, she didn't 
know the meaning of the word 'frown' and, as word definitions were not available in 
this software, she asked me what it meant. I proposed that perhaps a way of 
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overcoming this problem would be to use the software in conjunction with My First 
Incredible Amazing Dictionary ( 1 994). However, there was no free computer on 
which to run the other CD-ROM and, in any case, it did not include al l the words 
Anita needed to look up, including the word 'frown' .  Anita was told to access a 
conventional students' dictionary in future. However, she did not appear to follow 
this advice. 
Anita scored 4/4 on the cloze exercise but only 2/5 in the Locating The 
Answer activity (see Figure 6.2 1 ), which involved matching pictures and labels of 
food with descriptive words, such as ' salty' ,  'juicy' and 'plump' . Although all of the 
answers were clearly available in the poem, Anita did not switch back to the text to 
check before inserting answers, which was easy to do in the Reading For Literacy 
(2000) program. I prompted her to do this in future, which she did sometimes. 
Locating The Answer 
r;,,�_-Chlp:"'."-S ----, 
�-�� @ salty 
r=----,. 
@) Juicy @) pl<.mp 
@ spicy 
Figure 6.2 1 .  Reading for Literacy 3. Yum! Locating The Answer. 
In general, Anita tended not to use all of the computer support available to 
her, even when she needed it. This is a relatively common tendency in multimedia 
contexts, which has been referred to as 'under-accessing' (Collins et al., 1 997). This 
tendency could be a result of poor metacognitive ski lls, or not knowing when support 
is needed. To overcome this, the teacher may model metacognitive skills, for 
example by saying, "I 'm not sure about that answer. Is there a way I can check? Yes, 
I can read the text again. I ' ll j ust flick back to it." Over the course of the study, Linda 
and I tried to do this with Anita, and she did appear to improve with regards to 
accessing support when she was unsure about something. 
Alternatively, under-accessing could be a result of embarrassment, or not 
wanting others to know that one needs assistance. The use of headphones may afford 
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more priv.:y and help overcome this. However, some students, including Anita, 
lffllled to find bcldpbonel uncomfortable. 
After three ICllions, Anita asked ir she could try Super:rpel/ - A Day al the 
lhacli (1997). She had a quick browse lhrough it, declining any help, and quickly 
decided not to uae it, When I asked her why she had mado this decision, she did not 
reply. Next she loaded Dr Seu.u Reading Games (2000), which I warned would 
probably be loo euy for her and after a few minutes of 'flitting' through the 
softwarc, llhc agreed. She then went back to Superspe/1-A Day at the Beach (1997) 
and into The Fi.iring Game activity (word sleuths), which another participant, Nada, 
had recommended to her. I BUSSQ!cd that she begin at level 8, which consisted of 
simple four letter words. It transpirod that, although Anita could decode these low­
frequency words easily, she did not know their meaning.11, Examples of these words 
arc, 'awig', 'amus', 'mub', '9Q!Og', 'prim' and 'swot'. I explained the meanings to 
her (twice) throughout the acuion and auggestcd she make up definilions in her own 
won:lt. an activity which lhe found difficult. I also asked her to write both the words 
and sentences containing the words. 
Anita printed out the word slculh, which im:ludcd a list of all the words used, 
thus enabling her to practise them away f'rom the computer. She then aceessed the 
Sand Casile Game at level 10. She did not complete all the gam=i; at level 8 before 
moving on, and consequently the repetition of words that is built into this aoftwarc 
was not fully realised. 
At the end of this M:saion, Linda eommentcd that a problem with this group of 
students was that they would use strategics if prompted, but did not know how to 
choose and use strategics independently. This seemed to demand the continuation of 
strategy modelling by teachers. 
Throughout the following aessions, Anita progreslCd through Supers�II -A 
Day at the Beach (1997) until she dcclaml. it was ''too easy". Instead of selecting a 
more difficult level in the same software, she chose to switch to Reading for LiJerac;y 
4 (2000), and systematically read most or the texllil. She usually read the texts 
independently first, then used the computer nmation to check her reading. When she 
later accessed Reading for Literacy 5 (2001), it was immediately apparent that her 
comprehension of the tcitts had broken down, even with the BUppOrt of computer 
narrations. This was most likely largely because or her limited vocabulary. For 
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example, she did not know the meanings of the words 'resistance' and 'accelerate' 
and was unable to infer the meanings from the text she was reading, titled 
Parachutes. 
When Anita was first asked to complete a response sheet that I had devised 
(sec Appendix 6.3.) in response to lhe question, 'Name of software?' she asked, 
"What's software?" indicating that students may need to be given the language to 
talk about ICT, if they are to provide meaningful feedbaclc. 
Although Anita briefly e,cplored some of the other programs deseribed above, 
she usually prefer red Reading for Literacy (2000) and concentrated on the activities 
in this software. This was despite the fact that in her nonnal claasroom context she 
found it difficult to concentrate on traditional literacy tasks. Anita appeared to find 
the one-to-one interaction with the computer satisfying, and she often clapped to 
herself when she got somclhing right, showing an appreciation for the immediate 
feedback. Indeed, on one of her response sheets, Anita wrote of Reading For 
Literacy (2000): 
wel 
Figure 6.:Z2. Anita's response form (I), 
Anita was gcnr: :rally extremely positive about the software she used and her 
mother infonned Linda and me that Anita loved Monday afternoons be(:ause of the 
IMM-based activities. 
Ev1laation of tbe Implementation 
Two weeks after the intervention had commenced, Linda stated that she knew 
it was working be(:ause the students were engaged in reading. something that was 
llSUaily difficult to achieve. 
Thus, this particular fomuttive experiment seemed by default to become 
focussed on the question: 'What are the facilitative and infi!bitive factor:s when using 
'free choice' of reading software with an aim of increasing engagement in reading?' 
It has been strenuously argued over the years lhat lice c:hoiee in I traditional context 
can be very powerful. A5 Eanes (1997) has pointed out, free choice, or control, can 
be an extremely effective motivator: 
'One of the most effective ways to motivate students is to give them 
more control over their teaming. You can empower them by showing 
them you trust them enough to make the selection mO!lt appropriate 
for them. When students can make their own choices, they become 
more active participants in the learning process.' (Eanes, 1997) 
Through increased motivation and engagement, i t  was hoped that other 
outcomes, such as increased accuracy and comprehension, would result. In the next 
section, the post-intervention assessments are outlined, although it is emphasised that 
Linda was also carrying out informal assessments for the duration of the study, both 
within and outside the context of IMM-based activities. 
Tbe AsseHmenl Rnulls 
A5 shown in  Table 6.1, the students' reading in tenns of comprehension, 
accuracy and rate improved substantially during the four months of the study, with 
Ryan's NARA comprehension score increasing from the 23..i to the 74tto percentile. 
Thes(!! results will be discussed i n  more detail below. 
Despite positive test results for all of the students, Linda reported that she had 
not noticed much of an improvement in Andrew and Ryan's classroom literacy 
performances, indicating that any positive effects may not have lransferred to the 
classroom context A discussion of the results of the individual students in greater 
detail follows. 
Andrew 
Andrew's comprehension increased from the 4o"' percentile to the so"', hill 
accuracy increased marginally from the 17111 to the 2o"' percentile and his rate o f  
reading decreased slightly (see Figure 6.23.). The deerease in  rate could b e  explained 
by lhe fact that he was far more likely to risk 'having a go' at decoding during the 
post-intervention test, where he did not refuse any words or appeal for help. In the 
pre-intervention test a high percentage of his errors (72%) were refusals or appeals. 
In short, he appeared to be thinking more in the post-intervention test. 
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Despite these results, Linda was disappointed with Andrew's  progress and 
stated that she did not see any improvements in his reading ability or in his attitude 
towards reading in the normal classroom context. 
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Figure 6.23. Pre- and post-intervention NARA results: Andrew 
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Ryan 
Ryan's comprehension increased from the 23 rd to the 74th percentile and his 
accuracy increased from the 23rd to the 35th percentile (see Figure 6.24.). He made 
fewer mispronunciations and non-words in the post-intervention test (26%, as 
opposed to 46% in the pre-intervention test). Instead, he was more likely to appeal 
for help. This could indicate that he had become more aware of what made sense and 
what did not. Because he appeared to be reading for meaning, he was unwill ing to 
articulate non-words and mispronunciations. 
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Figure 6.24. Pre- and post-intervention NARA results: Ryan 
Linda, although pleased that Ryan had been asking to stay behind after school 
almost every day to take part in the IMM-based activities, reported that she had not 
noticed much of an improvement in his reading performance in the classroom 
context. This could have been an artefact of the types of assessment Linda was using 
in class (Fehring, 2003). Linda was concerned that Ryan still had a negative attitude 
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towards reading traditional printed texts. She was also concerned about his eyesight, 
which she saw as a possible cause of his reading problems.47 
Nada 
Nada's comprehension rose from the 4th to the 2 1  st percentile and her 
accuracy from the 5 th to the 24th (see Figure 6.25 .). However, her rate of reading 
decreased from the 1 61h to (less than) the 5th percentile. It must be noted that in the 
second test, she read up to level 3 ,  whereas in the pre-intervention test she read up to 
level 2. If measured only up to level 2, her post-intervention rate went down to the 6th 
percentile. The slower rate could be accounted for by the fact that she was taking 
more care with accuracy and was making more meaning. 
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Figure 6.25. Pre- and post- intervention NARA results: Nada 
Although it may seem that Nada's  abilities were still weak at the end of the 
study, it must be remembered that the starting point for her, and her confidence level, 
47 Ryan now wears spectacles. 
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were extremely low. This may explain why she often appeared not to be interested in 
the software. There may have been a fear of failure, even in this context. 
Rosie48 
Rosie's  comprehension increased from the 1 01h to the 44th percentile and her 
accuracy increased from the gth the 201h (see Figure 6.26.) However, 72% of her 
errors were still refusals/appeals for help. Her rate increased from the 22nd to the 5 1  st 
percentile and if measured up to level 1 ,  as it had been previously, it increased to the 
82nd percentile. 
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Figure 6.26. Pre- and post-intervention NARA results: Rosie 
Linda stated that, although she had noticed a slight improvement in Rosie's 
l iteracy skills in the classroom context, it had not been dramatic. 
48 It must be noted that Rosie participated in almost twice as many sessions as did the other 
participants. 
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Anita 
Anita's comprehension rose from the 1 3th percentile to the 45 t\ her accuracy 
from the 35 th to the 49th percentile, and her rate decreased from the 34th to the gth 
percentile (see Figure 6.27.). However, in the pre-intervention NARA test she read to 
level 3, whereas she read to level 4 in the post-intervention test. Her rate decreased 
only to the 22nd percentile if calculated up to level 3 .  
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Figure 6.27. Pre- and post-intervention NARA results: Anita 
Of Anita, Linda said: 
I have found that Anita's interest in reading has improved, especially 
in silent reading. She'll select her couple of books and she'll stay and 
read them - she won't go wandering. It's really pleasing on here [the 
results sheet] and I have noticed it in her general interest as well .  
Discussion of the Assessment Results 
Because of the nature of the study, it is not possible to make direct causal 
links between the interventions and the test results. However, when I asked Linda 
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how far she attributed the test results to the fact that the students had been involved 
in the IMM-based activities, she responded: 
"With Anita I would, definitely. Without the computers to motivate 
her and to have that repetition, I don't think she'd be there. Nada and 
Rosie, their interest in the class has improved and their conversation 
level has improved - Rosie so much so that she's getting her name on 
the board now! She's coming out of her shell and it's vocab[ ulary ], it's 
talking, it's expressing. At the beginning of the year, I was very 
worried because she said nothing, she would not ask for help, would 
not ask to go to the toilet, would not say who she'd like to sit next to." 
However, with reference to Andrew and Ryan, Linda claimed to have seen little 
improvement and thus saw no need to make attributions. 
Facilitative and Inhibitive Factors 
Many factors facilitated and impeded the interventions, although it seemed 
much easier to detect the inhibitive factors. In this section, the most salient of these 
wil l  be listed. The cells of the table are shaded according to how often that factor was 
observed with reference to a particular participant. In this case, many of the factors 
directly involved the teacher, so she is included in the table. All factors will be 
discussed in more depth in Chapter Ten. 
Table 6.4. Inhibitive and facilitative factors: Hillview Primary School 
Facilitative Factors � .... I nhibitive Factors � t:: «:I .9:! o:l 11) t:: o:l 11) o:l 11) ..c 11) .... o:l .-:::: "' "O (.) .... o:l .-:::: ·;;; "O "O ;z t:: 0 o:l o:l "O >-. t:: 0 «:I t:: -< � :z 11) t:: � -< � ;z -< E--< -< 
The student engaged in N The teacher felt she had N N N N N 
collaborative learning. A insufficient access to A A A A A 
professional development 
The teacher had a positive N N N N N The teacher/student had 
attitude towards the IMM- A A A A A l imited knowledge about 
based activities. hardware 
Student was wil ling to N The teacher/student had 
learn how to use new A l imited knowledge about 
software. software 
The design of software N There was insufficient time. 
helped the student (for A 
example, built in 
repetition). 
The student was motivated N Technical hitches were 
and engaged in the A experienced. 
activities. 
.... 
11) 
.Cl 
(.) 
«:I 
11) 
E--< 
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The student showed N The student provided N 
appreciation for humour in A insufficient quality A 
software. feedback. 
Texts that might have N Licensing and copyright 
seemed 'babyish' in  A issues were experienced. 
traditional contexts were 
accepted by the student in 
IMM format. 
Rewards supplied by N There was insufficient 
software, such as A space in the c lassroom to 
certificates or thanks/praise set up a satisfactory 
from an animated character, computer station. 
motivated the student. 
The student was motivated N There was a shortage of 
to try software A suitable hardware. 
recommended or used by 
peers. 
The student had poor N 
keyboarding/mouse ski l ls . A 
Software design issues 
were experienced. For 
example, not enough word 
identification/spell ing 
KEY support for Ryan in some 
Never programs; ambiguous 
observed navigational systems, 
Sometimes intrusive narrations; 
observed ( l  inflexibil ity; poor 
to 5 times) instructions. 
Often Students did not always use N 
observed (6 software in ways intended A 
or more by producers. For example, 
t imes) they engaged in 'fl itting' 
Not N from one IMM-based 
applicable A 
activity to another and 
'skipping' through 
sequenced activities. 
Participating students were N 
distracted by what others A 
were doing on adjacent 
computers. 
The teacher had inadequate N N N N N 
support in identification of A A A A A 
nature of reading 
difficulties. 
Pedagogical 'dead ends' N N N N N 
were experienced. A A A A A 
Multimedia sounds N 
appeared to cause A 
embarrassment or irritation. 
The student did not access N 
multimedia support A 
available (even when they 
knew it was there and how 
to access it). 
The cost and inaccessibil ity N N N N N 
of some software ( eg A A A A A 
TH RASS, Accelerated 
Reader) was inh ibitive. 
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The student d id not want to 
change rrvrrvr-based 
activities at the teacher's 
suggestion. 
The teacher experienced 
difficult ies in the 
assessment of outcomes. 
Unplanned outcomes 
• Possible deterioration of writing skills. Linda reported that, smce the 
introduction of IMM-based activities, some of the students in her class appeared to 
have "regressed" in terms of their paper-based writing abilities. That is, they were 
writing less and their writing was of poorer quality. However, Ryan, one of the 
participants, had started to write a larger quantity of text since the introduction of the 
IMM-based activities. 
• Other class members (not participating in the study) benefited from using the 
software. Linda informed me that a girl who stayed after school on another night had 
"skyrocketed". 
• Loss of interest in "old" software. Linda noted that students no longer showed 
enthusiasm for software such as the word-processor, as it was not as exciting as 
IMM. However, this may have constituted a 'novelty effect' ,  which would likely 
decrease with time. As a possible response to this problem, I suggested that the 
students could use Microsoft Publisher (2000) instead of Microsoft Word ( 1 997) so 
that they could make flyers, booklets and greetings cards, and write for authentic 
purposes. 
• Use of resources developed for participants' use (such as 'The Interesting Word 
Book') by the whole class. 
• Students' self-esteem and risk-taking behaviour increased. 
• The oral language capabilities and confidence of some of the participating 
students improved. 
Establishing Preferability 
As noted in previous chapters, there are several difficulties inherent in 
establishing preferability, such as difficulties in detecting and assessing outcomes 
"' 
and attnliuting gains to particular activities. As in previous cbaptm, Rcigeluth and 
Frick's dimensions or efficiency, effcictivcness and appeal (1999) are used as a 
framework to make use of data relating to inhibitive and facilitative facto111, as well 
as to assessment data (sec Table 6.5.). 
Table 6.5. PrerenbWty oftbe atnlqy ('free choice' ofa wide rU11eor'1MM 
Utency .ol'twan) over 'tnd.ldonal' llteruy strategies, 
Efflcleacy 
Tb,m: was I percq,tion Iha! otudtnts inay have 'wasted lime' by Rilling from 
one aetivity to IIIO!her. 1be ieacbing Sllltegy required a WI" (initial) 
inveslmont of teacher lime. 1be c:<>11 oh wide of software Will hl 
Effectl.VHell 
{q lhc case of lhc: Ii� pankipltuli 11Udeul9, pins were made. The teadlins 
1lrale1JY 1ppeared lo be ve,y dfecti� for Ry111, Anita, Rosie and Nada. 
Appeal 1be 1tnltegy was appt11ing to the lllldmb (tltbough Andrew oaly liked """ of 
the CD-ROM1), the teacher and olb:r dwroom mrni>cn. Tb sll>den1,i and die 
tncher often n:ferml to !he: IMM-bued activili .. u 'play' 
Overall, because students who had been making minimal progress and who 
did little independent reading in traditional contc1ts were able to improve their 
literacy performances, the strategy could be said to be prefc:rable for these particular 
students Ill !hill particular time, The students had diverse literacy needs, which the 
diversity of softwaro and activities available seemed able to address. In order to 
contain the 'flitting' from one activity to another, Labbo's (2000) recommendations 
concerning the importance of 'modelling' and 'mentoring' seem to be valuable (see 
Chapter J). 
In terms of appeal, the IMM-based activities were often seen by the :;tudents 
and the tcac:ber as 'play'. Jn this case, engaging and motivating the students was 
seen by the teacher as being of paramount importance because they were nonnally 
not highly motivated I? read in classroom contexts. The fact that the students saw 
the activities as "fun' and 'play' encouraged them to read, which was something they 
usually avoided. 
As pointed out by Beecher and Arthur (2001, p. 28.), play is volwitary, 
episodic, symbolic, has its own momentum and focus, demands children's 
participation and is pleasurable for the playcn. Table 6.6. lists how the IMM-based 
activities used during this formative study included various qualities of play. 
™ 
Table 6.6. QuaDdes of play laberent UI IMM-bued Utenicy actMtles 
Q111lldes of Play Description of Eumples or Qulllidet of Play ta 
o .. nt1es IMM-Based Llteracv Actlvltla 
Voluntary Children play Jn the case offfillview Primmy School, 
volunlarily, for their the five participating students stayed 
own reasons, for behind after 11Chool lo use the computers 
eumple to interact on a vohmtary basis. 'They were: free to 
with pcm or out of enpgc in other literacy activities (such u 
curiosity. When they reading a book) or to go home ff they 
play they are often wished. Indeed, the students oftcn used 
d«ply engaged. the tmn 'play' with referemc to the IMM· 
based activities and were usually cagc:r to 
·'ci=tc:. 
Episodic Children play When the students 'flitted' lhrough 
according to their own software, they acted according to their 
goals, which may own goals and pu,poses, which they often 
emerge: rtom changed. They spontaneously changed 
spontaneous sequences 111:tivitics whm they were not gaining 
of,]av. satfafacti1m from them. 
Symbolic Children enter into the In many of the IMM-based activities, 
'reality' of play and especially those with a games interface, 
follow roles and n,.Jcs. students stepped inlo roles and followed 
rules of the game:, often drawing on ml-
life - - - ·'cnccs. 
Momentum and Children can make up In the oontCJtt of IMM-based activities, 
r�w their own rules without studcntwm: often 'drawn into' the 
outside dil'ection. activities by tbc interactivily and the 
dynamic natwc of the activities. They 
often created their own 'pathll' through the 
activities v�thout outside intervention. 
Dcmandschildrm's Children participate in Because IMM-based ac:tivitks usually 
participation a number of different require users to interact with the rroftwam, 
1ypcs of activities when for example by clicking on the mouse or 
theyplay, suchas using the kcyboal'd, participation is 
observation, listening demanded. 
and actinn. 
Pleasurable Play is plC11SUJ11ble, IMM-based activities arc often 
even when a degree of plcasllnlblc. Hillvicw Prirnary students 
challcn- is involved. often referred to the activities as "fun". 
As with using play to teach literacy in a traditional context, there are sevcnil 
iSSL1es related to using IMM as a context for children to learn literacy through play. 
One is that teachers may fear that play can take away their control of children's 
learning (Beecher & Arthur, 2001), although this concern was not shown by Linda 
Harris. Beecher and Arthur have also pointed out that it is importanl for educators to 
join in and guide children's literacy-enriched play, as this can help them focus and 
reflect on their learning. 
Conclutlon or Chapter 
At the end of the study period, Linda ciisplaycd a positive attitude about the 
IMM-based activities and stated that she ''wouldn't be without them". In terms of 
appeal and effectiveness, she was satisfii,d that the intervention.5 had worki:d for the 
participating children. I donated several CD-ROMs to the school, which Linda 
stated she would continue to use49• She was also enthusiastic about continuing to 
improve her own skills in the JCT area. 
Linda had intended that the activities should be enjoyable and motivatioruil 
for the students, and !here were many aspects o£the IMM-based activities in whicl1 
the students enguged that could be likened to play, which, as explaini,d in the 
previous sc.:tion, can be a very effective means of learning. 
Even though coherent strategies were not always implemented, and the 
students were often allowed to explore software ti:oely, the student outcomes 
appeared to be positive. Furthermore, several students in Linda's class (including 
students who were not participants ofthb study) appeared to have benefited from the 
IMM-based approach, as shown by Figure 6.1, 
The fact that this particular fonnativc experiment was somewhat unstructured 
and did not fully conform to all of the requirements set out by Reinking and Watkins 
(2000) may be seen by some as a concern. Nevertheless, various inhibitive and 
facilitative factors emerged which may fonn the basis of further study. 
Despite the fact that Hillview Prinuuy School was a Technology Focus 
school, a majority of the inhibitive factors that emerged stemmed from a shortage of 
resources in terms of software, hardware and professional development. 
Nevertheless, Linda was flexible and eager to overcome these barriers and scemOO to 
have begun her journey towards becoming an 'inventive' (Dwyer et al., 1990) 
teacher in  tcnns of her use of IMM to facilitate reading in students who experienced 
reading difficulties, despite the difficulties inherent i n  doing so. 
One means by which Linda minimised inhibitive factors was by co­
conatructing activities with the students. That is, she sat with them and learnt 
.., At• moctins with Liada 0111: year after lbc end oftbe 1tudy, lhc reporkd lhltdle stin used tbo 
software in her claslDllOm but ii wu inoreuiuaJy durL<:Ult to do so �use !here wu oaly one 
limctiollll � iu the clamoom. The promilecl school coq,utt:r labon.to,y 11ill wu 00! ready. 
"' 
alongside them. She cflen mediated the Btudents' interactions with software by 
explaining concepts to them, exploring options and navigational Btrm:turcs, 
'wondering' out loud about aspects of the software (a type of strategic modelling) 
and becoming engaged in discussions with students in order to focus their attention 
and thinkmg. Beecher and Arthur (2001, p. 66.) describe a co-constructor as followa: 
'Co-construction occun when the educator and a child or group of 
children are jointly involved in an activity or project, Both the 
educator and the children are actively engaged in the teaching and 
learning process.' 
During lhis co-<:onstruction, Linda was also able to provide di� instruction, 
where needed, She also provided direct insttuclion in the normal classroom context. 
This pElrliculllf case seems to add credence to Bums' (2002) notion that 
teachers do not necessarily need to be 'experts'50 in JCT in order to use IMM to 
assist students who experience literacy difficulties; they need 'just e11ough'. 
Fu.rthennorc, they do not necessarily need to follow rigid strategics. It appears that, 
in some cln:umstances, the ability to sldllblly co-constmct IMM-based activities wilh 
students may be 'just enough'. 
Jo Liada had 1111! lupporl of myself (die-lelalcli£r) ' however. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
MORLAND PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Overview or Cue 
IMM-based reading and repeated readings of electronic text and IMM-based 
comprehension activities, using commercial softwlll'C. 
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Figure 7.1 .  Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: Morland (Year 
4/5) 
Table 7.2. Hardware available 
Computers Specifications 
Laptop computers None available. 
Classroom computers 3 x Pentium I l l  computers. 
Speakers. 
M icrophones. 
1 7  inch monitors. 
Headphones. 
Computer Laboratory Not used for this study. 
Table 7.3. Software used during the study: Morland Primary School 
Software Used Description 
Reading for l iteracy 3 (2000). E lectronic texts (several genres) with 
comprehension activities. 
Reading for l iteracy 4 (2000). As above. 
Reading for l iteracy 5 (200 1 ). As above. 
PM Storybook Silver (2000). Electronic texts (mainly narrative) 
with comprehension activities. 
Computer Classroom Reading at Home 3 (2000) Electronic texts (several genres) with 
comprehension activities. 
.. 
The School Context 
Morland School opened in 1966 and at the commencement or the study bad 
240 students from Year 1 to Year 7, Accotding to its website, the school generally 
drew on a catchment or 'middle class families' and had students who were •wC\I 
behaved and positive'. The parents were supportive of the school and were willing to 
contribute to class activities and fund-raising activities. The website also sWod that 
the teachers at the school were 'motivated and experienced', believed in student 
centred learning approaches, and worked collaboratively, using tcclmology to 
enhance learning outcomes. 
ICT at Morland Primary School 
Morland School was a Technology F(l(:US school�1• The school's purpo1a was 
lo 'develop the cognitive, social, physical and creative abilities of all students and the 
useortechnologywas seen as a necessary part of this. The school's Technology Plan 
stated: 
'We believe that we can no longer teach today's students with 
yesterday'a tools and expect them to be SUC(:Qllful. It UI important that 
� incrme the use of technology to engage students and facilitate 
learning. 
Our students need to be able to utilise global information and 
manipulate this infuimation using computers as a tool. Technology 
allows students to join the global culture. 
Students need to be able to use learning technologies and other 
technologies to solve problCtllS efficiently and effectively and in so 
doing develop skills which are required by the workforce both now 
and in the f uture. 
We view technology as a tool to improve the learning/teaehmg 
environment with integration into the eight learning areas using 
EDWA's [Education Depllrlment of Western Australia] eight !ltUdent 
outcome statements. '51 
The school had a computer laboratory, some staff computers and an 
automated library, as well as a part-time technology coonlinator (0.4 FIB o r  40% of 
'' Technology Focus Schools an: dcscnbcd jq � Seven ll The EdllcatiDII Depanmem of Western Aumalia (EDWA) 1!atcs eight learning areas, which an:: 
The Aris, Euglilh, Heallh 111<1 Ph)'!kal Educatioo, Language• Od:crThaQ English, Malbematlca, 
Science, Society and Envimomonl, and Tedmology and Eule1prise (Edllcatlon Department ofWeslml 
AUS111li11, 1998). 
"" 
full time), whose role ii was to 'implement the school's tcclu!ology plan, follow 
action plans, manage achool technology and support atudenta and staff wilh 
knowledge of software and the implementation oftcdmology as a tool for learning'. 
When students went into the school laboratory, lessons were not taken 
entirely by specialist teachers but a1llO by the classroom teacher, who was expected to 
use ICT to enhance class-based activities. Using computers was therefore not seen as 
a peripheral activity, but as an integral part of the curriculum. 
The school considered its hardware to be 'state of the art' and. indeed, the 
computers were at the time of the study almost new. In the participating teacher's 
classroom, lhere were two computers wilh Pentiwn m processors and 17-inch 
monitoni. They had large (10 gigllbytc) han:l drives and were networked via Novell. 
There wu one printer connected to the two computers, but thla was exll'emely slow. 
TI1e students had access to a wide range of software on the network, including those 
listed i n  Table 7 .4. 
Table 7.4. Software 1vaU1ble on  Morlmd Primary School network 
Software 
for1!udnrb 
Because softwlllll was available on  the school's network, students did not use 
CD-ROMs in the clusroom on a regular basis. Indeed, the teacher had experienced 
difficulties installing CO.ROMs onto the computers since the introduction of the 
Novell netwolk, six months prior to the commencement of this study. 
Morland Primary School occasionally ran workshops/practicums for teachers 
from other schools, in which the IT coordinator gave lessons on how to use such 
applications as PowerPoint (1997}, lmpiration (2000) and Kidspiralion (2001), and 
bow to integrate these into the curriculum. II was not eompulsory for teachers at the 
"' 
school to attend these workshops and the participating teacher, Sarah Fox, had not 
attended many due to time constraints. 
Morland'• Literacy Policy 
Readlnl 
Morland had separate writing, reading and spelling policies. The school's 
reading policy (1997) defined reading as follows: 
Reading is the process of getting meaning from print. It is not a 
passive, receptive activity, but requires the reader lo be active and 
lhinking. Reading cannot be seen in isolation from listening, speaking 
and writing. 
Th.is policy defined reading 115 a purposeful process of gaining meaning from 
print using the cueing systems of language (grapho-phonic, syntactic, and semantic), 
as 'an active process of meaning construction, to whieh readers bring a range of 
experiences, background knowledge and feelings'. The policy stated that studenl!I 
should be taught a range of strategies and when to apply them, and that these 
strategies should be taught by modelling, in the context of whole language activities. 
Further, lhe policy stated that teachers should provide a language-rich 
environment where print is presented in 'natural and meaningf ul' contcllts, and 
should read to students on a daily basis from a range of genres. II claimed that 
students should have the opportunity to read independently each day and to 
conference with the teacher and peers to discuss upects of their reading. In addition, 
it stated that teachtrll should help students monitor the effectiveness of their reading 
and encourage them to respond to and reflect on texts critically, as well as encourage 
students to take risks while making meaning, emphasising strengths rather than 
weaknesses. 
Students deemed to be at 'educational risk' were referred to the school's 'At 
Risk Coordinator', who carried out standardised tests and analysed the child's 
achievements and difficulties within the classroom, in collaboration with the 
classroom teacher. The two teachtrll then completed an Individual Leaming Plan 
(ILP) for the student that was implemented mainly by the classroom teacher but 
sometimes also involved support teacheni, aides and parents. Parents were 
"' 
interviewed and their SUSBQtions and feedback requested. The p_lan was then put into 
place and constantly monitored, using various t«:hniques such as rating scales and 
anecdotal rctords. 
Tile Clanroom Envlroameat 
Too Year 4/5 classroom was bright, colourful and full of activity. There was 
often quiet background music playing, contn1iuting lo a rc!Blted atmosphere, A large 
aquarium was positioned near the front of the classroom and the students' artwork 
and writing were displayed on the windows wid walls. There was also a variety of 
wall charts co�ceming literacy, such as: 
• How to crcale a story map; 
• Punctuation; 
• How to write a report; 
• Word endings; 
• The writing pro<:ess; 
• Forms or poetry; 
• Parts of speech; 
• Do Bonn's 'The lllinking wheel' (de Bono, 1999). 
The students 1141 in large groups and worked collaborative1y much of the time; 
they discussed many of their activities and provided support for each other. The 
clasaroom teacher, Sarah Fox, declared that she was a great believer in  'scaffolding' 
(Vygotsky, 1978). The desks were rearranged often, aJm05t weekly, so lhat the 
students got opportunities to participate in a variety of groups. 
Moreover, Sarah Fox believed that the pace of classroom life was often loo 
fast, inhibiting learning. She thus endeavoJUed lo allow studenls to work at their own 
pace in order that they might "enjoy" their learning and make it meaningful, instead 
o f  rushing through ii and learning on a "superficial" level. Samh had a flexible 
approacli and was by no means a slave lo the timetable. For example, at one point 
she implemented a 'maths week' because she thought the students needed to 
consolidate and use their maths learning in meaningful ways. 
"' 
ne Clanroom Teac:ller (Sanll Foz) 
Sarah Fox was in her early thirties at the eommcncement of the study and had 
a Bachelor of Education in Primary School teaching from a Western Australian 
university. She had commenced an Honours degree in Education but had put it "on 
bold'' as she fowad life as a classroom teacher loo busy to allow further study. 
Sarah had been teaching for approximately three years at tho commem:emenl 
of the study and had a one-year contract to work at Morland Primary Scliool." Sarah 
had received IIOillC professional development in lllling JCT in the classroom through 
participating in a few of the practicums run at the school. She used technology for 
word•proccssing and actessing the WWW, but did not use email frequently. lndi,ed, 
she had forgotten her email addres!J. 
How Wu Radial U1•1lly Taugkt � s ... o•, au.room? 
Sarah believed that reading should be ''purposeful and enjoyable", and mainly 
used slrategies that were in accord with the school's literacy policy, such as guided 
reading (Fountas & Pinnell, 1999) and dim:ted silent reading (DSR) (Education 
Department of Western Australia, 1997b). She used a range of basal and trade books, 
as well as electronic texts from the WWW. In llddition to reading aloud to the 
ilUdents on a daily basis, Sarah ensured that they had time to read independently and 
time to talk with peera about !heir reading. Morland Primary School emphasised the 
importance of collaborative learning and S.uah encouraged the students to 
eollaborate in all upecis of learning, including reading. Occasionally she uscd 
worbheets, which comprised a short text and a set of comprehension questions, but 
this was done mainly to provide something "tangible" for the students' assessment 
portfolios. Students with reading difficulties participated in the normal cl11S11I00111 
routines but were given texts at their own level and received more intensive one-to­
onc support ftom Sarah, as the need 1ro1e, than did students who were not perceived 
to be experiencing such difficulties. 
How Wu JCT U1•1Dy UHCI ill SU'0'1 CW.room? 
According to the students in the class, they used the computer for various 
purposes, using the software listed in Table 7.4. Jn addition, they often entailed 
" Towards Ille mi:! of lhe wdy UII! lll'Plied for I pmqmmt po111tion 1t Ille ac:hool llld ber lpplicaliaa __ ... 
"' 
students in other classrooma and used the WWW to conduct research. Aeeording to 
one student, they also used it to visit ''fun" sites such uDUney lwww,disncy.com). 
With reference to using the WWW to conduct resem:�h, for the entire tmn 
prior to the commencement of this study, Sarah's class had woJked collaboratively 
with a Year 2 class on a project about endangered species. The students had wol'Xed 
in uymmctrical pairs, one Y car 5 student with one Y car 2 student, to research and 
write a presentation on endangered species, using Hyperstud(o (2000). Twice a week 
for lhe whole afternoon, the studcnl.ll went to the computer laboratory to work on the 
project. Sarah commented that it had taken a while for the studcnls to adjust to each 
other. For example, the older students had found it necessary to "slow down" and the 
younger ones had needed to learn to participate in discussion with more confidence. 
The pairs were of mixed genders, although some or the younger girls had bcc:n "all 
shy'' when working with older boys. Sarah and her colleague, the Year 2 teacher, 
reported that they bad initially found ii difficull to "let go" and become facilitators 
rather than instructors, and that they had found the levels of noise made by the 
c:hildmi difficult to accept. However, they had been highly satisfied with the learning 
outcomes. 
As has been illustrated, Sarah used ICT in her classroom for a range of 
language activities. However, she had not used it specifically lo assist leammi who 
�meed reading difficulties. 
IdentlflcatJon of Learning Needs and Selection of Pedagogical Goals 
Sarah considered that comprehension was a common difficulty for the four 
students she had identified for participation in the study, but requested that lhe 
NARA was administered and analysed before she made fwther comments regarding 
the pedagogical goal. Because of time constraints, she had not had time lo cany out 
any 51a!ldardised tests, allhough she felt that this would have been beneficial for 
diagnostic purposes. The pedagogical goal will be discussed in fwther detail after the 
following descriptions of the students and their assessment results. 
'" 
nes1a11nt1 
Sarah identified four fllude:ntl who wcn: experieneina difflcullia in J'Cldiq: 
lo participate in the atudy, Although these were not the only individuals in 1bc cllll 
with tuch diflieu\tics, Sarah thought that they might particularly benefit from llliDa: 
IMM bccauae of its possible motivational benefits and '>ccwe she thought it could 
provide 'one-to-one' support, to whith these students UIUllly rcspcmdcd positively. 
MlkbeU 
Ae<:0rding to Sarah, Mitchell was not motivated and cngapd in the 
classroom; thus his reading comprehension  mfl'em:I. Hia mother was of MIOl'i 
dC11;enl and English was Mitchell's fim and only language. Mitchell enjoyed using 
computm and had aceess to one at home, which he used mainly to play computer 
games such as those bundled with Microsoft Windows, for example Solitain and 
Minesweeper. 
In his school portfblin 1elf•111SCSDDenl, Mitchell m:orded that his only 
weakness was that be needed to 'work futcr'. Jn response to a qllClt.ion about 'a 
pi«:e of  work I found hard to do', he rccordcd, 'nothing'. This seemed to indicate 
that he did not perceive himself as a lludent with reading difficultiea nor, indc«I. any 
difficulties. Aeconling to richool reports, he achieved at 'Atiafactory' or 'highly 
satisfactory' levcli; in rnalhcmatics, art, mmic, viewing. speaking and listening. 
The NARA indicated that Mitchell's comprehension was at the 70,t, pcn:entilc 
and his rate and accuracy were at the 56111 and ss"' pm:entilcs respei;tively (see 
Figure 7.2.). His attitudo to reading, accon:ling to the ERAS, was at the 94111 
pereentile (see Figure 7.3.). According to the PPVT·R. Mik:hell's receptive 
vocabulllf)' was at the 25111 percentile (see Figure 7.4.). His relatively low receptive 
vocabulllf)' seems incongruoWI with his high comprehension SCOTII, however in the 
PPVT-R words were presented in isolation, whereas it is probable that Mik:hell was 
able to infer word meanings when they were prcsc:ntcd in context 
Even though Mitchell's NARA comprehen:iion score was an the 70,t, 
percentile and his attitude towards reading was positive, Sarah wanted him to 
participate in this study as she thought it might help him Improve his �dence and 
his ability to comprehend classroom texts. Furthermore, as the convcmation below 
"' 
illustrates, Sarah wu not convinced that the NARA n:flccted Mitchell's true 
abilities: 
R,esean;hcr: Look at the comprchension -70"' percentile! I wonder why he 
doesn't perform welt in class, Ill.en? 
Sarah fox: Well, I lhinlr: ... I thought it was a problem with 
comprehension. 
Rcsearther: Maybe it's a different sort of comprehension? That is, [with 
the NARA] you ask them questions and they answer them 
vetbally. There are different ways of measuring 
comprehension, so maybe if we'd used retells or something 
else. the results wouldn't have been so good? 
Sarah Fox: Yep, that's what I've found. 
L, .. 
Sarah stated that Luke found ii difficult to concentrate and focus and that he 
tended to lapse into daydream!. Although his reading was weak, Luke had the 
confidence to take riW and Sarah reported: "He's got his own strategies for putting 
bils and pic,ca together to make meaning. He's trying really hard." 
Luke's favourite subject was sports and he excelled in this area. In fact, Sarah 
was of the opinion that this was the only cwriculwn area in which Luke was 
motivated. Luke was also Vtty sociable and popular. 
According to the NARA, Luke's comprehension Willi at the S4"' percentile, 
his accuracy was at the 29"' and his reading rate was slow, at the !Olh percentile (sec 
Figure 7.2.). According to the ERAS, hhi reading attitude was at the 20"' pcreentilc 
(see Figure 7.3.). The PPVT- R  indicated that his n:ccptive vocabulary was at the 63"' 
percentile (see Figure 7.4.). 
"'"' 
Sarah stated that Kerri had extremely weak spelling and decoding abilities, 
which led to poor comprehension. Kerri also had poor self-esteem and low 
confidence. Indeed, during the administration of the NARA, she was unwilling to 
take risks and asked me several times to supply unknown words. After the test, I 
"' 
enquired how Bhe would nonnally attack an unknown word and she responded that 
she would simply "ask someone", I probed further and asked what other things she 
could do and she fqllied that sometimes she would "brw words into parts". She felt 
that she was very poor at spelling. Below are some examples of her spellings at the 
beginning of this study: 
pout (put) 
pour (poor) 
who (how) 
pad (paid) 
aner (IIIISWer) 
tccf (teeth) 
According to Sarah, Kmi's main difficulties in reading were decoding and 
making inferences. She also had diff1cullies finding the main idea and supporting 
details in texts, as well as making comments on lhe author's intended message. She 
was achieving al a satisfactory level in other subjects, such as mathematics and 
music. 
Kerri's favourite subject was art. Indeed, she was deemed to be talented in 
this area and was in lhc TAGS" program, which meant that she spent extra time in 
lhi: art room, taking her away from nonnal classroom activities for approximately 
one hour a J¥CCk. Kmi bad access to a computer at home and had a copy of Reading 
Blaster 9-12 (2000), which she aaid she used occasionally. 
Sarah expressed concern about Kmi's lack of confidence. However, she aaid 
that Kerri would often ''blossom" if in a role-play situation and would "virtually 
change personality". Kerri was slowly gaining confidence in reading, as Samii was 
giving her extra support in spelling and writing. 
According to the NARA, Kerri's comprehension was at the 30"' pm:entile. 
Her accuracy was at the 14"' pen:entile, and her reading rate was at the 23"' (sec 
Figure 7.2.). Despite her difficulties, the ERAS showed that her attitude towards 
reading was at lhe 91" percentile (sec Figure 7.3.). Her receptive vocabulary, 
according to the PPVT-R, was at the 39"' pcn:mtile (sec Figure 7 .4.). Fifty pen:enl or 
her errors were n:fusals, indicating that she was not prcpar.d to take risks lll her 
"TAGS ii a progmn for 'talented and gifted' lludeml la Watmi Austnlia, wbmbytbey receive 
addillonll PIIIINC6oa In.._ in wluch tbeyex«L 
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reading. The other errors were substitutions (37.5%) and additions or insertions 
( 1 2.5%) .  
Zara 
Zara was a hard-working, well-mannered girl. According to her school 
portfolio, she thought of school as ' fun' .  However, she was often absent from school 
and, according to Sarah, had extremely low self-esteem and was distractible. Indeed, 
she was "out of her seat every three seconds." 
Zara's low self-esteem was illustrated when I asked her which of the self­
portraits on the classroom wall was hers, and she replied "the ugly one." In her self­
assessment [portfolio], she wrote: ' I  wish I could do better and be smatter (sic) . '  She 
informed me that she liked Harry Potter, horse books and adventure stories, and that 
she read a lot at home. 
Sarah considered that Zara needed to improve her inferential comprehension, 
and that she was very weak in her understanding of grammar, such as parts of 
speech. According to the NARA, however, Zara's comprehension was at the 83rd 
percentile (she read level 6). However, her accuracy was at the 3gth percentile and 
her reading rate was at the 46th (see Figure 7.2.) She had a positive attitude towards 
reading, at the 961h percentile (see Figure 7.3 .) and the PPVT-R showed that she had 
a receptive vocabulary at the 841h percentile (see Figure 7.4.) .  It seemed, therefore, 
that her classroom reading difficulties might have had a basis in behavioural factors 
rather than in attitudinal or intellectual factors. 
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Sarah expressed surprise at some of  the test results and seemed reluctant to 
trust them because in her experience the participating students had failed to perform 
well in classroom comprehension activities. Despite the relatively positive results for 
Zara and Mitchell, Sarah felt that all four students needed to improve their reading in 
the area of comprehension, especially at the inferential level. With respect to Zara, 
Sarah noted that the results of the NARA did not reflect her performance in the 
classroom, as Zara simply didn't do any of the work set unless it was on a one-to-one 
basis. Sarah added that, in contexts where they could not get help with their 
"' 
decoding, Zara and Mitchell'a compn:htDSion ,u!Tered. As noted in Chapter Four, 
assistance with decoding was available in the NARA as the lest administrator was 
permitted to supply unknown words. 
TIie Co11ceptuall11tlon 111d Selection or the IMM-Bued Strategies 
How 06d Suall Typlcllly Help Sh1dc111P Who E:1perle11ced Rudbig Dlfflcaldes 
Jmpnivc ndr Coinprebe111lo111 
Sarah usually assisted students who experienced difficulties in 
comprehension by giving them additional one-to-one attention. That is, she would 
sit with them individually or in small groups and ask them to provide oral retells, 
answer comprehension questions and help them provide written responses. Because 
she had not had time to administer tests, Bhc had not been able lo hypothesise about 
reasons for the students' comprehension difficulties and had thus not been able to 
gear her teaching towards the underlying difficulties. for example, !he NARA 
indicated that Mitchell and Zara might not have comprehension difficulties as such, 
although for some reason. they WCM not providing evidence of their ,=omprehenaion 
of texts in the classroom context. Sarah had not thought that their apparent 
difficulties might actually stem &om, for example, writing, attitudinal or behavioural 
f111:ton. 
Sarah reported tlwt the provision of one-to-one assistance and supervision 
wu the only way she had been able to assist the participating students. Without this 
support and encouragement. they were often unable to m� her Cllpectations. 
Av.U.bWty of Software 11d Hardware 
The software listed in Table 7.3. was available for Sarah and me to choose 
from., in addition to the software Iha! I had chosen and purchased. (Sec Chapter 5 for 
details of the selection process). As described above, two classroom computers with 
multimedia capability were available, as was a school computer laboratory. All 
computers had CD-RDM drives and speakers. 
Sclecticm vrtbe IMM-bucd Slratel)' 
Sarah decided that, in order to improve their pa:iticipation and 
comprehension, the students would benefit from support such as in lhc pronunciation 
n, 
of words and the fluent narration of texts. Mitchell and Zara, who had demortltratcd 
good oomprdicnsion abilities in the NARA, but who usually did not do this in the 
classroom context, seemed to need to learn how to read texts more purposefully, with 
the knowledge that they would be nq� to respond to them and to dcmonatrate 
their comprehension. Sarah hypothesised that giving them 1hc oppommity to do this 
in the one-to-one, yet private and 'fun' context of IMM-based activities should be 
advantageous. Luke also seemed to need a new approach, as his attitudes towards 
reading were generally negative. Sarah hoped Iha! the CD-ROMs she had initially 
'· selected would be abla to address all of these learning needs. 
Planoln11 the Adm1Dbtr1tion of the lmplement1tloa 
We decided that the implementation would be catricd out during classroom 
time and that bolh Sarah Fox and I would participate in the implemenlation and the 
monitoring of iL Sarah thought that the students should use the software for one or 
two hours each for the duration of the tenn, and didn't mind what other lc:ssons they 
missed, B!I she considered their literacy difficulties needed to be addressed as a 
priority. 
Formulation of Evaluation Tccbalqun 
It was decided that Sarah Fox would evaluate Ktudents' literacy progress in 
the nonnal classroom context, as it was hoped that there would be transfer of 
learning from lhe IMM-based context to lhe classroom context Thus, Sarah would 
only be assessing traditional outcomes. 
Jn addition to this, both &raft and I would observe the students as lhey 
canied out IMM-based tasks, 11!1 well as assess any products or related work. 
Feedback about the IMM-based activities would also be sought from participating 
students. 
Finally, we planned to implement lhe NARA post- intervention, although this 
was not something Sarah would normally have done. Indeed, she reported that she 
did not know how to administer the NARA, although there was a copy of the test in 
the teachers' resource room. 
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The I mplementation 
Sarah decided that the implementation would take place in the classroom 
context, in school time, and allocated one to two hours per week for each of the 
students for this. It was decided that she and I would collaborate in planning, 
implementing and evaluating the programs. 
She chose two CD-ROMs from a selection I demonstrated on my laptop in 
the staffroom during Sarah' s  DOTT (Duties Other Than Teaching) time and she 
seemed to find this decision unproblematic. Both of the CD-ROMs she selected 
featured short texts as opposed to words in isolation, and were not games-based. 
PM Storybooks Silver Level (2000) (see Figure 7.5 .)  featured ten short stories, 
each of approximately 850 words. Whether or not the computer narrated the story 
was optional. Narrations were available on whole text or page-by-page basis, 
although text highlighting was not available. There were seven different post-reading 
activities to complete, which focussed on comprehension, vocabulary and spelling. 
Through the teacher options, particular stories and activities could be enabled or 
disabled. Further, the software could track students' activities. Sarah also selected 
Reading for Literacy 3, 4 and 5 (2000; 200 1 ), which have been described in Chapter 
Seven. 
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Figure 7.5. PM Storybooks Silver Level (2000). Menu. 
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Figure 7.6. PM Storybooks Silver Level. (2000). Fire and Wind. 
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As illustrated by my journal entry below, Sarah and I had difficulty installing 
the CD-ROMs onto the classroom computers : 
I installed PM Silver on one of the computers without any trouble but 
was unable to put a shortcut on the desktop - it just wouldn't do it. I 
was not successful in installing Reading for Literacy on the other 
computer, either. It said that it had installed properly but I couldn't 
find it anywhere on the hard drive ! 
I asked Sarah about it and she went for another teacher to help. The 
other teacher spent about 1 5  minutes with me and the school ' s  manual 
on how to install software but we ended up not installing Reading For 
Literacy. Nobody knew how to do it! She also said that it was not 
possible to search the hard drive. 
After spending half an hour of 'trial and error' I succeeded in installing the 
software but was unable to create shortcut icons onto the computer desktops, despite 
following the instructions Sarah had on her desk about how to do this. I consequently 
had to write instructions for the students so that they would be able to launch the CD­
ROMs in my absence. It transpired that, without the desktop shortcuts, the students 
initially found it difficult to launch the software without my help, although they were 
able to do so after several sessions. 
Mitchell 
Mitchell was going to use Reading for Literacy (2000) but could not do so 
because of the installation problem, so he used Reading At Home 4-5 (2000) on his 
"' 
first session. He began with a text about droving55 and firstly read ii silently, lhc::n 
listened to the narration and read along to check for accuncy. When he progressed 
to the reading cxen::i!ICII, at least three times he cithcr did not hear or did not 
undemand the nmatcd instructions. ha addition. he was extremely �low on the 
keyboard. Despite lhis, when it was time for recess, Mitchell asked if he could stay 
behind and continue using the software. He progressed to a text and associated 
activities about the human heart and answered all of the questions correctly, even 
though complex labelling of parts of the heart and the description of blood 
circulation were involved. 
When later listening to the text about Alexander the Great, Mitchell turned 
lhe volume of the computer down, as he seemed to have realised that it may have 
been distracting his classmates. Again, he IUCceeded in all of the post•reading 
activities, apart from the clozc, where he t)1!Cd in the com:cl word several times but 
wilh incorrect spelling. The compuln' gave him insufficient feedback, in that it only 
informed him that the answer was incorm:t, not incorm:tly spelt. This caused 
Mitchell some confusion 811 he then tried a variety of other words, some of which 
made little sense. 
The £act that the software did not provide word definitions was a 
shortcoming. For example, Mitchell did not know the meaning of the word 'social', 
and was unable to detmnine its meaning from the sentence and whole text context 
Although he could have used a conventional dictionacy, and was advised to do this in 
future, the provision of definitions by the software would have saved time and may 
have been more accessible to Mitchell, iC it had been delivered by multimedia with 
pronunciations and illustrations. 
Mitchell next asked if he could lry PM Storybooks Silver (2000), as he had 
seen one of his peers Wling it. He selected a story about a dog and a wolf, tilled Silver 
and Prince. The selection o f  a story had to be made by looking at the pictures and 
reading the title, or sampling a few of the pages. When later asked ifhe preferred the 
shorter texts in Reading At Home (2000) or longer ones such as those featured in PM 
Srorybook.r Si111er (2000). Mitchell responded that he liked both. It is noted that, as no 
text highlighting was available in the PM Storybook (2000). Mitchell tracked the text 
using his mouse. 
" 'Dnlvill!I' is a word used in All!lnlil to refer to lhc hmlms of attic aod sheep. 
"' 
Jn the next ICSSion, Mitchell fint used Reading for Literacy 4 (2000), the 
software that Sarah bad initially 1elccted for him, and which I bad finally managed to 
install. Initially, he chose to read the lcxts independently, and then lillcncd to the 
computer narration lo chcc:k for ICClllllCY, Thi.I time he wore headphones, which hcl 
continued lo wear for most of the mnainder of the study period. Thi.I appeared to 
afford him a degree of privaey and a1ao blocked out distractions. 
Mitchell again stayed in the classroom during recess to continue muling. He 
began lo skip through the texts and activities very quickly, looking for those he liked. 
Because of this, the software tracking/student achievement recording system did not 
acknowledge any of his work, because for this to happen it was necessary to 
eorrcctly complete all of the activities related to any given text. 
hi the next session, Mitchell chose the Chinese tale, Fire and Wind, from PM 
Storybooks Silver (2000). I asked him to predict what the story might be about, using 
the title and the pictures, but he was unable to do this. However, lhe pictures 
throughout lhe story were all very similar and did not fully illustrate the story's 
events. 
Mitchell put on his headphones and listened to !he compuler nam,tion, 
reading along silently. This time, he did not attempt to read independently fint 
Afterwards, he provided a brief oral retell, which was confusing and omitted main 
events and facts. Furthermore, it was told in the incorrect sequence. 
In the nc,r;I session, Sarah suggested that Mitchell pair up with a male 
claasmatc who was very well rcspccied by his peers; she thousJ!t that Mitchell would 
not be happy working with girls or "weaker'' class members, as that would be 
''uncool". However, because the male classmate had lo leave the classroom for 
1111other lesson, Mitchell did not gel the opportunity to wodc with him on the 
computer on this occa&ion, 1111d thus completed a PllJlCl' 'think sheet' (sec Appendix 
7.1.) with my help. He commented that he did not like writing and, indeed, his 
handwriting was laboured and untidy. 
After four wccb, Sarah told me that Mitchell was .. coming on in leaps and 
bounds". We de<:ided to extend him cvcn fiarther by asking him to create questions 
about lhc text to ask a paJtner, which is a well-rcscan:hcd meam of improving 
comprehension (Duke & Pearson, 2002). However, he had never made up questions 
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before, even m traditional paper-based text activities. Furthermore, none of the 
participating students knew about the ' levels of comprehension', or the terms 
' literal ' ,  ' inferential' and 'evaluative' (Barrett, 1 972) nor 'right there' ,  'between the 
lines' and 'on your own' questions (Raphael, 1 984). I therefore asked them to make 
up three questions of any kind, in the first instance. Later, I modelled the different 
types of questions and scaffolded them as they posed questions for themselves. 
Mitchell was asked to work with Kerri ( even though Sarah had initially said 
that he did not like working with girls). They both read the narrative text, Tosca, 
from Reading for Literacy 4 (2000) then created several questions, mainly literal. 
Kerri did not write hers in a question format but in a cloze format and Mitchell 
seemed embarrassed about his writing and spelling. This particular attempt to 
combine a traditional strategy with electronic texts was not enjoyed by the students 
and they found it difficult. However, due to time constraints the attempt can be 
criticised on many fronts. Firstly, the students were not given the chance to analyse 
and identify models of the different types of questions. Furthermore, they were not 
given sufficient time to become comfortable with the process, nor enough time to 
create the questions. If time had permitted, some of these shortcomings could have 
been ' ironed out ' .  
Over the course of the study, Mitchell seemed to develop his own strategies 
for working with the software. For example, he spontaneously developed a strategy 
of entering answers he knew first, leaving more difficult ones for later. Also, he often 
sought feedback after each answer instead of each page, which removed the risk of 
getting a whole page wrong at once (see Figure 7.7.) .  
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Figure 7.7. Reading for Literacy 4 (2000). The Incas. Locating the Answer. 
"' 
In the final two weeks of the study, Mitc:hcll stopped regularly using 
headpbonea. 'IbUII could have been an indication of� confidence. However, 
when ukcd why he wu not wearing lhem as much, he rempondcd with a ahrug. 
After he had read all of the texts in Reading/or Literacy 4 (2000), Mitchell 
progressed lo Rmdingfor Literacy 5 (2001). which he found much more difficull 
However, he seemed to be IICCeSliling support less freqllffltl y  since mnoving the 
headphones. Also, there were sevml words in the text that he did not know thc 
meaning of, for example, 'atom', 'hologram', 'emission' and 'ex�cly', and which 
the software did not define. A peer came forward and defined these won:ls for him. 
He soon decided that Reading/or Literacy S (2001) was too difficult for him, 
so I inslalledReadlngfor literacy 3 (2000). which was approximately the same level 
as Reading For Literacy 4 (2000), at the beginning of the next session. During lhis 
session, he read six different texts and completed all of the associated activities, 
which amounted to a considerable amount of reading and thinking. He was very 
proud of this and told Sarah Fox about his success. 
When I asked him, "Would you say this CO.ROM was a bit too easy for you, 
or did you still get something ow ofit?" he replied, ''Got something out ofit, because 
there's new words." 
L•ke 
O!I his fint session, Luke used PM Stor,boob Siwet' (2000). He selected the 
slofy about an elephant, Nelson, which was the first on the list. Luke read through 
the story silenUy, l.aking 15 minutes. He listened to the entire computer narration, 
seeming lo be fully engaged and reading the text along with the computer narration. 
He selected the Yes/No activity after he had read the text but the feedback 
from the computer was ambiguo� and he was unsure whether he had responded 
correctly. In lhe next activity he selected, Spel[mg Power, Luke spontaneously 
;ittemplcd to solve the clozc himself bcfon: accessing the missing word, which was 
hidden behind a sliding door. This contrasls with the way in which Mitchell used this 
software, by accessing the word behind the door straight away. 
"The rmn..ct ror • CC11ee1 mpome wu I oerin nrfirewnrt nplmiom, but LIIU wu llOI Rn: 
whelbtrdlis lllimllianin&:akd success or fi.ihn. 
After finilhing the activities, Luke swapped places with Mitehell and started 
lo use Reading At Home J-6 (2000). This time, he made no attempt lo independently 
read the text before listening to the computer narration. However, he did seem to be 
reading along with the nanation. 
Luke was methodical in hi:; approath to lhe activities. For example, in the 
Yes/No activity, he was instructed to declare the following statement either 'true' or 
'false': 'Nat had a few cows and a sheep.' Luke returned lo the ten to check for the 
answer and did not attempt lo guess. He did not know what a 'drover' was and had 
not been able to infer the meaning from the text. Again, wonl definitions would have 
been useful. 
In the following session, Luke returned lo PM Storybook., Silver (2000) and 
s.:lected the folk talc, Willll and Fin,, Aa his reading rate wu liow, I asked him lo 
read along with the computer narration in a 'soft voice' u I thought this might help 
him in this area. He was reluctant to do this initially, perhapa because he wu in a 
classroom setting whffl'I his peers could hear him. 
I realised that it was pouiblc lo put a UICI' name into PM Storybook, Sll'llff 
(2000) and track the llludents' perfomumee, and ailO that it w11 pouible lo print out 
worksheets that lllpplcmented the stories. This illlllttlted that, even if the lelchcr did 
review soft.ware prior lo using it in the clusroom, it wu euy 1o fail lo notice all of 
its attributes, whether positive or negative. 
Luke tried the headphones for the first time but quickly took them off again, 
saying that they Wffll WICOmfortable. He read the text mdcpendmtly and then 
listened lo the narration on a page-by-page basis. Although he claimed 1o be reading 
along with the computer narration, I obsefved him gazing around the classroom a 
few times. Once again, the absence of word definitions in the softwan: was a 
disadvantage, as Luke did not seem to understand. all of the vocabulary. For �pie, 
when asked what 'wary' meant, he replied, "Like, standing 1*:k and stuff'." 
In the nc1t session, Sarah and I decided lo ask Luke to work with a female 
classmate in order to encourage discussion. However, there was very little discllSlion 
between the two, unless prompted by myself: They read a text from PM Storyboob 
S//W!T (2000) silently and then listened lo the narrations, pqc-by-,pagi:. They 
completed the think sheet I had given them, but the partner did most of the work. The 
"' 
think sheet comprised before, during and after reading activities(� Appendix 7.1.). 
It took the pair an hour to read the leltt and tomplctc the uaocilkd activities. They 
both stsytd motivated and focussed lluoughouL 
In the next session, the PM Storyboolr Sihier (2000) CD-ROM could not be 
found, although it was usually kept on Sarah's desk. Luke selo;:tcd a comic strip lmtt 
from Reading for Literacy 4 (2000). I gave him a think sheet and he wrote a brief 
prediction, based on the title and the pictures. Later, I wrote inmy journal: 
It transpired lhat it's impossible to do 'during reading' activities, such 
as rereading if meaning is lost and jotting down unknown words, as 
the computer namition cannot be paused; the only 'during reading' 
activities possible {with this software] are 'in the head' activities. 
Luke was illCOll!Jistent in his use of the 1uppm1 reanues available. Sometimes 
he listened to every narration and pronunciation, and sometimes he uscd none. For 
example, he did not know how to pronounce/decodcthc words 'planet', 'exploration' 
and 'geologist' but did not click on the speak.er icon for pronunciations. 
lo a later 5C!llilion, Luke worked with Zlrll. in reading a text from Reading/or 
Literacy 4 (2000). After reading the text, each rrtudcnt constructed a set of 
comprehension questions. I m:xlcllcd how to construct lilcral and infamtial 
questions by thinking aloud. However, Luke appeared to find lhis activity VefY 
difficull: "I don't know what to ask,� he said. He Wll!I slow al writing lhe questions 
and not confident about asking them. It seemed that this may not have been the best 
use of his time. He may have preferred to write using a word-processor or to record 
hi1 qucations onto a tape recorder. 
I ended the session by asking him more inferential questioll!I Jrom the 
electronic tells he had read. For example: 
Rcscarehcr. Why did the king laugh? 
Luke: Because he [lhe suitor] was a frog and he wanted to marry the 
[king's] daughlcr. 
Resean;her: How did lhe young man get into the girl's room? 
�: Actually, the sound dictn·t really work on that bit so I don'I 
really know. 
His response to the latter question seemed to indicate that he was relying on 
the computer narrations quite heavily lo help him make meaning from the text 
"' 
However, this may have helped him improve hill comprehension of spoken language, 
which is closely related to !he comptdtension of written language (Heller, 1991) . 
..... 
At the beginning of her fust session, Kerri chose a story from PM Storybootr 
Silver (2000) about an elephant, Nelson. This was the first story in a list often. I told 
Kerri that she could either read along with lhe computer ll8lflltion or read it silently 
and then go b11ek and listen to the computer 1111m1tion to check for accuracy. She 
decided to read it  silently, which took a considerable time. A facility to click on 
individual words for pronunciations may have been helpful at this stage, as Kerri 
asked me several times what particular words said. After her silent reading, she 
listened to the entire narration, although it was difficult to tell whether she was 
consistently following the text with her eyes during the computer narration. yet 
sometimes she followed ii with her mouse pointer. 
It occurnd to me lhat it might have been preferable for Keni to read (and 
then listen to the computer narration) on a page-by-page instead of a whole text 
basis, as this may have improved c:omprchension, although it may have interrupted 
'flow'. Kerri completed all of the activities aftier the Rading. except lhe editing 
activity, which involved correcting spelling and punctuation errors. Kmi'a 
keyboarding skills were very poor, which may have made it difficult for bier to type 
in corm:! spellings. 
In her next session, she chose a narrative from Reading/or Literacy 4 (2000) 
and read it through independently before accessing the computer narration. When 
canying out lhe activities aftier reading lhe text, she seemed to resort to guessing. 
After being reminded to think before clicking. she made fewer crrors. Indeed, she 
went back and read lhe text lhree times in order to complete lhe activities. Her 
progress was hindered slightly because lhe software performed an illegal operation 
and it was necessary to rcatart lhe computer. At lhe end or lhe session, I attempted to 
print out a record ofhcr Rading but was not successfill. 
Because it all seemed 'too easy', I diSCllSscd with Sillllh whether she thought 
we had implemented the software in an appropriate way. We were unsure as to 
whether we were 115ing the software in the optimal way to help the participating 
students. After all, the students were mostly using the software in an isolated 
faahion, withdrawn fiom their pem and disconnected from the wider classroom 
cwriculwn. This was conlrary to many or our beliefs llbout using technology in the 
classroom and llbout teaching rillldcnls with learning difficulties. 
However, Sarah informed me that, like Mitchell, Kmi was "coming on in  
leaps and bounds"; even her spelling was improving. In short, Sarah was satisfied 
with the implementation and saw no reason for change. 
During the next session, it was necessaf)' to reinstall Reading/or Lilertlcy 4 
(2000), as it was not running correctly. Kerri then chose a narrative to read. I gave 
her the 'think sheet' and she wrote down a brief prediction about the text, Tosca, 
listened to the computer narration and read along. She did not write down any words 
'during' the reading, but as it was not poSS1Dle to pause the narration, this is perbaps 
unsurprising. She then completed the comprehension activities, but did not access 
any computer narrations or pronunciation.11 to assist her with this. However, she was 
succeeding in getting the answers correct first time and she commented that the lexl!I 
were "easy''. She had no trouble following the computer's oral in.structions. At the 
end of the session I asked her to read the text aloud, which she did relatively fluently, 
with only a few 'rough spols' (Zutell & Rasinski, 1991). She commented that being 
able to listen to the text first helped her read it. 
When I asked if she would like me to print out a paper copy of the text for her 
to read away from the computer, she declined. However, it must be noted that the 
printouts of texls from this software were fairly unattractive, in black and white and 
somewhat fuzzy. 
Zm 
Sarah and I had planned to use Reading/or Literocy J-6 (2000) with Zara, but 
in our first session together this was not possible because of difficulties in installing 
the software. We therefore used some similar software, Reading oJ Home J-6 (2000) 
(sec Figure 7 .8.). This Australian software comprises 24 short texts of approximately 
2SO words each. Comprehension exercises such as cloze and questions arc available 
fOr each text as 'after reading' activities. /u in most reading software, there are no 
'before reading' activities and the only 'during reading' support available was the 
computer narration of the text. 
Reading for • Reading/ Undemanding Comp......,.ion 
• R....,rd,/1-unm Heart. Reading Ski l ls 
• Reading • Comp......,.ion 
• �:';� ion • Comp......,.ion 
English • Reading Clozc 
• Reading • Spell ing/ . Comp......,.,on 
• �pr�ion • Reading/Word Use 
• Reading • Reading/Proofing 
• Reading/Vocabulary 
• Scntonca/ Vocabulary 
• Comp......,.ion 
• Reading/Usage 
• Claoi fying 
• Reading & Logic 
• Reading 
. 6-
Figure 7.8. Reading at Home Grade 5-6. Main menu. 
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Zara read the first text silently and listened to the computer narration. Her 
eyes seemed to be following the text highlighting, which appeared sentence by 
sentence. After reading the text, it was not clear to Zara how to find the 
comprehension activities, although the computer narrator had explained this. Written 
instructions were not available on the screen and it was not obvious how to re-access 
the oral instructions. By trial and error, Zara found that by clicking on 'GO', she 
could navigate to the activities. 
She first completed some 'true' or 'false' questions and it took her several 
minutes to work out that she was required to type in a 'T' or an 'F' as, once again, 
she had either not listened to or not comprehended the computer' s oral instructions. 
She commented that the "game" was too slow. It seemed that she'd had expectations 
of what the computer program was going to be l ike, and appeared to be somewhat 
disappointed initially. 
When engaged in the next activity, a cloze, Zara asked me what a 'drover' 
was (see Figure 7.9.), as she had not deduced this from the text57. As the software did 
not provide word definitions, she was advised to have a dictionary at her side when 
using it in the future. However, it was possible to complete the activities without 
comprehending the text, as the program beeped and would not accept incorrect 
responses. Only correct responses were accepted, thus allowing the student to guess 
or even 'bl indly click' until a response was accepted. 
57 A 'drover' is person, often on horseback, who drives cattle or sheep, usually over long distances. 
drove droving drover 
Figure 7.9. Cloze Activity from Reading at Home Grade 5-6. Cloze activity. 
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The first three texts in this software were unrelated on the topic of droving, 
Roman armies, and the heart. As a teacher, I had assumed that these topics would not 
be especially interesting to students. However, Zara reported that she enjoyed them, 
with the exception of the text about the heart, which made her "feel sick". However, 
she commented that the texts were too short. She read four of them in the first 
session and completed al l of the associated activities. 
In the following session, I managed to launch Reading for Literacy 4 (2000) 
and Zara selected a narrative and a procedural text to read. She turned the volume 
down as she said she "didn't need it". As the instructions were oral, this made it 
impossible for her to access them. She said that she found this software "too easy", 
so I assured her I would bring Reading for Literacy 5 (200 1 )  for her to use next time. 
Meanwhile, she switched to PM Storybooks Silver Level (2000), which featured 
considerably longer stories. She selected Nelson, a story about an elephant. She read 
it silently prior to listening to the computer narration, although she had not listened to 
the narrations when using the previous 'easy' software. 
She encountered several difficulties with this software. For example, an 
activity, Real or Not Real, where it was necessary to sort words and non-words into 
separate groups, the software prompted her to 'try again', even though she had sorted 
them correctly. On another occasion, when she was carrying out the editing activity, 
she went back to the text to check some spellings and punctuation, only to find she 
had lost the editing she had already done when she navigated back to the editing 
aetivity. Thi, would probably be a disincentive to go back and cheek the ICJl;t in 
fu ..... 
Sarah and I dccicbd IO create some aw1y-from-the-c.omputer activities to 
complement 111d consolidate whit Zara and the other tbr= participants had been 
doing. Consequently, in her next 1CSSion, Zara worked with a female student who 
was not part of the lludy. Sarah had &elected a student of "aYCrllge ability'' to work 
with her in order that she would receive uaistance yet would not be made lo feel 
·�nfcrior", As a pair, they were uked IO fill in the think sheet (see Appendix 7.1), 
which involved 'before', 'during' and 'after' reading activities. Before reading. they 
made predictions about the story. Zan then read the story aloud, with the other girl 
correcting her occasionally and asking her IO define words. After reading, the pair 
drew a story map. Zara's partner, however, did most of the writing. 
I also gsve Zan a 'New Words Book' in which she wu asked to write new 
vocabulary, along with definitions in her own words. However, during lhis &CSSion, 
she only entered one word, 'impressed'. During the course of the study, she entered 
very few words. 
Towards the end of the aession Wider discussion, I informed the partner that 
she could return to her set class activity. She replied that she would prefer to 
continue helping Zara on the computer, as it was "fun". In a later scsaion, Zara 
worked with Luke. She wrote some qoestions about the text, which she subsequently 
asked Luke. She appeared to experience no diffico]ties with lhis, although she had no 
previous experience. 
Throughout the rest of the study, Zara continued to use a combination of the 
three CD-ROMs mentioned above. Some weeks she used them for an hour and other 
weeks, two hours. However, on several occasions she was absent from school. 
Zara seemed to use the software for fccdbaclc rather than for support in that 
she usually did not access pronunciations and narrations during reading, but appeared 
to appreciate the immediate feedback she received when completing the 
comprehension activities. On one occasion when sllc did access the computer 
narrations (during reading a text about bats), she said: "I usually don't [access 
narrations], but I am today. I don't know why.� 
"' 
Sarah said of the IMM-based activities: "This is the only thing I've ever seen 
her look forward to!" 
ne Tucler'1 Role 
During the .lint session, Sarah Fox continued teaching the class and came 
over to the computer comer several times to check what the students were doing. 
However, she did not dim:lly participate. At the end of the session, I left the CD­
ROMs with her and she said that she would familiarise herself with them. However, 
when I next visited the school one week later, she had not been able to find time to 
look at them. Furthmnorc, the four participating students had not had lime lo use the 
software in my abscrn:e. However, the time that they did spend using the software 
(sec Table 7,1.) was perhaps sufficient. Sarah had wanted lhem to work as 
independently as possible, or to coliaborale in pairs or a small group. She did not 
encourage her students to be dependent on her, seeing herself as a facilitator rather 
than an inslructor. She therefore did not intervene in their interactions with the 
IMM-based activities. 
Although Sarah did not feel the need to supervise the students closely when 
they were using the computer (she always allowed them to work relatively 
independently), she was interested in  hearing about my obSeJVations and was fully 
engaged in  planning the liCS!lions and suggesting possible modifications. However. 
these were relatively few as Sarah was satisfied that lhe lillldents were engagffl in 
reading the electronic texts and that this in itself was sufficient at the time. If the 
sludy had eonlinucd for a longer period, this may not have been the case. 
TIiie Aun1ment RetulU 
When I presented the results of the sceond NARA to Sarah, she commented, 
"Isn't it exciting?" and seemed ddighted to sec the students' improved scores, 
although she was quick to point out that, in the case of Zara and Luke, she had 
observed few improvements in terms o f  their nonnal classroom litcnicy aclivilies. 
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Mitchell 
Mitchell successfully read up to level 6 (the highest level) in the NARA, 
whereas he had previously reached his ceiling at level 5. The distribution of types of 
errors remained similar. It must be noted that he occasionally looked at the text to 
find/verify his answer. However, this was something that Sarah actively encouraged. 
Mitchell ' s  comprehension increased from the 70th to the 9ih percentile for his 
age, whereas his accuracy increased from the 55th percenti le to the 79th (see Figure 
7. 1 0.) His rate, however, remained unchanged but this may be attributable to the 
effects of the more difficult passage at level 6. 
It is possible that Mitchell was a gifted underachiever, and the IMM-based 
activities helped him achieve his potential . 
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Figure 7. 1 0. Pre and post- intervention NARA results: Mitchell 
Researcher: What have you thought about the stuff you've been doing on 
the computer? 
Mitchell :  It's great. 
Researcher: What do you like best about it? 
Mitchell :  I like new words - learning new words. 
Researcher: You like it because it gives you the opportunity to learn? And 
you have learnt a lot? 
L•ke 
Mi1dw}: Yes. 
Researcher: What didn't you like about it? 
Milmdj: Nothing. 
m 
According to the NARA, Luke's comprehension increased from Ille 54lh to 
the 6S"' percentile, and his 11eeuracy improved from the 30th percentile to lhe 38"' and 
his reading rate increased slightly, from the to"' to the 16"' percentile (see Figure 
7.11.). Whereas in the first administration of the NARA, 16.6% or Luke's enon 
were refusals, in the second he made no such etrors, indicating that Luke was, 
perhaps, mon: likely to take risks in his reading. Also, as opposed to 41.6% in the 
first test, in the 11CCOnd lest only JO% of his errors were mispronunciations and non­
words. However, more of his cmmi (60% as opposed to 33.3%) were substitutions 
and these were not mellllingful substitutions. They were based on similarities in 
appcaranee between the written word and the word pronounced by Luke, indicating 
that he was over-relying on the grapho-pbonic cueing system. 
Sarah said she was wamazed" at Luke's progress and that he had started to 
make inferences; something he had never done before. However, ii wu difficult to 
attribute lhis to the softw�, as he also had additional instrw:tion in inferential or 
'between the lines' comprehension in the fonn of leaeMf modelling, as well as 
constructi!IB inferential questions himself. Sarah infonned me that Luke had also 
gained confidence in learning, and looked forwanl to reading elcctmnic texts. 
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Figure 7. 1 1 . Pre- and post- intervention NARA results: Luke 
Kerri 
Researcher: Tell me about any activities that you didn't like doing. 
Luke: In the first story I did . . .  
Researcher: The PM Silver? 
Luke: Yeah . . .  I did a couple of times and it started to get a bit 
boring, but I still liked it a lot. It was a bit black and white. 
Researcher: You mean the pictures? 
Luke: No, they were good . . .  it was just the start. Most of it was good 
but the front bit was a bit, l ike, plain. 
Researcher: You mean the bit where you get to click what you want to do? 
The menu? [main menu] . 
Luke: Yeah . . .  what you could do is bring a bit more colour into it. 
Researcher: What about the voices? 
Luke: Sometimes they did get a bit annoying. You'd have to wait till 
they'd finished to start the activities . . .  and he spoke quite a 
while. 
Researcher: Do you think he spoke too slowly or quickly or just right for 
you? 
Luke: Oh, he just went a tiny bit too slow. 
Kerri ' s  comprehension increased from the 30th to the 54th percentile. She 
reached the level 4 text, whereas prior to the intervention her ceiling had been level 3 
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of the NARA (see Figure 7. 1 2.) .  Furthermore, the distribution of her errors changed 
considerably, indicating a change in her risk-taking behaviour. Before the 
intervention, 50% of her errors were refusals, contrasting with only 1 0.5% 
afterwards. 
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Figure 7. 12.  Pre- and post- intervention NARA results: Kerri 
Sarah noted that Kerri ' s  reading had improved notably, as had her attitude to 
classroom work in general. Sarah attributed this to the fact that she had experienced 
success: 
It' s fantastic that everybody' s  improved. I 've noticed with Mitchell 
and I 've noticed with Kerri, there 's  a marked improvement in their 
attitude and their confidence - their attitude to their work has 
changed, because of the success they've experienced. 
Sarah also noted that she had previously considered Kerri to be ' at risk' but 
no longer considered her to be so. From Kerri ' s  own point of view, she had 
experienced no difficulties or frustrations when working with the CD-ROMs and she 
perceived that she had improved her reading: 
Kerri : I thought it was fun. 
Researcher: Anything else? Do you think you learnt anything? 
Kerri: Yes, some reading. 
Bre'!'clier: 
Kmi: 
Researohcr: 
J<mi, 
Kerri: 
z,n 
Was then: anything you didil't like about it? 
No. 
What was difficult abollt it? 
Nothing. 
Anything that irrilatcd you? 
No. 
Zara's romprehcnsion, according to the NARA, increased from lhe sfd 
percentile to the 971h. This raises questions about her being identified as a student 
with reading difficulties, even thoush she had not bccn achieving in the classroom 
context. She may have been 'at risk' of not reaching her potential. Her accuracy 
also improved greatly, from the 3glh to the 7ri" percentile, whllst her rate of reading 
increased ftom the 461h lo the 601h percentile (see Figure 7.13.). 
When asked what she thought she had gained from engaging in the IMM· 
based activities, Zara responded; "Well, I've learnt some new words and I read a 
little bit better now." She had no criticisms of any of the software, except one 
activity in which she had to crack a �  code, which she saw as ''pointless". When 
asked if she would like to continue usingCD-ROMs to help her reading. she replied, 
"Yes!" 
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Figure 7. 13. Pre- and post- intervention NARA results: Zara 
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When I asked Sarah if she had noticed any improvements in Zara's reading 
performance in the normal classroom context, away from the computer, she 
responded: 
Not that I 've really noticed. I mean, she's  trying to be that little bit 
neater and things but that's about the only difference that I ' ve noticed 
with her, because I know she absolutely adores - she can't wait for 
you to come in, and she's al l excited and her attitude is really different 
when she's  with you but she does like the one-on-one. She's craving 
that really badly and she's  craving it from me all the time. 
In the next section, I outline some of the facilitative and inhibitive factors 
experienced with respect to each student, as well  as any unplanned outcomes and 
preferability issues. It can be seen from Table 7 .5 .  that there was quite a high degree 
of commonality between the students. These factors wil l  be more fully discussed and 
analysed in Chapter Nine. 
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Facilitative and Inhibitive Factors 
Table 7.5. Facilitative and inhibitive factors 
Facilitative � Inhibitive Factors � v ,.. E "' ,, v ,.. E "' ..c: ..c: ..c: -"' � (.J -"' � (.J 
Factors � ::, 
Q) "' � :::, Q) "' 
� ..J :,.: 
N Q) 
� ..J � "' f- f-
The student focussed The teacher 
on only a few CD- experienced 
ROMs (and did not difficulties in 
' fl it' from one activity identifying student 
to another). strengths and 'needs' .  
Headphones seemed to There was a shortage 
help the student of time. (The teacher 
concentrate. did not have time to 
get as involved as she 
would have l iked. She 
did not have time to 
become famil iar with 
the software and there 
was not enough time 
to implement all of the 
modifications or ideas 
that emerged). 
Minimal teacher input The way the student 
was required. interacted with 
software was 
inhibitive. (Some of 
the students were 
compulsive c l ickers 
and didn't think before 
cl icking. Some 
students, for example 
Zara, did not use the 
support offered by the 
computer). 
The teacher was seen y 'Technical hitches' 
as a facil itator. (As were experienced. 
Sarah put it: "l (For example, 
facil itate the instal l ing the software 
experience, because I and creating desktop 
know where it's icons. If there's  a 
supposed to go, but problem with the 
really when it comes computers, Sarah said 
to hands-on things that it took "days and 
[with JCT], they can days" for the 
teach me so much technology support 
more. It 's wonderful.") people to come and 
rectify it). 
The student worked Shortcomings of 
relatively software design 
independently and at inhibited activities. 
his/her own pace. (For example, no word 
definitions, no faci l ity 
to pause the computer 
narrations). 
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The student was The 'computer corner' 
highly motivated to was cramped and 
engage in I MM-based uncomfortable. 
activities. 
The teacher 
KEY experienced some 
Never difficulties in  
observed evaluating 
Sometimes effectiveness 
observed ( I -
5 times) 
Often 
observed (6 
or more 
times) 
Observed y 
Effect on the Rest of the Class 
The use of the CD-RO Ms seemed to be distracting for several class members 
who couldn't keep their eyes off the computers, especially if they were sitting near 
them. 
As there were only two computers, other class members did not get their 'fair 
share' of time on the computers. There were times when lots of shuffling around was 
necessary, because the CD-ROMs were only l icensed to be installed on one computer 
at a time. 
Unplanned Outcomes 
According to Sarah, there were no unplanned outcomes. However, I noted 
several, including an increase in risk-taking in reading for some students, and an 
increase in confidence and motivation. 
Establishing Preferability 
When I asked Sarah whether she thought that using IMM-based activities had 
been in any way preferable to using traditional media and techniques for the students 
in question, she responded with: 
Lack or distractions, io 11&?1 with. They wcrm't distracted. Like, with 
a book in front of them, there are a lot of other thinp Ibey tend IO 
wander off and do. I don't know if it's something to do with thc size 
of the prinl? You know, ii could be something to do wilh it There's 
colour in the background, it's lit up, it's highlighted .• .it'a intew:tivc 
with them, it'uaponsive. Straight away, they set the feedback. 
"' 
Jn addition to the points just made, the studcnb would not have been able to 
access the level �!Id immediacy of feedback that they obtained from the computer 
from their teacher. The prcfmibility of Ibis strategy over other, paper-lwcd 
sllalcgies is swnmariaed in Table 7 .6. 
Table 7,6, PrdcrabUlty of lb IMM-bued teaclala& 1tratqy 
This !MM-based teaching 1ba1C&)' was dficirnl in tmn:I of lhc 1e1ohn''s time, 
Effkilacy 
11Udetill' limo m:l rmD<taey cost, u olliy I few CD-ROM, were used. The 
teacher allowed lhc •lll<kntl lo work indtpendrntly l!ld did IIOI � lo invest a 
gn,11 deal or time ia plamtiq, implementing or IIIO!lffllrin& the intervffllloD. 
The students used the soft-for only one to two ho= a week (this varied), • clusmom.rirne 
Effeedvcaeu All of lhc 11Udnm, hl<:reued lhci:r CO!t¥"he""ion, wbkh wu !he pedlgogiea\ 
goal They also imprond lh,:i:r IICRll'X)', oltbougb rudin& ntes did nor always ...... The co11lidc= .ud 'risk-tiling' behaviour of Sllldmta 11CCmod to """"· 
Appeal Tho lMM-tlued i..:hins llnlegy &ppCll'fd to be appealing to •LI COIICfflled. All 
ortbe 1wdems 1111ed !hat Ibey enjoyed tbe utivitic, lfld only Luke 0<cuionally 
indialed !hat M would prefer to cmy out tbe IMM-bued activities 11 another 
tin¥, nlber than IDWI whll other pcm fttt doing. Sarah, tbe !eaohcr, l'owxl lhe 
,tnt.BY oppealin, In 11w it provided one-lO-One attention aad illltant feedblck 
to •llldetm. somethia� 1be had DOI ffl(luoh time to do na_Hy. 
Coaclu1loa of Chapter 
Overall, the IMM-based activities that were chosen worked for the !lludents in 
that they helped them move towards the pedagogical goals in an enjoyable way. The 
activities also filled in with Sarah Fox's abilities, philosophies and teaching style. 
Most of the inhibitive factors associated with this intervention were 
associated with OC(:asional mismatches between software and lhe students' needs and 
abilities, and a shortage oflime on Sarah's part to become fully involved in what the 
studenlS were doing. However, as mentioned above, Sarah did not ncccssarily sec 
this as a problem, as she expected the students in her class to work either 
independently or to collaborate with each other: she slated that she did not sec herself 
as a purveyor of knowledge or a supcr.isor, but as a partner in and facilitator of 
learning. 
• 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
ST CLAIR'S COLLEGE: YEAR 4 
Oveniew of Case 
In this intervention, IMM-assisted repeated readings (IMMARR) and the Cfeation of 
clcclronic books were used as atratcgies to �prove five students' oral reading 
flueney 
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N11111ber ofltlldcnts iD clus: 
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Soc:io-ecooomic 111otus: 
Pedagogical goal: 
SI Claif'1 College 
l'rivaie " 
APl'fOWlla!tly 1000 "'" 
Increuc in oral fHWIIB fl""""Y 
Table 8.1. Pardclpaatl: SI Cl1lr'1 CoUflt, Ycar4 
Partldpada& Slude1.ll 
N- v� AF 11 begim,ing of1tudy _..,_ 
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based activities 
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Figure 8. 1.  Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: St Clair's (Year 
4)58 
Table 8.2. Hardware available 
Computers Specifications 
These students did not have laptops 
Laptop computers 
Pentium I I  processors 
Classroom computers 1 28MB RAM 
Soundcards and speakers 
3 desktop computers Headphones 
No microphones 
Windows 98 Operating System 
Computer Laboratory 
'Hub room' with 1 2  computers. Used for 
approximately one hour per week. 
58 The val idity of the NARA test 2 was compromised as the teacher insisted on administering it and 
the procedures were not strictly observed. 
T1ble8.J, Software ulled d1rta1 ae 1ndy: St Clllr'• Colle&e, Year 4 
Software URd 
•• f1bln 1994 . 
Artbur"sbirtbh 1994. 
Artbur'1 tucber ttoubln 1993 . 
Cindmlla L'l94. 
llluminatus I 
llluminatus 
J .. tmoand 
P1in 
Roadffl&fot 
Reldin for lilel"IO 4 2000 . 
Roldui fotluerac 5 2001 . 
S hAnll r 2000. Vcnion l.5. 
S1ell&lw,a 19% . 
• m 
R� ptopam conllinin& ek<tmnio !OXII m:I 
rehomion ootivirio,. 
As 1bave. 
As 1bavc. 
Soll!ld recorder and 
lllectmnio ralkin book. 
hanal ii 
Tbe Cll11room Contest 
The Cl111room E1vlro1mr1t 
The classroom environmcnt of Year 4 at St Clair's College was positive, 
stimulating and rrupportive. The students seemed to be highly motiv.tcd and wcnt 
about their work in a scnlcd fashion. They often collaborated with each other and 
Catherine Williams, the teacher, encouraged a cl11SSroom culture of bclpfulncss, 
friendliness and acceptance, which could be described as a 'learning community' 
(McLaughlin, 1999). 
The classroom was colourful and interesting, with a luge quantity of 
students' wrillcn work and artwork on display. There was a small aquarium al the 
front of the classroom, behind which Catherine had drawn a large underwater mural 
on the blackboard. There were several small bookcases that contained a variety of 
commercial trade books, library books, magazines and scheme books. 
Many of the chins on the classroom wall during the period of the study 
related lo mathematics, although there were several charts showing the conventional 
structure of genres. such as the narrative, report, recount and procedure. 
Collaborative learning was common in Calhcrine's classroom, with students 
often working in pain and small group,. The desks wm: amu1ged so that the 
students 911 in groups of four or 1ix, The llt\ldents alJO collaborated with each other 
when using the clllSIIOOm eomputcrs, often in pairs. 
Unlike the Year S c:lauroom dcscnl!ed in CMpler Five, this wu not a 
'laptop' clu.s. A bank of lhn,e desktop computen wu positioned at the back of the 
c]usroom. These compulm were relatively up to date(at the lime of the study), with 
Pentium D processors, 16 x CD-ROM drives, speaken;, and an inkjet c:olour printer 
belwffli the three. Unlike the laptops in the SY classroom, these compulm ran on 
the W/lrdoll'! 98 operating system and not Windows ME, meaning that SGme older 
progrmn1 (thal would not run on Window! ME) could be r.onsideml for use. Each 
compuler wu connec:ted to the school network and allowed euy access lo the 
Internet and the school's intranct. 
PIIJ'Cllls were involved in their daughleni' education and often c:ame into the 
classroom to discuss matters with Catherine, who treated them u partncn. She also 
believed that the parenls must accept a degree of responsibility for their daughtcn' 
edll(:ation and did not hcsilate to advise them how they could help at home, for 
example by regularly reading aloud. 
T•e Cluuuom Toeller (Catlleriae WlUlallll) 
Catherine Williams was in her late twenties at the beginning of this study and 
had hem teaching for approximately eight years. She was an extremely energetic and 
posilive teacher who wu more than willing to implement new strategics in her 
c:]usroom if she considered that they would help her students. She often tutored 
individual sludenls after school hours ifshe had concerns .tiout their progress. 
Catherine had a Bachelor of Arts (E<lucalion) from a Western Auslralian 
univmity. Since graduating, she had become interested in how JCT might be 
imcgraled into the clasm,om. Indeed, during the course of this study she and her 
sludcnls were also involved in piloting some commm:ial mathematics 50ftware. She 
had a very good working knowledge of computers and IOftware lll(:h as Microsoft's 
Word ( 1997). PowerPoint (1997) and bad ( 1997). She was also proficient in lliing 
the web1i1e building software, Dreamweuver (2001), and the concept-mapping 
software, /nspirolion (2000). The school had provided her with a laptop, which she 
used daily for communlcatio111 and rec:ord keeping PLl1p0SCS. 
"' 
Another area or particular interest to Catherine was literacy; she had recmlly 
served on Western Australian and National benchmarking boards, helping to 
establilh benchmllb for National Literacy Tests for Year 3 IJ!udents. This seemed 
to indicate that Catherine was a �er who was held in great esteem by her peen". 
Cathcrine's professional development in the area of using JCT to enhance learning 
had been similar to that of Nicole, the Year 4 teadler. That is, she had been involved 
in worlcshops run by St Clair's, as well as the weekly 'sharing' sessions in which 
slafT members shared their ideas and knowledge. Calhcrinc had in many respects 
been self-taught, and had actively sought involvement in projects such as the present 
study with lhc intention of furthering her professional development. 
How Wu Re1dlll1 U1ually T1111llt Ja Catberlne WIUb.an' Cl11.,oom? 
Multiple strategies, including reciprocal reading (Palincsar & Brown, 1984), 
paired reading (TopPing, 1987), shared book (Holdaway, 1979) and USSR 
(Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading) (Gambrell, 1978), were used in Cathcrinc's 
classroom to teach reading. Like Nicole Nielsen {the Year 5 teacher), Catherine 
often modelled fluent reading and reading sttategics, by reading aloud and 'lhinking 
aloud'. Also, she would di5CIIS!I reading strategics with the studenl!I and encourage 
self-monitoring and stlr-asstUrrlcnl. 
In order to enhance their comprehension of tcxts, the students made story and 
ch.aracter maps and engaged in 'read and n:ccll'. In addition, they were regularly 
asked to respond to and create oral and written questions, as well as lo engage in 
doze, build word banks, and compare different lcxls. Several pre-reading slralcgics 
were taught, such as brainslorming, predicting and clarifying the pwposc of reading 
alcxt. 
SIJ'alCgica to develop oral reading included reader's theatre (Hill, 1990), 
choral reading, paired reading (Topping, 1987), dramatic interpretation oflcxls, and 
teacher modelling (Clark, 1995). When asked how she taught oral reading fluency, 
Catherine responded: 
"Well, when I listen to them read, I use the NIM6'l method, where I 
cast my finger underneath and slightly ahead of where they're reading 
.. Siau Ibis lllldy CO!IChdod, Calhcrim: bu bren pn>fllOled IOI 'leadioa' tcad,er •• St Clair's, with 
,,..., mpou,bililin in tbo am. or cmcdmotina the 1d1ool'1 curricul11DL 
00 Nw,aloJial I� Method (ffeckclm111, 1969) 
so that they can anticipate the words with their eyes before they're 
actually proccuing it and reading it out loud. That helps them a lot 
with their fluency. And just to make !ure they'n= reading com:ctly, 1'11 
put my finger underneath and say 'Ah-a!', interjecting, and see if 
they'll self comet. If they stumble ru just read it out for them and 
help them through. 
I tape their reading - each of the girls has a tape - and they do an 
interview analysis of that, so that's good • • • for them to listen to 
themselves. And we also li5ten to them orally read as much as we can, 
and if we haven't got direct records of them reading, we'll listen to 
lhem, giving them one•to-one. When I'm with those girls [the 
participants in this study], we do a lot of modelled, shared reading 
with boob and posters and whatever, and so we just go through and 
break it up as much as possible. I wouldn't do that so much with the 
other two groups." 
How Wu JCT U1ed In Catberlae's Clu1room'? 
"' 
JCT was used in several ways in Cathcrine's classroom. With reforcncc to 
literacy, the students used the computer for word-processing and making PowerPoinl 
(1997) presentations, which !hey later premmted to the whole class on a large 
television screen. They also IISCd the Internet to research topics, and Catherine 
sometimes directed them to Internet texts; she would later ask them to swnmarisc the 
tcxl(s) and 1111.SWCT written comprehension questions. For an example of this t}'PC of 
activity, see The Bungarra (Appendb: 8.1). The students also IISCd Phon/C3 Alive! 6 
(2000), which combined phonies with keybouding activities. 
Some of this work �ook place in the computer 'hub room'61, as there were 
only three desktop computers in the classroom. Cathcrine's class was also allocated 
regular time (one hour a week) in the hub room and had fairly free access at other 
times, as long as it was not being used by another group. Only four classes (Years I -
4) shared the hub room, as Years 5 and 6 had personal laptops. 
Although the students often used the three classroom computers lo access the 
lntmict and to create Word (1997) documcnls and Power Point (1997) presentations, 
they often had to wait their turn to do this. They were also free to use the computers 
before school and would access maths programs, Powe,Poillt (I ?97), or sometimes a 
CD-ROM that one of the studcnll had brought in from home. The students also btew 
how to use the concept-mapping software Inspiration (2000) and Kidspiratlan 
•• The 'hub room' was a coq,utn laboratoty, which had 12 networked coq,utm. acanncn, 111d 
prinlcn. Or,Jy 1tudm11 Imm Years l -4 (i.e. four c!,un) rqlllarly uxd it 
"' 
(2001). Al the commencement of this study, Catherine had recently ltaned to use 1 
C[).ROM to help one of the students, Monique. improve her oral reading fluency. 
IdeatHklUoa oU..ural•& Ntedl ••d Stledio• orPedqopcal Goal 
Catherine wu of thc opinion lhat several of the students in her class needed 
to improve their oral reading fluency. Even though the four students she selected had 
diffemit need$ in the literacy area, !he thought that they were all dy,fluent in their 
oral reading. In her judS"lenl, lhc sc:lcctcd sludents needed to learn how to phrase or 
'chunk' sentences appropriately, to attend to punctuation, and to wgct away from 
word-by-word reading" and, after they had mastered this, they needed to improve 
their ability to read with expression. 
Amanda was a polite, shy girl who had been at SI Clair'• ,ince llal1ing 
school, Her father was from Franec, although English was spoken excll.lSively at 
home Wld Amanda knew little French. According to Catherine, Amanda knlkd to 
work somewhat quickly and did not always lry to complete aetivitics correctly or 
with sufficient care. She was slightly 81ll[ious socially and tended to feel nervous 
about some of her classroom wort, most notably mathematics. 
At the beginning of the study, Catherine was of the opinion that Amanda 
tended to read word by word, without trying to "string it together", According to 
Catherine, Amanda was reluctant to take risks and would oRcn not attcmpl to decode 
unknown words. In the past, her tcachas had believed that a lad: or phonological 
awarcncss62 might be the root of Amanda's Wl(:OOing difficulties and •he had thus 
received a considerable amount of phonological awareness !raining. Despite this, her 
spelling remained extremely weak and a reluctance to use her knowledge of letter­
sound correspondences to help her decode unknown words was evident as she read 
some of the more difficult texts from the NARA. "'What's that uy'!" she asked 
repeatedly. 
ll PborKilogi<al awareoeu is the ability to recognise 111d manipulalc the IOUlld llllill oflanpap 
{Rohl, 2000). 
"' 
Amanda also tended to p;iy little attention to punctuation and her phrasing 
skills Weit= weak. However, according to the NARA, her reading eomprehcmion wu 
satisfactory (at the 7)14 pm:entilc) u were hcr accuracy (62..i percentile) and rate 
(69"' percentile). This eoncurs with the sc:om llhe achieved in her Year 3 Student 
Outcome (Readins) Test61, in which her 1COn= was in alanine 6 (60"' to 76" 
pen;entile). 
Amanda's knowledge of vocabulary was at the 87'1' pm:cntile, which may 
have been a contributory factor to her relatively good comprehension. Her attitude 
towards reading was negative, however, at the 13!!o percentile. Catherine mcd 
Amanda's fluency on the most difficult text that she sueccsslblly read64 for thc 
NARA, a level 36!1 text. According to Ibis rating. Amanda scored 2 out ofa possible 
3 points for the dimen&ions of phrasing, smooUmcss and pace (see Table 8.4.). This 
seemed to indicate that she was not experiencing significant difficulties in reading 
fluency. However, Catherine was sufficiently concerned about Amanda's 
perfonnance to want her lo become a participant in this study. She was most 
concerned about her phrasing, particularly her limited attention to punctuation. 
Table 8.4, Pre-latervtatlo• ra•lll oftbe Multldlmealioaal fl•eacy Seale 
(Amuda) 
Patt/Rate Smoodlaeu l'llrulaa 
Tc,,.tAli Uneven mix!UR of fut OccuiOllll brub ln MOOIIN! ofnuM1111, mid-
Lcvel3 mchlow. 1moothorss uuscd by oenteDc:e J)IUHI for b!ealh, 
Scan: 619 difficu.ltics witb specific and po111ibly chappiaas, 
words udlor 1lnlCIIIRI. rea&Ol>lhle maa/inlonatioll. 
Tamara 
Tamara was a talki:tive, cheerliil girl who !ended to rush through tasks 
without gaining much satisfaction from them. In most areas she achieved at an 
average level, although she was weak at spelling and decoding unknown words when 
reading. She would make up non-words and conlinue reading, although it was 
apparent that she was making little meaning &om the text. According to Catherine, 
" In Wes1m1 Australil, 1U itudmtl arc letled lllffll 111Uldlrdi"'1 tesl on I rqc ofLitcnq ,kills, 
w:h u li1m1l 1Dd inferential a,q,Rbcnsion, ocqumcinl,. md pcDOllll raponse. Tbae Intl an 
cmmuly «rried out ln tbe third Tfflll of Yan I, 3, m:l $ . 
.. In 111c NARA, studmb arc DOt ffijUimi lo cominue rfl<ling oace Ibey have reached tbrir 'ceilin&', 
� 16 man or� m made in I tn.1 (or 20 ffl'OB in the l.cvcl 6 u:x1). The !Clt in which Ibey 
rnch lhcir 'ceiliJla' is 11at ,qarded u harina been 1uccrufidly read md is �pnled. 
" Level 2 i, aimed II rndm •Jed 4-7, m:l the"""" dillkult level! l ud 4 m limed at rndm v.bo 
ffl •Jed $.8, 
"' 
Tamara could be somewhat "headstrong", which occasionally inlul,itcd her ability to 
listen and to coopcra1e. At the beginning of the study, Catherine said orhcr: 
Tamara willjual read it at the rate ofknols and nol even register Iha! 
some of it doean't make sense, so when she's having to do 
compffllcnaion IISb it will lake her so long because Ille has to go 
back and skim and !lean and IQ.Jly try and nut it out, and she hasn't got 
that understanding. 
When reading for the NARA, Tamara seemed happy and confident She read 
fairly quickJy (at the 6S"' percentile) and took frequent ri.dts. However, her 
comprehension was low (JI" percentile), as was her aci;uracy (3:znd percentile). She 
mispronounced and substituted many words. Examples of the non-words she 
pronounced included: 'rccval' /ri:va:1/ for 'rival', 'altings' /a:ltmg7/ for 'alighting', 
'engered' /en:Sad/ for 'emerged' and /la'n\J/ for 'launch'. The high frequencyofnon­
words suggested that Tamara's knowledge of vocabulary might be limited. However, 
the PPVT- R  indicated that her receptive vocabulary was at the 66"' pmentUe. 
The NARA scores achieved by Tamara were considerably higher than !hose 
achieved in her Year J Student Outcome (Reading) Test, in which she was in sllnine 
I, which means that she scored at the 4"' pcrm11ile or less. This suggests 1h11 she had 
made significant progress in reading during lhe nine months prior to the 
commencement of this study, although ii is acknowledged that the two tests may not 
be strictly comparable and that in the previous whole class group administcml test 
she had not demonstrated her level ofrcadlng attainment. 
Tamara's attitude towa«ls reading was at the 20"' percentile. She had a alight 
preference for recreational reading as opposed to academic reading. On the 
Multidimensional Fluency Seale, she scored 2 out or a po5S1ble 3 on each of the 
dimensions of phrasing, smoothness and pace (Table 8.5.). Thus, she was not 
, considered a fluent reader but was approaching fluency. 
TUle 1.5. Pre-llltervndu rn•lb oflle M11tidhan1loHI F11eacy ScaJe 
(T1man) 
PHe/R.lte S-"1eu ......... 
Tnt:A6 UneveaminuRoffast Clc<:asioaal bft-ab ia M�of nm-om, mid-
Well .... . smoullmeu callNd by IClllfflCe pauae• for brnlll, 
Scon::61!1 dilliellllin with "P"ific and pc>Qiblyeboppineu, 
wonll and/Ol' IIN:Curel, rusonallle 11Ru/imo1111ion. 
M01iq1t 
Monique had moved to St Clair's at the beginninj: of the school year in 
which the study took place and had only been at the school a few months when 
this study commenced. Although Catherine described her as, like Taml!fa, having 
a fairly "domineering and headstrong" personality, she lacked confidence in 
reading and did not like speaking in public. Her mother had expressed concern at 
Monique's lack of confidence and interest in reading. Catherine explained: 
Monique is learning to [lake risks] more and more 1111 her confidence 
is growing. I think. she's had bad experiences in the past and now that 
she's finding her sc[f-ccnfidcnce, she's laking more risks. And I've 
been helping her take greater care i n  presenting her worlc 1111d re­
reading for meaning. and realising that if she has got it wrong that it's 
actually alright - there's no ncal to panic. Thal anxiety ... that's 
leaving her more and more as she's gaining confidence. 
To help Monique progress, Catherine had been giving her extra homework. in 
phonics, which her mother helped her complete. Catherine wu hopeful that Ibis 
would be helpful. Monique was taking part in the THRASS program (Davies & 
Ritchie, 1996) once a week with the support teacher, Sue hid also been ataying 
behind after school for one hour a week, when she was receiving fluency training. 
which entailed reading along with Catherine and the computer. She had been doing 
this for approximately two wccb when the i;tudy commenced. 
I've been using this program since I bought it [m:entty] but previous 
to that I was spending that time [doing) repeated reading, but lhe 
repeated reading has certainly helped Monique. It really has. And now 
she's saying. "No, not That doesn't make sense." And she's re-reading, 
which is terrific. We're really getting somewhere. 
Monique hid a low avenge m:cptive vocabulary (39"' pen::entile). This could 
have contributed 10 her low accuracy, comprehension and rate. Her attitude towards 
reading w1111 at the 56"' pen::entilc. However, she greatly prcffflW recreational 
"' 
reading (78"' percentile) to academic reading (35111 percen1�\e). According to the 
MultidimC1111ional fluency Scale {Table 8.6.), she scored 2 out of 3 on each of the 
dimensions of pace/rate, smoothness and phrasing. 
TalJlr 1.6. Pre-bittl'\'nidoll m•ttl oftlle Malddimndo•al Flancy Scale 
(M1111iqae) 
...... k Smoodi•tu PllrulH 
Text:AU Unevm ,nixmn, of fu1 Occuianal breaks in Mixture o!NIH>nll, mid-
l.evol3 mhlow. 1moo� caused by llfflkDtt: pauses for breath, 
Score: 619 dilf=ltics with specllk md pouibly cboppiness, 
words mdlor ,tructun:, . reasomble Jlrcss/in!c1111ion. 
....... 
Bridget was a hard-working, pleasant, and positive girl who had experienced 
learning and physical difficulties since birth, due to the congenital condition 
hyperthyroidism. She had CJ>:perienced delayed achievement of all developmental 
milestones. At the time of the atudy, Bridget still had difficulties in gross and fine 
motor control, as well as some difficulties in speaking quickly and clearly, 
According to Catherine, Bridget was "a very kinae5ll;etic child" who liked ''hands on 
activities" and was quite ''visual". Because of difficulties in motor control, she 
prcfcm:d kcyboanling to handwriting, although she still had not learnt to tow:h l)l)C, 
Catherine said lhat Bridget also had diffieullie!i sequencing and articulating 
thoughts and ideas. Her parents had worked exlremely hard to help her progress, as 
had lhe teachers at St Clair's, where she had been since starting school. She had 
received a range of therapy sueh as speech and oeeupational lhcrapy, as well as direct 
instruction in reading and other cunieulwn IIJCIIS, Also, her mother worked with her 
for 'hours each night', according to Catherine. Bridget's mother informed me thst 
she had purclwed some Living Books software, and also some electronic PM 
S1oryhoolcs, as well as some Reader Rabbit software. Bridget would read and listen 
to these for enjoyment at home. 
Despite her difficulties, Bridget managed to achieve at an average level, 
probably due to the high level of &1 pport she received. Because of this, she may 
already have reached her highest potential. Despite her speech articulation 
difficulties, her reading rate was above average (6211d pcrccnlile), and her aceuracy 
(47"' percenlile) and compRhension (Sz-i percentile) were average. However, she 
often ignored punctuation. 
In her Year J Student Outcome (Reading) Test, Bridget scored in 1tanine 4 
(2Jn1 to 39t1i pm:cmlile range). This suggests lhat she may have made aome progress 
in reading during the nine months leading up to the commencement of this study, 
although it must be 11eknowledged that the two tesls may not be strictly comparable. 
Bridget's receptive vocabulary was below low for her age, at the JO"' 
percentile, whilst her attitude towards reading was at the 66"' percentile. She did not 
express a clear preference for either academic or recreational reading. 
Catherine rated Bridget's perfomiance or the NARA text, 'Ali', using the 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale. She scored I out of a possible J on each dimension, 
indicating that she needed to improve on all of them (see Table 8.7.). 
Table 8.7, Pre-laterveatlo• rn•lt:11 ortbe M11ltldlmnil1oaaJ Flaeaty Scale 
(Claadill) 
Pace/Rate Slll00 .. •eu Pllrubi1 
Tc,u: Ali Modm1elyslow Scvml 'roll&h lpOII' In lcJ.I Fmjucnl two and thRc WOfd 
Levell 1l<bere u1ended pause,, phrun givin1 lhc irq,mlUOD 
Sc=:319 bni!ltiorn !It., Ill! more of �happy mdlng. � 
frequent alld d!srupdvc '1ml and intomfion lha1 falb 
lo muk lhc clld ofseruc11ee1 
mdcr.u..1 
In lllllUIWY, the results of the NARA indicated that Bridget was achieving at 
1111 avcrage level in comprchension, IICCU?llCy 1111d rate. Results of the ERAS indicated 
that she had a positive attitude towards reading but results of the PPVT·R showed a 
low knowledge of spoken vocabulary. Ac«1rding to Catherine, Bridget needed to 
improve her phrasing 1111d smoolhness, and to pay more attention lo punctuation. In 
Catherine'& opinion, Bridget did not particularly need to improve her proficiency in 
reading with exprcsslon. 
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Verifying the Significance and Appropriateness of the Pedagogical Goal 
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Catherine was confident that the use of repeated readings would be helpful in 
developing oral reading fluency and, after considering the results of the NARA, was 
hopeful that the four participating students would benefit from this approach. She 
was of the opinion that it would be necessary to focus on phrasing fast, as this would 
facilitate expression at a later time. 
As she had already started to experiment with repeated readings in a 
computerised context with Reading at Home 3 (2000) and had found it promising, 
she was enthusiastic about trying this approach with all four students, going through 
the process of identifying facilitative and inhibitive factors, modifying the technique 
to suit the circumstances, and ultimately judging its preferability. 
Conceptualisation of Possible Learning Strategies 
As was the case with Nicole Nielsen (the Year 5 teacher), Catherine was 
interested in trying out the IMM Assisted Repeated Reading (IMMARR) strategy 
and the creation of electronic storybooks to help students improve their oral reading 
fluency (see Chapter Five for details of these strategies). Like Nicole, she tentatively 
selected the pedagogical goal prior to choosing the students. 
Hotr Did Calllffllle UnaUy Help Shldatl Who Experieaced Readi.a 
Dlflblda Improve TlleJr Oral Readla1 Flaeacy? 
Clllherine saw reading fluency as a complex ability that was dependent on 
CO!tlpfdtension and word idenlifi.cation, and also a good undimtanding of the role of 
pwictuation. Furthmnore, she saw comprehension as both a cause and a consequence 
of fluency. Because of her relalively broad definition of reading fluency, she was of 
the opinion that diverse methods of reading instruction should make a contribution 
towards its improvement, including the improvement of word idenlificalion skills, 
VCN:abulary, comprehension and phrasing. The four students involved in this study 
were also receiving TIIRASS inBtruclion (Davies & Ritchie, 1996), delivered by the 
support teacher, Susan Alessi, and received additional classroom support in the form 
ora higher degm, of teacher attention. Moreover, they were grouped with students of 
a $imilar ability for reading lessons. 
Despite being saliijfied that general reading i115truction and practice lead to 
improvements in fluency, Catherine also considered specific fluency instruction, 
such as the Neurological Impress Method CN™) (Heckelman, 1969) and modelled 
reading (Clark, 1995) to be neti:SSary for students with difficulties in fluency. She 
occasionally used N™, but because of time constraints she more often used 
modelled reading or choral reading which did not �uire one to one insbuction. 
Catherine also tried to make the students aware of the facets oforal reading fluency 
that they were successfully improving and those that they needed to further develop, 
by periodically writing comments in their 'Oral Reading Record' (see Appendiit 8.2.) 
For eitainple, with reference to Monique's reading, she wrote: 
I was pleased to hear you attacking difficult words. Good volume and 
pace. I can hear you are trying lo add expression when a character is 
speaking. Great worlt! (3/S/2001) 
Several times a term, Catherine also asked the students to listen to tape 
recordings of their oral readings and engaged them in discussions about how ii 
sounded. This was intended to increase their awareness of what fluent reading 
sounded like, and to encourage self-monitoring. 
Additionally, as menlioned above, Catherine had recently started using the 
CD-ROM, Reading at Home 1 (2000), in 1111 attempt to help Monique improve her 
oral reading fluency. This Australian software consists of short texts, usually of 
"' 
approx.imately 100 to 200 words, and offers computer nam.tions and text 
highlighting. In relation lo this, Catherine said: 
I actually tutor her once a week aAer school on reading and we use the 
computer program as well, and Whal she does to begin with is, she 
reads the piece of IQI and then there's a book icon, and when she 
clicks on that, it reads it out to her and she has to read ii again, trying 
to keep up lh,e pace .•• And it's actually encouraging her fluency, and I 
read with her. 
In summary, Calherine was already using a range of strategies to help the 
four students introduced earlier improve their oral reading fluency and felt that 
these strategies were useful and relatively successful. However, she was keen to 
increase the range of strategies at her disposal and to find ways to incmporate the 
use of JCT into her teaching. She also wanted to investigate the potential 
inhibilive and facilitative faclor:s involved in wdng ICT for this pu!J)Ose. 
Furthermore, she felt that the four students involved would find using computers 
for this purpose enjoyable and motivational. 
Stltttlon of IMM-based Learning Strategy: IMMARR 
A5 Catherine had already stancd lo use CD-ROMs to IIS!list Monique, she was 
interested in trying IMM Assisted Repealed Readings (IMMARR) whh the four 
participating students. She believed that the support (models of fluent read.ing. 
pronunciations) Bild motivational factors associated with this strategy would be 
beneficial. 
AvaJlablllty orSofcware and Hardware 
Sortware 
During the previous school holidays, Catherine had visited a major 
educational supplier and asked for suitable reading software for students in their 
middle primary years. Staff had offered her some CD-ROMs to review over the 
school holidays, from which she had selected Reading at Home 3-4 (2000) to use 
with Monique. 
Catherine had been somewhat disappointed at the small range of software 
available at the shop, although pleased that she had been permitted to take the 
"' 
softwan:: away on trial. Despite the relatively small range available at lhc school's 
usual supplier, Catherine had not tried other means of IIC(:es,ing softwan::, lUCh as 
buying over lhe Internet. I provided her with 10 CD·ROMs to evaluate ... 
Several days later when we met to discuss these, Catherine reported lhat she 
had not found time to appraise all of them, allhough she pointed out lhat lwo of them 
had failed to run on her laptop (which had the Window! ME operating syslem). These 
were Horry and tire Haunted Hoine (1994) and Arthur'.! Teaclrer Troubles (1993). 
However, we later succcs.sfully launched them on one of the classroom computC'l"6 
(which had the Windows 98 operating system) although it was necessary to manually 
change the screen settings61• Catherine dccidcd that Harry and the Haunted House 
(1994) would be at an appropriate level and an interesting story for the students 
concerned, but was concerned at its tack of ncxibility and features, such as it not 
allowing the text highlighting to be swilchcd olf and featuring no activilies such as 
spelling and comprehension aclivities at the end of the (,tory. For repeated readings, 
such activities are nol necessary, but Catherine neverthelCS!l considered them to be 
potentially valu1hle because they might improve compreheruion and thus help 
improve oral reading nueney. 
During this meeting, Catherine reviewed S1e/lalrma (1996) and commented 
that the narration was "awfully slow", although it might be appropriate for some of 
the lower ability students. She expressed frustration that she could not find II way to 
quickly exit from or move through the story; I showed her that it was possible to use 
the arrow keys for this purpose. Catherine then examined the quiz at the end of the 
story and was dismayed that it did not relate directly to the story but to bats in 
general. 
We finally reviewed Reader Rabb/1'1 Reading Developmenl library levels 2, 
3 and 4 (I 997) and Catherine expressed a preference for these bcx:ause they included 
options to tum off the text highlighting, lo pause the story, and to engage in 
comprehension and writing activities (see Figure S.S.). 
" Rofor 10 Chaptof Five for dmib of how I found lad ,""10 those CD.Rf•M1. 
" 11 is wonh noling 1h11 n:w,y CD.ROMS ,till don� do 1hu auklmltkal'.y and, althouah it only 11kc1 a 
few ICC01llb to <hanae the IICfffll oettiap mamu,lly, the fourpmkip,,'JJl811tldenls found it diffi� �I to 
n,mnnbc,- how 10 do i1. 
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Figure 8.5. Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development Library 2. A sequencing 
activity. 
On the negative side, Catherine thought that the necessity for users to ' sign 
in' each time they used the software might prove to be somewhat frustrating. Again, 
it was necessary to manually change the display settings. Other frustrations included 
having to wait for characters to finish speaking before the book options were 
displayed, and the fact that it did not seem possible to exit the program quickly 
before reaching the end. Yet another negative factor in Catherine' s  view was that this 
software used North American accents, which may not have provided the optimal 
models for Australian participants. In addition, there were lengthy animations 
between screens or pages, which could not be skipped. 
An advantage of the software, according to Catherine, was that it permitted 
the user to choose from three different characters, who told and narrated the story 
from their own perspectives (Figure 8.6.) .  However, we decided that for the 
IMMARR it would be necessary for the students to stick with a single character. 
They would later be permitted to explore the other two perspectives. 
� City Mouse,;'' 
Country Mouse 
Figure 8.6. Reader Rabbit's Reading Development Library 2. Choice of 
characters 
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When reviewing one of the CD-RO Ms and attempting to read the story, The 
Princess and the Pea, the computer repeatedly froze on page 1 2, even though the 
other story on the CD-ROM ran perfectly. We tried the CD-ROM on four different 
computers, some of which had different operating systems, and the same problem 
arose each time. I emailed technical support at The Learning Company and supplied 
them with the required details. Within two days they had responded with a 
suggestion about how the problem might be rectified. However, it is probable that 
many teachers would have found this advice difficult to implement because of its 
relatively technical nature (see Figure 8 .7 .) .  
This is a 32-bit compliant application and requires 32-bit CD-ROM 
drivers. To check for 32-bit CD-ROM drivers, use the following steps. 
The installer program is designed to run on either 1 6  or 32 bit 
operating systems. It is a separate program and is not dependent on 32-bit 
drivers. 
I ) Right click on My Computer and select Properties. 
2) Click the tab labelled Device Manager. Look for CD-ROM, it should appear near the 
top of the l ist. 
3) If CD-ROM is not l isted, 32-bit CD-ROM drivers are not instal led. 
4) If CD-ROM is listed, cl ick the tab labelled Performance. There wil l  be a l isting of 
system specs. File System should be 32-bit. l f it refers to MS-DOS compatibil ity, it is 
not uti l izing 32-bit drivers. 
Figure 8.7. Technical support from The Learning Company. 
When this solution was not effective, I was advised by technical support to 
apply to my supplier for a refund or a replacement CD-ROM. However, when I tried 
the replacement CD-ROM, exactly the same problem arose on a variety of 
computers. Needless to say, this technical hilch was time-consuming and fruslrating. 
Hardware 
As described previously, a bank of three dcsklop «impulcrs was located at 
the rcarofCatherine's classroom. Also, the computer 'hub room', which contained a 
dozen compulcrs, was available. All of these computers were less than two years old 
at the time of the study and had speakers, CD-ROM drives, headphones and all of the 
specifications we were likely to need. Unlike some other teachers who participated in 
this study (sec Chapters Seven and Eight), Catherine was aware of the specifications 
and capabilities of the computers in her classroom. 
Pla1111lng the Admlniltrat:1011 oftbt lmplemflh.tio11 
It was essential to de,;:ide when and where the IMMARR sessions would take 
place and who would teach/supervise them. It was agreed lhat Catherine and I would 
conduct the sessions jointly for approximately one hour after school, once weekly. 
The students would also be given opportunities to use the software in the classroom 
before school or during classroom time. Although the studenls all had access to 
computers at home, we did not plan to allow them to take CD-ROMs home because 
of licensing restrictions. The CI).ROMs were licensed to be installed on a single 
computer and the frequent installing and uninstalling that would have been ne,;:essary 
to comply with the licensing requirements would have been impracticable. 
Formulation ofEv1Ju1tlon Techniques 
Catherine and I discussed how we might assess the studenls' progress in oral 
reading Huency: 
Catherine: (That can be achieved by] going through an interview, 
an analysis, and their speed, I suppose -just comparing 
over a time period the rate at which they're reading. 
Also to measure how well they've understood the text. 
Rcsean:hq: What about the intonation, the prosody side of things?" 
Catherine: Well, there it comes through on the tape. And let them 
compare their own pcrfonnances and talk about the 
reading. I do a Jot of modelling of reading, especially 
when I have my three groups. I lhink also the parents 
need 1o be able to see the Te5ulls, as a eonsequence or 
all Ibis Clltra suppon that they've been getting ... so 
even with the Neale [NARA] test, ifwe re-do them al 
the end, then Iha! gives them lrue, hard data. 
I proposed the possibility or carrying out intonation analyses, but we decided 
that this process was loo complCll and was not something that 'real' teachers in 'real' 
situations would be able lo 11CCDmplish. Catherine also wanted to continue to 
encourage the students to use self-assessment, in that they would listen to recorded 
episodes of their reading and reflect upon on factor.. such as pace, expression and 
smoothness. In addition, she decided to use the Multidimensional Analysis of 
Reading Fluency throughout the study (Zutell & Rasinski, 1991) because of il5 ease 
of use. 
The Implementation 
IMM Aubkd Repeatrd Rt1dlap (IMMARR) 
Catherine considered that, in order to enhance motivation, the girls should be 
given the opponunity to choose their own texl5. Monique and Amanda were asked to 
choose a story lrom Reader Rabbi/ Reading Development (1997) levels 3 and 4, 
whereas Tamara and Bridget, who were the less profici�I readers, were asked to 
choose from level 2. 
In order to gauge their oral reading fluency with reference to their chosen 
texl5 bclfore they engaged in IMMARR, the participating students were asked to read 
a section ofit from SCTCen dumps, printed on A4 paper in colour. These were exact 
copies of the screen versions, and included pictures61• The studenl5 also read a 
section from the computer screen, with !he sound and highlightiog switched off. 
Reading from the screen was not ideal because it took a rew seconds to 'tum the 
page' after each screen had been read, disrupting lluent reading. 
Catherine regretted the fact that printed books were not available to use in 
conjunction with these CD-ROMs, as they are with some others. Even though the 
students reponed that they enjoyed reading from the computer screen {see Figures 
'" It mut be ll(llfd thl� bec11>1e oftbo coq,i .. ;ey of copyright rules, I was """"'Whal roncemed thlt 
priming out 'Krecn dumps' mia),1 comtitu1e a copyright infrillgemen� 
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8 .8 .  and 8.9.) we concluded that in future implementations of IMMARR with this 
software it would be preferable for students to read from printouts, if an initial 
assessment of fluency with reference to the particular text was required. This was 
due to animated disruptions in the computer version, as well as the slow page 
turning. It had, however, taken me several hours to capture and print the paper 
versions. Classroom teachers would not normally be able to devote this amount of 
time. 
Figure 8.8. Amanda's journal ( 1 )  
Figure 8.9. Bridget's journal ( 1 )  
The students read their sections of  text from the printout at the rates (in words 
per minute - WPM) and percentage accuracy displayed in Figure 8 . 1 0 . We 
concluded that in future implementations of IMMARR with this software, it would 
be preferable for students to read from printouts if an initial assessment of fluency 
with reference to the particular text was required. This was due to animated 
disruptions in the computer version, as well as slow page turning. 
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Figure 8. 10. Rate and accuracy of students' reading before IMMARR, using 
Reader Rabbit's Reading Development Library (1997). 
From the above information, Catherine and I concluded that the texts seemed 
to be of an appropriate ( 'easy') difficulty level for the students. That is, they would 
have been at an appropriate difficulty level for repeated readings in a traditional 
context. For more detai led discussion about 'readability' and electronic storybooks, 
see Appendix 1 . 1 .  
We had discussed whether it would be beneficial for the students to engage in 
any 'pre-reading' activities before they embarked on the IMMARR. Catherine had 
stated that the main pre-reading activities she carried out with her students were 
prediction activities, which she saw as largely motivational in purpose. She 
hypothesized that, as electronic storybooks should be motivational 'intrinsically', 
there would perhaps be no need for further pre-reading activities. Also, she was 
interested to investigate whether the various supports offered by the CD-ROMs 
would negate or reduce the need for pre-reading activities, which, in addition to 
heightening motivation, can prime the reader to better understand the concepts, 
themes and vocabulary in texts, thereby increasing accuracy and comprehension. In 
any case, the Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development ( 1 997) software provided an 
optional pre-reading activity in the form of a word list. This allowed users to practise 
words that they would encounter in the text by clicking on them and hearing 
pronunciations. An example of a word list can be seen in Figure 8 . 1 1 .  
Here are some of the special words in this story: 
eggs 
goose 
leathers 
golden 
farm 
farmers 
money 
stomach 
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Figure 8. 1 1 .  Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development Library 3 (1997). A word list 
At the beginning of the next session, Catherine used the first few pages of 
The Princess and the Pea to demonstrate to the students how the software worked. 
They were shown the two modes, 'Read To Me' and 'Read Together' .  See Table 8 .8 .  
for descriptions of these two modes. 
Table 8.8. Description of the 'Read To Me' and 'Read Together' modes in 
Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development Library. 
Read to Me Read Together 
The computer narrates the story all the way The user has the option of l istening to the 
through. computer narration on a page-by-page basis or 
reading independently. 
The story is interrupted occasionally by animated The story is interrupted occasionally by 
conversations between characters. animated conversations between characters. 
There is a pause button so that users can stop the 
narration in order to practise words or phrases on 
their own. 
Users can cl ick on individual words to hear 
pronunciations. 
Users can cl ick on pictures to view content-
related animations. 
It is noted that the highlighting in this software appears word by word, or 
'grows' ,  until an entire sentence is highlighted. Highlighting of this nature seems 
unlikely to assist students in improving their ability to phrase. 
The students were also shown how to turn off highlighting and sound, how to 
navigate through the pages and how to click on individual words for pronunciations. 
In addition, they were shown how to carry out the activities at the end of the 
program, which comprised: 
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• a sequencing activity, where the user must drag and drop a sentence 
onto a corresponding il lustration; 
• a letter writing activity, where the user must create a letter to one of 
the characters by filling in missing words; 
• a picture-word matching activity, where the user must drag and drop 
a word onto its matching picture. (Figure 8. 1 2.) .  
Figure 8.12. Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development Library 3 (1 997). Picture­
word matching activity. 
The students carried out a choral reading of The Princess and the Pea with the 
teacher and the computer narration until it ' froze ' .  They were somewhat disappointed 
about this, despite being warned that the story would not run all the way through. 
Catherine later said that she had found the animated scenes frustrating, as they 
seemed to interrupt the girls' fluency. We could not find a way to skip the animations 
and there was nothing in the electronic manual about this. The students also appeared 
to find this frustrating, as they had on several occasions tried to skip the animations 
by pressing the arrow keys. 
At the beginning of the next session, I revised with the four students how to 
navigate around the Reader Rabbit 's Reading Development Library ( 1 997) software 
on my laptop. I then installed each of the three CD-RO Ms on a classroom computer. 
The four students were given headphones and were instructed to read along with the 
computer in a 'soft voice' or a whisper, and I demonstrated how to do this. In 
addition, they were requested to remember what the story was about, as Catherine 
and I would be asking them to retel l  the story and answer some questions at the end. 
"" 
To facilitate comprehension of the small selection of text that they were to 
repeatedly read, they were asked on this occasion to read their chosen story all the 
way through. allhough they would not be reading it in its C'Jllirety each time. They 
were asked lo scleel the 'classic' version of the text611 as this was the version they had 
read from the paper printout. They expressed disappointment about not being 
allowed to choose other characters at this time. 
Using the laptop, Amanda read King Midas. Using the classroom desktop 
machines, Tamara read To� Mouse, City Mouse, Monique read The Goose that 
Laid the Golden Egg and Bridget read Jack and the Beanstalk. The students launched 
the program, signed in, selected the correct story and narrator and began to read 
along, wearing headphones. After a few minutes, however, the sound on Monique's 
computer disappeared so I closed the program and restarted it. There were no further 
technical problems. 
Bridget read aloud without any embarrassment but was so loud that Monique 
and Tamara asked her to speak more quietly. Monique didn't seem to mind reading 
aloud, although she did sometimes read silently. However, she'd been doing NIM 
(Heckelman, 1969) reading wilh Catherine and Reading Al Home 3-4 (2000) and was 
thus somewhat used to it. Tamara said she was 'reading in her head' wtd hanlly read 
aloud al all. Amanda, who was sitting nearer the front of the classroom, using my 
laptop, was reminded se\·eral times by Catherine that she was supposed to be reading 
along aloud, but she did not appear to be comfbrtable about doing this. 
The students then orally retold the story and answered several questions (see 
Appendix 8.3.). They all performed satisfactorily, although Monique was able to 
answer only the literal questions. According to Catherine. she consistently struggled 
with inferential and evaluative questions. 
Next, the students did the letter writing and sequencing activities that appear 
after the mories. Indeed, Amanda read her story from all three characters' points of 
view and completed the letter writing activity several times, using different words. 
The following week, I asked the students how many times they had read their 
section of text. Unfortllllately, they were not sure. Furthennore, they had not 
'"n., lion wu the IWQ!DT oflbe 'clu!lic' version, although theR wm, two olber Yfflions told frnm 
lbe point of view ofOlber cbaracten. 
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recorded their reading in their journals. In response to this, the teacher and I designed 
a record sheet that they could fill in each time they read their text (see Appendix 
5 .5 .) .  However, their ability to use the record sheet to accurately record what they 
had done also proved to be weak. 
Nevertheless, Catherine was able to report that each student had read her text 
on the computer on two consecutive days during class time. She reported that 
Monique had appeared to be finding the repeated readings somewhat dull, although 
the other three students seemed to enjoy it. It must be noted that it was not possible 
in this context to use a common incentive to repeatedly read a text, namely rate 
graphs 70. This is because narrations in electronic books do not increase in rate 7 1 , and 
the student must therefore read at the same rate each time, unless they at some point 
disable the computer narration and highlighting. Rasinski and Padak (2000) have 
also suggested that performing the text to peers is a good incentive to read a text 
repeatedly, but we decided against this in Monique's case, as, in Catherine' s  opinion, 
she had not developed sufficient confidence to enjoy reading to an audience. 
During their independent repeated readings of electronic storybooks, 
Catherine reported that the students seemed to have experienced no problems. 
However, it had been necessary for her to change the screen setting for them each 
time they used the CD-ROMs, which she found onerous. Also, the students indicated 
that they did not like the music that accompanied the stories (see Figure 8. 1 3 .) .  
Furthermore, they were disappointed that they had been instructed to choose the 
'classic' version of the text with ' Sam the lion' narrating. 
/ J,  
t: 
wh et) 
� m 
Figure 8.13. Bridget's journal (2) 
70 By graphing how many seconds it takes a student to read a text each time, a visual representation of 
progress is created. This can be highly motivational (Rasinski & Padak, 2000). 
71 The computer narrations in the Reader Rabbit Reading Development Software were approximately 
1 20 words per minute. 
"' 
The students had read their respective texts along with the computer three 
times each, Bridget and Monique reading along ill a 'soft voice:' more consistently 
than Amanda and Tamara. In addition, they had read the paper printout once. It has 
been suggested that texts be re-read three to five times for optimal effect (Meyer & 
Fclton, 1999b). 
In order to make their final reading of the text more meaningful, Calhmne 
and I had decided to transfer screen dumps of several pages of the stories into 
PowerPoint (1997). Instead of speaking into a tape recorder, the students would 
speak into the computer as they read from the computer screen. They would thus 
create their own eleclronic tci.:t, which they could listen to periodically. However, we 
found it difficult to ascertain whether this was permissible under the license, which 
slated: 
You must treat the software like any other copyrighted material, 
except that you may make one copy of the software solely for backup 
or �hival purposes. 
We reasoned !hat i t  would be 'fair dealing' under the Copyright Act 1%8 to 
copy several pages {no more than 10"/o) for educational use, although ii was not 
possible to be entirely confident lhat this was the ease, as fair dealing is often 
determined on the facts of each case (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001 ). 
Bridget was hesitant about lalking into the computer microphone, 1111d said 
that she disliked hearing her voice on recordings. Catherine and I assUJed her that we 
would erase or change the n,cording i£ she didn't like it. However, all of the students, 
including Bridget, seemed pleased when they heard their voices on the electronic 
storybooks, dC5J1itc the sound quality being relatively poor. They expressed 
di!lappOintment that they couldn't tum up the volume. Also, the files turned out to be 
too large to lit on floppy disks, because of the large sound (WA V) files, so the 
electronic storybooks were not distributed to the students after all. 
After repeatedly reading the texts, it was noted that the students had barely 
improved their performance i n  tenns of accuracy, although Tamara and Amanda 
increased their rates (see Figures 8.14 and 8.IS.). It must be noted that, since their 
a«:uracy rates were initially very high, it ia perhaps not swprising that they did not 
improve. 
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Figure 8.14. Accuracy of students' reading after IMMAAR of Reader Rabbit 's 
Reading Development Library(l 991) 
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Figure 8. 15. Rate of students' reading after IMMAAR of Reader Rabbit 's 
Reading Development Library ( 1997). 
Smoothness and phrasing were not formally assessed, although Catherine 
said she was "blown away" by the difference in Tamara' s  performance. In her final 
reading of her selected text, Tamara read smoothly, with a good pace and generally 
phrased the text well, mostly in clause and sentence units, with adequate attention to 
expression. She achieved a pace that was similar to the pace of the computer 
narration. Although Bridget did not improve her rate or her accuracy, her phrasing 
did improve slightly, with fewer two and three word phrases. However, she stil l 
occasionally paused mid-sentence for breath. Monique did not improve her rate or 
her accuracy, but her phrasing improved, with fewer two and three word phrases. She 
read with more expression, especially for the dialogue. Amanda was able to improve 
,,. 
her rate slightly, allhough her accuracy did not improve. Her phrasing seemed to 
have improved, however, with fewer run-orui. Also, she paid greater attention to 
expression, especially with dialogue. 
Only Tamara's rate had improved substantially. It was not possible to find an 
explanation for this as we were not sure how many times each of the students had 
read the texts and exactly how they had engaged with them. For example, had they 
read along aloud with the computer narrator? Or had they read along silently, as 
Tamara iiad? Had they read it (aloud or silently) without the computer narrator? It is 
possible that Tamara benefited from reading along silently, as this may have allowed 
her to play closer attention to the model of fluent reading, instead of dividing her 
attention between listening and speaking at the same titne7l. This raises the question 
of whether reading aloud is necessary, or whether silently reading along is just WI 
beneficial. For Tamara, ii seems that reading along silently was beneficial in this 
instance. 
Even though the highlighting did not indicate phrases, the sludenls' phrasing 
of this text seemed to improve. We hypothesised that this was because it was 
possible to discern the phrase boundaries from the computer narrations. In addition, 
increased comprehension of the text brought about by repeated readings could have 
facilitated improved phrasing. It was thus also necessary to raise the question of 
whether text highlighting in phrase units is beneficial. Due to time constraints, we 
were not able to pursue this question. 
After considering the above results, Catherine wondered whether the strategy 
was, after all, going to be preferable to traditional means of improving oral reading 
fluency, especially for Monique, whose dysfluency seemed to be rooted in decoding 
difficulties. Catherine wondered if the THRASS program (Davies & Ritchie, 1996) 
and more writing activities might have been more beneficial for this student. 
However, abe acknowledged that it was probably too early to abandon the strategy. 
After all, the students had on1y read one electronic storybook each. Furthermore, we 
weren't sure as to the nature of their engagement with the electronic text. due to their 
reluctance to record exactly what they had done. 
t1 AnenliOll ls !bought to be awilablc ID limiwl quantity, BIid thc proccssiDg demands of reading 1111y 
exc:ccd the lDIIIUDl ofattelllian available (SamJols, 2002). pemaps espec:ially In students with leading 
difficullie,. 
At the tnd of the session, the students swapped CD-ROMs wilhtut any 
disagreements7', and at the beginning of the next !leS5ion, I asked them how many 
times they had read their geJected texts, whether they had read aloud, whether they 
had listened to the narrator IIIld whether or not the highlighting had been switched on. 
Their oral responses did not correspond with their written records of what they had 
dont. Indeed, their journal writing and response sheet were only partially wmpleted. 
Catherine later nggested that tape-recorded responses and observations might be 
preferable to written ones: 
Even if it was a tape-recorded reflection, that might have been easier, 
beca11Se you know what they're like, they like to ... at this level, Year 
4, I know that the girls jllSl love to hear their own voice, Jove to have 
a gimmick somehow involved in it. Their attention span ... it's so 
small, it's so short that umm they get over something so quickly and 
it's in the past. They could be saying what they lhink as they go 
along? 
And writing it is incorporating yet another mediwn, it's processing a 
lot more and it's tapping into something a Jot different to the main 
objective of the task, you know, orthe project, so writing, for them ... 
it's a struggle for Bridget, so she wouldn't do it. Monique wi!ljllSt find 
any loophole to get out or everything. Twnara will do it, and Amandl 
will do it, but it'll be short, and they won' t be very meaningful. 
Tamara reported that she had read the text, Harry and the Haunted HoW1e 
(1994), twice throughout the week, but that she had found the hotspots7' "boring''. 
Despite saying this, she clicked on at least twenty or them whilst I watched her 
engaging with the electronic text. This indicated to me that students' reports do not 
always concllf with their actions, raising further questions about the 11SCfulncss of 
such devices as journals. 
As with the Reader R,Jbblt (1997) software, Tamara never read aloud along 
with the computer narration. When I askeJ her to read aloud as it might help her lo 
sound more exciting when she read, she responded with, "I already sound exciting 
when I read." This indicated a need for more explicit discussion about what fluent 
and expressive reading sounds like. However, this aspect of teaching fluency was not 
focussed upon during the IMMARR phase, although it was addressed when the 
students later created their own electronic storybook. 
13 ID the Ycar 5 group, tbm bad occasio...Uybeen conlliot over who 1bould read what CD-P.OM. 
"�Glosury. 
'" 
Even though she did not read aloud with the computer, Tamara n:Mad her 
story confidently and with good expresi;ion, again raising the �ssibility lhat it is not 
necessary to read along aloud. It must be noted that her ability t'o read the text on the 
screen was occasionally obslructed by the appearance of animated characters, which 
obliterated the text Tamara stated that she found this frustrating. 
Bridget reported that she had read Ruff's Bone (1994) four times lhroughout 
the week and had enjoyed it. She always used her headphones and read along, 
sometimes in an inappropriately loud voice. This was po!l!libly because she could not 
clearly hear her own voice when wearing the headphones. In response to this, 
Cat.'ierine and I asked her to remove the headphones and to read along quietly with 
the computer, which was turned to a low volume. This turned out to be less 
distracting to the other studenls. Although very compliant in reading along aloud, 
Bridget found it difficult to keep up with the highlighting and the narration. As the 
highlighting could not be switched off in lhis software, I suggested that she might try 
to ignore it (if it was going faster or slower than she wanted to read). As anticipated, 
this was not a satisfactory solution to the problem. Bridget found it exttemely 
diflieult, if not impos.sible, to ignore the highlighting. 
Monique had read the narrative Master Frog from Reading for Literacy 4 
(2000) several limes. However, she had not recorded the frequency. She had also 
explored several of the other short texts (approximately 100-200 words) on this CD­
ROM and had completed some of the comprehension activities. This particular 
software was capable of recording the texls students had completed, helping teachers 
overcome the problem of not knowing wire.t litudenls had done. However, it did not 
record how many times the student had ai:cessed the text or the computer narration, 
and it only fCOOrded the text as having been completed if the student had 
snccessfuUy15 completed all of the comprehension activities. 
Reading for Literacy 4 (2000) highlighted text sentence by sentence, not by 
phrase units, but the Australian narrator modelled fluent, eJqmSsive reading and it 
was re1stively easy to discern the phrase boundaries as he spoke. 
"lnRttUll�gfo� !Jtm,cy (all levels). iftbo sludem did not score 100% in al  ofdM: activities, the IHI 
wu llOI deemed lo have been omnpleted and wa1 not m:ordcd u suob on tbo c:orq,lllcmed IIICOrd 
sheet. Furtbnmon:, the =d sheet did DOI indicalc whether. panku]ar text had been acccued m:I 
Iba! octivili<ll had been attcq,tcd. The ltDdenl was, however, givm tbe oppommityto repeal the 
IC!iyji;e, until 100% WU ..:hjeve,i 
Getting The Facts 
@ 1. Master Frog was Just like a littte boy In ( looks / 
behaviour). 
@ 2. The frog desired to many the King's ( eldest / 
youngest ) daughter. 
@ 3. The young man's father was ( the King of the Sea / 
the Jade Emperor ). 
@ 4. The sisters ( burned / drowned ) the youngest 
prlncea. 
@ 5. The evil sisters ( returned / disappeared ). 
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Figure 8. 1 6. Reading/or Literacy 4. (2000). A reading comprehension activity. 
The students continued to select electronic storybooks and either read them in 
their entirety or in short sections until the end of term. The main impediments 
involved the four participants getting sufficient time and access to the classroom 
computers to enable them to complete the repeated readings, the shortcomings of the 
software, and the difficulties the teacher had in monitoring what the students were 
doing, which made it difficult to ascertain effectiveness and preferability. In addition 
to this, Catherine reported that the students were not highly motivated to repeatedly 
read electronic texts, but wanted to quickly move on to other electronic texts. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, it has been suggested that multimedia texts can 
encourage readers to read 'extensively' rather than 'intensively' (Leu, 1 996a). That 
is, readers tend to want to read many texts in a somewhat superficial manner rather 
than reading a few texts 'deeply' . With regard to repeatedly reading the same 
electronic text, Catherine reflected: 
Also, when you're repeating the same story over and over, over the 
course of a couple of weeks, or even over the course of a week, it gets 
dull .  And even though the outcomes are so beneficial from our point 
of view, they're looking at the same story over and over again, and it's, 
'Urrrr ! '  
Also, Catherine found that, because the screen settings needed to be changed 
so often, the students could not easily work independently; they always had to wait 
until she was available to change them. She did not appear to consider the students 
capable of changing the screen settings themselves, although it is possible that they 
could have learnt how to do this with practice and an instruction sheet. 
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Below (Table 8 .9 .)  is a l ist of facilitative and inhibitive factors associated 
with using IMMARR as a means of improving oral reading fluency with respect to 
the four students. It can be seen that, with a few exceptions, these were common to 
all four. 
Table 8.9. Facilitative and inhibitive factors associated with using IMMARR 
as a means of improving oral reading fluency 
Facilitative Factors "' "' Q) ... I nhibitive Factors "' "' Q) t> -0 ,_, :::, Q) -0 ,_, :::, 
i:: "' .!:2" OJ) i:: "' .!:2" OJ) 
E i:: -0 "' E i:: -0 E "' 0 ·;:: E "' 0 ·;:: 
<!'. r � co <!'. r � co 
The student was 'Technical hitches' 
competent in using occurred. 
computers. 
The student found the There was insufficient 
CD-ROM electronic time to engage in 
talking books activities adequately (to 
motivational and 'fun ' .  repeatedly read the 
texts). 
The teacher actively There was a shortage of y y y y 
encouraged the student to suitable electronic texts. 
comply with the 
requirements of the 
strategy. 
Features of software, 
(such as inabil ity to 
pause, change speed of 
narration, or switch off 
text h ighlighting and/or 
KEY animation). 
Never It was difficult to for the 
observed teacher to monitor and 
Sometimes assist the student due to 
observed ( 1  time constraints. 
to 5 times) The student did not 
Often enjoy repeatedly reading 
observed (6 electronic texts (she 
or more wanted to explore more 
times) texts.) 
Observed y The student had 
insufficient access to 
computer hardware. 
The student did not 
record her engagements 
with electronic talking 
books accurately. 
The student did not l ike 
reading aloud with the 
narration. 
The student reading 
aloud with electronic 
talking book was 
distracting to other 
students (read too loud). 
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The student found it 
difficult to synchronise 
her reading with that of 
the computer narrator. 
The student was 
impatient to use 
software being used by 
other participants. 
Selection of IMM-based Learning Strategy: The Creation of Electronic 
Storybooks 
At the beginning of the third school term, Catherine and I decided to engage 
the four participants in making an electronic storybook. This decision was made, in 
part, because we were running out of commercial electronic texts to use; there was 
not a wide range easily available in Australia for this age and ability group. Also, the 
four students were extremely eager to make their own electronic storybooks, as they 
had heard that this might be a possibility. 
Catherine was of the opinion that the activity would be enjoyable and highly 
purposeful, although she was worried that the cost of the software could be 
prohibitive. I therefore gave her a CD-ROM that contained a free version 
(flluminatus version 4 . 1 . ) of the software, which I had acquired free of charge from a 
computing magazine. She was able to install this on one of the computers. 
I showed the four students the first page or two of The Magic Elephant76 so 
that they had an idea of what to aim for. Whereas the Year 5 students had composed 
a new text especially for the electronic storybook, the Year 4s did not, as Catherine 
thought that it would be expeditious to use picture books that the students had 
already written. Thus, instead of creating electronic storybooks, the Year 4s 
converted existing texts into electronic storybooks (see Figure 8 . 1 7.) .  This may not 
be an ideal way to write multimedia texts, as multimedia texts can be, and perhaps 
should be, inherently different from traditional texts in that they can be non­
sequential (Nielsen, 1 995) and use media other than written text to convey messages. 
However, for the purpose of trying to improve fluency through practising, talking 
about oral reading, and deciding upon phrase boundaries, it seemed appropriate to 
76 The Magic Elephant is the electronic storybook made by the Year 5 students at the same school (see 
Chapter Five). 
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use a linear text that had already been composed for another purpose. This approach 
proved to save a considerable amount of time. 
When I got home from hospital we had a 
party! We also coloured pictures. We 
played games with the other kids. 
Figure 8. 17. Just Me and Cherie. An electronic storybook made by Year 4 
students at St Clair's College. 
We started by typing in the text of a picture book Bridget had written, called 
Cherie and Me. The students and the teachers sat around a single computer to do this, 
which was somewhat cramped, and the students took turns to type. They were 
extremely eager to type, even though their keyboarding skills were slow; they had 
only recently commenced keyboarding lessons. Catherine and I were able to model 
expressive reading as the students typed in the text, for example by saying to the 
scribe, "Now type in, 'Doctor, is it a boy?"' 
As with the Year 5 group, the students wanted to spend a lot of time choosing 
fonts and background colours. However, Catherine urged them not to do this, as "the 
story's  the main thing". 
The students learnt how to use llluminatus ( 1 999) quickly, although they 
were not familiar with some of the terminology used. For example, when I asked 
them to make a ' text box' with the mouse, they said they did not know what this was. 
It transpired that they did know how to create text boxes, and regularly did so when 
using Microsoft PowerPoint ( 1 997) and Word ( 1 997), although they were not aware 
of the terminology. Also, they did not know what 'animation' meant, although when 
shown animation on the screen they recognised it. 
A dilemma that arose from converting an existing text into an electronic 
format was deciding whether or not to faithfully transfer the layout, or to change it so 
m 
that fewer won:ls per page appeared in the electronic version. Catherine suggested 
that it should be the same in the electronic as in lhe tniditional version because the 
pictures had been created to "match lhe text exactly" and ii would change the 
meaning of the text i£the layout were altered 
Not having to create new illustratio115 was one advantage of using an existing 
text in that it saved time, Catherine offered to scan the pictures from Bridget'a 
picture book. However, she came back ftum the computer laboratory after almost 
half an hour, frustrated, saying, "J can only get one picture on that disk." Instead of 
scanning the picture in at a 75 dpi (dots per inch)77, she had scanned it in at 700 dpi, 
which took up a large amount of disk space. The pictures were later auccesslully 
scanned at a lowerdpi. 
After typing a few pages, the students were asked to practise and record some 
narrations. Monique asked, ''Can w e  have, like, equal?" As in the case of the Year 
5s, the students were concerned that they may not get the opportunity to talk into the 
computer as much as they would like; they competed over the microphone. 
During !'e(;Ording, there was some peer discussion about reading with 
expression and how it might be achieved. However, the students lacked the 
metalanguage necessary to gain optimal bencfil from these dimissions. For e11ample, 
they tended to say, "It sounds good," or, "That's OK," or, ''That sounds silly." They 
also talked about the speed, the volume and whether or not someone's voice should 
go 'up' or 'down', (intonation) and where there ought to be pauses Guncture). 
However, they did not use tenninology such as 'pitch', 'intonation', 'volume', and 
'pace'. Although this terminology could have been too complex for them, it did seem 
that they needed additional language to enable them to think and talk about oral 
reading fluency more precisely. Catherine and I missed the opportwtity lo provide 
them with !hill metalanguage, although it is possible that w e  did Ibis implicitly to 
some extent. 
The students usually worked cooperatively but there was much saying, "It's 
my tum to speak next!" In general, the Years 4s collaborated bcttef than the Year 5s 
had done (see Chapter Five), but this may have been because the nature or the 
"' 
procas wu different; there wu much less for the Year 4s to discuss as the story had 
alrudy been written. 
After practising, the mudents recorded the narrations, listened to them, then 
di111;uued them further &11d decided if they were AlisCactory. As with lhe Year Ss, 
this group of students wu intrigued by the visual representation of their recordings 
on tlm waveforms. "Look at  that!" they said on more than one occasion, 
At one point, we  lost a WAV or sound file; it was not in the folder on the 
hard drive that we thought we had saved it in and the students ex.pressed some 
concern about this. It was nc,ccssary for me to search the hard drive for it, which was 
not something these students could have done independently, although the Catherine 
Williams could easily have accomplished this. 
ha the following session, the students, Catherine and I had a discussion about 
where we might place the highlighting. Instead of drawing slashes on printoulll of the 
IC11.t, the students read the story aloud and clapped their hands to indicate phrase 
boundaries. Monique and Tamara, particularly, became highly engaged in this 
activity and the students quickly came to an agreement about where the highlighting 
should be placed. Although I did show the students bow to synchronise the narrations 
with texl highlighting using an lll11minatus Opus (2001) feature called 'auto-narrate', 
it would have been too time-conswning for them to complete this task independently. 
Ev1lu1tlog the IMM�Bued Strategy (Crcatloo ofEleclroolc Storybooks) 
Catherine stated that she did not think the creation of electronic storybook!! as 
a context for improving oral reading fluency was the best approach for these students 
at this time because it did not seem to provide sustained practice but the practice of 
".li:agments" of text, or "11 sentence here and a sentence there", She did not see this as 
the best use of the students' time. rn addition, she was concerned that the text might 
not have been cballenging enough for the students because Bridget, who was not a 
highly skilled writer, had written it. 
Despite this, the teacher, Catherine Williams, slressed that the girls had 
enjoyed the activity enormously and had gained confidence and learnt "many 
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things"78 from making the electronic storybook. Nevertheless, she felt that it did not 
target fluency directly enough79 and wanted to return to IMMARR. 
Reading for Literacy (2000) was considered by Catherine to be the best for 
this purpose, as it featured short texts and did not have much animation, which was 
deemed to be distracting. We discussed whether reading along with many different 
texts, instead of repeated readings of the same texts, might be beneficial to fluency, 
as this would be a solution to students' reluctance to read a text more than once or 
twice80 . Also, Catherine wondered if the students should all use the same text in 
order to minimise distraction, but this was not possible because we did not have 
multiple copies of the CD-RO Ms or site licences. 
The students were somewhat disappointed when informed that we were not 
going to continue with the creation of the electronic storybooks. Monique and 
Tamara had been eager to have their picture books translated into electronic form so 
I agreed to scan and type in the stories myself (see Figure 8 . 1 8 .) .  Instead of the time 
consuming task of having them speak into the computer microphone screen by 
screen, I asked them to read the whole text into a tape recorder, after two practice 
runs. I then transferred this into separate sound or WA V files for their electronic 
storybooks. This was relatively time-consuming for me, but could perhaps have been 
be done by older students to help them improve their ICT skills. 
11N Mlltllaf t Wllll blcll  1111 AUllrlllll on at..,.,.... When 
I go( the I 51ted Dad "NNII •••Mdr .. .... ............. 
tw11 11111 -.., eo c11111 C1U1 _ ., ... .., .._ • 
tlltlll tN llld a  ... e.n 11111 ...,, 111 111111 ...._  
....... ... ... .......... ln tllll "9111 holn lle 
dodon put a lMlll ,... 111 1* '-
Figure 8. 18. Ice Arena. Tamara's electronic storybook. 
• 
78 It is not always possible to ascertain what unplanned outcomes in terms of student learning have 
resulted from a complex activity such as this. 
79 This clearly i l lustrates how a teacher's theory about what 'fluency' is and how it should be taught 
can determine the intervention. Ln this case, the intervention was discontinued because of the teacher's  
assumption that sustained repeated reading is more efficacious than the development of concepts 
about fluency, self-monitoring, and the abil ity to break texts into 'chunks' or phrases. 
80 Although this was discussed, we did not follow it up during the formative experiment. Numerous 
possibil ities emerged; it was impossible to follow all potential paths. 
,u 
A powl le solution to Cathcrinc's COll(:em!I about the PR1fcrability of the 
creation of electronic alol}'hooks as a context for improving oral reading fluency 
would be lo encourage students lo discuss teacher-made electronic books11, focUS!iing 
on meaning, punctuation and phrase boundaries. Students could then practise reading 
the whole text, using discW111ion, listening to recordings and the viewing of 
wavefolillS as a basis for impro\'elllent. There is no reason to focus on 'fragments' of 
text at this stage. Finally, after sustained practice and discussion have taken place, 
nanations could be recorded in the appropriate segments. However, these 
possibilities wcn, not explored during the study due to time resbictions. 
The students were asked in interviews and during easual interactions for their 
assessments of the activity. Their comments, some ofwhicb are transcribed in Table 
8.10., were oveiwhelminglypositivc. 
T1blo 8.10. Student comlllftlb about cruthl1 electrenlc boob to lmpnwe 
naency 
....... Nepdve 
1!1:i!1m [I lib �I because yuu id to type ill your 6mlll!lr, I foWld lt bard to try lo look 11 !be 
own lhmji 111d yuu'n: oUowed to tell it forever. ocrmi and 11111: into ii ldic lllicropbonc] d IV 
same time . 
.B.ridm [Rccwdlng my vuicc helps] with tbc: 
expresslo11, because sornetimo, I think, 'I don� 
lib:that!' 
� [I learnt that] you've got to he fluent or 
it wcn� sound !bat nice. 
� (Leaming to 'phrase' helps) because 
)'llll just rwl some, lben )IOU get a linle time to 
r.u. your bre-1tb • because 1ometimea sentence, -�· 
I!l!WI It""" fun. 
Table 8.11. shoW!l the facilitative and inhibitive factors observed when the 
students created electronic storybooks as a means of improving oral reading fluency. 
Once again,, it ean be seen that these are similar for eaeh of the students. 
Table 8. 1 1 . Facilitative and inhibitive factors associated with creating 
electronic storybooks as a means of improving oral reading 
fluency 
Facilitative Factors ell ell II) - Inhibitive Factors ell ell 
"C @ 
� II) -0 ... -� eo C ell ell E C -0 ell E E ell 0 ·c E ell < f-, � cc < f-, 
The student was There was insufficient 
competent in using time for the student to 
computers. work on the electronic 
talking book. 
The student was The student did not l ike 
motivated to engage in hearing her own 
the activity. recorded voice. 
The student referred to The student engaged in 
recorded representations mouse, keyboard and 
of her oral reading microphone 'battles' 
(visual 'waveforms' and ( 'battles for control ' ). 
sound recording on the 
computer) to help her 
monitor her oral reading 
fluency. 
Using a pre-written story y y y y The student had l imited 
and i l lustrations saved access to computers. 
time. 
The student quickly y y y y The student spent 'too 
learnt how to use the much' time (according 
software. to the teacher) 
experimenting with 
effects 
Deciding where to place The student found it 
text h ighl ighting difficult to read from the 
encouraged the student to computer screen and 
discuss phrasing and record her narration 
expression. simultaneously. 
The student did not 
KEY know the ' language' of 
computers or fluency. 
II) � 
O" ·a 
0 
� 
Never 
observed 
The student's y y y 
Sometimes 
keyboarding ski l ls were 
l imited. 
observed ( I  There were occasional y y y to 5 times) 'technical hitches' .  
Often 
observed (6 
or more 
times) 
Observed y 
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cc 
y 
y 
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Retuml111 10 IMMARR 
Upon returning to IMMARR, we decided to ll8e Reading for Literacy {2000; 
2001) and PM Storybooks Sliver (1998), as lhesc programs featured a relatively small 
amount of animation and used Austtalian narratoni'l. Calherine Williams, lhe 
teacher, approved of the activities in these programs, such as the cloze activity and 
the punctuation activity in PM Storybooks Siwel' (1998), as she thought these would 
benefit the students' reading generally and therefore their fluency. Despite our earlier 
doubts about the value of reading aloud, the studenlll were asked to 'soft read' along 
with the computer namition, as Catherine was of the opinion that these particular 
students needed to practise reading aloud. 
Similar types of problems arose as in lhe earlier implementation of 
IMMARR, with the main difficulties being the fixed speed of the namrtions and 
getting 511fficienl access to the eompulCTII. Other features of the software also proved 
to be frustrating. For example, a t  one point, Amanda started doing the letter-writing 
and story-mapping activities before reading lho text, as she thought they were stand­
alone activities. This may be partially explained by the fact that that many of the 
insuuctions in Reading For Llleracy(2000) arc given orally and are not reinforced in 
writing. Some students do not seem. to attend lo and comprehend oral insttuclions. 
Also, only one narrator was U5ed in the CD-ROM, which the students found 
somewhat dull. Despite these limitations, Catherine preferred this so:\ware to Reader 
Rabbit's Reading Deiielopmenl (1997) software 1111d the Living Books software and 
reported that she wished we had started with this software at the beginning of the 
study. Some of her comments about using IMMARR to help improve students' oral 
reading fluency are displayed below (Tsble 8.12.). 
Table 8.12, C1tlleriae', commeab dJ01t lMMAAll 
Pmldve N··attve 
The oollware wu wttutic. (They prefer reputed readlnp of lraditional 
tabJ. We 00 that within one afternoon 11111. 
lhm'I I goal • lirql]e u it mi&flt be. frl within 
!he °"" oepic,a ml I suppooc Iha! lh!y CID -
l!N:feedbact • .,...:.: 
I lhlnk reputed readifla is fal!lutic -rm in love Tho girls wm: 11 ... ys �led In !he otbrr m,n 
with it I mean. 've reintroduced me IO it I've !he elec:trcnic: ---
"'II seemed to III that Australiu 1tCa1b 11111. �on pa11en11 mipl be lliplly cuier for these 
All!trlllian 11udmls 10 llDllontDd 11111. replicate. 
IIICd ii befon: bul it , ... � really bene611 die -· 
1hlde:otl !hat rwly 1lnlgle IOO I think dW'I 
t'lalutic. 
Pullm& diem In fuml of the C0!1'4)111er, wo'n: 
ICfllally teatin1 lbem hm they don� kno ... 1 mow 
that 11,eyU do it twcmy million times IOO Ihm 
"'hen ,.:..:,·,et to I lest and lhev <:111.� do i� 
Jn addition, commcnlll from thestudenlll were sought. Jn Table 8.13. are some, 
of their thoughlll about using JMMAAR for improving their on) reading llueney. 
Table 8.13. Studnat commmlt 1bo•t IMMAAR 
Pol.ltlve Nea1tlve 
lamllJ. 1 11 :e ii beaome you ge! to I<' 11 )'Olll Bi:idm [l didn't lib i1J """uyouhad lotumlbe 
owa ,peed wilh """"' of the books, like you can pap and It wouldQ� l(>lo the riext pqe. 
tum the wbmever ·-· Wlllt. 
.l!:l2lliall!i: U11DJL .. the mdin& on the con.,..1n ii, I 
think, fun bocause you get [pwteJ became when 
MrllllQllli: I wilh you could 111111 tbo i-&e culcr, 
lib: juat ctkk, im!Qd or <lidina on lhat llltle 
Jt ,ets, when you do !be highligbtin&, you mow lhuia: ... 
whffl 11,eyn: reading with )"Oil. Lib,, sometim,,1 
wbeoyou rad nlf • picct ofpqer [you 1 ... your ""'· 
� like the hi�) - wbeo AmlDdl. En- ... I don� really lite the voice 
yo11'te n:ldi!lg. lib:, I alll'l)'I read wber,, I'm bocause IOlll<liPa when rm hlvln& trouble 11 
n:ldin& ... if I've IOI I big p1111paph lo rad or beplongoUJI. 
somrtliina, 111d so with the higbliafrtia& il'I 
betlEr because you know where you'te n:adiDa ... 
I WIU bow wbm •=•'re 1111 to. 
lki4m I liked doUJI ii really, really fut wilholll 
I :::.::i� kno........, 
ne Aummenl Rn11111 
In this section of the cliapter the rcsullll the students achieved in the NARA 
and the Multidimensional Fluency Scale after the interventions arc di!ICUSSCd, even 
though the main foci ofthls study were the facilitative, and inhibitive factors, and the 
unexpected outcomes that emerged. These will be discussed further in Chaptc,r Nine. 
It must be noted thll the J)Oll-intervcntion NARA was administered under 
less than ideal conditions II the end of the school day when the student& were 
relatively tired and the Sllll'Ounding rooms were not as quiet aa was desirable. AI.so. 
the tcaehcl', Catherine Williams insisted on administaing the test in order lo enhance 
her ability lo assess studenlll' reading ability. When listening lo the tape rccordin& I 
observed that she bad not usually IUJIPlied unknown words to students after a five 
second silence (as she preferred them to work words out for themselves). Because of 
"' 
this, the NARA results may not be valid. AA the end of the school tenn was 
approaching, there was no opportunity to administer this test at a different lime, 
under better conditions. The poor conditions and failure of the teacher to supply the 
unknown words could have influenced the students' perfonnances. About lhe results 
in general, Catherine said: 
I was disappointed with Bridget and Amanda's results - I don't think 
they really reflect the actual progression that rve seen. The Neale 
[NARA] might not reflect actual improvements in expression, and 
they might have b=i nervous. Even so, they're still coming within lhe 
acceptable age range · both of them. 
I think the Neale ... was not necessarily a comprehension test but it 
was also a memory test. 
Amanda 
According to the NARA13, Amanda's aix:uracy, rate and comprehension had 
decreased (see Figure 8.19.), however, according to the Multidimensional Fluency 
Scale her phrasing had improved, although it is possible that her scores could have 
decreased further without the intervention, as it is common for the reading 
perfonnance of students who el'.perience reading difficulties to decrease over time, 
re!Rlive to students without such difficulties (Stanovich, 1986). However, her rate 
had increased. if calculated only to the reading level she had reached for her previous 
test 
., The validity oflhe NARA ISSa:!meDI"""' eoq,nimised bytbe way in which the teaeber carried 
out die asse,smmf. 
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Figure 8. 19. Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: Amanda 
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Tamara 
According to the NARA84, Tamara' s comprehension improved considerably 
and her accuracy improved slightly (see Figure 8 .20.), although her rate decreased. 
This could be explained by the fact that she appeared to have begun to read for 
meaning instead of merely racing through texts, decoding words. According to the 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale, her phrasing had improved substantially, although 
her smoothness had not changed. Also the teacher, Catherine Williams, stated that 
Tamara's  reading confidence had increased greatly. 
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Figure 8.20. Pre- and post-intervention results of the NARA: Tamara 
84 The validity of the NARA assessment was compromised by the way in which the teacher carried 
out the assessment 
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Monique 
According to the NARA85, Monique's rate had improved considerably and 
her comprehension had improved slightly (see Figure 8 .2 1 .) .  Her accuracy had 
decreased slightly. According to the Multidimensional Fluency Scale, her phrasing 
had improved, as had her smoothness. 
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Figure 8.21 .  Pre- and post-intervention Results of the NARA: Monique 
85 The validity of the NARA assessment was compromised by the way in which the teacher carried 
out the assessment. 
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Bridget 
According to the NARA86, Bridget' s  rate had improved slightly, although her 
comprehension and accuracy had decreased (see Figure 8.22.) .  The Multidimensional 
Fluency Scale showed that her pace had improved, although her smoothness and 
phrasing had not changed. Catherine commented: 
Bridget's a bit of a tricky case, I think, because her actual oral 
speaking is slow and lacks phrasing itself, so it's difficult, and she'll 
need a lot of this phrasing. 
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Figure 8.22. Pre- and post -intervention results of the NARA: Bridget 
Table 8 . 1 5 .  constitutes an overview of the students' results on the 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale. 
improvements in a particular dimension. 
Shading in the appropriate cell marks 
86 The validity of the NARA assessment was compromised by the way in which the teacher carried 
out the assessment 
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Table 8. 1 5. Post intervention results on the Multidimensional Fluency Scale 
Text 
Text: Circus 
Level 3 
Score: 7/9 
Text: Circus 
Level 3 
core: 7/9 
Text: Circus 
Level 3 
Score: 7 .5/ 1 2  
Text: Circus 
Level 3 
Score: 7/ 1 2  
(St Clair's Year 4) 
Pace/ 
Rate 
Uneven 
mixture of 
fast and 
slow. 
Uneven 
mixture of 
fa t and 
slow. 
Uneven 
m ix1-ure of 
fast and 
slow. 
Smoothness 
Occasional breaks in 
smoothness caused by 
difficult ies with spec ific 
words and/or structmes 
Occasional breaks in 
smoothness caused by 
difficulties with specific 
word and/or structures 
Several ' rough spots' in 
text where extended 
pauses, hesitations, etc . ,  
are more frequent and 
disruptive. 
= Indicates improvement in this dimension 
Catherine concluded that: 
Phrasing 
pbruel 
cli• lind 
SetllJmpB units. 
m 
� 
pbrased. mostly in 
.. q 
seAjeDce units 
wnh adequete 
1o 
� 
Frequent two and 
three word phrases 
giving the 
Lmpression of 
choppy read ing; 
improper stress and 
intonation that fai l s  
to mark the ends of 
sentences and 
clauses. 
Teacher 
Comments 
Sti l l  occasional 
run-ons. General ly 
better pace, 
fluency and sl ight 
improvement in 
expression. 
Decoding slows 
the 
smoothness/pace 
down. However, 
after repeated 
read ing there is a 
noticeable 
improvement due 
to her awareness 
of the text. 
Expression lapses 
mid-way to end of 
reading text. 
Certainly an ini tial 
attempt at 
expression. 
Sti l l  occasional 
run-ons. Genera l ly 
better pace, 
fluency and s l ight 
improvement i n  
expression. 
The girls have benefited enormously from participating in this project, 
namely in their enthusiasm to read more. Due to their increased 
fluency in reading, their comprehension has developed - particularly 
at the inferential level. 
Table 8. 1 6. outlines the inhibitive and facil itative factors overall, as Catherine 
saw them. These will be fu1iher discussed in Chapter Nine. 
Facllltltive and Inhibitive Facton 
Table 8.16. F1cDitative aad Inhibitive ratton: St ClaJr'• (Year4) u 
ldntmed by die clauroom leac:ber. 
FaclUtadve racton Joblbltlve r1cton 
,,. 
The soltwan, la fantulic, I think 11'1 great but !he I suppose the lnlubilive would be just setting it up 
gjrla were always inlemlcd in the other ones. 
It wu certainly motivalill&, ltW111 j11st gn,1� and 
lhe speat!na ekmcut wu tmillc 111d the 
activilic,, al the end were great • just n,infon:ing 
their undentandhl� ofit ,u. 
The voriery that wu going on kept lbem 
intemted, tboy looked forward to it ... llld 
certain! · 'Mc llld Cherie' ·' loved lllat 
on lbe curq,uten ,just lmlllling i� jmt lbo bale 
praclicalilia of Installing it. With oome, of them 
you had to c� the pn,penic!. And pcrhal" 
1t&o that !hoy bad di1Tffffl! 110ries aid !hey were 
always lutmslcd in tile Olbm •.. ii wu always lhe 
grw ia greener on the other 1lde. Perhaps if 
lboy'd bad the ..,,,. l!ories lt might have been 
diffmnt • ii might oot have been pllcbed •t !heir 
level but ..• 
We've only got .... oc comp1uns in the c'-oom, 
although we have used your laptop wheDc:Vcr 
poaib!,,, which always kav .. one of the 4 on the 
oo�. 
Allhougb it [llumcyJ WU being rmdeUed, thcy 
wmo'l tctually reflcctin& oo their own 
�OIJlll!ICe, 
Unplanned Outcomes 
No unplanned outcomes were detected, apart from the fbur students 
beginning to see themselves as 'experts', and an increase in their self-esteem. 
Catherine noted: 
The gids {other girls in the class] saw the CDs over there and they 
said, "Can we give this a go?" and I said, "Oh, yes, of course you 
can!" and I would say to the girls {participants], "Oh, you're the 
experts, you show the others how to use it," and they liked that 
because they got the chance to kind of shine and in the reading area 
they're not the shining ones, so it was nice for them. In an indirect 
way they became tutors, so that was the peer tutors them and I thought 
that was really good. And their enthusiasm to read, when ii comes to 
silent reading time after lunch, they just jump on a book or jump on 
the computer to read a stm;y • but again as I said they didn' t do that 
every day, which is a shame. and as you say ii really needs to happen 
for half an hour every day. 
E1tablbhln1 Pre&rablUty 
As noted in the previous chapter, there are several difficullies inherent in 
establishing prererability, not least the problems associated with assessment and the 
attnliution or any gains to the intervention. Also, personal values, bclief'a and 
preferences come into play, which make it difficult to make generalisatiOll!J. 
However, using the dimensiOll!J or efficiency, effectiveness and appeal (Reigeluth & 
Frkk, 1999), it is possible to summarise the prererability or the IMM·bascd 
strategies compared to 'traditional' strategies for enhancing oral reading fluency. 
Nevertheless, caution must be exm::ised as evaluating what may he essentially 
Incomparable strategies could yield spurious corn:luslons. 
T1ble 8.17. Pretenbllfty 
Ellklency � did DOI lhink that tbo malion of elecll'Ollic ,1o,yboob wu time· 
dlic!e:i.� although sho lholl8ht that IMMARR was limHfficknt b«ause it 
provided studm!S wilh 'indil'ldual' attention that lhe pmom.Uy would not have 
hid time to =vide. 
Effeedveneu It was aiftkult 10 judge the relative •lfcctifflleSI of llY: IWO sttategios hecaoae 
!hey were coui,incd in the intervention and ,cpmue USCSlm<lllS wore not 
Poat.inleJvcntion asocwnents were odminmer\'d not 1ttlcily 
according to standardised instructioas. Ho.,...va, Catherine SIited Iha!, 
ao:cordlng to dusroom usessmen!S ... observations, "" .... ""' 
Appeal The mation of elcclrmtic storybooks seemed to be lhc 1110Jt appealing of lhc 
two 11r11tegic:s for the &Ii.dents, whlbt thc IMMARR was lhc moll appealing to 
Cltbcrine lhc teacher. 
Conclusion ofCbapter 
The teacher clearly saw IMMARR as prererable to traditional repeated 
readings in its efficiency, effectiveness and appeal, whereas the students themselves 
fbund the creation or electronic talking books more appealing than IMMARR. This 
illustrates that the notion or 'appeal' is highly subjective. 
In terms of effectiveness, the teacher thought that the IMM-based 
interventions had resulted in increased achievement levels for all of the students, 
olthough the standardised tests did not necessarily show this. This importance of 
classroom.based assessments should not be ignored in formative experiments, as 
these can often measure dimensions that are 'missed' by standanlised tests. 
"' 
The formative Cllperiment in 'Catherine Willilll!lll' Ycu 4 dass niscd IDIIIY 
facilitative and inhibitive factors, as described throughout this chapter. These related 
primllrily to shortages or appropriate software and hardware and also to the students' 
interactions with the software. Although it was possible to respond 10 some of these 
factors, it would have taken much longer than two school terms to sati1factorily 
mJOlve the issues that arose and to modify interventions until they 11CC111ed to achieve 
the reqtilied outcomes. It must be noted lhat, even then, many of the iuues cotdd not 
have been resolved within the classroom context as they were to do with software 
limitations, technology limitations and time limitations. 
The teacher, Catherine Williams, claimed to have learnt a lot throughout the 
study, both in terms of technology and its applications to help children who have 
literacy difficulties, and in the pm:eases ofidentilying student stmigths and needs 
and in thinking about appropriate instructional Btratcgies to further their learning. 
She also went through a valuable process of reviewing her e:dsting practices and 
their underlying rationales. 
Catherine tended lo plan carefully what kinds of undenitandinge she wanted 
her students to construct and what processes she wanted them to go through in order 
lo do this. She teru!;.:1 to feel uncomfortable in circumstaru:ea where she was not 
aware of what, why and how the student& were learning. She was also extremely 
conscious or 'efficiency' and preferred to find the most time-effective wa}'ll of 
meeting her pre-defined objrictives. " " ' 
m 
CHAPTER NINE 
ADDRESSING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In the prcvioWJ four chapters, what happened in each or the participating 
classrooms when the teachers started to use IMM to assist students who experienced 
reading difficulties was described and discussed. As is required by the fonnative 
experiment design (Reinlcing & Watkins, 2000), we followed a cyde of planning, 
implementation and evaluation of IMM-based innovations. Inhibitive factors, 
facilitative factors, planned and unplanned out(:omcs were identified and analysed 
throughout the cyi;lc, and some modifications to innovations were made, based upon 
these factors. The rcsean:h questions of this study addnss these issues. 
The four cases were complex and differed in several important ways. 
Variatiom. included the teachers' prior eJ1:periencc with and attitudes towards ICT 
and IMM, the resources available, thi, selected pedagogical goals, and the 
irmovations and characteristics of the participating students. It is therefore hardly 
surprising that some of the facilitative and inhibitive factors that emerged also varied, 
although many factors were common to all four cases. 
In this chapter, the research questions are addressed with reference to lhe four 
participating classrooms, focusing on the facilitative and inhibitive factors as well as 
the unplanned outcomes that emerged. These are discussed with reference to eitisting 
perspectives and explained in terms of an emerging theoretical fuuneworlc in Chap.er 
Ten. Finally, how the preferability of IMM-based strategies over traditional 
strategies for students with reading difficulties might be determined is conaideml. 
•• 
Rnnrcll Qllntlon I 
Bow do die partklpaU.1 edaeaton typkally aNbl lhldeall wllo nptrlnce 
readia1 diflklllda. ud wllat role does laleractln M•lllmedil (IMM) play in ... , 
Prior lo the commencement of lhc study, the fou:r participating teachers used 
a range of techniques to help students who experienced reading difficulties. The 
following factors seemed to influence the teaching atratcgies they selected: 
I. Tle pendved u1dla1 clUllnlda of lhe lh.dentl. Linda Harris, for 
example, saw her 1tudmts as lacking in ''basic skills", such as grapho-phonic 
knowledge and a bank of high hquency sight words, and consequently relied 
mainly on a teachcr-<:entrcd imtruclional approach to teach them such skills. 
Sarah Fox IIBW th11 participating students in her class as lacking in 
comprehension skills and motivation, so responded by giving them as much 
one-to.one 5UppOft as she could in completing reading tasks set on a whole 
class basis. She also encouraged peer support. The two classroom teachers at 
St Clair's, Nicole Nielsen and Catherine Williams, saw oral reading fluency 
as an area of need for the participating students, so had been requiring them 
to read aloud together on a te,8111ar basis. This was a highly valued outcome 
at St Clair's and tape recordings of children's oral reading were sent home 
regularly for p11m1ts to listen to. 
2. Tile per«lved penonal cbanclerbtlc. or tbe 1tudnll. Student 
characleristics 1111Cb as personality, motivation and interests also seemed to 
influence the choices teacheni made when catering for students with reading 
difficulties, for example, Sarah Fox observed that Lua was "lacking in self­
esteem" and was "unmotivated". She therefore designed activities that were 
authentic, holistic and appealing. z.ara would participate in extra conferencing 
with Sarah to help her successfully complete the activities. Linda Hanis saw 
Andrew as somewhat "lazy" and unmotivated, so lried hard to find reading 
topics that might interest him. 
3. Tuei.u•, repertoire ol atntepn. Teacher knowledge of strategies and 
when to apply them, as =II as the availability of ncccsaary instructional 
resources, seemed to be a determining factor in the way teachers catered for 
students with learning difficulties in reading. For example, Catherine 
"' 
Williams and Nicole Nielsen had larger 5tores of resoun:cs at their disposal 
than did Unda Hani,, who often resorted to Dlllling her own. Teachers 
seemed to use a 'repel1oire' of r;tratcgies that was somewhat restricted. For 
example, Catherine Williams had used the repeated midings stmcgy in her 
early teaching days but bad since ''forgotten" about it. Neither of the teachen 
at St Clair'& College. or Sarah Fox at Morland � School, had heard of 
the ,tra1cgy of teaching students 'chunking' to promote fluency and 
comprehension. 
4, Teadler beller1, 1Cylft, babitl aad 'iatuldo•' (Atkinson & Cluton, 2000; 
FIII5lnlp, 2002), 11 became apparent that the participating tcaebera sometimes 
aclocted instructional activities aceording to their personal beliefs about and 
definitions of literacy, what they had become accustomed to, and in response 
to their 'hUl!Cb.es' about what might work for students, as well as what the 
rrtudcnts might enjoy. This will be discussed furtMr throughout this chapter. 
5, Sc:lllool-wide flldon. Factors such as the availability ohupport and/or whole 
school programs had an impact upon the kindl of progrmns teaehm wm 
able to offer. In some &ebools, pn:,gnma such u the ,� phonics 
program. 1HP.ASS (Teaching Handwriting, Reading and Spelling Milla) 
(Davies & Ritchie, 1996) were available on a whole-school baais, wheras in 
other schools responsibility for usisting mideilts with difficulli.cs rated to a 
greater degree with individual clusroom lclcbm, For exmnp]c, Linda Fox at 
Hillricw Primary School had actCSS to a support teaehcr fbr a lhort period 
each week, but the support teacher wu, in Linda's opinion, ill-equipped to 
assist students who experienced reading difficultieii. 
In the following acction, bow each of the four partici� teacbcn typically 
helped students who Qpcricnccd reading difficulties and the role IMM played in 
their leaching, is summariKd. 
C1lllffllle Wllliaml 
c� Williama 11t St Clair'• College utililed I fairly wide range of 
llnlcgica lo assist Year 4 lludcntl who Cllpcrimced lilcncy difficulties, dcpendin3 
on the particular 1re1 lhc wu lqcling. With ref� lo fluency, for example. lbe 
ulCd rq,catcd midings. Ncurologic:.J lmprea Method (NIM), and lludail IClr-
monitoring using tape-recorded oral readings, as weU as ilDIXIUJllging students to 
)llaCtillC oral reading. Jn addition, students were divided into small groups for 
readmg lessons, in which such lltntegies a, guided reading and shared book were 
used. A lllPJ)Ort teacher was available to teach some of the groups. She was able to 
send selcctcd students for THRASS scss.ions wilh another teacher. 
Although lhe students in Catherine's class 1tsai computers for a range of 
Jilcrllcy pwposcs, Calhcrinc had only recently begun to usc IMM to assist a student 
wilh difficulties; the student was asked to read aloud along with computer llarTiltions 
of short tcxts. This was a variation of the NIM method, 
Like Catherine Williams, Nichole Nielsen, also of St Clair's College, used a 
range of strategics for helping Year S students who experienced reading difficulties. 
THRASS was used to help students improve their knowledge of grapho-phonic 
mationships, and students were grouped according to ability in order that they eould 
m:eive appropriate teacher support and instructioo. However, her teaching strategics 
for students with reading difficulties did not differ from her standard classroom 
strategics; it was the degree of support offered that differed. 
IMM was not used specifically to assist students with reading difficulties, 
allbough all students often used the Intcmct, /nspinUlon, Word and PowerPoint. 
Liada H1rril 
Because a large proportion of the students in her Year 4 class were 
experiencing literacy difficulties, Linda Harris at Hillvicw Primacy School primarily 
used strudurcd whole-class instrucli.on of "basic facts", such as grapho -phonic 
rdations, as a ffiCIJI$ of assisting =h studenl!I. Linda was of the opinion that ii was 
nccessacy to teach the students a degree of dccontcxtualised 'code-breaking' (Luke & 
Frcebody, 1997), as she saw this as a prerequisit e for reading with comprehension, 
purpose and fluency. 
In addition to this, students with difficulties read to Linda on a one-to-one 
b1111is as often as possible. Jn this context, she would usc the 'pausc-prompt-prai11e' 
stralcgy (McNaughton, Parry, & Robinson, 1987) and teach graphophonic 
mationships and comprehension strategics acamling to individual needs, However, 
time limitations impeded the efficacy of this approach. FIDtbcnnore, as previously 
mmtiooed, the support teacher allocated lo IISllisl Linda tcac:h the r;tudcnta with 
literacy difficulties was not, in Linda's opinion, sufficimtly qualified nor 
experienced lo be ofmlllimwn assistance. 
Prior to this study, IMM had not been used at all by Linda to helptbestudcnta 
with literacy difficulties. Indeed, as described in Chapter Seven, Linda stated that she 
was in occd of  professional development lo help hcr11SC computers; she had minimal 
knowledge oflhe han:lwarc and software in her classroom and how lo use it. 
SuU FoJ: 
Sarah Fox at Morland Primary School carried out minimal structured 
instruction with her Year 415 elass, but instead favouml conferencing with individual 
students and providing inslruction when the need arose, during the context of 
holistic, meaningful literacy. nclivitics. Students with reading difficulties �vcd a 
higher degree oftellCber support in the form ofovcr-the-,sho11lder assillance. 
Although student& used computers for vario us literacy purpoacs, IMM was 
not used in any distinct way to assist students with litcraey difficulties In Sarah's 
classroom. 
From the above descriptions, it is apparent that the four participating teachers 
had diverse philosophies, students, and strategics for teaching students with literacy 
difficulties. Moreover, they had different means of  identifying students with literacy 
difficulties and different conceptions of  what constituted a learning difficulty in the 
lileracy area, which often stemmed from their pcr!IOlla! definitions of literacy. Some 
of the participating student& would not have been defined as expericneing literacy 
difficulties 011tside their particular school/classroom context Indeed, as previously 
mentioned, two of the students in Sarah Fox's class (Mitchell and 2".ara), achieved 
high scores on the NARA reading test, partic11larly in the area o f  compmtenSion. 
Yet they were identified by Sarah as not achieving in classroom. activities. Further, 
IIOll1C of the students at St Clair's would not have been identified as experiencing 
reading difficulties in a cJassroom such as thiit o f  Linda Harris, which contained 
many students who were achieving well below levels expected for their age and year 
level. 
In Western Australian primary schools there are appamitly no reliable, 
standamiscd means of identifying students with literacy difficulties and many 
students may be misidentified, as there is no consistency or quality of the 
identification process in many instances. The issue of definition of liteJacy 
difficulties/disabilities and the identification or students suffering from such 
difficulties is complex and confused. The Australian situation differs from that of the 
United States, where funding and exclusinn from state testing are dependent on a 
child being officially diagnosed as suffering from a reading 'disability' (Rnhl & 
Rivalland, 2002). In Australia, learning 'disabilities' tend to be seen as restricted to a 
small group of students with persialent problems, whereas the term 'difficulties' 
describes the experience of a wider group of students who 'do not respond well to 
their classroom programs' (Elkins, 2002, p.1). 
A second insight that may be gathered from the way the teachers identified 
students in their classes as experiencing difficulties is that they often tended to 
'compartmentalise' literacy and identify students as experiencing difficulties in 
certain aspects orliteracy. They))Cmlived that literacy ability could be 'situational', 
or that there were different 'literacies' for different purposes (Luke & Fn:ebody, 
1997). However, llris tendency may have been amplified by the requirement in 
formative experiments to focus on pedagogical goals. 
Having outlined the ways in which the four teachers used IMM to assist 
students they had identified as experiencing reading difficulties, it seems necessary 
to discuss the four teachers in terms of the 'evolution' of their instructional beliefs 
and practices in an ICT context (Dwyer et al., 1990). This 'evolutionary scale', 
showing the locations of the four participating teachers, can be illustrated 
diagrammatically and is shown in Figure 9.1. This scale, and other conceptions of 
teacher evolution. or development, is discussed fully in Chapter Three. 
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Entry Adoption Adaptation Appropriation Invention 
Linda Harris Sarah Fox Nicole Nielsen 
& Catherine Will iams 
Figure 9. 1 .  Scale showing evolution of teachers' beliefs and practices in 
relation to u ing JCT in the clas room to facilitate reading (Dwyer 
et al., 1 990) 
Catherine Will iams and Nicole Nielsen u ed ICT for a broad range of 
purposes and were highJy competent and confident in the use of computers. 
Nevertheless, they had barely begun using IMM to assist participating students who 
had reading difficulties, although many of the strategies used on a whole class basis, 
such as using Jn piration 2000) to construct story maps, were possibly as beneficial 
to these students as they were to students without such difficulties. Catherine and 
Nicole could be said to be in the 'appropriation' stage ( Dwyer et al. 1 990) of the 
scale in terms of using ICT in their classrooms to facilitate student learning. That is, 
they were extremely comfortable with using software for a range of purposes and felt 
a sense of 'ownership· of it, but had not become 'inventive' to the extent that they 
used it in novel ways for novel purposes for example to help such students with 
reading difficulties. 
Sarah Fox could be said to be at the 'adoption' stage in term of using ICT in 
her classroom. That is she used technology in a range of ways but had not reached 
the 'adaptation stage, in which the teacher adapts the use of software and teaching 
strategies to suit her purpose . Sarah had not adapted the use of software to facilitate 
the learning of students with difficultie in reading. 
Linda Harris was at the entry' stage of development. That i she was not 
knowledgeable enough about the hardware and the software available in order to be 
able to adapt its use to assi t students with reading di fficulties. None of the four 
teachers had reached the ' invention' stage of teacher development with reference to 
using ICT in this conte 't. 
Summary or Relearcll Q11ntio• I 
:nic participa1ing tea,;hers employed a variety of techniques for helping 
children they perceived as experiencing reading difficullics. FIICtors that influenced 
their teaching included: their perceptions of the students' reading difficu1tics; their 
pen:cptions oftbc students' personal characteristics; their 8CCCIII to reading strategies 
and resoun:cs; their beliefs, habits, styles and intuitions as well as school wide 
factors. Because the teachers bad some difficulties diagnosing the reading needs of 
their students, and appeared to have limited knowledge about what strategics might 
be applicable to each student's needs, their methods of assisting such studeits often 
appeared to be somewhat unfocussed. 
With rcfcrcnce to the use of JCT (and more specifically, IMM) to IIS5ist 
children who experienced reading difficullies, prior to the study the four participating 
teachers used such technology to varying extents, with Linda Hmis using it rarely, 
Sarah Fox using it fairly often for a limited range of activities, such as searching the 
WWW, word-processing and desktop publishing, and Nicole Nielsen and Catherine 
Williams using it extensively in a range of curriculum lll'Cll!I. 
Only Catherine Williams had started to use IMM to facilitate the reading of 
students with difficulties in this area; she had comrmmced using short electronic texts 
as a context for paired 1eadings with Monique, one of the students who participated 
in this study. However, this had commenced as a result ofan initial meeting between 
Catherine and myself to discuss this study and had thus only recently been added to 
Catherinc's repertoire. 
Research Question 2 
How to11d die partklpatlllaedocaton ue a •rormatlvc approach' to plan, 
lmplemut. eval1ate ud modify IMM-haml actlvkles ud program1 to llelp 
ltllduU wllo uptl'ffllce rnd!na dUlk:ultlea ad1ine partkltlar pedaaopc&I .... , 
Sub-question to guide the main question: 
a) What inhibitive and facilitative factors might educato111 encounter 
when planning, implementing and evaluating !MM-based innovations 
for students with reading difficulties? 
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The Identification of Facilitative and Inhibitive Factors 
In order to answer this question precisely, the jnhibitive and facil itative 
factors that emerged during the formative experiments have been categorised 
according to where they occurred on the planning-evaluation cycle' (modification of 
Trochim, 2002) . See Figure 9 .2 .  for a diagram of this process and also Chapter 
Four where its use in thls tudy is justified. 
Evaluation 
Util isation of results to 
plan modifications to 
teaching-learn ing 
Analy is of evaluation data 
Monitoring and coUection 
of evaluation data 
Possible reformulation of 
evaluation techniques 
Planning­
Implernentation­
Evaluation CycJe 
I mplementation 
Planning 
I dentification of learn ing 
needs and selection of 
pedagogical goal(s) 
Conceptual isation of 
possible teaching-learning 
strategies 
election of teaching­
learning strategies 
Formulation of evaluation 
techniques 
Figure 9.2. Diagram of the Planning-Implementation-EvaJuation (PIE) Cycle 
(modification of Trochim, 2002). 
It is acknowledged that this cycle as i l lu trated is a simplification of the 
process, and not able to represent the numerous recursions and confusions. Figure 
9 .3 .  show a metaphor of the complexity of the processes, which indicates that they 
are often iterative and intermingled. Nevertheless, the cycle as i l lustrated in Figure 
9.2. is used here in order to bring clarity to the identi fication of facil itative and 
inhibitive factors. 
,, 
-
-
Flpre u, Plauills-ev.t•atloa cycle. Adapted rrom S•ltll and Rapa 
(1999,p.l) 
Several 8fflCl'&I obRrvations can be made about the discovery of faeilltatlve 
and inhibitive factor3. These are outlined below. 
Five OblervaliDu abovt FICilitative lad Jnlllbfffve hcton 
I. Inhibitive factors wete far easier to identify than were facilitative � as 
they constituted hishJy visible 'spanners in the worb', whcrw the 
facilitative factors often invisibly 'oiled the works', 
2, A facilitative factor can often be conceived of as the absence of an inhibitive 
faetor. For example, the Jack of time was a major inhibitive factor in many 
situations during the study. Having plenty of time would have been a 
facilitative factor, 
], On some occasions, the relationship between facilitative and inhibitive 
fai;tors can best be expressed by a facilitative-inhibitive continuwn. For 
example, the amount of prior experience teachers and students had in using 
computers could be either an inhibitive or a facilitative factor, depending on 
whether the amounl of experienee. 
4. lq some circumstances a particular factor may be facilitative and in others it 
may be inhibitive. For example, the students' eagerness to use the computer 
was facilitative in many respects, but it was inhibitive at other times when 
they were reluctant to cany out rc1ated paper-based aetivities. 
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5. To some extent, allocation of factors as facilitative or inhibitive is a 
subjective and personal process. For example, Nichole Nielson at St Clair' s 
College saw computer narrations in non-Australian accents as an inhibitive 
factor, whereas Linda Harris saw this as a neutral factor. 
In the next section of this chapter, I describe the facil itative and inhibitive 
factors that were apparent in each phase of the formative experiments. 
The Planning Phase 
Identification of Reading Needs e, The four participating teachers experienced some problems in identifying 
students' learning needs. Further, structures were not always in place to assist them 
in identifying students who experienced difficulties. Consequently, identification 
often seemed to be an idiosyncratic process, which depended to some degree on the 
teachers' and schools' priorities and standards. For example, at St Clair' s, oral 
reading fluency was deemed to be highly important, whereas at Morland, 
comprehension was seen as being the defining factor of a 'good reader' and fluency 
was seen as an aesthetic aspect of reading. If Claudia had been a student at Morland 
Primary School instead of St Clair's, it is unlikely that she would have been 
categorised as experiencing difficulties in reading. Indeed, at the government school 
she had previously attended she was not deemed to be a student who experienced 
reading difficulties. 
Table 9. 1 .  
1 )  
2) 
3 )  
4) 
Facilitative factors in the identification of reading needs 
The teacher possessed relevant 
background/theoretical knowledge about 
readin 
Access to standardised test results. 
Access to previous school records. 
The use of informal assessment 
measures. 
0 
0 -� 
;z 
0 
C: 
C: .... 0 "' 0 ..c: 
Ol 
;z u 
"' 
.§ "' "' 
-� -0 "' 
� 
C: .... "' 
:c CF) 
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed 
1 -5 times) 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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In cases where the teacher had a theory-informed hypothesis about the nature 
of the students' difficulties, the 'problem' was much more clearly defined and 
articulated. For example, Catherine Williams had a clear conception of her students' 
difficulties and had formulated theoretically based hypotheses about what strategies 
might help them. This gave the innovations in her classroom an unambiguous, 
rational direction, which in later stages of the cycle was beneficial in that 
implementation and evaluation were clearly focused. 
The availability of standardised test results often appeared to help teachers 
confirm or disconfirm their prior conceptions of the problem through the provision of 
additional, normed information. For example, the results of benchmarking tests 
carried out in Years 3 and 5 in Western Australia were helpful to Nichole Nielsen, 
Catherine Williams and Linda Harris in that they supplemented these teachers' 
informal assessments. Results of other standardised test results carried out by the 
researcher, such as the NARA (Neale, 1 988) and the ERAS (McKenna & Kear, 
1 990) also gave the teachers confidence in their informal assessments or prompted 
them to rethink them, and helped them theorise about the nature of the problem. 
However, these tests were not routinely administered in any of the schools due to 
lack of time in some cases and, in all cases, lack of expertise. 
Nevertheless, Catherine Williams and Nicole Nielsen regularly administered 
other standardised tests, such as the TORCH test of reading comprehension 
(Mossenson et al., 1 987), the St Lucia Graded Word Reading Test (Andrews, 1 973) 
and the Holborn Reading Scale (Pumfrey, 1 985). 
Access to school records, such as school reports, psychologist' s reports, 
parent-teacher interviews and test results, assisted some of the teachers in the 
conceptualisation of the problem. For example, at St Clair' s comprehensive records 
were passed to teachers when students entered their class. This did not appear to be 
the case at Hillview or Morland Primary School. 
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At my suggestion, Catherine Williams and Nicole Nielsen used the 
Multidimensional Fluency Scale (Zutell & Rasinski, 1 99 1  ), which they had not 
previously encountered, to help them assess the oral reading fluency of their 
students. After becoming familiar with it, they found it highly useful and 
recommended it to the other teachers in the school, who also began to use it as a tool 
for assessing oral reading fluency. 
Table 9.2. 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
KEY: 
Inhibitive factors in the identification of learning needs 
Insufficient time for teacher to carry out 
assessments. 
Inadequate school records. 
The teacher did not appear to have a clear 
conception about students' expected level 
of achievement. 
The teacher did not possess/apply 
relevant theoretical knowledge of reading 
rocesses. 
The teacher did not possess 
comprehensive knowledge of assessment 
measures and knowledge about diagnosis 
of readin difficulties. 
Absence of a ' resource person' to assist 
in assessment process. 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I 
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times 
C: 
0,) 0,) - "' 0 -
c.) 0,) z z 
0,) "' 
C: 
·;:: -� ro .� 0,) .c -0 t: "' 3 C: "' u :J :::c 
0 
u.. 
� 
� 
(/) 
In each of the four cases, the teachers stated that they did not have sufficient 
time in which to carry out standardised tests, particularly those that required 
individual administration. Thus, they did not have access to data that would 
accurately identify and diagnose students with reading difficulties. Furthermore, it 
seemed that records passed on to teachers when students came to them from other 
teachers (within or outside the school) were not always comprehensive and valuable. 
Also, as was the case of the teachers from St Clair's school, school reports from 
"' 
other schools were not always helpful aa they reflected the prcvioUII school's 
standards and expectations, For example, reports from her previous school stated that 
Monique had performed satisfactorily in the literacy area. Catherine Williams at St 
Clair's, who had a different set of expectations and standards, did not agree with this 
assessment. 
As Walker (2000) has shown, it is difficult to design programs that 
effectively assist students who experience reading difficulties if the nature of their 
difficulties are inadequately identified and analysed. 
As already mentioned, in several instances teachers were not certain that their 
infomial aBsessments of the students' difficulties were accurate, and had no clear 
conception about what the child was or could be cap11ble of. They were not sure 
whether the students were 'underachieving' in the sense that they were capable of 
achieving at substantially higher levels and merely needed an approach that would 
help them 'catch up', or if they were students who would always have literacy 
difficulties and would need ongoing support. They hlld. little conception of whether 
the students had 'disabilities' or 'difficulties' in  the reading area. This is, perhaps, 
not surprising because in the Austmlian educational context, a distinction is not 
genmlly made between these two types of reading problems (Elkins, 2002). The 
Jack of this distinction made the teachers' task of evaluating and planning program.s 
problematic. However, ii was aw=t that in some cases, reconls passed on to 
teachers when a student cwne to them from another teacher or school were not 
always comprehensive or valuable. For exwnple, Linda Hanis had received little 
information from previous teachers about the abilities of her students. 
Jn some inslam:es, teachers were not in possession of or not using appropriate 
theoretical knowledge about the reading process, and this impeded accurate 
identification and appropriate planning. For example, at Morland and HiHvicw, 
where all of the participating students were identified by their teachers as having 
difficulties in comprehension, the teachers concerned seemed to have limited 
hypotheses about why this may be so. As shown by several researchers, there arc 
many different reasons for the breakdown of compn hension and, if possible, these 
reasons need to be  identified and analysed (Pressley;· 2000). Indeed, it is possible 
that two of the students (Zara and Mitchell) at Morland were experiencing both 
reading difficulties and giftedness and were thus 'twice exceptional' (Blacher, 2002). 
'" 
�·s poor self-concept and poor self-efficacy are classic characteristics of such 
students, However, neither the teacher nor the school system had investigated the 
possibility ofZara and Mitchell being 'twicc-exeeptional', 
The fact that the teachers who participated in this study did not have a variety 
of assessment measllfeS (aucli as the NARA, thc ERAS and the Multidimensional 
Flumcy Scale) at their disposal prior to the study seemed lo have led to inexact 
conceptions of what the students might be capable of. However, they did have 
comprehensive information about how the students were actually performing in the 
clusroom context, l.ara at Morland Primary School had been nominated as a student 
who had comprehension difficulties although, according to the NARA, she si:on:d at 
the g3nl percentile for comprehension. Her score for accuracy was lower, however, 
at the 3r" perecntile, and her reading rate was Ill the 46th. She had a positive attitude 
towan1s reading, at thc 90"' pen:cmile, and a high average receptive vocabulary, at 
the u1' percentile, Zlra had not been performing well in the classroom conteii:t and, 
when preiiented with the ,tandardiscd test reaul.ta, her teaclJer Sarah Fo;,i; was 
aurpriscd, u Bhc had not comiden:d Zara to be capable of such a high level of 
comprehcnsion11. 
Linda Harris had never hevd of the NARA (Neale, 1988), a 111ndardiscd test 
wide1y used in Allllralia, whilst the other participating teaciien, although they had 
heard of it, had never used ii. Catherine Williama wu keen to learn to use it and, 
indeed, used it to usillt in the 11NCSA11ent or several or her student1 dwing the COllllC 
or this study. 
The tcachen lamented the fact that they did not have aeeas lo a 
knowledgeable 'moun:e pmon' who knew what tests were available, how to judge 
their appropriateness and 'f!Plieability, and how lo adminuter them and analyse tlie 
results. Indeed. a survey or Australian Primary school principals (Rohl & RivalJand, 
2002) lhowcd lhat there were proportionally fewer trained specialist literacy 
teachers in We.tern Alllltralia than in any other Australian state. 
"' 
1u-
Tbc four tcachm who participated in this study, even Catherine Williams and 
Nicole Nielsen who had been using ICT in the dassroom for a range of literacy 
purposes for several years, selected 'traditional' pedagogical goals. This may reflect 
the fact that their deflnitions oflitem:y had not sufficiently changed to accommodate 
new literacies or, if they had, such definitions may have been be difficult to articulate 
and translate into practice. A second possibility is that the student!i with 'difficulties' 
were seen by the four teadteni as needing to overcome difficulties in 'traditional' 
literacies prior to addressing difficulties in 'new' literacies. Also, and most 
importandy, the literacy-related cuniculum docwnents usually referred to traditional 
pedagogical goals. 
Co11cirplua.l111do11 ofP011ible Tncblng-Leanrlag Stntqia 
G This appeared to be another area of difficulty for the four participating 
teachers. Because literacy is a large, complex fieJd, it was often difficult to arrive at 
measllrllble, achievable pedagogical goals, especially as the teachers did not often 
seem to aim for discrete 'end states' or 'outcomes' but instead endeavoured to move 
students along complex, interrelated developmental continua11, where discrete 
outcomes wm not u IIJIJ)al'ffll, Also, 115 mentioned in the previous section, teachers 
were not always certain about what difficulties the students were c11:pcriencing and 
why this was so. 
Furthermore, when choosing pedagop:al goals, it was necessary for the 
teachers to select those that that seemed amenable to being accomplished through the 
use of IMM. This was necessarily problematic because of the teachers' limited 
knowledge of IMM and lhe software available. 
Because ii Wllll difficult to arrive at pedagogical goab that seemed significant, 
appropriate and achievable, it was difficult to arrive at suitable strategies (even 
traditional strategies) that followed on from these. Choosing new strategies or 
choosing to present existing strategies through new media Wll!'I thus bound to be 
problematic. Indeed, at St Clair's, IMM-based strategies were chosen first and then 
students were found who 'fitted' the strategy. 
• In nmtt years, te1ebon ill Westcm AIISlnll!a have been uked to pi.a litency programs ill 1erms of 
pedagogicaJ 'OIIICOmei'. 
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Following are the facilitative and inhibitive factors identified that related to 
the conceptualisation of possible traditional strategies. It seemed necessary to 
conceptualise traditional strategies in order to determine whether they had been tried 
with the participating students, and to estimate their effectiveness. Furthermore, it 
was necessary to conceptualise these strategies because there was a possibility of 
presenting them using IMM. Also, it was important to be cognisant of these 
strategies in order to be able to modify them/diverge from them. 
Here, the debate as to whether IMM is capable of merely presenting old 
strategies using new media (Clark, 1 983) or capable of presenting entirely new 
strategies (Kozma, 1 99 1 )  became relevant. The participating teachers, who were only 
just beginning to use IMM to assist students with reading difficulties, tended to 
prefer to use IMM to present old, tried and trusted traditional strategies. Because they 
were accountable to principals and parents, they preferred to minimise any actions 
they perceived as risk-taking. 
In cases where the teacher had the time and inclination to re-examine and re­
evaluate their existing strategies, it was easier to hypothesise about which IMM­
based strategies might work for the individual students. For example, Catherine 
Williams discussed and reflected upon repeated readings (Samuels, 1 979) and NIM 
(Heckelman, 1 969) and decided that these strategies could be facilitated and 
enhanced if used in conjunction with electronic texts. 
Table 9.3. 
1 )  
2) 
3)  
Inhibitive factors associated with the conceptualisation of possible 
traditional teaching-learning strategies 
.., </l 
·§ § 
0 
.., ii3 
- </l .., ·- ro .� ..c: 0 - ..c: -
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The teacher had l imited knowledge of 
relevant traditional strategies. 
The teacher had difficulties theorising 
about the students and l inking theories 
with teaching-learn ing strategies. 
The teacher used a restricted range of 
strategies to teach reading, particularly to 
students with reading difficulties. 
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  
to 5 times) 
Often observed (6 or 
more times 
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I n  some cases, teachers did not conceptualise a wide range of traditional 
strategies because they had not encountered them or because they had forgotten 
about them. For example, Catherine Williams at St Clair' s College had learnt about 
repeated readings during her initial teacher training, but had not been accustomed to 
using the strategy and had not considered using it as a remedy for poor oral reading 
fluency. Indeed, she claimed to have 'forgotten' about it. Likewise, Sarah Fox and 
Nichole Nielsen had not been aware of the strategy of teaching students to 'chunk' 
words into larger units of meaning as a means of facilitating both fluency and 
comprehension. 
The four teachers sometimes found it difficult to hypothesise about why 
students were experiencing difficulties and what strategies might assist them. For 
example, Sarah Fox had not fully conceptualised which aspects of comprehension 
her students were having difficulty in, and what the basis of this might be. This made 
it difficult to theorise about possible remedies. 
The participating teachers often seemed to select strategies from their 'tool 
box' of strategies and did not apply these to novel situations or attempt to design, or 
even seek out, new strategies, even in traditional non-computerised contexts. This 
may have been because of the importance to them of classroom routines and rituals 
for classroom management (Maloney, 1 997), and a shortage of time to reflect. Also, 
it may be explained by the necessity for teachers to be accountable to parents and 
school principals; it may have seemed safer to stick with tried and trusted strategies. 
If teachers are not particularly inventive or risk-taking with reference to 
traditional strategies, it follows that they will probably have difficulties becoming 
inventive and risk-taking in computerised contexts. Indeed, teachers seem to build up 
a repertoire of practices, which can be defined as 'routine action' (Louden, 1 99 1 ). 
Because of factors such as classroom pressures, and fear of failure, ' reflective action' 
and innovation are less frequent than 'routine action' .  
Table 9.4. Facilitative factors associated with the conceptualisation of 
possible IMM-based teaching-learning strategies 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
The teacher had good knowledge and understanding 
of traditional teaching-learning strategies and when 
to a I them. 
The teacher had knowledge of students' educational 
needs. 
The teacher demonstrated knowledge of 
pedagogical theories underlying software and the 
teach in - learn in strate ies the were based u on. 
The teacher had a sense of autonomy. 
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  to 
5 t imes) 
Often observed (6 or more 
times) 
C: 
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I n  order to conceptualise possible strategies m an IMM-based context, it 
seems that teachers need to have a thorough understanding of a range of traditional 
strategies and how/when to apply them. This knowledge was not always present. 
Participating teachers did not always have access to full knowledge about the child' s  
abilities, needs and interests. 
Knowledge of pedagogical theory underlying the software and its associated 
strategies was difficult to ascertain because teachers did not have time to fully 
explore the software and reflect upon it. Also, software producers did not usually 
supply comprehensive rationales with their products. As teachers were not always 
able to link theory to traditional strategies, it would perhaps have been unreasonable 
to expect them to be able to do this in far more complex IMM contexts. 
Because IMM often incorporates multiple strategies, with an array of 
underlying theories, a single product can contain drill and practice and tuition as well 
as open-ended creative activities such as writing. These types of activities are all 
underpinned by different theoretical positions. The way a teacher decides to use 
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software can also affect the types of learning processes the students engage in, and 
thus the underlying theoretical positions. 
At St Clair' s college, there was a system of collegiality, which helped 
teachers in all areas of teaching, including the use of ICT in literacy. Teachers had 
formal ' sharing sessions' on a weekly basis, where they discussed strategies, 
resources, and students. Apart from this, there was a genuine collaborative culture, 
where teachers assisted each other in their practice. This was not the case in the 
other two schools. 
It has been shown that where teachers do not feel a sense of autonomy to 
change their practices, but feel constrained by forces beyond their control, they are 
less likely to plan and implement major changes (Placier & Hamilton, 1 994). The 
four teachers who participated in the study all mentioned constraints such as 
curriculum requirements, as well as parent, school and principal expectations, which 
reduced their sense of autonomy. 
Table 9.5. Inhibitive factors associated with the conceptualisation of possible 
IMM-based teaching-learning interventions/strategies 
1 )  F inding and 'getting to know' software. 
2) School funding l imitations. 
3) Identifying underlying theories and strategies i n  
software and l ink ing/comparing these to 
traditional strate ies. 
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed 
I to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
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Finding and getting to know appropriate technology can be 'overwhelming' 
(Bergen, 2000, p. 1 )  and time-consuming, and this was certainly the case in this 
study. Perhaps the most significant inhibitive factor with reference to finding and 
getting to know software was the teachers' limited knowledge about available 
software. 
"' 
TIiey had limited knowledge about what software existed, Thi1 ICSUJlcd ftom 
the fact that there seemed to be few wmpmensive catalogues of existiug 
educational software. For COI11D1en:ial reasons, 511pplicrs and distn11uton often seem 
to 'push' particulu software and leave other titles relatively unadvertised. In 
addition, commercial catalo�e descriptions of software are often veiy brief and can 
be misleading (e.g. Ashton, 2000). 
Various educational 'bowes, such as The Education Department of Western 
Australia, maintain software review websites, whlch teachers contribute to (sec 
Apperufu; 5.2.). These sites are relatively useful sourec:s of infbrmation but are not 
comprehensive. Many usefl.JJ titles are not included, perhaps due lo the fact that 
participatins teachers have not heard of them or do not know where to buy them. 
Furthermore, much software listed on international aites is not available from 
Australian supplicrs. Allhough it can often be purchased onlinc, this is not something 
any of the par ticipating teachers had ever done. 
The fou.r tcachm in this study engaged in various processes to source 
software. Catherine Williams, for Cllample, tended lo  visit the state's major 
educational supplier and browse the shelves. She and Nicole NidlCD also relied on 
the school librarian and the JCT coordinator to find software. They both made 
frequent use of software available on lhe school i11tranet. Sarah Fox used some of 
lhe software that had l:een placed on lhe school's intranet by the principal and the IT 
coordinator. However, she had not found it neces51UY to seek out additilXUll softwarc 
for use in her classroom. Llnda Hanis also used IIOI!le of the software available on 
the school's intnmet, but only a small p1opo1don ofiL In addition, she occasionally 
borrowed software from the school library. 
During this study, the teachers llugely relied on me to souroc potentially 
appropriate software. I used mulliple strategies, such as browsing through computer 
magazines, attending conferences, reading educational journals, browsing around 
shops and educational suppliers, accessing software review websites, sean:hing lhe 
WWW and 'asking around' (sec Chapter Five). 
Another difficulty in sourcing and getting lo know software was the fact that 
ii was often difficult lo obtain softwar?, on a lrial basis. Trial versions were often only 
available for 30 days, which was not always sufficient time in the context ofa busy 
classroom. In other i�, lrial software wasnol available at all. 
"' 
Determining criteria to be used in evaluating software was also problematic 
during the study. The aelmion of criteria depended on lllllIIY situational factors, 
sucll as ch,racteristics of the useni and desired outcomes, as well as the teKher's 
philosophies. Allhough there an, many cltecklists, �view forms and matrices 
available to help i-:hers evaluate software (Forpn, 2001; Geisen & Futrell, 2000; 
Hall & Manin, 1999; Inglis, Ling, & Joosten, 1999; Johnson, 2001; Jones & 
Paolucci, 1999), these have limitations (Squires & McDougall, 1994), such as limited 
validity liCfOSS situations and the absence of important criteria (Downes & Fatouros, 
1995), Teachers may thus have difficulty in choosing appropriate checklists and may 
need to tailor them to their particular needs and the particular situation. The 
participants of lhis study, due to a lack of time and teacher interest in this approach, 
did not use checklists. 
Despite the above difficulties, there were some criteria that all of the 
participating tcachcm seemed to take into account when selecting software for 
students wilh miding difficulties: 
I. The software needed to be 'fun' or e!Uoyable for lhe students. This was 
usually an important consideration from the students' perspective also 
(Ooodison, 2002). 
2, The software needed to be at an appropriate level of difficulty. However, !he 
is$ucs of difficulty and readability in an IMM context are complicated by lhc 
tyPC and amount oflhe suppon offered by lhc software (McKenna, Reinking, 
& Labbo, 1997). Assessing the level of difficulty is not necessarily a 
straightforward process. To some extent it �ds on the match between the 
software's features and the child's needs (sec Appendix I.I for a diSCL1Ssion 
ofreadabilityin an lMM context). 
]. The tcachem usually preferred Australian software, as they thought that it 
would be more likely to address Australian curriculum requirements. They 
also thought that Alllilralian accents and spellings would be bcncficiq] to 
A1151ralil!Il studcnls, especially in software wilh a phonics or spelling focus. 
4. The participating teachm also preferred software that offered a de� of 
c!ioice or flexibility or conlrol by the students. For example, Catherine fikc:d 
the Reader Rabbit Reading Development Library (1997) cJcctronic stories 
"' 
because they allowed the midents to 'pause' narrations, allowing them to go 
back and reread a portion of text and to think about what Ibey were reading. 
5. All of the tCB1;hcrs lried to avoid software with a large amount of animation 
as they saw this as distncling and not educationally valuable, As has been 
pointed out by other authors, animation is often only loosely related lo the 
text and adds little to the reader's comprehension (Collins et al., 1997). 
6. The teachers were conscious of the price of the software and the breadth ofits 
applicability, Whether or not it would be useful to a range of students was 
often a consideration. 
With reference to trialling software, Catherine Williams and Nichole Nielsen 
were hesitant about lll$tailing ii on their computers for this pu:rpose because they did 
not want residual junk left on their system after uninstslling. Furthermore, it was at 
times technically difficult to iruilall and unlnstall such software, which deterred 
teaehCJll, for mi;ample Sarah Fox and Linda Harris, from trialling it. In addition, 
technology coordinators occasionally disallowed the installation of certain software. 
At St Clair's, for example, students were not allowed to install multimedia authoring 
software on their laptops becausc of the hard drive space multimedia texts would 
occupy. 
The schools involved in the &tudy had limited fimds available and were 
ex1Mmely cuefill aboit the software they invested in, although St Clair's College 
was slightly better resourced than the two government schools. In most instances, the 
schools had invested in open19 software, which could be used as a tool in many 
different ways. They had purchased relatively little closed software, which was 
perceived to have fewer applications and less flexibility. 
All four teathers had relatively little free time in which to analyse available 
software. This, coupled with their restricted knowledge of reading theories and 
strategies, particularly with reference to students with reading difficulties, made it 
difficult for them to ucertain the underlying theories and strategies inherent in 
"Clpm .. �. 1uch u word.processing, multilne<li.1utborina: and desktop Pl>bllshina programs 
can be used u 'taola• to cmyout IDlllY different kinds oflumins activitio,, often ,mpginghishet' 
ordcrlhilwag. 'CJO$Cd• .. a...,.. •uch u drill andpnctke so�, bu I man: limited '1111• of 
1pplieations and often relates an]y to 1M lower levcla ofBloom's T,xonomy, 111eb u 1M 1cquiai!ion ..... 
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software, or to use the software to facilitate the implementation of traditional 
strategies. This, in turn, made informed planning unachievable. 
Evaluation of Alternatives and Selection of IMM-Based Teaching-Learning 
Strategy e� In order to evaluate the alternative IMM-based strategies and select the most 
suitable90, it was necessary for the teachers to analyse and synthesise information 
about software, traditional strategies, and their students. As they did not have 
complete information about any of these areas, the task was relatively demanding. 
Furthermore, it must be asked whether IMM-based strategies can be 
satisfactorily evaluated before being used by the students involved for the stated 
purpose; it has been asserted that software cannot and should not be evaluated by 
adults alone, and that the target population must always be involved (Higgins, 
Boone, & Williams, 2000). To some extent, Linda Harris and her students tried this 
approach, but it was not entirely satisfactory in this context because many of the 
students took on the role of what could be termed 'perpetual evaluator' and flitted 
through software without deeply engaging with it. 
Table 9.6. 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
KEY: 
Facilitative factors associated with the evaluation of alternatives 
and the selection of an IMM-based strategy 
Suggestions from other educators. 
Reflecting on the effectiveness of 
traditional teaching-learning strategies. 
Knowledge of students' abi l it ies and 
interests. 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  
to 5 times) 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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90 The teachers and I were of the opinion there is no 'one best way' to teach l iteracy or anything else, 
with or without the use of software. The term 'the most preferable' is therefore used instead of 'the 
best' . 
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The fact that I had done some preliminary screemng and evaluation of 
software, and suggested some strategies that might be used, seemed to help the 
participating teachers select strategies. Also, reflecting on traditional strategies that 
had previously worked or not worked for the individuals concerned helped teachers 
in the decision-making process. 
Additionally, because of a relative lack of software, there were not a lot of 
IMM-based strategies to choose from, which simplified the matter. 
Table 9.7. 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
KEY: 
Inhibitive factors associated with the evaluation of alternatives 
and selection of an IMM-based teaching-learning strategy 
Teacher did not have enough time to 
evaluate software. 
Teacher had difficulty deciding how to 
match software to students' learning 
needs. 
Teacher had difficulty accessing trial 
co ies of software. 
Teacher had difficulty predicting which 
software students would en·o 
Teacher had difficulty j udging 
' readabi l i  ' of software. 
Technical problems in running software 
to be evaluated were ex erienced. 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  
to 5 times) 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
It was difficult to adequately evaluate software and to identify underlying 
theories and strategies. This, together with inadequate data about the students' 
strengths and needs, made the decision making process somewhat imprecise. Perhaps 
because of a shortage of hard data on which to base the decision, teachers often 
tended to resort to choosing strategies according to whether they thought the students 
would enjoy them and find them motivational. 
"' 
However, sometimes tcac:hers' beliefs about what the students would enjoy 
were emmcous. For example, Nicole Nielsen was awpriscd when Becld disliked the 
electronic book. Aesop'.! Fables (1994). Likewise, Linda Hanis WIii surprised that 
her atudents did not like Sto,ybock Weaver De/uu (1998). 
Another f11etor that inhibited the selection of IMM-based strategics was the 
question as to whether or not the software would run on the available computer 
systems. Software always baa certain system requirements, yet some of the tcai:hm 
did not know the specifications of their hanlwarc. For example, Linda Harris had no 
idea that two of the computers in her room had only 4MB of RAM91 .id the 
implications of this in lcnns of running multimedia software. Also, it was found that 
some software packaging states 'For Windows 95 and later', but will not nm 
satisfactorily on Windows ME or Wi11dows XP. 
Because the participating teachers were not deeply familiar with the software 
or its capabilities, they often tended lo employ modified traditional strategies, such as 
computer-assisted repeated readings. It has been auggcshld that JCT has the potential 
to transfonn pedagogy and not ju.st slavishly reproduce existing strategies (Leu, 
2000), hut the participating teachm were seldom in a position to try fundamentally 
new, previously untried strategics (that were not possible outside the IMM-based 
context) because ofthctir lack of experience in this milieu . 
Sometimes the teachers did not appear to distinguish between the IMM-based 
strategy and the software itself. For example, Linda Harris seemed to see the 
softwaie as what could be tenncd 'software as strategy', whereas Catherine Williams 
saw software as 'software/or strategy'. This occasionally led to confusion. 
After choosing an IMM-based strategy, teachers were sometimes uncertain 
about their decision, although they had high hopes that ii would be beneficial to the 
students. It was necessary for them to take risks, which, in an environment where 
aecountability was emphasised, could be somewhat stressful. It has been suggested 
that teachers and students should be actively encouraged to engage in risk-taking 
behaviour and experimentation with JCT (Bailey et al., 199S), but during this study 
the orpnisalional environment and cuniculum requirements often acted to proseribe 
this. 
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Summary of the Planning Phase 
There were frequent difficulties in planning to use IMM to help students with 
reading difficulties. However, many of these difficulties were not simply 
'technology' factors, but were related to the teacher' s  knowledge of the students' 
strengths and areas of need and of learning theories and strategies. 
Although the process was complex, this complexity was not always visible 
and the planning phase did not always seem difficult. Teachers often used 
expressions such as, "Let' s give this a try," or, "Let' s see how it goes", without 
constructing a clear rationale. In exploratory contexts such as the classrooms 
concerned, this tendency to trust intuition and to launch into the unknown is, 
perhaps, predictable and even useful. However, such actions should be reflected 
upon and the reflections should be used in further planning (Atkinson, 2000). 
The Implementation Phase 
Implementation of Selected Alternatives 
Table 9.8. 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
KEY:  
Facilitative factors in  the implementation of  the IMM-based 
teaching-learning strategy 
Teacher had good knowledge of ICT. 
Teacher had a positive attitude towards 
IMM-based activities. 
Teacher had good knowledge of software 
bein used. 
Students had good knowledge of 
corn uters. 
Software had a predictable interface. 
Students had positive attitudes towards 
IMM-based activi . 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I 
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
Several facilitative factors were appamit in the implementation phase of the 
innovations. As mentioned above, a lack of Inhibitive factors such as 'technical 
hitches' and time nlStrictions could be consttucd as t.:ilitative facton. Also, the 
teachers' and students' prior .knowledge about hardware and software was important. 
For example, Catherine Williams, who had extensive kno wledge about ICT, found 
the process far Jess dcmilllding tban did Linda Harris, wbo was a computer novice. 
Students usually found that software that had a predictable intedac:e was easy 
to learn. For example, the students at SI Clair's quiek:ly learnt how lo use llfumlnalus 
(1999; 2001) as ii had an interface similar lo Microsoft Word(I997). with whieh they 
were highly familiar. They were thus sble lo fbcus on the content rather than the 
teehnology. 
Stlllents' positive attitudes towards working with IMM was another 
facilitative factor. Most of the students expressed positive feelings about the 
activities, were highly engaged throughout, and many of them wanted to stay and 
woik al the computers after school and during school breaks. 
An additional aspeel of the IMM-based context that seemed to be facilitative 
In that ii extended positive attitudes was humour in software; ii has been pointed out 
that hwnour in literature can be motivational (MIiian, l99J). During the study, ii 
also seemed to help relieve student anxiety. For example, Nada at Hillvicw often 
laughed out loud when using the software and appean:d very relaxed, as did the 
majority of the other participants, including the teachers. Studenta with diffieulties 
often feel anxious in learning situations and hwnour may help alleviate this. Indeed. 
computer-based learning baa many features (such as patience and privacy) that 
render them less t!ueatening than many other leaming situations (e.g. (Hassclbring et 
a]., 1997). 
Table 9.9. Inhibitive factors in the implementation of the IMM-based 
strategy 
I ) Lack of time. 
2) Legal issues ( l icensing/copyright). 
3 ) Inadequate technical support. 
4) Teacher role and classroom management. 
5) [nadequate knowledge about ICT and 
' Ian ua e' of ICT. 
6) Software design. 
7) Distractions. 
8) Unreal istic expectations. 
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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There were many inhibitive factors in the implementation of the IMM-based 
strategies during this study, and it was tempting to categorise them into three groups: 
student-factors, teacher-factors and technology-factors. However, thls has not been 
done because most of the factors relate to interactions between students, teachers, 
technologies and context. It therefore seems imprudent to categorise them in thls 
way. Also, it must be borne in mind that many of these inhibitive factors can be 
conceived of as 'teething troubles' that eased somewhat as the implementations 
progressed. 
The over-riding inhlbitive factor seemed to a lack of time for everyone 
concerned. Teachers often did not have enough time to learn the capacities of the 
software, to teach the students how to use it, nor to monitor its use. Furthermore, 
largely because of heavy curriculum demands, students did not have a lot of time to 
engage with the software. Thls, combined with the fact that some of the IMM-based 
strategies were relatively time-consuming, presented problems. 
Licensing issues were also important inhlbitive factors. There were many 
instances where teachers would have liked to install software on more than one 
machlne, as thls would have meant that only CD-ROMs, not students, had to be 
'" 
moved Jrom one computer to another. There were many instances where studeRts had 
to swap computen because software was only installed on a single machine. Tim 
could, perhaps, be termed 'digital musical chairs' and was disruptive and fi'ultrating 
for the students. 
Fwther, in some instances tcachm would M'/c liked to install CD-ROMI on 
thcir own computers in order to evaluate them at home when they had he time. 
However, it is usually only pmnissiblc to install software on a lingle machine, 
unless site licences are pun:hascd, even lhough ii is possible for only one person at 1 
time to use a CD-ROM disk. Supplien and producers diould recognise that teachm 
are unlikely to purchase site licences if lhey have been unabl11 to properly evaluate 
and use the CD-ROMs. 
Copyright issues were a further inhibitive factor. For example, the Year 4 
students at St Clair'a would have liked to make their own veniona o f  !IOlllC o f  the 
electronic storybooks ('text innovation') using Microsoft PowerPoinl (1997). 
However, there was a dcgrcc ofuncertlinty on  the part o f  the tcachen u to whetbef 
copying scrmis from the storybook was pennittcd. Teachm' lack ofWldcntanding 
o f  (:OJ)yright niquimnents in this c:onstantly changing domain lffll1 to be a problem 
intcmation.ally also (Shane, 2001), 
Teachers' relative lack o f  tethnieal knowledge and confidence, u well u 
their limited knowledge about how atudentl learn in IMM contexts, inhibited the 
innovations. For example, Sanib Fox was ool sun: how to install CO-ROMs on the 
computers in her clusroom. Linda Harris was UIIJW'C how lo inatall softw&re, find 
files, use 1111 Internet browlCI', and many other buic computer operations. This made 
it difficult for her to IUJ)pOlt and monitor the students. 
Inadequate technical support in the schools and ftom softw&re companies was 
an adjunct inhibitive factor. On many occasions, especially fOI' Linda Harris and 
Sarah Fox in the government school system, i t  was not possible lo access prompt 
technical suppon. 
It seemed relatively difficult for teachers to constnK:t a role for themsc:lves in 
the conleJ(t o f  [MM.based learning. Sarah Fox said that it was sometimes difficult to 
'let go' or control, even though llhe claimed lo sec hcnelf as a 'faciliWor' f3ther than 
1111 'instructor' in all areas o f  her ie.ching. She intcrvcncd minimally in what the 
"' 
student& did on the computers. whereas Linda Harris and Catbcrinc William. often 
at with studcnla and acted u though they were engaging with a nditioml book. 
Nieolc Niclxn'a role v.-iod according to what the: lltlldcntl were doing on the 
computer. Teacher role changes are inevitable in IMM-based contexb (Wcpner &. 
Tso, 2002), and ii is suggested that cducaton in an IC'I' conlellt thould adopt a 
'power with' rather than a 'power ow,' (Banse!, 1998) stance when working with 
students in this context. 
Classroom management issucs were sometimes a concern for the teachers, lhe 
main ones being the minimisation of distra,;:tion, as well aa timetabling so that 
atudmts iuing the computer did not miu too many of their other les1101111. 
Headphones were used 1ucccufully on many occaaiona to minimise noise 
dillnetions, although other ,;:lass mcmbm were often curious abollt what the 
participants were doing on lhc computer. Linda Harrit addrcued this by allowing all 
clot members to 'have a go', which SUC1;cedcd to some extent in satisfying their 
eurio11ity. AJJo, the teachcn; were often fruscratcd by the fact that they could not 
lclc:h the whole clus and help/monitor the studenb using computers simultaneously. 
II ii suggested that the letting up of a series of small-group wotbtatiom, through 
whkh studcntl rotate. may help allcviak thi1 dilemma. 
Another inhibitive factor wu the flict that, in some instances, students lost 
lhcirmotivation to use softwan, after a relatively short period. However, thc students 
were still at this stage: evaluating the software, pcrliaps in the way that lhcy would 
evaluate a book, by flicking through it Partieularly at Hillview Primary School, 
where the students wim given &ccCS!I to a wide variety of software, they tended lo 
'flit' from one computer program to another. This made it extremely difficult if not 
impossible for the teacher to plan, implcmC'llt and evaluate each computer program's 
use in a systematic way. This 'flitting' behaviour may also be attributed in part to the 
fact that it is more difficult for students lo choose softwarc lhan it is to choose a 
paper-based book, as thim is often not the same amount and quality of information 
on lhe cover, and it is not po111iblc lo flick through software quickly as it is in the 
case of printed books. Teachers could, perhaps, write blurbs, print out screen-shots 
and catalogue additional information to help studC'llts scJl!CI software. 
Participants, both tcachmi and lludcnts, frequently used lhc term 'play' 
instead of 'use' or 'work' with rd°Cl'C'llcc to compulclll. This undoubtedly reflected 
ii 
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their perception of computer use u 'fun', but it also seemed to perpetuate the myth 
that working on compulera ahould a� be ftm, and that learning should be 
unconscious on incidental. The use of the term 'play' aeemed to be a reflection, u 
well u a petpetuator ofumealinic eii:pcctations about IMM-based learning, although 
it is acknowledged that learning through play is a valuable teclmique (Beecher & 
Arthur, 2001). 
The ways in which students used software seemed to a large extent to be 
ddCllllined by the !ea(:her's style and expectations. For cumple, Linda Harris was 
relalivcly 'laissez.faire' in her teaching in an IMM-based context (although she was 
not as laissez-faire in other areas of her teaching). As a consequence of this teacher 
style, 5tudenta were able to choose what they did with lhc software, and this 
sometimes appeared to result i n  aimlessness. On the other hand, Catherine Williams 
had clear expectations about what the students would do with the software, and thus 
lhey were highly focussed, although they OCCllllionally expressed fiustration that they 
were not allowed lo 'explore' and 'play with' it. 
The St Clair's students bad used computers for some time and consequently 
seemed to be less distracted by their novelty than were the students in the two olhcr 
schools. The so-called 'novelty effect' (Tergan, 1997) is often W.m to be: 1 
faeililative factor because it can temporarily boost motivation. However, in this 
study, students appeared lo see IMM·based activities as 'worir.' and not 'play' once 
lhc novelty had worn off. For example, the students at Si Clair's, where computers 
were widely used, were lesa distracted by the 'gimmicks' in software than wc:rc 
participants from other schools. FUrthcrmore, students and teachers at St Oair's did 
not use the term 'play' with rererence to computer use as much as other participants. 
Students often showed a great curiosity about what others wc:rc doing that did 
not usually occur as markedly in traditional printed-text contexts in these classrooms. 
This proved to be an inhibitive: factor in that students {non-participants as well as 
participants of this study) tended to be distracted by lhcir peen:' IMM-based 
activities. Linda Harris attempted to contain this by erecting some screens, hut was 
forced to dismantle them after a few days due to students misbehaving behind !hem. 
Catherine Williams suggested. that all students should use the same software at any 
one time, but this seemed to defeat the object of using IMM to address individual 
"""'· 
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Because the IMM-based contexts were relatively complex, and rrtuden.ta had 
diffl:rmt stylca and prdermccs, even with same software and atratcgy, it wu 
relatively difficult to predict student behaviour. 1bia complieatcd cva!Uation of the 
innovatiOI111 and thus further planning. 
A further inhibitive factor was the fact that students and teachers did not 
always pouess the 'language' ofICT. For example, the Year 4 students at St Clair's 
appeared puzzled when I referred to a 'text box'92, However, when I iLSkcd, 'Can you 
do a little box and then stretch it?' they knew what I meant and were able lo create 
and resize a text box. Another instance of a participant not knowing the language of 
JCT was when Linda Haffis was not sure whether 'installing' software meant merely 
putting the disk in the drive and running it, or setting it up on the system. 
An inhibitive factor related to software design was the fact that many 
participants wcn: inattentive to insl?Uctions that were narrated orally by the 
computer. There is an argument that the mode of delivery, whether oral OJ' written, is 
irrelevant u both delivery methods have the same informational value. This view 
does not lake into account the fact that students with reading diffieulties may not be 
able to read compl.ix written inslnlctions. Also, awmting lo the cognitive theory of 
multimedia learning. the delivery modality does matter (Mayer, 2001), and students 
will benefit from the use: of dual modalities, such II written words and pictures, 11 
this mluces the cognitive load in any one modality. 
A possible cx.planation for the students in this study failing to listen to or 
comprehend namited instruclio115 is that they were profoundly engaged in the visual 
sspects of the activities. In one instance, Anita was working her way through a series 
of IMM-based comprehension question!I and finding them very difficult because she 
had not attended to the oral instructions lo click on a certain icon in order lo 
rcad/listcn to the story first. Luke was also more likely lo pay attention lo the visual 
infonnation and lo ignore the oral. 
OthCf software related inhibitors, apart from the lccltnical problems noted 
above, were lo do with lack of student conlrol over the software. For example, many 
eleclronic storybooks do not allow the user to pause in order lo reread a section, or lo 
"RefcrtDGlosmy 
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reflect or write notes. At other times, students had to sit through laborious animated 
se(:tions or introductions without having the option to 'skip' lhrollih screens. 
Although some of the students in this study engaged with the software on an 
individual basis, as is consistent with the design of the software used, there were 
occasions when Ibey were required to co-operate around die computer. There wu a 
degree of dispute about who should have control. 
Finally, in many instances the students had limited ke}'boardlng skills, 
especially at Morland and Hillview. This is a common problem in primary schools 
(Goodison, 2002) and has been minimised at St Clair's by the provision of daily 
keyboarding lessons. 
Summary oftbe Implementation Phase 
In summary, the implementation was facilitated by the prior knowledge of 
teachers and students, by positive attitudes and by the absence of major inhibitive 
fllciors such as lack of time and 'technical hitches' and by effective clll!Sroom 
management, such as 'rules and roles' for the students. 
The Evaluation Pblllle 
Formulltion of evaJuation letbnlqun 
.( ' In formative C1'periments, student outcomes and strategies/innovations are 
seen as being intertwined, because one affects the progress of the other, and both 
affect de<:isions relating to possible modifications. However, during this study it was 
necessary, for the sake of clarity, to distinguish between two parallel and interwoven 
sets of data for evaluation: Data about the !MM-based slilltegy (which included the 
software itself and the strategy/strategies it incorporated or facilitated); and data 
about student outcomes. It must also be noted that a lot of the fonnulation of 
evaluation processes wns carried out much earlier, during the planning stage, 
Aunsing ,tudeat outromflll 
Overall, the four participating teachers tended to cltoosc traditional 
techniques to assess student outcomes, even though 'alternative approaches to 
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assessment are emerging' in the context of ICT and learning (Vogel & Klassen, 
200 1 ,  p. 1 08). It has been suggested that assessing and evaluating learning by students 
in ICT contexts, in which learning is often active, constructive, intentional, authentic 
and cooperative, cannot meaningfully be achieved by the use of traditional tests. In 
these contexts, formative assessment of learning is preferable (Jonassen, Peck, & 
Wilson, 1 999). 
As the pedagogical goals were essentially traditional, it was decided that 
traditional means of assessment were appropriate. Hence, the standardised tests 
described in Chapter Four were used, as were routine classroom-based informal 
assessments. 
Evaluating IMM-based strategies 
It was decided to evaluate implementations by observation, by discussing 
them with students and by using assessment information relating to student 
outcomes. Formative assessment was necessary in order to permit the generation of 
possible modifications. 
Table 9. 10. Facilitative factors in the formulation of evaluation techniques 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
KEY: 
The teacher was c lear about how the 
£MM-based strategy should ideally 
progress and the nature of the learning 
activ ities the students would engage in .  
The teacher was high ly proficient in 
formulating evaluation techniques in 
'traditional ' contexts. 
It was permissible to formulate tentative 
evaluation techniques and modify them 
when the need to do so became apparent. 
Many of the techniques chosen were the 
same as those used in 'traditional '  
contexts, as the pedagogical goals were 
largely traditional. 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I 
to 5 times) 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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Because we were not sure how the innovations were going to progress, and 
because the nature of the study was formative, it was essential to carry out formative 
as well as summative evaluations. As mentioned above, this meant that it was 
permissible to design evaluation techniques as we went along, ensuring that they 
were relevant and workable. 
Table 9. 1 1 . Inhibitive factors in the formulation of evaluation techniques 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
KEY: 
Because of the formative nature of the 
implementation, the teacher was unclear 
about how IMM-based implementation 
would progress, and had insufficient 
knowledge of the IMM-based learning 
activ ities students would engage in. 
Teachers often did not know the 
capabil ities of the software used well 
enough to facil itate the formulation of 
evaluative techniques. 
Teachers' usual evaluation techniques 
were not always closely related to 
specific outcomes and teaching strategies, 
but were more general .  
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( 1 
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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It was difficult to formulate evaluation techniques in advance because 
teachers did not know what might happen, and did not know the full capabilities of 
the software, how the students would react, or possible unplanned outcomes. Further, 
they did not know how long the innovations would be in place before they were 
modified. As previously noted, the four participating classroom teachers tended to 
say things such as, 'Let' s  see how it goes,' and were reluctant to commit themselves 
to prescribed evaluation techniques. 
Table 9.12. Facilitative factors in the implementation of the evaluation 
1 )  
2) 
3) 
4) 
KEY: 
Many techn iques were trad it ional 
thus fam i l iar to the teacher. 
Feedback from students. 
Record-keeping by computer. 
Ev idence of transfer of 
normal c lassroom context. 
ever observed 
Sometimes ob crved ( I 
to 5 times 
Often ob erved (6 or 
more times) 
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Evaluation by students is recommended in ICT-based contexts (Higgins et al . ,  
2000) and this was a facilitative factor in the evaluation of outcomes and strategies in 
this study. Not only were students often able to make comments about their own 
learning93 but they were also able to provide valuable feedback to teachers about the 
strategies and software. For example, Nichole Nielsen's students stated that it was 
difficult to read from the screen and talk into the microphone simultaneously. In an 
attempt to encourage this feedback, students were given journals and encouraged to 
talk about the implementation with teachers and other students. They were also 
given feedback sheets. At the end of the implementations, interviews were conducted 
to gather additional feedback. However, although valuable, student feedback was 
not usually easy to obtain. 
The fact that teachers had relatively few pre-conceived ideas about the way 
the implementations should be evaluated encouraged an 'open-mindedness' that 
meant that they were, perhaps, less likely to ' screen out' certain types of data or 
certain possibilities. 
93 It must be noted that the students' opinions about whether they had learnt anyth ing were sometimes 
inaccurate and did not concur with assessment results. 
Table 9. 13. Inhibitive factors in the implementation of the evaluation 
1 )  The teacher had insufficient t ime (to 
observe implementations, to talk to 
students about them, and to ather data). 
2) Insufficient accurate records were 
available. 
3) 'Hidden' data or  issues not identified .  
KEY: 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I  
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times 
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The most prominent inhibitive factor in the implementation of the evaluation 
was teacher lack of time to monitor and evaluate student performance. All four 
participating teachers mentioned this factor many times. 
Another major inhibitive factor was the students' inability or reluctance to 
keep accurate records about what they had done on the computer. Although they 
were given journals and checklists and were asked to keep logs of the software they 
had used, for how long, and what activities they had done, students' records were 
minimal. Bearing in mind that these students experienced literacy difficulties, this 
reluctance to write might have been anticipated by the teachers and myself. To 
overcome the problem, Catherine Williams suggested that students could use tape 
recorders to record their activities, but this was not done because of a shortage of 
tape recorders. 
Many computer programs keep records of students' activities and scores .  
However, the teachers did not make use of these facilities for various reasons, 
including a lack of time to locate them and print them out, a lack of awareness that 
they were available, and a 'distrust' of their accuracy. Indeed, there are many 
limitations inherent in such student tracking systems, such as the fact that Reading 
For Literacy (2000) did not record attempts at an activity, but only completed 
activities. Also, if students forgot to log in or out, or used the same software on more 
than one machine, the integrity of their records could be compromised. That is, their 
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records could become entangled with those other students, or could be partially 
recorded on more than one computer. 
Another inhibitive factor in this study was the fact that it seemed relatively 
easy to 'miss' data. Because of a lack of time on the teachers' part and because the 
IMM-based learning was often process-based and did not lead to a tangible 'product' 
that the teacher could collect and judge, much data was elusive. There may have 
been 'unmeasurable' and unplanned learning that the teachers did not take into 
account. There may also have been facilitative factors that were not noticed. 
Table 9.1 4. 
The Analysis of Evaluation Data Phase 
Facilitative factor in the analysis of evaluation data 
Intu ition/professional j udgernent 
KEY:  
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I 
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more times) 
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Teacher' s intuition or professional judgement seemed to be a facilitative 
factor in the analysis of evaluation data. Indeed, without this, it would have been 
difficult to make any decisions at all, as the evaluation data was incomplete and 
sometimes contradictory and the situations often ill-defined. The teachers would use 
expressions such as, ' I  feel ' ,  or ' I  have a feeling' ,  rather than, ' I  think' ,  or, ' I  know' ,  
indicating that they were using intuition. I t  has been suggested that in  circumstances 
where information is incomplete and the situation is ill-defined, the use of intuition 
or professional judgement is appropriate, if it and its results are reflected upon and 
learnt from (Atkinson, 2000) . However, teachers are accountable to parents and 
principals, who often require what has been referred to as 'articulate/rational/explicit' 
information as opposed to ' inarticulate/intuitive/implicit' information, which is based 
on knowledge in action (Atkinson & Claxton, 2000, p. 1 ) .  
Table 9. 1 5. Inhibitive factors in the analysis of evaluation data 
1 )  
2) 
3 )  
4) 
KEY: 
The teacher had insufficient time to 
analyse data. 
The teacher did not 'trust' data collected. 
The teacher had difficulties attributing 
outcomes to specific learning activities. 
Confounding factors. 
ever observed 
Sometimes observed ( I 
to 5 times 
Often observed (6 or 
more time ) 
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A lack of time to engage in analysis was a significant inhibitive factor. 
Teachers did not usually have time to sit down and concentrate on the analysis. 
Instead, they typical ly performed this 'on the run' .  
Furthermore, analysis is an essentially rational process and it has been 
suggested that many people do not routinely analyse situations or make decisions on 
a rational basis (Solso, 1 995). The teachers involved in this study often made 
decisions using only partial data, such as affective factors. Moreover, partial and 
contradictory data were often all that was available. 
In some instances, teachers did not trust the data collected. For example, 
Linda Harris was sceptical about the value of the post-intervention Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (NARA) results with reference to Luke, and Sarah Fox was sceptical 
about the pre- and post-intervention test results relating to Zara. These teachers 
thought that the tests inflated the students' abilities. Catherine Williams, on the other 
hand, thought that the post-intervention NARA results relating to all four of her 
participating students did not reflect their progress, which she judged to be much 
greater than that indicated by the test. 
Finally, it was difficult to make attributions about the data because of the 
teacher' s limited theoretical knowledge of reading, reading difficulties and 
assessment, and their lack of confidence in the data. 
Utilisation of Results in Decision-Making 
Facilitative Factors in the Utilisation of Results in Decision-Making 
Absence/minimisation of the inhibitive factors noted below. 
Table 9. 1 6. Inhibitive factors in the utilisation of results in decision-making 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
KEY: 
The teacher had insufficient time and 
other resources to uti l ise results in 
decision-making about possible 
modifications. 
Accountabi l ity to parents and school 
principals inhibited some teacher 
decision-making. 
The teacher was reluctant to 'chop and 
change' IMM-based activities too often. 
Students did not want teachers to 
modify IMM-based activities. 
The teacher experienced difficulties 
judging the importance and relevance 
of data collected in order to analyse it 
and make decis ions about possible 
modifications to IMM-based activities. 
The teacher did not consult data and 
made dec isions based on other factors, 
such as personal beliefs and 
preferences. 
The teacher did not have knowledge of 
how to use assessment data in planning 
for students with reading difficulties. 
Never observed 
Sometimes observed ( I to 
5 times 
Often observed (6 or more 
times) 
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After teachers had collected and analysed data relating to the intervention, 
there were several impediments to using this information to inform further planning. 
Often the information could not be used for reasons that were beyond the teachers' 
control, such as lack of time, lack of resources or school policy. Furthermore, there 
was often a reluctance to modify interventions because teachers did not want to 
'chop and change' .  They seemed to prefer to adhere to the decisions they had made 
"' 
earlier and 'sec how it goes'. Jn addition, ii was often difficult to know when a 
attategy should be modified or abmdoned because of diflicullies in the fonnative 
evaluation of the pedagogical goal. 
On several occasions, when modifications WIITTI made, students protested. An 
example of Ibis was when Catherine Williams decided to discontinue creating 
electronic storybooks and return to IMMARR. After the move back to this strategy, 
the students did not seem to be as motivated as they had been previously. Students' 
involvemenl in such decision- making seems to be desirable, where possible. 
Perhaps one of the greatest impediments to using the infonnation gathm:d 
was the fact that there was a luge quantity of infonnation and numerous possible 
modilkations, the potential outcomes of which were uncertain. It could be said that 
the teachers involved suffered from a 'decision-making overload'. 
On other occasions, the four teachera did not seem to use the data collected to 
help them make dccisiOJl.'l, but made them according to their philosophies or beliefs. 
For example, Catherine Williams chose to discontinue the strategy of making and 
chunking electronic texts to help the students in her class improve their oral reading 
nuency becausc she believed that sustained practice of oral reading or whole texts 
Willi nccessary to increase fluency, She did not believe that lhe metalinguistic, self­
monitoring and 'phnlsing' benefits of creating ela:lronic storybooks were a time­
efficient and beneficial method for her atudcnts with reading difficulties. 
Summary ofllm•rch Qucttlon Za 
Numerous inhibitive and facilitative factor:s were identified in the various 
phases or planning, implementing, evaluating and modifying IMM-based activities 
that were intended to assist students who experienced reading difficulties. These 
pertained to issues other than the use of JCT, such as the assessment of reading needs 
and the eonstruction of pedagogical goals. 
Overall, it was much easier to identify inhibitive factors, as they were highly 
visible 'spanner:s in the works' that often hindered implcmcntation5. However, it was 
more difficult to identify facilitative factors, as many may have been invisibly 'oiling 
the works', Furthennore, facilitative and inhibitive factor:s were often loeatc:d at 
opposite ends of the same continuum and were not disaete factors. 
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Many of the facilitative and inhibitive factors identified were common to the 
four different contexts, despite the fact that these varied greatly in many ways, such 
as teacher experience in using computers, resources available, and the socio­
economic status of the students. This suggests that these factors may, with caution, 
be generalised to some other contexts. 
Factors can be grouped into three broad categories (Oakley, 2003b ), namely 
people, activities and resources (see Figure 9.4). 
PEOPLE 
FACTORS 
Experience 
Motivation 
Values 
Col laboration 
Expectations 
Abi l ities 
Interests 
ACTIVITY 
FACTORS 
Management 
Strategies 
Procedures 
RESOURCE 
FACTORS 
Hardware 
Software 
Time 
Space 
Support 
Training 
Soc io-cultural 
Figure 9.4. Categories of facilitative and inhibitive factors 
If it had been possible to continue the study for a longer period of time, many 
of the facilitative and inhibitive factors identified might have changed. For example, 
many of the facilitative factors may have been mere 'teething' problems. The 
purpose of a formative experiment is to capitalize on facil itative factors and to 
endeavour to either remove or at least minimise the effects of inhibitive factors. 
However, in the cases described, it was not always possible to do this due to 
restrictions in time, resources and teacher autonomy. 
Rdtarc. Qaatio• 2b 
lb) How c:an oducaton establish 'ptefenbilily' oflMM·bakd ltntegies over 
'tndilional' lciivities? 
EIJtabU.•1a1 preluabWty 
It ha been 1uggested (Rcinkmg & Walkins. 2000) that a formative 
aperimcnt should consider the extent to which an innovation iB preferable over olhcr 
instnJctional methods. It is poS!ible lo assess a strategy's prcferability by 1111ing the 
dimensions ofefficiency, effectiveness and appeal (Rei�luth & Frick, 1999). 
Effectlve•en, Efficle.acy aad Appeal 
Effectiveness largely concerns the extent to which a pedagogical goal is 
reached. Effectiveness is increased if the innovation facilitates the achievement of 
the pedagogical goal over repeatoJ trials. Also, the breadth of situations or contexts 
in which the innovation achieves the goal is an aspect of effectiveness. 
Efficiency, which refers to the costs of the innovation in terms of time, 
J'C!IOurces needed, effort and mcrgy, is weighed against the effectiveness of the 
intc:rvention. Appeal refers to the degree to which the innovation is etijoyable for 
those concerned. This dimension is separate Jrom effectiveness and efficiency. 
Dlffltaftln la establlsblae preferUWty 
Establishing prefcrability was not a simple process during the study. Fiqtly, 
the concepts of effectiveness, efficiency and appeal were relative to the teachers' and 
students' philosophies, priorities and needs and cannot be seen as fixed concepts. 
Furthermore, teachm seemed to find it difficult to separate the three criteria; they 
often seemed to have a more holistic idea of preferability. 
In addition, establishing preferability was problematic due to difficidties in 
evaluation; teachers did not alwap have access to the data they needed to make 
accurate and informed judgements, or they did not use data collected. The 
effectiveness dimension did not entirely allow for unplanned outcomes, or complex, 
'unmeasurable' or difficult to measure outcomes. Nicole Nielsen, (or example, 
because she taught at a school that prided itself 011 its ICT focus, thought that the 
opportunity to use ICT in a new COffleJII made the strategies prcfmble, so long u the 
students aehicved sintil.- reading-related o utcomes to those they would have 
achii:ved using traditional methods. She was also of  the opinion Iha! the multiple 
outcomes encouragod by IMM-based atrategies augmented preferability. She round it 
somewhat illogical to focus on  Dlff'OW, singular o u tcomes in IMM-based contexts. 
She explained: 
I think the mo tivation is definitely there. I think in ICJ1115 of  ... 
particularly in our school which has an IT focus ... anything that's 
going to increase their skills, and lets them practise their IT skills, as 
well as ... I mean, that's our whole purpose, to iutegrate computers 
into CVCI)' curriculwn area, in whatever way's the best way. I mean, 
it's definilely an advantage to us that we do somclhing on the 
computer, as well as doing it the old-fashioned way. So, in our 
circumstances I lbink it is preferable, especially at this level when, 
they all have their own laptops. 
And also undcn;tanding that you don't just focus on your reading or 
your fluency or whatever it is you're targeting when you're reading a 
book; you also read off the screen, you also read printed out pieces of  
work, you read other people's work, and it's imponant in all of those 
areas. It's not just when you open up a book Iha! you're going to need 
expression in your voice, and read fluently. 
A fourth difficulty in ascertaining prefmbility involved the tcachrn' limited 
knowledge about how IMM may facilitate leaming. They had not encountered nor 
reflected upon manyo fthe issues in the area of  IMM and learning, such as IMM and 
multiple modalities, o r  the roles of the different symbol systcms in IMM. JI seems 
important to be cognisant of the theoretical principles of  IMM in 11tdcr to reflect with 
clarity. 
Finally, it may be the case that IMM-based and traditional strategies are not 
strictly comparable (Salomon, 2002) because of their different characteristics and 
theoretical undC?pinnings. 
Pcrhap$ because it was problematic to accurately ascertain effectiveness and 
thus efficiency, some of  the teachers established prcfcrability primarily according to 
the sppcaJ of the IMM-based innovations. For eumple, Linda Hanis was of the 
opinion that the motivational features of  the IMM-based strategy were sufficient 
justification to consider them 'preferable'. She 5tatcd. "At least they [the students] 
arc reading!" This alone was a great improvement in her opinion. 
'" 
Sarah Fox focussed on affective OUlcome!i to establish preferability; she aaw 
improvement in the attitudes and self-esteem of the participating students, which she 
attributed to their use of the IMM-based ilmovations. They had experienced success 
and become 'experts' in this domain. 
Summary orQutttioa lb 
The four participating teachers were novices in lhe realm of using IMM­
based i1U10vations to help students who experienced n:ading difficulties and, 
although they did ascertain preferability according to their own criteria, they were 
not able to malcc full use of those ofReigcluth and Frith's (19?9). 
Jn order to judge preferability meaningfully, it smns nei;essary to be able to 
measure clTcctivencss, efficiency and appeal with SOIIIC accuracy and to think of 
these criteria with n,ferencc lo the particular context and the relevant theoretical 
principles. The participating tcnchers did not usually have !he resources (knowledge, 
data and time) to do this. 
Rtlearcb Qunlloa 2c 
2c) What unplarmcd outcomes might result from using IMM-based activities to 
assist students who experience reading difficulties? 
nc ldt11tlD1:11lo11 or U11pl1n11ed Outcomes 
In formative experiments, it neceuary to consider unplanned outcomes 
(Reinking & Watkins, 2000). However, this proved to be somewhat problematic in 
the study for two major rcasoru;, Firstly, 'new' outcomes that were made possible by 
the use of IMM may have gone unnoticed and 'uruncasured', especially as the 
participating teachers primarily used l?aditional assessment measures. Sceondly, 
teachers possibly missed even 'traditional' outcomes because they were not assessing 
a wide range of outcomes; they had only planned to assess those pertaining to the 
pedagogical goal. 
Nevertheless. some unpldllllCd outcomes were identified through the use of 
traditional assessment techniques and infonnal observation. For example, several 
participaiing students appeared to lose interest in traditional paper-based strategics 
after using IMM. Linda Harris observed that, after using IMM &0ftw1U1:i, the students 
in her class were less inlerestcd in writing on paper and furth� were less 
interested in using word-processing than IMM software. At St Clair's, students did 
not wish to create paper-based storyboards for their electronic storybooks; they 
wanted lo use the computer at all times during the project. 
A second unplanned outcome was the fact that participating students seemed 
lo become more confident and have increased self-esteem, according to their 
teachers. This was possibly a result of having achieved SUC(:ess and being dassroom 
'experts' in the new domain. 
Children in Linda Harris' class who were not p111ticipants ofthe study, but 
who used the software, aloo appeared lo benefit. Bix:ause many of them had similar 
difficulties to those of the participating students, this outcome was not entirely 
unexpected or unplanned. 
Unplanned outcomes should be taken into account when considering 
effectiveness and efficiency, and when planning modifications lo iMovations. 
S11mm1ry or Research Question 2 
This study has demonstrated that educators can use a 'formative approach' to 
plan, implement, evaluate and modify IMM-based activities and program.B to help 
students who experience reading difficulties achieve particular pedagogical goals. 
However, them are many difficulties and uncertainties inherent in doing this, such as 
difficulties in identifying reading needs, choosing, moniloring and evaluating IMM­
based activities, and modifying activities in response to facilitative and inhibitive 
factors identified. Furthemion::, deciding upon the 'preferability' of IMM-based 
activities over traditional activities is no easy matter, due to the factom outlined in 
the previous section. 
Summary or Cbaph:r 
In this chapter, the raean:h questions of the study have been addressed. 
Question I investigated the ways in which participating tcachm were using IMM to 
help studenls who expericm:ed reading difficulties prior to the study. It was found 
that, although mosl of the teachers were 11Sing JCT, including IMM, in their 
classrooms, they were not 11Sing it specifically lo help students with reading 
difficulties. Only one of the tcachm had slarted to do this, between my initial 
contact with her lllld the conunencement of the study. The four participating teachers 
differed greatly in their capacity to use IMM in their classrooms due to the fact that 
they had differential access to resources SL1Ch as lnlining, professional development, 
support teachers, technical support, hardware and software. 
Question 2a involved uncovering the major fa.cilitative and inhibitive factors 
associated with planning, implementing and evaluating IMM-based innovations lo 
help studenls with reading difficulties. It was found Iha\ lhen: were numerous 
facilitative and inhibitive factors, many of them unrelated to teachers' knowledge of 
computers and software. Teachers experienced some difficulties in identifying 
studmts with difficulties, discovering lhe nature of their difficulties, !IDd linking this 
information with possible intervention strategies, even in a traditional context. It was 
therefore problematic for them lo match these students with IMM-based strategies, 
not least because there were many banien; to identifying the strategies inherent in the 
software. 
Further, there were difficulties in implementing innovations, some of which 
could possibly be 'ironed out' in later cycles. Many of these difficulties were related 
to software limilations, classroom management issues, teacher knowledge, and 
difficulties with the technology itself. 
Evaluating innovations was impeded by lhe difficulty in galhering accurate 
and appropriate data and becall.'le teachers did not always have clear expectations. 
Using evaluation data to modify innovations was problematic because there seemed 
lo be numerous possible options for modification. On the other hand, there were 
organisational and technological constraints that limited teachers' ability to modify 
and improve innovations. 
An overriding inhibitive factor was the lack of time for all concerned. Also, 
limited access to diagnostic tools and tho,oretical and strategic knowledge proved to 
be difficult. As might be expected, teachers' beliefs greatly influenced their decision• 
making. 
In Chaplcr Ten, the findings and their implicatioDll for teacher education and 
practice, as well as &0ftware design, arc di11eU55Cd. 
i; 
CHAPfERTEN 
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In chapten Five 10 Eight, each or rour formative experiments was described 
and, in Chapter Nine, categories of facilitative and inhibitive factors that emerged 
during the study were delineated. Issues concerning how teachers might determine 
prcfcrabilitywcrc also disciwcd, as was the significance ofw1planncd outcomes. 
Some or the issues that arose during the study were: far more fundamcnlal 
than anticipated. That is. is.sues concerning the identification and conceptualisation 
or students' difficulties, the linking of theory with practice and the assemncnt of 
learning proved to be almost as problematic as is.sues relating to educational 
technology and, more specifically, !MM, for helping students who experience 
reading difficulties. In this chapter, the implications of the findings with reference to 
theory, teacher education, teaching p111ctice, software design and future rcsean:h are 
discussed. 
lmpllcallon1 for Tbeerlet or Reading aad IMM 
Whilst various pedagogical goals were largeted in the study, and 4 
classrooms panicipatcd, most of the 16 panicipating students appeared to benefit 
from the intcrvcntioll!I, as measured by slandardised testing, observation, and 
in(onnal classroom :isscssmcnts. These findings are described in detail in prc.,.ious 
chap\CJS. 
Most of the participating students showed gains in reading skills. such as 
word recognition, compmhension, and meta-cognitive knowledge of reading. 
Because or the naturalistic nature of the study, however, it must be emphasised that 
these gains cannot be attributed to the IMM-based 
were not laken into account. However, it is worth noting lhat the teachers had 
previously lried a range or interventions with the students, none or which had been 
very successful. Participating teachers were confident in attributing gains to lhe 
IMM-based activities in which lhe students had engaged, because or lhe activities' 
uniqne configurations or motivational and instructional capabilities. 
Some important bcm:filll appcaml to be affective, such as increased 
motivalion and self-cstcena9', although it is acknowledged that the ERAS (McKcnna 
& Kear, 1990) indicated lhat some participanlll had relatively high levels or 
motivation at the bcgiMing or the study (although the teachers did not necessarily 
agree: with the ERAS scores). There is a body of evidence indicating that technology 
often exerts a positive effoct upon the attitudes of students wilh learning disabilities 
(Hasselbring et al., 1997; Lewis, 2000a). Because students with reading difficulties 
often have low self-esteem and motivation, lhcse apparent affective benefits should 
be seriously considered when deciding if an intervention is preferable. 
The question of how these results may be understood in tmns of learning 
theory and, in particular. theories of learning in multimedia contexts, should be 
considered. Given that many different types of learning occurred in a number of 
different comple• conte•ts during the study, ii docs not seem appropriate to attribute 
the results to panicular characteristics of IMM, or to favour any one learning theory 
over othen. This difficulty is amplified by the fact that in IMM-based conte•ts, 
media are confounded with inslfuctional techniques (Clmk, 1994) and it is almost 
impossible to extrapolate indcpendenl variables. 
Indeed, Tennyson (2002) has assei1ed that no one theory of learning can 
accommodate all types of learning; there are qualitatively different types or learning. 
such as rote memorisation, concept building, and generalisation of learning to novel 
contex.ts, all of which are to some extent interlinked and interdependent. Different 
learning theories underlie these qualitatively different types of learning. Tennyson's 
assertion that no one theory or learning can accommodate ell types of learning seems 
lo be especially cogent in IMM contexts, as shown in this study. 
Therefore, instead oflrying to position the findings or this study in ill-fitting 
theoretical frameworks of learning. in this chapter it will be shown how the 
•• 
innovations satisfied the majority of Manzo and M1111Z0'1 (1993, p. 207) 'prindplcs 
of mncdiation' (see Chapter Three for a more thorollgh discussion of these 
prin<:iples). The lilies of these principles have been rnodifled slightly to suit the 
purposes of this study. 
I• aUcasa: 
B1dld 1hdeat1' wlr-effk:aey 
Self-efficacy, which can be defined as a person's beliefs about his or her 
capa1imty to pcrfonn a task at a specified level (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997, p. 34), 
can enhance self-concept (Manzo & Manzo, 1993). The IMM-based activities 
engaged in during the study appeared to build self-efficacy because of the supPDrt 
offered and because success was often assured. Participating teachers unanimously 
staled that students' self-concq,I as readers and general self-esteem were elevated 
through their engagement with IMM-based activities. The tcacher:s hypothesised that 
this was because the students had experienced success and a sense of control over 
thcirleaming, and because they had become classroom experts in using the software. 
E•p&e atceadoa and motlvatioa 
This principle involves capturing students' attention and orienting them 
towards the learning activities offered, which can be challenging in the case of 
students with learning difficultie.-i (!Jurgcss, 2003). The !MM-based aclivities used in 
!his siudy achieved this principle in a w.ricly of ways, such as through the provision 
of advance organisers and mcnllS and narrated objectives, WI well as animaled 
introduetions. Students' involvement was often elicited at an early Slagc through 
requiring them to interact with the software, for example by typing in infonnalion 
such as their name or clicking on a h)'J)eflink. Participal.ing S1ude11ls and leachers 
commcnled on numerous occasions !hat the lMM·bas-..d contexts were motivational, 
and the students' increased time spent reading provided confinnation this. 
lacreue pace ud IDtOUbf ormakrlal covered 
It is claimed that as the rate oflearning can increase with the pace of teaching 
{Carnine et al., 1997: Manzo & Manzo, 1993), it is advisable to cover moft' material 
in Jess time. Because IMM oftcn regulates the pace ofatudcnts' learning through the 
paced prescntalion of malerial, and because studenls are often motivated to aecess 
"' 
more material, thi1 prini;iplc i1 frequently satisfied in IMM-bascd contexts, for 
example when Mitchell read !lpplOXimatcly five teJ:ts and completed all of lhe (MM. 
bucd comprehension activities in a one hour time-dot. 
Ea11re Jnqaeal ud llpaecd practitt 
Manzo and Manzo (1993) propose !hat practice should be provided little and 
often, and not in large tedious blocks. Many orlhc IMM-based activities uacd during 
the ltlldy contained drill and practice activities, but their presentation was 
intmpmcd with other reading tasb or games. The sludeitts from Hillview Primacy 
School, who tended' to Oit from one 11etivity to another, may well have been 
satisfying this criterion albeit unintentionally. 
Provide muy opport111ltlft to rud 
As Allington (1977) bas stated, lhc denial of opportunities to read will 
impede students' reading success. Low-achieving midm are often given far fewer 
opportunities to read thm are their higher acllieving peen, a situation that <:Oll1rib1ucs 
to them falling further behind. IMM-based texts allow low-achieving 11udents to 
aceess texts that are interesting and supponcd. Furthennore, demo tivating feelings of 
failllfC arc less likely in IMM-based contexts. In the present study, participating 
i!udcnls were given many opportunities to read IMM-based texts. Becau.sc they 
were motivated to read and supported in their reading, students seemed to engage 
wilh these texts more readily than wilh traditional texts. 
Mike le1nl11 actMtln Hljoy1ble 
Evidence from observation and interviews confinned that lhe IMM-based 
interventions were. indeed, enjoyable for the students involved in the study, Students, 
especially at Hillview, often referred to engaging in the activities as 'playing' and 
'fun' and, according to their teachers, were always cager to participate. 
Provide lattrntfng, ell1llea&1a1 tulul 
It has been shown that students who experience diflici:ltics in reading arc 
often exposed to a naJlOWer range of literacy activities than their higher achieving 
pccra; many remedial programs focus on gr.iphophonics and give scant anention to 
higher level thinking proccascs (Wilder & Williams, 2001). In krms of Barrett's 
(1972) three comprehension levels, literal questions may predominate at the expense 
of inferential and evaluative questions. Furthcnnore, authentic, purposeful texts may 
be Mjcctcd in favour of highly alructurcd 'readable' texta. Such IQ un� 
approach may lead to impoverished perceptions of reading and mluced motivation 
on the part ofsludents. Because of the support they offer, midents may engage in a 
wider r111ge of literacy activities in lMM·based CO!llexts. For exunple, Mitchell at 
Morland Wll!I able lo read te,cts abot11 lhe human heart and Alexander the Grat and 
answer a range or questions about them, activities he would nol have Wldertalr:en in a 
traditional print-based context. 
Provide '1are1y nd1' 
Because Manzo and Manzo (1993) do not mention the importanee or 
mlucing sires! and emb�ment for students with reading difficulties, it seems 
necessary to add another principle. As has been pointed out by Hasselbring et al. 
{1997), compu1eri5Cd contexts can offer students a safe place to fall, 11!1 well as 
privacy, encouraging them lo take risks and 'have a go' without risk of ridicule and 
embarrassment. This is Important for sludents with reading difficulties because many 
opt out ofleaming because of fear offailurc, ridicule and further Jossohelf-eatcem. 
IMM-based activities can be carried out on an individu.al basis, with headphones, 
allowing the user a degree of privacy. This privacy can save the dignity ofstudcnts 
with reading difficulties, as demonstrated by Mitchell, who often wore headphones 
when he was accessing audio support from the computer. 
lnmnt cues: 
UH a cll1110t1tlc leac•1n1 cycle 
The formative c,iperiment approach used was essentially a 'diagnostic 
teaching' approach (Kibby, 1995; Lipson & Wixson, 1997; Walter, 2000), u 
students' strengths and areas of need were ascertained and !hen activities were 
designed to address them. Progress wu assessed formatively as well as swnmatively 
and activities were modified accordingly. However, in the cue of Linda Harris at 
Hillvicw Primary School, this principle was not always adhem:I lo, yet the students 
appcarc:d to benefit from the interventions. 
E•.are rudlll1 eappme111 
There i, much evidence to suggest that engagement, whieh c1111 be 
conceptuali5Cd u cognitive and/or affcctive involvement or students in learning 
"' 
tub, is I strong predictor of learning (Bangert-Drowns & Pyke. 2002; Camboume, 
2002). Engagod reading 1w been defined as a: 
'merg« of motivation and thoughtfulness. Engaged readen; &eck to 
understand; they enjoy learning and they believe in their �DII 
abilitiea. TI1ey an, mllllery oriented, inlrinsically motivated, and have 
self-efficacy' (Guthrie, 2002, n.p.). 
Participating students often showed a higher degree of engagement than in 
'traditional' contexls. For example, Zara from Morland Primary School usually 
found it difficult lo stay in her seat, and all parlicipating students from Hillvicw 
habitually found it difficult to engage in book.based reading. However, their teachers 
noted that their engagement seemed to be markedly ·higher in IMM-based than in 
traditional contexts. However, it is acknowledged that some engagement may have 
been the 'problematic' kind of engagement, such as clicking on 'hotspots' or 'flitting 
around' software (Bangert•DroWll!I & Pyke, 2002). It appcani lhat the notion of 
engagement is highly comple11. and it can differ in quality as well as in degree, 
Bangert-Drowns and Pyke (2002, p. 3) for example, distinguish seven) fonns of 
student engagement with educational softwlll'e, as oullined in Chapter 'Ibrcc (see 
Figure 3.2.). 
According to Bangert-Drowns and Pyke's taxonomy ofllUdent engagement, 
Andrew from Hillvicw usually fell into the catcgol)' of 'disengagement' or 
'unsystematic engagement'; he mainly seemed to use the software in a passive, 
purposeless manner and often Hilted from one activity lo another. Ryan from 
Hillvicw often fell into the category of 'fnutrated engagement'; he attempted to 
achieve specific software goals hut was unsucceuful, for example when he was 
using Camte11 Sa,u/iego Word Detedive (1997) and SuperSpell -A Day at the Beach 
(1997). The rest of the students could usually be considered as being in the 
'competent engagement' catc:gol)', although them: were occasions when their 
engagement was also problematic. Because of the relatively short duration of the 
study, nol many personalised and sophisticated fonns of engagement were noted, 
although Mitchell from Morland Primary School did begin to devise his own 
strategies for getting the most out of softwlll'e in lcnns of helpful feedback. For 
cxamplc. he cntcm:d itffllS in the Reading/or Literacy activities individually so that 
he could get immediate feedback, instead of entering a whole page of IIIISWCfS al 
-,. 
"' 
Use tucker-directed l:aatnedoll 
A«ording to M1117.0 and Manzo (1993), direi:t in1truetion is characterised by 
the fact that the teacher (or 'digital teacher' in IMM contexts) tells students wlw 
they arc going to learn, how they arc going to learn it, why they arc going to learn it 
and what they have learned. The student is protected from having to make extraneous 
choices by the fact that the teacher {or computer) takes on a degn,e of control. 'Too 
many choices left to students seem to fflluce acadcmie engaged time and to leave 
studtnts and teacher distracted and feeling frustratod' (Manzo & Manzo, 1993, p. 
211). In the context of IMM-based reading, tmTc arc varying degrees of computer 
vm;us student control. For example, in Phonfa Alive! 2, the computer is in control 
of the sequence of activities afkr the teacher has entered the level at which that child 
should work. 
B•lld ,t111dt11U' mtllltogallfve aw&rellm .. d sea1e of �noaal 
llllpo .. U,lllty 
The IMM cnviroruncnts allowed participating students .a degR!C of conlrol 
and responsibility over their own learning, which led to a sense of personal 
responsibility for learning. 
Allhough metacognitive awarenns was not the fO(:US of most activities, 
supplementing them with self-questioning and self-monitoring activities, which arc 
essential for rading comprehension (Presaley, 2002), could have helped build thia 
awareness. Nevertheless, some of the comprehension activilies in software sucli 111 
Reading For Literacy (2000) may have contributed lo mCIICOgnitive aw1m1cst in 
that they provided ill5lallt feedback to ,tudents and allowed them lo try again, which 
may have allowed them lo pose and lest hypothcJcs. 
Metacognitive and metalinguistic awareness constituted a larse par1 of the 
activity involvins the creation of elcclronic storybooks, 
Apply die ·-bi or qHllty IHtrllCtiOII 
Guided practice, feedhaelt, and independent practice are all elements of 
quality instruction (Manzo & Mamo, 1993). The IMM-based activities ensased in 
durins this study provided lhcsc elements, either throush the computer-based 
activities alone or throush the compuicr and lhe teacher in partncnhip. Some of the 
activities included modellins. 1111(:h as the modellins of fluent rndins in the 
"' 
computer-astisted repeated �inp llCtivities, and reciprocity was provided for 
because lhc inlcraclive enviroM1ent allowed the lttldents to eontnl,ute to the 
direction of the lesson and, often, to work at their 'zone of proximal development'. 
81ild lhldfllb' Kllltmala ud ullll 
Some of the software uscd in the 1tudy was capable of building the students' 
schemata as well as !lrills. For eiiamplc, Rotic used My Fint Incredible, Amazing 
Dicti011ary (1994) to help her expand her vocabulary and her store of conceptual 
lcnowlcdgc. Words and concepla were presented diagrammatically, orally and via 
animation. 
Carnine et Ill. (1997) have pointed out that many content area texts are 
beyond the experience of students wilh learning difficulties. It is thus necessary to 
malu: the ideas and concepts accessible to such children. Reading At Home (2000) 
often contributed to such eon«pt building, for example by presenting an animated 
heart, which was labelled both orally and in written text. The workings of the heart 
were described in the text and a narration was available on demand. 
Rcdaee dlttr1Ctio11 
Because of the physical layout of computers in all follf cillSSfOOms, slightly 
away from the rest ofthe claas and facing a wall or window, pcm did not often 
distract students when they were engaging i n  IMM-based activities. Furthcnnore, 
headphones could be worn i£ required. Andrew, for example, wore headphones 
consbtently, allhough it Wll$ll'I clear whether he did this lo reduce distraction for 
himsclr or lo stop classmates hearing the 'raspberries' the computer blew when he 
answered a question incorrectly. Alm, the 'pull' of the computer seemed stronger 
than the 'pull' of the various classroom distractions. Allhough distractions were 
reduced for participating childmt, in some cases they seemed lo be increased for 
other class members. 
Provide ,eafl'oldhl1 
The gradual release of responsibility lo students is at the core of the notion of 
scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978). The IMM-based activities the students engaged in 
during the study provided scaffolding in the fonn of nanations and feedback, which 
&tUdents were at liberty to disregard when they felt able. However, it seemed that a 
degree of 51udent metacognitive knowledge wa,, necessary in order lo accurately 
"' 
judge whether support was needed. As pointed out by Collins et al. (1997, p. 34) 
some studenls seem to 'over access', whilst othm seem to 'under access' IMM 
support. It has aJ50 been shown that students' patterns o£clicldng(or accessing IMM 
support) changes over time. �ly with a decrease in clicking (Chu, 199S; Miller et 
al., 1994). Thus, the relationship between the support offeml in IMM cnvironmcnls 
and the support ace� by students is not straight forward. 
Provide cllaUnPll1 bit lllllllfllble kanlDI actMtkt 
In !MM-based contexts, it is possible to provide tasks that are challenging but 
manageable because much needed support, such as pronunciations, definitions and 
explanations, can be provided in a timely fashion. This allows students to access 
tc1ts that are interesting to them and close to their listening comprehension level. 
When he used the PM Sifre,. software, Ryan at Hillview acce&&cd texts that he would 
not have been able to read on his own. 
UH NII.CIITHI tracllln1 mtlllod1 
Manzo and Manzo (1993) recommend using corn:=! teaching methodii, 
which are designed to largel more than one pedagogical goal simultaneously; one 
major pedagogical goal may be largctcd along with one or more c.ollater:al goals. In 
!MM contexts it can be someWIW injudicious to focua on only one pedagogical goal, 
as the use or IMM-based activities are almost always complex, multi-modal and 
wtavoidably lead to multiple outcomes. For example, the creation or ch:ctronic 
lalldng books as a context for facilitating the teaching/learning of oral reading 
fluency may involve: the teaching of phrasing; studenlll lllllllyaing recorded passages 
and vi,ual rcp-tatioll!I of oral msding (wavefOIDlll); discussions about fluency; 
story-writing; spelling; repeated readings; and ICT skills such as keyboarding and the 
use or software. Where possible, it may be advisable to target and acknowledge these 
rather than label them as 'unplanned outcomes'. 
lmpHc11loa1 for Teacher Education 
Kaowledp 1bo11 ICT 
The four participating teachers stated that their teacher education programs 
had not helped them to integrate technology into litmcy education, even though 
three had graduated from university in the past decade, so familiarity with ICT would 
"' 
be expc,ctcd. Further, all reponcd that opportunities to engage in useful professional 
development in this area had been limited. Many or the inhibitive factora that arose 
during the study could be attn1'111ed to !liortcominp in teacher cducalion and teacher 
professional development 
At St Clair', College, some in-house or situated profC$1iional development 
(Darling-Hammond, 1998; Dwyer et al., 1990) was available in the fonn of 
woibhops and teacher-sharing sessions, which wm: helpful to Nicole Nielsen and 
Calhc:rinc Willilllllll, but ultimately teachers wm: responsible for their own 
professional development in this and other cuniculum areas. This aspect of lhcir 
ptofea!;ional role they accepted wilbout question, but acknowledged that it was at 
times difficult lo acquire the knowledge and skills that they needed. It was difficult 
for them to know what type and degree of knowledge and experience they needed. 
Linda Hanis at Hillvicw reported that she had received no pro�onaJ 
development in using JCT in her teaching, even though the school was a Technology 
Foeus School. Furthmnore, because Linda had graduated from her preservicc 
teaching coune some 12 years earlier, she had not had the opponunity to uac 
computers during her preservicc te,cher education COUfSC, She thus had very linlc 
knowledge about computer hardware and software. 
Sarah Fox at Morland had engaged in some profeaional development and 
had usod computers to prq!lfC her usignmenls at univmity. However, .:ven though 
the school ran prai:ticwns on the use of JCT in education, which were open lo all 
teachers in the Perth area, Sarah had not attended many of lhesc due to lack of 
incentive and time. 
Whilst catherine Williams and Nicole Nielsen were familiar with technology 
and seemed lo feel a lle115C of ownership and control over it, Linda Harris and Simi 
Fox admitted lo feeling slightly nervous when using computers. In order lo feel more 
comfortable with computm, ii seems that teachers tould benefit Jiom being able lo 
use them for their own purposelil in a range of contulll. Nevertheless, due lo limited 
time and access for teai:hers, this is often difficuJt during school hours. It has been 
suggested that le!ll:hers may find it easier and more rewarding lo become comfortable 
and familiar with computers at home (Clarl(, 1998). 1bc E.ducation Department of 
Western Australia's 'Notebooks For Teachers' program may go some way towards 
addressing !hi& problem: 
'The Notebook for Teachers Project is designed to rruppon schools 
and teachers in achieving their mutual professional goals. The aim of 
the project is improved skills in ICT and thereby to provide 
opponunities for improved educational outcomes. Participation in the 
program is voluntary and should only be undertaken after considering 
how the Introduction of this technology can be integrated into the 
iehool's plan' (WA Department of Education, 2002). 
Under lhis project, tcachcn have access to leased notebooks for a period of 
thn:c years. hasic training on the use of maintenance of the notebook. Internet access, 
and introductor y  professional development. Teachers must pay a nominal fee each 
week out of their salary for this service. 
However, in conjunction with ongoing, in-conte.t professional development 
and mcntoring, it would seem that the best solution would be lo integrate the IIIC of 
JCT into tea1:hing at primary, secondary and tertiary levels of education because: 
'Wbcn push ,;omes lo the shove, teachers will leach in thtl way that 
they have bt:cn taught in the past, as students in iehool. Thus, if we 
want teachers to change, they will have to e1tpcricnce as students 
themselves the novd learning cnviroruncnt' (Salomon, 1998, p. 9). 
This has major implications for the way teacher education courses are 
stnicium:I and executed bccalllC a traditional didactie approach is often adopted. for 
example fonnal leclw'e$. 
In order for teachers to effectively use IMM or any other JCT in their 
teaching of students with divme needs, including lhose with reading difficulties, it 
seems that they require enhanced capabilities and support in identifying and 
analysing students' needs. Indeed, lhis limitation in teachers' CJ1pertisc also has 
implications for traditional contex.ts and may go some way towards Cllplaining why 
many traditional interventions arc relatively wtsuccessful in assisting some students; 
interventions may be misapplied because of impreeision in identifying learning 
nccdl. Inhibitive factors related lo teachers' limited theoretical knowledge about 
literacy had not been anticipated prior to 1his study and have not been a highlighted 
in the literature on using JCT for literacy learning, which tends to focus on teachers' 
knowledge of ICT, not on other pedagogical issues such as idenlifiwion of 
difficulties and knowledge about interventions and their theoretical bases. 
"' 
Teale, Leu, Labbo and Kinzer (2002) have suggested that prcservice teachers 
best learn (:Omplcx skills through a case study approach. whereby lhcy learn to think 
like an 'expert', and this.approach seems to be particularly important in  the tciK:bing 
ohtudents with reading difficulties (Louden et al., in press). Through interacting and 
working with experts or mentors, discussions with peers, reflection, and scaffolded 
guidance from mcnton, novices can learn to think like their more experienced 
counterparts. In this way, they can gain conditional knowledge, which is the ability 
to analyse effectively and creatively. This seems to be a necessary precursor to 
invention, which may even encourage tcachmi to ensago in behaviour that they 
previously saw as 'risky' through giving them the ability to consttuct rationales for 
IMM-based activities. However, it appears that in Western Australian schools there 
is a need for more teachers who are also experts in diagnosing and addressing 
reading difficulties (Rohl & Mitton, 2002). 
As teachers bel:ome more experienced in U5ing JCT, it may be possible to 
select 'new' pedagogical goals (such as creating and comprehending h)llertext) that 
are facilitated and even necessitated by the tcchnology {Leu, 2002). 
Pn•• 
Teachers in the present study had difficulties in linking theory and IMM­
based practice because they had insufficient knowledge about software and its 
potential applications 1111 well 1111 some apparent gaps in their theoretical knowledge. 
In conjunction with access to a wide range of software and instruction in how to 
operate it, prescrvice teachl:Ill could benefit from practice in identifying learning 
theories ll!ld teaching strategies inherent in educational software and in how to link 
these to specific student needs. It would appear to be beneficial if this could be 
incorporated into their preservice teaching practice. 
Software Kaowledse 
The teachers involved in the study all mentioned the fact that they had not 
experienced enough opportunities to ac<:css and trial a range of software, although 
Nicole Nielsen, Catherine Williams ll!ld Sarah Fox were all comfortable using the 
software available on their school's intranet, such as the Microsoft Office (1997) 
suite (PowerPoint, Word, Access, Excel), as well as Inspiration (2000). Teacher 
education coun;es could help alleviate this problem by providing a wide range of 
'" 
software for student teachers to explore, either through the library or in 'hands-on' 
workshops. 
Teacher Education and 'Dalgatr THchen• 
Although it appears that lherc is much that could potentially be done through 
initial teacher education and professional devdopment to better prepare teachers to 
use ICT in their leaching of lileraey to students with difficulties in this area, 
including the ltaining of 'specialist' teachers, it may be difficult to change certain 
personality characteristics of teachers, such as their relative proclivity to take ri;J,:s 
and lo innovate. Indeed, a distinction has been made between 'designer' and 
'consumer' teachers. A designer leachCT is one who feels empowered and has: 
assumed the responsibility lo become a designer of instruction and to 
rencct on teaching practices to improve instruction. Conlrast the 
designer teacher to the Jess active, less involved con.mmer teacher, 
who implements someone else's philosophy, materials, and methods. 
(Pasch et al., 1991, p. I) 
It has recently been claimed that many teachers in Australia are too often 
'consumirr' teachers, who ovirr-rcly on packaged instructional solutions provided by 
commercial bodies (Luke, 2001; Snyder, 1999). In ordirr to avoid lhis tendency, both 
inside and outside ICT contexts, it seems that institutions of teacher education need 
to place yet more CTllphasis on the theoretical underpinnings of teaching strategies 
and to f\lrthirr C111phasisc the importance ofrd]ective practice, as mentioned above. 
Through increased understanding and rollection, teachers maybe better eciuippcd and 
confidC11t enough to create and 'modify their strategies for individual needs. In this 
way, their pcn:qtions of what is 'risky' maybe changed. 
lmplkatlon1 ror Schoob 
Currlt1d11m 
Difficulties arose during the study because the official Western Australian 
curriculum usually referred to traditional pedagogical goals, which were often 
somcwhal li'agmenlcd and incapable of acknowledging the many (as yet) intangible 
benefi1s of using !MM to assist sludents with Teilding difficulties. Here the 'syllabus' 
'" 
view of curriculwn is being used, which rcfcn; to the curriculum that is &Cl by 
politicians and bureaucrats. However, this curriculum or syllabWI is necessarily 
mediated by schools and teachers to fonn the actual curriculum (Grundy, 2001). 
Schwab (1969) goes so far as to say that the notion of curriculum means lillle 
unless it is Kell as resultant from an interaction of four so-called 'commonplaccs' of 
schooling, namely subject matler, 51udcnts, teacher:s and the, milieu. Thus, teachers 
interpret and act upon syllabi (official curricula) in the light of their knowledge about 
their students and the subject matter (reading). This is done within the perceived 
conslraints of the particular milieu, which refers to the socio-cultural, historical and 
political context. 
Even though the notion of curriculum is not as simple as it may e-t fin;! 
appear, and although it is acknowledged that teachers actively inlCfill"CI syllabi and 
construct curricula in IL!e, fonnal curricula handed down by authorilies need to be 
designed that take into account new outcomes, namely those enabled by JCT. 
Examples or these might include creating multimedia texts, writing multi-linear 
texts, collaborative work with students from other cullures throu� networked 
connections, designing animated illustrations to go with texts, and understanding and 
designing sound effects. 
C11lture 
At St Clair's, there was a strong degree of eoll�giality. or a 'collaborative 
culture' (Hargreaves, 1989), which assisted lhe teachers in their profCS11ional 
development and sharing or ideas and problenu. This culture was absent at Hillvicw 
and not highly apparent at Morland. 
However, ii must be noted that, although collaborative cultures can and 
should be encouraged, Hargreaves (1989) has warned against what he has called 
'contrived collegiality'. This is enforced collaboration that is superficial and 
impersonal, and not based on ltuSl and common goals. Indeed, in some instances 
collaboration and consensus can inhibit individual creativity. 
It may be helpful to build networks of experts in schools, ;o that teachers 
have someone to tum to irthcy need assistance or dialogue {Fullen, 1991), but also 
allow teacher, to 'go their own way' as far as possible, as �,as the case at SI Clair's. 
_,, ... , 
,. 
Teachers need to be given permi5Sion to lake riWI and explote. As Short, 
Miller-Wood and Johnson (1991, p. 84) have stated, 'A risk:laking environment is 
important for change to occur in schools', although it is acknowledged that teachers 
will differ in how they pcKeive any environment. Short et al., (1991) found that 
teachers in the 50 to 59 age group were the most likely lo perceive the school 
environment as being open to, and supportive of, teacher innovation and risk-takillj, 
This may present a problem with regards to th<: integration of tei:hnology into 
reading in schools in that teachers oflhis age group arc less likely to be in �ion 
of JCT knowledge and skills bccall.'IC such technologies WCJC not available when they 
were at school and university; it may be beneficial to pair these older teachtrS with 
younger teachers who have a higher degree of ICT knowledge but may be less 
irn:lincd to lake risks. 
In addition, according to the Short et al., study (1991), teachers who 
perceived that they were permitted lo make changes in thcir classroom mostly came 
from dei:ision making environments that can be described as 'advisory delegativc', 
where their involvement in decision-making consisted of collaborative problem 
sharing and solving between principal and teachers, with teachers making the final 
decision. In schools where principals were seen as being more autocratic, teachers 
were less likely to risk making changes in their classrooms. This seems lo indicate 
that the organisatit>nal structure of schools may need to change, so that principals ani 
seen as facilitators and partners, rather than as authorities. Acccrding to Polonoli 
(2001, p. 35), it is principals who are 'responsible for fostering a supporlive climate. 
Without administrative supporl, integrating technology into the classroom is dead 
before it even begins.' Informal convcn.atioD.!I with teachers in this study eonfinncd 
that in some cases, teachers thought that principals could have done more to promote 
an appropriate culture as well as lo coordinate the integration of technology into 
cuniculum areas, including literacy. Principals may need training and support in the 
use of ICT and how to build an appropriate culture and what will be termed an 
'amenable environment'. 
Provhion or Rno1mn 
Many of the issues thal arose during the study were to do with restricted 
availability of resources. Teachers need access to full and complete school records 
and they need resource people to help them choose appropriate software and 
"' 
stntegies, and to clarify such issues as Ji<:ensing and copyright laws. As mentioned 
above, they need access to software libraries so that they can investigate and evaluate 
software and deeide irit lits in with lhcir personal pedagogical philosophies and the 
needs of the students in their classes, as well as aec:ess to the lalest theo�ical 
perspectives. 
Nevmhcless, the overriding resoun:e lhat teachers seemed lo need more of 
was lime. They needed time to assess students thoroughly, time to keep up to date 
with theory and ill.itrudional techniques and time to reflect, as well as lime to 
become familiar with and 'play' or experiment with software (e.g. Watts, Lloyd & 
Jackson, 2001). 
Prorenlon1I Development 
Many of the preservice teaeher education issues already discussed arc 
relevant here. However, in-service professional development differs from prcscrvice 
cdui;,ation in that experienced teachers are likely to have more established 
philosophies and routines than pre-service teachers and thus be more resistant to 
change. King (2002) argues that transformational learning theory may be used to 
help cducaton overcome such resistance through asking teachera lo engage in 
processes of critical reflection and the examination of their own worldviews in the 
light of new knowledge p!CSCllted to them. In shon, they are asked lo restructure 
their existing knowledge in order lo aeeommodate new knowledge, instead of 
altering or rcjc,;:ting new knowledge so as to preserve their existing knowledge. 
Funher, teachers arc not usually passive C<lnsumcrs of research findings and 
associated theory. 'The current eonception of a teacher describes a person who 
mediates ideas and C<lll51ructs meaning and knowledge, and acts on them' 
(Richardson & Andcrs, 1994, p. 202). Not only do teachers filter such knowledge 
through their own pen;pcctives, they also receive knowledge from a variety of 
soun:es, some of which may be of inferior quality. They gather it from peers, non 
peer-reviewed ankles and websites and peer-reviewed anicles. and commercial 
books, as well as from rcfl«tions on their own experience. Much of this knowledge 
may remain tacit and ther!lforc be less amenable to critical cvaluadon and reflection. 
It has been suggested that in order to overcome such problems as the above, a 
coll.tioralivc dedsion-maldng culture, in which much discussion and reOcction takes 
place, should be cru:ouraged (Richardson & Anders. 1994). 
The U.S. National Reading Panel (National Institute or Child Hcallh and 
Human Development, 2000) i s  positive abo111 Im= role of teacher in-service 
professional development and states Iha! ii can make a difference to teachers' 
attillldcs and practices, which in turn can increase student outcomes. However, they 
warn Iha! teachers need ongoing support, on a continuing basis, in order for in• 
service courses to have an impact: 
This research suggests that there is a need, particularly at lhc inservice 
level , for extensive support (both money and time) on a continuing 
basis for teacher education efforts. (National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development, 2000, p. S-13) 
As has been previously discussed, the skills and competencies of teachers in 
lhe area of ICT and teaching CBII be measured by the use of continua, such as those 
suggested by Dwyer et al. ( 1990). Such continua can help professional development 
providers plan and &SSCSll courses. However, in the context of using ICT for assisting 
students with reading diffic11lties, existing continua may be too simplislic· and it may 
be more useful to evaluate leacher knowledge in tenns of a multiple dimensional 
scale, such as the one illustrated i n  Table 10.1. Jn order to illustrate lhis scale's 11sc, 
Nichole Nielsen's probable levels of competence have been entered. Here. JCT 
competency is considered, as well as proficiency in identifying learner characteristics 
and needs as well as the application of appropriate literacy strategies. If teachers arc 
inexpert in any one of these dimensions, it is proposed !hat their ability to use IMM 
(or ICT in general) to assist students who experience reading difficulties will be 
limited and that lhey will need to work wilh a partner or mentor who is competent or 
expert in these dimensions. 
Table 10,I Literacy and JCT: Tllree D1men1lon1 orE1:pe:rtbe 1eale: Nicole 
Nielffn 
KaD'll'lnlp aad Coq,eleaoe lnveatln 
App!icatioo oflitcr..:y ,ua1csirs 
ICT compelml:y 
Jmpllcaffont oru1e Study rorTeacben 
Jdtadlyta1 ••d CoaceptallilU.1 Studeah' Re1dla1 Difficultte. 
As it seems Iha! the choice of measure can heavily affect conclusions reached 
about students' abilities, Solie and Riccio (2002) have reconuncnded that the 
idcntilicalion of students' reading difficulties, as well as the determination of the 
nature and aetiology of these difficulties, can be best canied out by multiple 
measUJCS, The use of standardised tests in conj1111Clion with curriculum-based 
meastlfCS is recommended where possible (Sofie & Riccio, 2002). This approach 
may reduce the possibility of idiosyncratic judgements about students' abilities, as 
ahown by some teachers in this study. 
In order to minimise some of the difficulties associated with conceptualising 
learning needs, teachers may also find it helpful to fbllow a diagnostic flowchart, 
such as Kibby's Diagnostic Decision-Making Model (Kibby, 199S), which indicates 
steps to be taken and 'decision-making points' in diagnosing students with reading 
difficulties. Adopting a systematised approach such as this would undoubtedly assist 
teachers in assessing the nature of the students' difficulties. Another option would be 
Lipson and Wb,son's ( 1997) Diagnostic Portfolio, which is a systematised, authentic, 
continuous, purpose-f'o(:ussed means or assessment, which may lit better with some 
teachers' philosophies because it does not rely on decontextualised testing. 
Discussion with other teachers may also help fadlitate the identification and 
coneeptualisation of students' difficulties, as would a whole-school approach, 
coordinated by literacy coordinators and specialists. It may be advantageous for 
preservice and practising teachers to work together in problem-solving contexts in 
IJ'ller to develop their skills in the use of JCT to assist students who experience 
reading difficulties. This (Ollld help pre-service teachers to 'think like an expert' in 
an apprenticeship setting and help practising teachers to question their beliefs and 
routine p-acliccs. 
Seltcda1 Strategln 
Some of the inhibitive factors that arose during the study can be atlributed to 
the fact that the relationship between softwan, and teaching strategies is highly 
comple,c. Not only docs soflwan, incorporate teaching strategics, but teachers can 
also use software in conjunction with traditional teaching slralegies, or even ask 
students to use software in a way that incorporates a lmditional teaehing slratcgy, For 
example, electronic storybooks do not inherently contain the rq,catcd readings 
slrategy, but they ean be used to implement it. Because of this, teachers need to be 
aware of the kinds of strategies that have the potential be able to help address 
individual students' needs, but also be able to recognise whm the strategics arc 
inherent in software, and when software may be able to help implement them (as in 
the use of electronic storybooks for repeated readings). Manzo and Manzo's (1993) 
'principles ofn:mediation' arc useful to help teachers select strategics that will help 
students who experience reading difficulties, These have been reworked into five 
principles of intervention. 
1 .  Use a formative approach through the Planning Implementation 
Evaluation (PIE) cycle (which is essentially a diagnostic, reflective 
approach). 
2. Ensure motivation, engagement, challenge and success through 
knowing the student, knowing the software and knowing the reading 
theory- termed here 'The Three Dimensions of Expertise'. 
3. Provide iMhlll:tion, si:affolding and practice (again, through knowing 
the student, knowing the software and knowing lhe reading theory -
'The Three Dimensions of Expertise'). 
4. Ensure pace and parallel methods (through a variety of leaming 
activities. This may involve multiple outcomes). 
S. Build metacognitive skills (through explicit teaching and/or 
discussion, which may take place away from the computer). 
Teachers' personal philosophies about how learning does and should take 
place also affects the selection of strategics (Wray, Medwell, Poulson, & Fox, 2002), 
and this was clearly illustrated when teachers selected IMM-based strategies during 
this study. However, the use of IMM-based strategics a[so appeared to change some 
teachers' penonal philosophies. 
Many teachers will agree with the following statement: 'Students with 
learning problems do not belong alone. in lhe back of the clusroom, !ltllted in front 
ofa  computer· (Lewis, 2000a, p. 9), whilst others will be of lhe opinion that it is 
'" 
IIC(:eptable for these students to spend a limited amount of time on a computer 
working individually. Sarah Fox, who participated in this study, usually employed 
t�hing strategies that entailed much peer collaboration, including having students 
working collaboratively around computers. However, during the study she did not 
object to students spendins a limited amount of time working on a computer on an 
individual basia, as this seemed to be 1M best way of ensul'llli instruction that was 
student controlled in terms of pace, choices of texts, and reception of feedback. 
In order to select appropriate IMM-based strategies, it also seem.11 desirable 
for teachers to be in possession of infonnation about students· preferred or habitual 
ways of engaging with software, such as those outlined by Bangert-Drowns and Pyke 
(2002). It acknowledged, however, that these panerns may change over time and 
across eonte,i:ts. The lcachers in this study did not initially lo have access to this type 
of infonnation, and this was the basis of some inhibitive factors. However, as they 
accumulated infonnation on the ways in whieh individual students interacted with 
types of software, they were able to predict and circumvent problems. 
Stltttln11 Sohll'are 
Evaluating the suitability of JCT applicatioll.'I is by its very nature a 
considerably more complex and time-consuming procedure than is evaluating the 
suitability of a book, which can often be done through a quick flick through the 
pages (Pachler, 1999), and all of the participating teachers reported that they had 
encountered difficulties in finding and choosing software. Furthennore, they were 
unsure how to evaluate the software they chose lo use during the study. 
Software needs to be evaluated in depth if ils role in the curriculum is central, 
whereas it has been suggested that it is acceptable for teachers to more cursorily 
evaluate software that is lo have a subsidiary role (Gciscrt & Futrell, 2000). When 
using ™M to help children who experience reading difficulties, it seems that 
software needs to be evaluated carefully (in depth) if ii is to accurately target 
students' needs. 
An overarching criterion is the notion of 'usability', which has been defined 
as follows: 
Usability is the abilily of a multimedia pwduct to assist users achieve 
their goal without the lei:hnolosy 'setting i n  the way'. (Department of 
Education. State of Victoria, 1999, p. 18) 
Usability is dependent 1111 the pedaSogical goal, the learner' a pemmal 
characteristics and tcachins-leaming ab'ategies, as well as the physical environment 
and social cont"t. Ultimately, then, only the teacher can determine usability, 
although students can provide valuable infonnation to help them make this decision. 
It has been suggested (Bergen, 2000) that teachers should chei:k that software 
will be IISeful and appropriate for the user by analysing the following aspects. 
• Firstly, the software should use appropriate language, that is, !afSeted 
users should b� able to understand vocabulary atxl concepts. For "ample, 
young users may understand the term 'choice' better than the term 'option'. 
However, it seems that students will need to be taught any language nilating 
JCT that they are likely to encounter nigularly. 
• Secondly, navigational features of software should be considered. As far 
as possible, these should be intuitive, simple and consistent. 
• Thirdly, user conlrol is a consideration that must be taken into account. 
The user should be given oPlions to skip parts of the software or to turn off 
background music, for e,i;ample. 
• Fourthly, there should be variety in software, that is, the activitiCII it 
contaim ihould be varied. 
• Finally, the nature of feedback offered by the software should be 
considered. II should be prompt and unambiguous. 
It is noted, however, that many of these aspects cannot be fully analysed prior 
to the use of software in conlQI. Using Bergen's suggestions as a base, this study 
has facilitated the conslniclion of a 'Software Review Form' for reading purposes. 
This is shown in Figure IO.I and will be further discussed below. 
Software Review Form 
(Llteney) 
Naaeelaoftwarr. .... ,, .... ,,,,,,,.,, ...... ,,,,,.,,, ...... ,,,, ....... 
st.deta1'1 N--.: .................................................... 
fedqoslcal pal: .................................................... 
Malll Jtraltl)': .................................................... .. -� Rlllla& (5 b b.lgbest) ol' Cornmuu 
PART A I 2 3 4 ' 
eo...,.lible w.ilh coq,111Cr •Y"iern 
U11dedYfflll 11rateSYlllnl1egin ' 
Approprille WlplF used 
Scaffoklinglruppon 
Eue ofnavig1tio11 
Approprialc inltrnrlcoffleflt 
AltrlctivmtUl•LookandFccl' 
llndlhility 
Usercomrol , ,  
lick of /mlevaat distrle1io111 
Facility f111 CIL!IOmisation ' 
facility for keeping KCUnlle 
11udoD1 ffflll'dl ,. 
Rcuoaable COS! 
PARTB 
Pedlgogic1I goat, achlew:d 
User mpllffllOlll llld motivation ' 
Eue of use/lack of technical 
hitches 
Time effective 
U1latcaded oatcomes (Positive aad Neplive): 
,os--, 
GATIVE: 
um II w "" mn ru; 
Prior to utins software, we Pan A (Uoc only 1he <rilerio )<IU dmn 10 be rtl<Vlnt. Add ai!cria in lhe blank 
lf"l"tsffyouwillh). 
After lhe sruden1hu used lhe softnro, 1110 Pott A agaln ( ... diffmn1 ccloured pen). Al"' Ille Pan B. " Keep,....;...., fonn for fuNrt rrl=, u ic may help )<IU decide wtw software 10 use for childmi wilh ,imilar .. . 
Figure 10.1. Lltcraey 1oftware review rorm 
Put A of the form involves features of the software that the teacher can to 
some degree assess prior to classroom use and part B, which is largely based on the 
'preferabi!ity' issues of efficiency, effectiveness and appeal (Reigeluth & Frick, 
1999), should be completed after classroom use. 
Some of the criteria suggested by Bergen (2000) need to be addressed. The 
issue of n:adability, for example, is important in the context of selecting software to 
facilitate reading. Normally, measures such as Fry's Readability Index (Fry, 1968) 
and Reading Recovery levels for low level texls (Fountas & Pinnell, 1999) can be 
used 10 determine the readability oftCllts, but because of the 511pport offered in IMM 
texts, such measures may not be appropriate. Oakley (2002a) has outlined some of 
these difficulties (see Appendix I.I.) 
Student opinion is also an important dimension when considering the 
appropriateness of educational software. For example, when Becki said that she 
hated AeJop'J Fab/eJ (1994), there seemed little point in asking her to continue using 
this software and its attendant strategy, even though the teacher saw much merit in it. 
Also, the student's style of software use should be taken into account when: possible. 
As Bangert-Drowns and Pyke (2002, n.p.) have put it; 
T cachcrs who malcc educational use of computer software need to 
distinguish different qua.litici. of student engagement, so they can 
better anticipate and respond 10 ditTcrcnt qualities of student learning. 
(Bangert-Drowns & Pyke, 2002, n.p.) 
For example, Andrew from Hillvicw could be said to use software mainly in 
an 'unsystematic engagement' mode, where he nitted from one activity to anather. It 
may have been advantageous to select software for Andrew that did not allow such a 
large degree of student choice and interactivity. 
Clauroom M1n11tmtnt 
As noted in Chapter Nine, one of the most inhibitive factors for teachers in 
this study was a lack of time. In order to make the best use orlimitcd time, teachers 
may find it useful to review their classroom management strategics. Indeed, 
technology itself can help save teachers' time in classroom management (McNally & 
Etchison, 2000) for example through the use of spn:adshects, Personal Jn(ormation 
Managers (PIMs) such as Microsoft Outlook (1997), and desktop publishing 
"' 
software. Th�. teachm Id St Clair'1 uRd JCT lo help them with clauoom 
ldminiltmiori tub, 1uch .. writin1 school reporu, ro11m. and planning leuons all 
or which indubitably aaved than time. However, these teachfn poaesscd a high 
level or computer skills and worked quickly in a complllailed contexl For teachfn 
with limiled JCT experience, such u Linda Barria al Hillview, the use of computm 
for such ldmini5lralive tasks would m� likely be prohibitively liJne.con&umin& at 
ICB$1 inilially. 
Monitoring and supervising students on the computer were difficult fur the 
participating teachen. II is suggested that, in order to minimise the need for 
supervision, leachm could ascribe clear roles and rules. This could minimise such 
(actors as 'conl!'OI envy', as it did during the study at St Clair's. Tcachcrs could also 
ISIJign class 'experts' to act as peer mentors, as obseJvcd at Hillview. In addition, 
teachers could set up cross age-group mentors, a stnitegy uRd at Morland. 
Evar.1d11 Tt1clllllwt,e1rata1 Aclfvlde, 
As Richardson and Andm (1994, p. 201) have stated: 
A teacher's judgement about whether an activity is working is highly 
J)CQOnal, and is often made quickly, during a time or complex 
classroom action. This judgement is often based on licit beliefs and """"" """'· 
Further, the beliefs driving action are often 'deep and complex, and often 
conlfadictory' (Richardson & Anders, 1994, p. 201 ). Thus, teachers need lo be aivare 
o(the need lo coll5!antlyqucstion their assumptions (Richardson & Anders, 1994). 
During lhc study, it was difficult for a number of reasons to evaluate the 
efficacy of the IMM-based activities. As outlined in Chapter Nine, the most 
inhibitive orlhcsc was the fact that in IMM·bascd contexts there is often no tangible 
'product' that the teacher can assess and the process often takes place between the 
computer and the sludent, allowing the teacher only small aJimpses of what is going 
on. Secondly, teachers' lack of knowledge about the software has implitations for 
assessing students' use of it. Thirdly, records kept by the computer and by the 
student proved in this study to be unreliable. 
Despite these difficulties, lhe ex.lent to which the student has r.ttained the 
learning oll!(:omcs provides the most important fecdbal:k (Jones & Paolucci, 1999). 
1111u, studenl!i can often be asscued usina traditional means away from the 
computer. However, these lochni(JICS may not be able to detect many unplanned 
,. outcomes and outcomes that an= JCT-boll!ld, which may help explain why relatively 
few unplanned outcomes were identified. 
Rubrics have been suggested as a means of IWC$Sing learning in JCT-based 
contcx.ts as they arc capable of measuring a wide range of outcomes and behaviours 
(Mc Vee & Dickson, 2002). They may also be modified to mllllimisc relevance as the 
innovation progresses. Anolhcr 5lmlgth of rubrics is that they offer a way for every 
student lo achieve at some level (McCullen, 1999) as they arc scaled measures rather 
than discrete. 
Generic rubric templates can be downloaded from the WWW96, but these, 
like the innovations themRlvcs, will probably need to be 'fmc-tuned' formatively. 
There is a strong argument for involvingstudenls in the creation of rubrics (Skillings 
& Ferrell, 2000), as involving lhem in goal-setting and assessment processes often 
encourages them to critically analyse lheir work and ultimately become better 
performers through enhanced motivation and meta-cognitive skills. 
Jn IMM-based contexts, fonnative assessment should be used as much as 
possible, despite lhc difficulties outlined above. because such 1cchniques considtr 
not only what students have learned but also the ways in which they have learned 
(Vogel & Klassen, 2001). Such fonnative IISSC!isment can provide rich diagnostic 
data to assist further planning. 
There arc many occasions when limitations or softwllfC can quite easily be 
overcome. For ex.ample, when Wling PM Slorybooks Slll/eT (2000). it was found that 
'blurbs' may have been beneficial in helping students select stories, may also have 
increased motivation and helped them make predictions about lhc text, thus 
increasing !heir comprehCD!lion. Tcache!'ll could write the 'bluJbs' where they arc not 
"'The Teac:hing and LcamiQg ,vitb Technology Web.s'u, (TI. T)'. 
http·llw,vw tit ab ca/JIIRKl!Pm(rubriq new btmJ 
Kathy &:hroc:k's Gulck for Ewcalon: hnp;/hcbool di!ICOJ'FO'. com/schrocbujdelpsep him] 
m 
ilK:ludcd with the software. Better still, students who have already read the texts 
could write them. 
Tueller Declllon·Malda1 Proceua 
Teachers in the study often seemed to prefer to make 'safe' decisions. As 
menlioncd above, there seem to be several reasrns why teachers avoid taking risks in 
decision-making. Firstly, Ibey may feel that pMmts and principals have not 
sanctioned risk-taking behaviour. 
Secondly, they may feel that they do not have the knowledge with which lo 
make a decision. It must be remembered, though, that knowledge CllllllOI lllUally 
detennine actions, and that decisions entail valid knowledge, political considerations, 
on-the-spot decisions and intuition. (Fullen, 1991). 
Anned with as much knowledge as is available about the needs of the 
students and the slfategics that might help them, ii seems necessary for tcache15 to 
engage in some risk-taking behaviour. This could be canied out on a small scale 
initilll[y, to decrease possible negative feedback from parties such as school 
principals and parents, should eiiperimental appmacltcs fail. I£ teachers collect data 
from successful innovations they will eventually amass evidence with which to 
conviru:e principals and parents of their efficacy. Also, teachers may need to trust 
their intuition to a greater dcgrcc. 
Wbat Do Teachers Need In Order to Move Towards Being 'Inventive'? 
In an attempt to integrate lhe issues Iha! have been discuued in lhia chapter, 
which are derived from data C(IJlet:lcd during lhis study, a model that represents 
probable preconditions of teacher development in integrating literacy and technology 
to help students who experience reading difficulties has been C(lll5tructcd (see Figure 
10.2). 
It seems lhat, in order to become inventive97 (Dwyer et al., 1990) in the use of 
ICT to facilitate reading in sludents wilh reading difficulties, teachers need to reflect 
upon and integrate lheir knowledge of JCT with theoretical knowledge of reading 
., II 11CC1111 desiAble for all lelehen topn,pw lbrouaJ, !he 1111sa, alllloujh it ii aat IIKelW)' ror 
� to be 'lnno\'ali ... ' or •vm 'npert' in the lllrce dimenalolllore,ipertisc, u wu � 
by Linda Hlffll al Hillview Prinary School. 
m 
difficulties and their knowledge of lhe students' needs, which are the 'three 
dimensions of expertise', illustrated in  Table 10.1. Reflection isan impcrtanl part of 
the process because in contexls where iMovation and customisation of practices to 
Bllil individual needs are targeted, 'routine' practice (Louden, 1991) is not ad=quale. 
In addition, what will be termed an 'amenable' environment seems to be 
necessary. From the evidence outlined in Chapter Nim; it is proposed that an 
amenable environment should include a range of appropriate resources (lime, 
professional development, softwaill, hardware), a culture of flexibility, risk-taking, 
collaboration and experlmet1tation, as well as high teacher motivation to Innovate, 
and a sense of autonomy. 
It is proposed that it is very difficult for teachers to develop through the 
slages of inexpert, competent, expert and inventive wilhoul an 'amenable' 
environment. The environment at St Clair's Collegii was faidy amenable to the 
integration of technology into reading, and thus the teachers, Catherine Williams and 
Nicole Nielsen had managed lo progress to 'expert' levels. 
The model not only accommodates !Cachef!I' knowledge and access to 
resources, but also gives prominence to beliefs, which must be accorded more 
importance if cllangcs in practices are to occur. As stated by Richardson (1994, p. 
90): 
If beliefs are related to practices, and more particu1arly, if beliefs 
drive practices, staff development that focuses solely on teaching 
practices may not be successful in effecting chqe. unless the 
teachers' beliefs and theories underlying the practices are also ""'""'-
Amenable 
Environment 
Teacher's 
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Figure 1 0.2. The conditions of teacher development in integrating literacy and 
technology to help students who experience reading difficulties. 
Implications for Software Producers 
Many of the is ues that arose during this study were related to software 
limitations and the lack of avai lability of appropriat software. If trial copies of 
software (for multiple machines, not a single computer) were more freel avai lable, 
teachers, especial ly those who are at an expert level or above, would be much 
better able to assess its appropriateness for the leaming needs of the students in their 
class and how its use could be managed in the classroom context. Teachers at a 
'" 
lower level of development in the use of JCT for literacy leaming,'tcaching would be 
able to improve their knowledge of software through the opportunity to explore a 
range of trial software, and may (as was the case with Linda Harris during the study) 
find the confidence to use more softwia.-:: i.." their teaching. 
It seems that tcachct11 need to be able to trial software on two levels. In what 
will be termed the 'preliminary trial', teachcrs should explon: the software to decide 
whether it would wonh 'lrialling in context'. Secondly, software should be trialled in 
context for a certain period and with the intended users. Only then can software be 
satisfactorily evaluated. This is why the proposed software review sheet (sec Figure 
10.1) is composed of parts A 11I1d B, for complelion before students use the software 
and after they have used it. 
It has been argued that more teacher involvement is needed in the design of 
educational software, which still seems to be largely conuncrciaily driven 
(Naughton, 2002). Indeed, one such attempt has been made in the Australian context 
(Department of Education. State ofVietoria, 1999), but the results do not yet seem to 
have changed the quality and relevance of software substantially. This situation 
might be improved if only teachm at the expert and inventive levels of using ICT to 
assist children in their litcncy learning participate in web consultation. Teachers at 
lower levels of accomplishment in this - could also be canvassed to ascertain the 
difficulties they have faced in using ICT and how these difficulties might be 
alleviated through changes in software design. 
If software producers provided more comprehcru;ive documentation, linking 
software to literacy theory, teachm Wo!ild indubitably find it easi« to justify its use 
in their own minds and to justify it to stakeholders such as parents and school 
principals. Furthermore, more suggestions for its strategic use could be supplied. 
Software producers could also employ educational consultants to provide 
professional development for teachers on how the software might be used. Ancillaiy 
materials such as paper-based books and materials should also be made available for 
teachers and students, possibly through providing the capacity and permission to 
print texts. 
Documentation, in layperson's language, provided by producers on iS!lues 
such as licensing and copyright issues, would also be advantageous, as many 
teachers appear to avoid using software because of uncertainty regarding legal issues. 
"' 
Moreover, although it is useful to consumers to have 1C<:e$S to the age ranges 
of the students at whom the software is aimed, software producers could perlwps 
display such information more discreetly and leave i t  out of the title of the software, 
as students who experience literacy difficulties do not like using softwiue that is 
advertised as being suitable for younger age-groups. 
Finally, the issue of cost must be consideml, Site licenses appear to be 
inhibitive in terms of monetary rosl in many instances and thus particular software, 
whilst desirable to educators, may not be purchased and used at all. It may be the 
case that software producm could raise their ievcnue by reducing the cost of site 
licenses. 
Sunntlon1 ror Furtber Rnearcb 
There is still a large amount of n:scan:1'. lo be done in the area of IMM and 
literacy. The suggestions for ftutherrescarch that arose out of this study focus on the 
strategic IISC of IMM to help studellls improve their reading, CS))C(:ially their oral 
reading fluency and comprehension, which were the pedagogical goals in the four 
participating classrooms. 
With refen:nce to the use ofIMMARR lo assist in the leaming of oral reading 
fluency, several areas need to be investigated. These are listed below: 
1 .  How can the design of software be improved to facilitate the use of 
IMMARR to assist in the teaching/learning of oral reading .fluency? 
• What would the benefits be of electronic talking books with varying 
speeds of narration? 
• Would it be advantageous to record the same story using a varie ty of 
different voices to encourage repeated reading,? 
• ls text highlighting necessary to helping students detect phrase 
bmmdarics, or can they detect this from prosodic feallues of computer 
narrations? 
• What degree of animation is optimal in the 111e of electronic 
storybooks for IMMARR? Would it be better if animation were 
omitted completely? 
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• Would the ability to 'pause' or 're-read' sections or electronic 
storybooks benefit children's comp!fflension? 
2. How can teachers implement the 11Se of electronic talking books in the 
classroom to help students who experience oral reading fluency difficulties? 
• What can be done to assist teachers in the diagnosis of reading difficulties 
in the area or oral reading fluency? 
• How can electronic storybooks be supplemented with other IMM-based 
or non-IMM-based activities to encourage seir-monitoring or oral reading ._,., 
• How can teachers be encouraged to modify strategics that do not appear 
to be worldng? 
• How could wavefonns be used to facilitate the teaching of oral reading ,_,., 
With reference lo the creation of electronic talldng books BI a contellt to help 
children develop their oral reading fluency, the follOWUli questions could be 
pursued: 
J. How can software design facililate the creation (by students) or electronic 
talking books as a context for improving their oral reading fluency? 
• Would Mfcro,oft PowerPoint (1997) be a useful multimedia-authoring 
tool to crealc electronic talking books as a context for improving oral reading 
fluency? (Most students in AU&tralia have access to this program at school 
and some already know how to use it). 
• Would composing storyboards on a computer be an attractive alternative 
to making paper-based storyboards? (Students in the present study disliked 
ercatingp�:Jjqc,i;1 storyboards). 
With rercrmce to the use or a range of software to facilitate the improvement 
of reading comprehension, the following questions need to be investigated: 
4. How can a 'free choic:o ofaoftware strategy' (FCSS} bm be implemented to 
uaiJt children who cxpericnco reading difficulties? 
m 
• What arc the advantages and disadvantages or allowing students with 
reading difficulties to 'flit' through a range of IMM computer programs? 
• How can the 'free choice of software' strategy be supported by the 
teacher to minimise frustration and wasted time for the student? 
Coaclu1lon 
In this thesis, it has been shown that, even though the use of IMM to help 
students who experience reading difficulties is a complex and sometimes frustrating 
undertaking for teachers, it can be extremely beneficial to these students on several 
levels. Most of the students in this i;tudy went a significant way towanb achieving 
the pedagogical goals set by their tcachCl'll, although a few IWJdcnts whose difficulties 
were not severe and who were already perhaps receiving optimal tcai:hing (St Clair's 
College, Year 4) in a traditional context did not appear to achieve the pedagogical 
goals.91 AJso, participating students seemed to improve in tenns of confidenee, 
motivation to iead and self-confidCI11;e, These affettive benefits often transfemd to 
the traditional classroom context. It seems reasonable to U&Wne that these IIUCCCl!ISeS 
arose to some extent as a result of the diagnostic and funnative approach taken by 
teachers, in which they diagnosed the students' needs, developed IMM-based 
strategies to meet these needs. and monitored !he implemenlations to make sure !hey 
were working. 
Many of the factors that prohibited or inhibilcd the use of IMM to assist 
students who experienced reading difficulties could potentially be alleviated ir 
changes were made in initial teacher education, teacher profeaional development, 
the organisation of schools, and the production and mmkcting or edllCalional 
software. That is, teachers need knowledge and expertise in ICT, reading theories, 
strategies for students with difficulties and in assessment and diagnosis ofchildren'1 
lilmlcy needs. They ,.!so need an amenable school environment in which resourus 
such as time, hardware, softwim= and support are readily available. They also need a 
culture of flexibility and experimentation, where there is no seme of 'blame' if  
'" It mist also be 1ena:nbutd 1ml the oluaaom taola ud DIii the �camed 11111 die pm­
UilffYe1ilioll 111111ii& In lltis ... � ,811d dial Ihm ,me -fflOII in ill ldmiaistralica. 
"' 
implementations do not work as eiipeeted. Furthennore, time and encouragement to 
rcDeet are necessary (see Figure 10.2). 
Whilst some of these desin:d changes arc unlikely in the short tenn, many 
seem to be achievable and, indeed, arc already in place in some schools, such as St 
Clair's College. At this school, tlu: most observed inhibitive factor related to 
insufficient time, although many other less inhibitive factors were noted. As 
mentioned above, St Clair's had gone some way towards providing an amenable 
environment, including a supportive culture, professional development, timely 
technical support and provision of necessary resources for teachers. Nevertheless, 
although lhe teachers were confident and supported in the use of JCT for teaching, 
they did sometimes show that they needed additional support in the diagnosis and 
remcdiation of reading difficulties. 
At the other two schools which participated in this study, insufficient time, 
support and teacher education seemed to be the main inhibitors to the successful use 
of IMM in helping students who experienced reading diffieulties. This related nol 
only to the use of ICT in the classroom, but lo the diagnosis and mnediation of 
reading difficulties. However, many of these factors were relatively e1111ily overeome 
by the provision of a temporary support pmon99 who was able to help rompcmate 
for teachers' limitations in the 'three dimensions of expertise' and help them 
progress along these dimensions. 
' 
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Appendix 1.2. 
Compact Disc-Read Only Memory. An bytes, eg 550Mb, 
which is equivalent to 250,000 pages of text 
A device for reading CD-ROM discs. 
Dots Per Inch-the number of 'pixels' in a square inch of a 
graphic. 
A magnetic mnss storage device inside a computer system. 
A symbolic, pictorial representation of a function or task. 
.. , 
To set up a program or part ofa program in a computer's hard 
drive to enab!e it to run. 
A worldwide network of computers. The Internet is composed 
of the WWW, email, FTP and a range of other protocols. 
Although some use it synonymously with WWW, this is not 
strictly accurate. 
Random Access Memory. This part ofacomputer's memory 
can read and write information, and can be updated by the -,. 
A box that is drawn into a document or screen and into which 
text is entered. 
Teaching Handwriting, Reading and Spelling Skills 
A sound file. 
World Wide Web. Part of the Internet, composed of 
networked web pages. \ 
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Appendix 4.:Z. 
Letter or Consut to Teaebtn 
STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE AND INFORMED CONSENT 
Dm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   
This letter is to infonn you of the purpose 1111d nature of the research I am CIIIT)'ing 
out as part of my PhD degree at Edith Cowan University. The rescan:h is entitled, 
Exploring the Potem/a/ of Interactive Mui timed/a ta Help Children with Learn/11g 
Difficulties In literacy: A Formative Approach. 
The purpose of this study is to find out how educators can best use a 'formative' 
approach to plan, implement, evaluate and modify Intcrutive Multimedia based 
activities to help children with learning difficulties in literacy. This type of process 
has been described as a 'formative experiment'. 
"' 
The aim will be to reach specific tc11thing outcomes. An investigation of the factors 
that seem to facilitate and inhibit reaching the outcomes will be an important part of 
this research. This will include looking at the difficulties we as educators encounter 
whilst carrying out the 'formative experiments'. 
What I am asking of you 
I wish to work with you (and any other teachers who are involved) over one or two 
school tenns to plan, implement, evaluate and modify !MM-based activities for 
children with learning difficulties in literacy. I will be present for one or two days a 
week (or up to four half days). 
In order to carry out this research, I request that you allow me to assist and observe 
in the cycle of planning, implementing, evaluating and modifying IMM-based 
activities for children with learning difficulties in literacy. 
I will also IISk. you to keep a journal, noting any problems and successes relating to 
using IMM for children with reading difficulties. 
We will also need to have regular tape-recorded meetings in order to discuss the 
progress of the 'fonnative experiments'. These will be conducted at your 
convenience and will be kept as brief as possible. 
I will also need to observe the children in !he classroom context in order to assist in 
the development oftbe new !MM-based activities. Tape recorders and video 
retorders will be used in some circumstances. I will also carry out some literacy 
assessments. 
I will need access to artefacts such as student work samples and also your programs 
and lesson plans. 
What I am offering you 
'" 
Assistance in p]auning, implementing and evaluating IMM-based activities to help 
cllildnm with learning difficulties i n  literacy. 
Resources, such as Web Pages addresses and the use of some software. 
Technical advice and assistance. 
On-going support and advice after the study has finished, if you would like. 
Your Rights 
You will be free to withdraw from this study at any time. Your identity will be 
concealed so you will not be identifiable in any articles or presentations arising from 
lhis stuiy, All data will be kept locked away at my home or In my office at Edith 
Cowan UnivetSity, and will not be seen by anybody but myself, other members of 
your teaching team, and my two University Supervisors. 
There are no risks associated with the study, other than the nonnal risks relating to 
computer use. 
What will be the outcomes of the study? 
A description and analysis of the problems and successes ofu,;ing !MM to help 
children with reading difficulties, which may be of use to other teachers. 
A series of'vignettes', which other teachers may use to help them plan for children 
with simllnr difficulties. 
You personally will have investigated how to plan, implement and evaluate lMM for 
children with reading difficulties, which may help you in your f uture practice, 
It is 1111ticipated that the par ticipating children wil! benefit from their interaction with 
IMM. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this further. J look 
forward to working with you in this study, wxl thank you for your ex1remely valuable 
assistarn:e. 
Grace Oakley 
Edith Cowan UniversitY 
Telephone: 
CONSENT FORM 
I have read the information above and 
understand what the research involves. All ofmy questions have been answered 
satisfactorily. I agree 10 participate in this research, Exploring the Potential of 
Interactive Multimedia to Help Children with Learning Difficulties in Literacy: A 
Formative Approach. 1 realise that I may withdraw from the research at any time. 
Signed: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
Date: 
"' 
Appendix 4.3. 
Letter of Coa!1ent lo Pannh 
STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE AND INFORMED CONSENT 
Drn ____ _ _ _   
I am writing to seek your permission for your child�-�-- --- -to participate in a study at School. The study is being 
carried out as part ofmy PhD degree at Edith Cowan University. 
The pwpose of this study is to find out how teachers can use Interactive 
Multimedia computer software to help children who may be having some difficulty 
in reading. Your child may benefit from using Interactive Multimedia (IMM) as part 
of her reading program. She will be given special activities using !MM (CD-ROMs 
and the Internet) in addition to some of her normal language activities. Most 
children find using IMM highly enjoyable and stimulating. All activities will be 
planned in conjunction with your child's tench.er, who will be involved in all BS])Ci:ts 
ofthis study. 
I will need to use a tape recorder and a video camera in order to record how 
your child interacts with the computer software. The video camera will focus on the 
computer and will not show your child's face, unless you would like to give me 
special permission to do this. Your child's real name will not be used in any reports, 
so her identity will not be revealed in any reports or publications resulting from this 
study. All data will be secured either in my home or locked away on Univel'liity 
premises. The only other people who will see data will be the teachel'5 involved in 
the study and two University colleagues, who will verify my interpretations. 
There are no risks 11Ssociated whh the study, other than the nonnal risks 
relating to computer use. The teacher and I will ensure that your child maintains a 
correct posture at the computer and does not remain at the computer for longer than 
the recommended periods. Although your child will be using the Internet (the World 
Wide Web), she will be appropriately supervised to ensure that unsuitable sites are 
not accessed. 
You will be free to withdraw your child from this study at any time. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this funher. Thank 
you for considering this request. 
Grace Oakley Edith CowanTelephone:  
CONSENT FORM 
"' 
- -- - - -- - -- {Nllllle ofparent/legal guardiM) have read the information above and understand what the research involves. All of my questions have been answered satisfactorily, T agree to a!low my child 
- - ---------to participate in the research on using Interactive Multimedia to help children who may be having some difficulties in reading. I realise that I may withdraw my child at any time. 
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Date: - -- - - - -- - --
"' 
Appendix 4.4. 
Letter of Con,cnt to Sebool Priodpab 
Letter to Principal 
STATEMENT ·oF DISCLOSURE AND INFORMED CONSENT 
Dea, _____ _ _ _ _   
This letter is to inform you of the purpose and nature of the research I 11111 
carrying out as part ofmy PhD degree at Edith Cowan Univeisity. The research is 
entitled, Exploring the Potential of Jnteraclive Mu/1/med/a 10 Help Children with 
Learning Dljflcultlts in Literacy; A Formative Approach. 
• The purpose of this study is to find ou! how educators can best use 11 'fonnativc' 
approach to plan, implement, evaluate 1111d modify Interactive Multimedia based 
activities to help children with learning difficulties in literacy. This type of 
process has been described as a 'fonnative experiment', 
• The aim will be to reach specific teaching outcomes. An investigation of the 
factors that 5ej!ffl to facilitate and inhibit reaching the outcomes will be an 
important part of this research. This will indude looking at the difficulties we as 
educators encounter whilst carrying out the 'formative experiments'. 
What I am asking or the partitipaats 
I. I wish to work with the teachers over one or two school terms to pl!lll, implement, 
evaluate and modify IMM-based activities for children with leaming difficulties 
in literacy. I will be present for up to one or two days 11. week (or up to four half 
days). 
2. In order to carry out this research, I will request lhat the teachers allow me to 
assist and observe in the cycle of planning, implementing, evaluating and 
modifying !MM-based activities for children with learning difficulties in literacy. 
3. I will also ask teachers to keep a journal, briefly noting any problems and 
successes relating to using IMM for children with reading difficulties. 
4. I will also need to have regular tape-recorded meetings with the teachers in order 
to discuss the progress of the 'formative experiments'. These will be conducted at 
the teachers' convenience and will be kept as brief as possible. 
'" 
S. I will ask to observe the childun in the classroom context in order to assist in the 
development of the new !MM-based activities. Tape recorders and video 
recorders will be used in some eircwnstances. I will also need to carry out some 
literacy assessments. 
6. I will request access to artefacts such as student work samples and also programs 
and lesson plans, as well as any relevant school policy documents. 
Wh•i I am offfri.og 
I. Assistance and support in planning, implemenllng and evaluating IMM-based 
activities to help children with learning difficulties in literacy. 
2. Resources, such as Web Pages addresses and the use of some software. 
J, T«hnica.l advice wil assistance. 
4. On-going support and advice after lhe study has finished, if this is requested. 
Righl1 of the Participants 
Participants will be free to withdraw from this study at any time. The identity 
of all schools and participants will be concealed so that they will not be identifiable 
in any articles or presentations arising from this stWy. AH data wlll be kept locked 
away at my home or in my office at Edith Cowan University, and will not be seen by 
anybody but myself, members of your teaching team, and my two University 
Supervisors. 
There are no risks associated with the study, other than the normal risks 
relating to computer use. 
Wbat wUI be the outcomH of the atudy? 
• The teachers involved in  the study wilt have an opportunity to e):plore how best 
to plan, implement and evaluate IMM for children with reading difficulties, 
which may help their future practice. 
• It is anticipated that the children involved the study will benefit in that alternative 
approaches will be used to  help them improve their reading. 
• A description and analysis of the problems and successes of using IMM to help 
children with reading difficulties will be conslructed, which may be of use to 
other teachers. 
• A series of 'vignettes' will be constructed, which other teachers may use to help 
them plan for children with similar difficulties. 
"' 
Please'do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to di5':uss this further, I look 
forward to working with the teachers and children at , and 
thank you for your extremely valuable assistance. 
Grace Oakley 
Edith Cowan University 
Telephone:
g.oakley@cowan.edu.au 
CONSENT FORM 
have read the information above and 
�s,s,c
,.
ctru,ccdcwc,eh,ctcilic,ccuc,=cccsh
c,c.,c,
c
,1c,c.,c. --cAsll of my questions have been answered 
satisfactorily. I agree to participate in this research, Exploring the Potential of 
lnreraetive Mu/Jimedia to Help Children with learning Difficulties In Literacy; A 
Formative Approach. I realise that I may withdraw from the research at any time. 
Signed: _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 
Date: - - - --- -
Appendis 4.S. 
Element11)' ReadlngAunsmenl Form (ERAS) Example P1ge 
1
117. How do you feel about tt1e stories yoll read In 
reading class? 
I 1 1 11 
18. How do you reel when You read out loud !n class? 
20. How dO fou feel about taking a reacllng test? 
... 
... 
Appendb: 4.6. 
Eu111ples ofPassagn from the Neale An1ly1b of Reading AbiUly (NARA) 
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� 
' ____ , ........ ___ ' ...... _ ...... ___ _ . ................ _, . ._ ..... ----·-. -.. ._ ... _ .. __ ' ___ , __ ... ..,_ ... _ • _.,,__ .. ___ ,_, I ..,_ ......... -..... ... -
Multidlmensloaal Fluency Seale 
Name: - -- - -- ­
Date: 
"" 
Appendh4.7 
Use the (o)lowl.ng 1ealn to rate reader Durney on the three dimensions of 
phnsln11 1moothneu, and pace. 
A. Phrasing 
I, Monotonic with little sense of phrase boundaries, frequent 
word-by-word reading 0 
2. Frequent two and three word phrases giving the impression of choppy 
reading; improper stress and intonation that fails to mark ends of 
sentencell and clauses, D 
3. Mixture of run-ons, mid-sentence pauses for breath, and possibly 
choppiness; reasonable stress/intonation. Cl 
4. Generally well phmsed, mostly in clause and sentence units, with 
adequaie attention to e,cpression. D 
B. Smoothness 
I. Frequent extended pa11SCs, hesillltions, false starts, sound-outs, 
repetitions and/or multiple attempts. D 
2. Several 'rough spots' in text where extended pauses, hesitations, etc., 
are more frequent and disruptive. Cl 
3. Occasional breaks in smoothness caused by difficulties with specific 
words and/or structures. D 
4. Generally smooth reading with some breaks, but word and structure 
difficulties life resolved quickly, usually through self-correction. 
C. Pace (during sections of minimal disruption) 
J, Slow and laborious. 
2. Moderately slow. 
3. Uneven mixture of fast and slow reading. 
4. Consistently conversational. 
D. Comments 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Inspiration Concept Map 
li-Dn1dlY 
... � -�· 
whonlfloy _,_ 
o1c1 .. dlhly 
lho.Qht" .... 
p,,,11y1n1•y. 
(, 
Lali10l15 
,,.. olcl, l!lt 
i.,utrMn -· 
Appendix 5.1, 
lt-­.,.,-10 -�· �-� 
middloalllhl .... ---. 
_,.., 
old. """'" ·­-­
horlMulolor 
��. 
"' 
..... y 
Appendix 5.2. 
Intrratt' Software Review SIIH 
http://edweb,sdsu,edu/SPED/PmjectL[tt/LlTT Project LITI (Literacy Instruction 
Through Technology) software reviews. 
"' 
bttp;//www.eddept.wn.edu,nw'cmis/eval/1cchnology/software Education Department of Western Australia software review site. 
hllp:1/w\\.W,eddept.wa.edu.au/cmis/eval/Jibrary/sel«tion/sel23,htm#electronic Education Department of Western Australia software sehretion criteria site 
bup;l/www.edna.edu.au/ednu/browsc/3830:759;4814:softreview EDNA (Education 
Network Australia) software review site. 
http://www.�upi;rkids.com/ Superkids educational software review site (commercial site). 
hup;//besd.bccta.org.uk/search/inde�.php3 BECTA (British Educational 
Communications and Technology Agency) software review site. 
ht1p:llwww,teem.org.uk/ Teachers Evaluating Ed11Catio1111I Multimedia site, 
http://www.englishsoftware.eom.au/review.htm English software review site. A 
commercial, Australian site. 
hup:f/scs.une.ed11.au/EDIT3 l 2/re;;ourees/Eva!uatj9g/Eval Menu.htm University of 
New England (Australia) ;;oftware review and evaluation site. 
h1tp:l/www.tt>�chers.nsb,oru.au/11ussieedfo:lucs9ftw11re.h1m Aussie School House 
;;oftware review site for teachers. 
http: //nsep.edna.edu.aul EDNA (Education Network Australia) Nationa1 Software Evaluation Project site. 
Appeadb:5.3. 
ReteU: Claudia 
Masterfro11 
There wu a lrog that had been bom by humansalld umm he acts like a person .. lil:o a 
h\llMn, and so t.=aoc:s to the k.lng and he say, umm 'Can I nw,y the Prineess?' and he 
wao!fd to marry umm the yollllgesl prillee!!I so he goes to the K.iq and he laughs when 
he asb him that and the princess comes OUI 111d ,ho notices that he'1 human lllldlll' the 
sk.ln, Wldomoath him, 1111d oo they got lllil!md and they had • greut rclollonship 1111d then 
the princess thou11h1 •ho wsa dead so the 1is1<rs IOCk the fflls and btlllll h!, lkln and 
nu:l� It all in the fire and then ,ho got lll(lther Prinec and she tho1111ht that the Prince 
that she loved k.lJled the frog. And he said •.. [ fol]l<lt ... oh wo!I. And then the two evil 
,i,trn got jealous and they throw her into the river and so !he frog 8°"S down to the river 
and jump.i in bocalllle he ha., now •urvlved, he wsa alln and el'C?)'thing, then he saks the 
••• I forgot ... somothiq of the river •.. the flllher oftho river .•. ifhe could got the 
prinecss back_F.':(I oo she appca:cd straight away when he sakcd him .<0 they went and 
they lived happily over after. 
Comm:eheruion Qyc1dom 
What did the princess think when she saw th� '.irinct: appear in her room? 
That he k!llod the frog. 
-· · - - ·· 
Why were� sisten jealowi? 
BoQlusc they don't have a boyfriend. 
Who returned the princess to life? 
Tbefrog. 
Why did the princess agree to many the frog? 
Jk,;au,,c ,he could notiec the human underneath. 
Appendix 5.4. 
Journal Instructions 
". l nstrudion·s for using this journal 
· · . Students 
1· �l��ys write the. dai� _�nd time. · · · ·_ · · . 
2� A!ways write tne n�me.-of the software or the WebPage. 
· � .  address. .. : · ;  , .. • · . ·· · � · . 
3. Write what y0ur t�oughts. and feelfngs are. Any 
. .problems? Anything you real ly l ike?' 
4. ·what did you learn? 
5 . . Write whateyer you· l ike �bout_ reading using the 
� computer. _ · · 
I nstructions for using ttf ls jou·rnal 
· · · Teachers 
1 . Always write th!3 date and time: 
2. Always write t�e name o tffe student concerned. 
3. Ar\Yays write tt,e 'name of. t e. s9ftware or ttie. \/yepPag� .. 
. . address . . '. . " ' . . 
. 
, 4. Write.what your. thoughts ar
i
d feel ings are. Any 
· · P.roblems? Any successes?. Ideas for the future? 
5. F1?el free to writ� whatever you ! i lie about th� use of 
· 1MM to 'help�chi ldren who have readii:,g · diffi9u l_t i_�s . . 
424 
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Appendix 5.5. 
Record Sheet 
Reputed Rndlap Record Sbnl 
Your name: -----------------
Name ohtory: _ _ _ _ _________ _ 
• Please record lhe date each time you read your cbm,cn 4 pages. 
• Also Wlltc H (hlghllghtlns on) or NH {no hi11hlighting). 
• Follow 1M examples that have already been wriltcQ in the hoxc .. 
• Please note 111ything else you d!d in )'Our joumal. 
I read along silently I read along I read on my I mu! aloud on my ..... own but ·-
dic�oo 
wcrdsldido't .... 
I 20/612001 H ' 22/612001 H 
3 22/612001 
NH 
Nsnie of Stoiy; 
I 
2 
3 
Name oh!OI)': . 
I 
2 
J 
Name ofS\Oiy . . ' 
I 
2 . . 
J 
. 
Appendb 5,6. 
Ttcbnical Support rrom 'The Leaming Company' (1) 
Dear i.oaklev@cawun.edu.uu: 
Thank you for your inquiry and for choosing The Leaming Company for your 
software needs. 
Make sure your monitor is set 10 a 256 color display and 800x600 
resolution: 
1) Click on 'Start', go up to 'Settings' i1Dd click on 'Control Panel'. 
2) On the 'Control Panel' doub]e•click on the 'Display' icon. 
3) On the 'Display Propenies' screen click on the 'Settings' tab. 
4) Jn the section labled 'Col or Palette' or'Color Settings' change the 
color setting to '256 co[or'. 
5) Jn the section labeled 'Desktop Area' or 'Screen Area' change the resolution by dragging the slider bar to '800x600 pixels'. 
6)Click on the 'Apply' button at the bottom. !fa screen appears asking how you want to apply the color settings, choose to restart the computer. 
I) On your keyboard press CTRL, ALT, DELETl:l all at the same time 
2) In the Close Program window click on an item 
3) Click on the button that says End Task 
4) Repeat steps I, 2, and 3 until there is nothing left in the Close 
Program window except Explorer, Systray (or anything that ends in tray), 
and anything that refers to your video card 
(Compaq users should not do this until they have spoken with Compaq 
tecltnical suppon to find out which ones can be closed) 
Try running the program. 
In order to better answer your inquiry, we would like to request more 
infonnation about your computer system. Please follow the instructions 
below to record this information. 
I. From the Desktop, right-click My Computer. 
2. Select Propenies from the Menu. 
3. Click the Device MWlllger tab. 
4. lfthere are any minus signs on the left side of the window, record 
their listings. 
5. Double-click CD-ROM and record the nwm.• and model number which appears 
beneath this heading. 
6. Double-click the model number, then click on the Driver tab. Record 
the driver date, and then close that window. 
"' 
7. Double-click Display Adaprcr and l'(COfd the name 1111d model number which 
appem beneath this heading. 
8. Double-<:lick the model number, then click on the Driver tab. Record 
the driver date, and then close that window. 
9. Double-click Sound, video, and game controllers and record the names 
and model numbers Iha! appear beneath thi� heading. 
I 0. Double-dick the model number, then click on the Driver tab. Record 
the driver date, and then close that window. 
JI. Please reply with the information above so that we may better diagnose 
the issue you are experiencing. 
If we can be offurther assistance, please contact us. Thank you again for 
being a customer of The Leaming Company. 
Sincerely, 
Jay F. · Education Consumer Technical Support 
The Leaming Company 
I Martha's Way Hiaw�tlw, JA 52233 
Web: h,\\n·//suimort,lcamini;co.com 
E-Mai]: support@learnjn�co,com 
"' 
Appendb: S. 7. 
Technical Support from 'The Leaming Company' (2) 
Dear g.oakley@'cownn.cdu.au: 
Thank you for your inquiry and for choosing The Leaming Company for your 
software needs. 
Issue Description: 
Error: RDLl_32 Caused Invalid Page Faull RDL1_32.exe 
Issue Detail: 
When launching the program the error message "RDLJ_32 Caused 1111 Invalid 
Page Fault in module RDL1_32.exe occurs. 
Issue Solution: 
This is a 32-bit compliant application and requires 32-bit CD-ROM drivers. 
To check for 32-bit CD-ROM drivers, use the following steps. 
The installer progrnm is designed to run on either 16 or 32 bit operating 
systems. It is a separate program and is not dependent on 32-bit drivers. 
I) Right click on My Computer and sel�ct Properties. 
2) Click the tab labe!ed fkvice Manager. 
Look for CD-ROM, it should appear near the top of the list. 
3) If CD-ROM is not listed, 32-bit CD-ROM drivers arc not installed. 
4) If CD-ROM is listed, click th.e tab Iabclcd Performance. There will be a 
listing of system specs. File System sh.ould be 32-bit. !fit refers to 
MS-DOS compatability, it is not utilizing 32-bit drivers. 
5) Contact )'our CD-ROM manufacturer or computer manufacturer for 32-bit 
drivers. 
lfwe can be of further 115Sistance, please contact us. Thank you again for 
being a customerofThe Leaming Company. 
Sincerely, 
Kannen F • •  Education Consumer Tech.nical Support 
"" 
Appendi1 6.1. 
HUMnv'1 Jnrormation Tcd111ology Plan 
Information lechnoloQy Plln 
f'ot•1: To �lop tlrc lllldenWlding or and use of !nForma1ion 1 .. hnology In tire s.:hool we n .. d "' 
J. iu·smkt stafffJryber,, uld••, admiaiimuionl in nH ,rw o[ln1'9rmi\\nn Itthw\,;,n, 
2. Develop lnformaiion Technology as 1 ,iuden! based progmn. 
3. Provide hardwan,.l,oflware rclovan! 10 1ho needs of d,�dnn and staff. 
4, El'llluatl' studenli' abili!)I to access irrforma1ion. 
5. Develop a plan for funh•r school deselopment 
Strat,aln: 1, ln:S<IYkt Staft 
>Oncdoy ln•servke on plan for lnfi>nnat!on Technology, use oriechno)ogy In tire 
das,mom and l)pe1 or sollware a\'l ilable. 
>One hour in•strvi<e <our,e, • TECHNO CAFE • after ,chool, l.30-4,lOpm. Staff choose 
area or inicrc,1 Imm the following msions: 
• Word pro::c,sing (school offim) 
• Olgital canm11 (c<.>-Otdinator) 
• lap!oPJ(C0<0rdinalor) 
• lnlem01 I E-mail (librarian) 
• Scbool ,o!m"are («>Ordinator/mdividual) 
>Alt sruioll5 run d<p('nding oo demond each week. Nearby schools arc offered places to 
SC11d pan!cipani,. 
>One doy ln-serv/cc • each !cacher allocated one day 10 e�plore l<>ftwan: and use of their 
classroom computer. 
>External Profnsional Deve/cpment: IT CommittedSlalf!o be (n serviced as tire n .. d 
ari>OS eg Llb..rian • inrtmct, Techn1clan/J..lbrarlan • web pqe 1utlroring. 
;.ffalfdoy in•servioe end Term 2 to di,cus, !nlbrmruion Tedmology Plln 1111d !\inn 
d!m:tioru. 
2. Oe\'.$!-Oo lofonna1bln Tethnol9iv a.• 1 Sl,Udcru B!$<.l l'J!!m1], 
>Define skills need«! by students Md develop• >ehool twtd Information Technology 
Continuum. 
>Develop a resear.:h marking key to give sruden!s reedbM:k on !heir =earth topics. 
>Allow acce" to hardware. 
)-Staff lo discuss Md doc:ument tlrdr bcliers about teachingr)eamlngarid bes! teadring 
pracfiec "'itlr tire aim or providing memingl\rl learning en'<ironments forSIUden!s 
integming lnfom1adon Technology. 
J. Proridc Hard.,1re!Soll>"JI'£ R,!svu11 tc !he Nwfs oCsh• Childw and SraO: 
l,,fol]ow "Operational Plan" l<> that childtcrr moving through the s.:hool have access lo 
IDM �mpaiible compu!crs. 
>Each dasi lo have acce.ss to one then n.o 486 Mu!!imcdi3 computer, and a printer. 
>Provide acoe .. to the (nlemet in the libnry then to tire upper primory dassroorrur. 
>Libnry to have two computer, with childmi ha'<ing access befo,c school 1111d at 
!W1Ch1irnc as well a, during normal school rime,. 
:.-Pro'<lde 'Am,trad No1ebool<s" ("'md pr<>COlS<l11) For word proceuing to take press� 
off classroom oompllten. We cwrendy have ll llld n .. d to bring it up to I class set or 
approximately 30. Childnn have access lo th"'° o-.might and 1t wtckcmh. 
>A!I compu1en to ha.,.. CD-ROM b�d encyclopw!i1 (AtIStralian Jnfoped(a, World 
Book Enc:yclopaedia). 
>Provide 1<>ftware 10 complement c!a.moom !ellCh!ng learning proJlllllll!. eg Living 
Boob, ffi,1ocy or Aul!nlla, Indonesian Tu!Or. 
>Jn1egrm the use ortlre digit.a! camen, Into 1he 1e.c:hingr)eam1ng program. 
:.-lnvesiiute the use ofk.-;board"mR software. 
4. EYIIH1c SrudCIJII' Abi!itl' lo Accm lofompljpn 
>Libnaiwfeachffl to complete lllfomllllon Teclll!oia1Y MIS to be lnal;rxd 11 
bqlnntna of Term 4. 
>Teachffl to t«p ponfo!lo 11mpln or chlldren'1 mwi:h and �lmology 1ot1Mties. 
>Develop Wdcnt selr-eva!uailon str11ea1H. 
>SuMy childml oo eompu1er .... and imdmrlllding. 
).O,,..elop skill! cht<klist for «llllplllff use. 
S, [)eyt)oo I WIJoJo Sc:hool PIM 
"" 
>Whole school plwlillll SCSI ion, (I daybqinnlnaTcrm I Md 112 day end Tcnnl). 
;.rr Exmitise Comminee to meet to d!saiss and pkn dlrecli0111. Cornmiltee comprise,: 
Principal, IT C<Hlfdinalor, Librarian, Technician, School Offim 111d two Pamit,,, 
)PWl!I developed and taken 10 Ml staff medinp and whm � to lbe pmnt 
body (P&C Mce1inp, l'lmlt Eteni"i'l-
>Plan to b,e integrr,1rd with School S1r1tegic Plan on lnfonnation Technology. 
>Plan to b,e ublislw:d on the lnlmlet. 
Appendix 6.2. 
Superspell - A Day at the Beach. Written Instructions 
WindslAt'fing Gatne 
fte Wihcbllflng Gome b pla\led wff'h Frdhk 
Hooper. fte game c.omrnences wll'h a :iemng:;• 
box on rte rigflt-flcSJd 5ide ot tte screen. fte 
l6er Cdh c.ho05e between twenty lelleb ot 
diffict4fy, edch le\lel contaln5 IX> pair.;. of 
#ords; and tte nlltlber of J)dir5 of words lo 
be pre::iented elTter - 5, ID, � or =x>. ftte user 
ciiclo on tfle OK btitron to r� lfle 
:ientlg:,. dhd c.omrnence tte game. 
fflefe b a beacf, 5Cetle wlTfl rwo bU0¥5 
IIOdl'lhg 111 ttie oced'I. one blo, flC25 a word 
below IT :,pelf correclllf, 1"e ottier blJOV tlm 
dh lhc.orrecl !5J)ellng of lfe word below IT, 
ffle user cllc.lG on 1fle word ttiey con:;lder b 
c.orrecn, spelt, dld Frdhk will wlh�f ar�d 
1fldt ht.ov. 
lf 1111! C.Qm!Cl word IS cho5etl Frdlk d 
wtld5ld back to 5flore dhd lfle c.rowd on tfle � �-
43 1 
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Appendix 6.3. 
N:f>�MUT ·-- Andrew ,:- ll;{d::OJ .,. ' 
_ .. ..,._ ($t)d1
C19 
lliC15�iZ! Zbzl 
·N-loliol: QQfb I� (ru.C.b-J 
'llhrl1 ..... kot: 
'flhj 1 i..ol H hit. 
' 
'11h11 1 IIW loool, 
,, ,L, I . ./ "' I "  
.,,,,,,414n1 a. n ...i,, 
WIIII ,,..w-.. I hM? . , . 
J 
Whal1W1io..1 
" ' 
Appendix 6.4. 
Feedback from Ryan 
RYAN 
_.,..,._, S to r �  "•ok we. o..'f/.. l 'J  . ., J .  t . ., ,..lhtllotcollt co..va.rt l'''  ·�s, L'll'W1 t e 5jo1J'· 
YIIIO!li...thtl:±D1 l # 1 ')1J / YI. �. , "w\ ilr<:t 
'lftti 1 bl:ool ltltoot: 
l t( tt L.1 5  • ; t w o. S  r .. y,. • · 
. I  
What .. l lNm? 
1 J " -,  - 7  lii:1 • -• ! o  use " -vto v e l' l vt 
·• "'iO a -.r a �--
"' 
Appendb 6.5. 
Fet"dbuk from Ryan (2) 
U-ffOtM�UT v-... , RYAN -- I� ·1 .. ... -
-ofufhrMt: !:::n:i 
- . ··- . '" . 
, .: r ,t e �1 
klMIIH L <lid: . ,�A " !n2 u 6t 
·r, ; '':J in,e 'llhll I IIAl Nit. � ' 5 10 
'lll!j L IIM  ttNII: 
l!oa k. 
Iv. , / ; 1," .. . J f - " 
i f \.i/H � •4a J. 
,J 
Whll l i...a INII: -
'llhf I oli<ln't 11:1 H ..I!: -
Whll ,...._ ... 1 ltM? 
{ ; • •  ! 
....... , i...? 
• "" # v' 
� 
• 
- ' 
" 
' 
J 
-
5:/.a<f v 
,' J, '� i: -vi t J  
. ( _/ ,') (I 
, . .  ' - -
vrcq OJ! 
... 
Appeadlx 6.6. 
Plloaica Alive! 2 Scott Sheet: Rosie 
Phonics Alive! 2 
Pl>onlc1 Ali .. 1 2 • Tllo Sound Bl"'d« 
Modulo ! 
The Sound Blentl!l'r 
Result> to Roile n 9117/01 ""otook 15 m,nutu. flnllhin;r1t 3:3.? PM 
TM module WH completed 
59% of , .. Po<IHS corr.cl on firot t,y. 
I ial>3 • Click on lht rett11n that m.oko t� lat,/i .. • sound . 2 ml1lales l lb02 • DrOjlped 'blto' Into the wrona rhymJJlll bucOtl · 1 mist.,., 
Jlb08 - Propped 'rnl11t1' into the ....,,,..,,)'Irina IKl<i<ot • I mi,taie 
Uc01 . Cllclo on the ""''d 11:w the picw,,. clown • I misUko 
11<:03 • CIiek oo lllO ""rd tor tt1t picture , cloud • I m11take 
llc04 • Click on h ,oord tor the piclurt • crown · I mlstlMe 
lle!lll , Cllclo on tt11 won! fo, the pi<1ure , ltrn • 2 mlsllku 
Uc07 · CIiek on the -d !O< the picture · m°"lh · 2 ml,taOos 
i icOII • Click on lht word tor the picturo · church • 2 miot1ke1 
U.01 • Pff110<I tt>ewro,,.-Oey IP"" l.hoWOfd 'liat,r . 2 ml,tak .. 
!leOl · TooO too lon;rto typo the ...,,d 'lf&lil' • l m1,ta01 
11.CU • PrflMd lhe wron;r key QIYO<l lhe word �lifit'. l mislakll 
llt03 • Took 100 lon1 to type the word '•i8hl' • I mlot1k1 
iie04. P, .. sec1 lhewt°"il kO)lai••• lhoword 'lorn'. I miotaile 
ll� , Took loo IO'II to type \ho oord 'lem' , l mirtllo  
Uo05 - Pre,sed !ho wrona koy a,m, lh, word 'migt,t' , 2 mi,ta1cos 
i it06 • PrHsed !hi ""'"'t kl)' Ii .. " 1� -d 'r1ln' - l ml1ta�n 
UoOS , P,•,sed lllo '""'na by .,; .. n !hi word 'shirt' . 3 mlsbikos 
Phonics ,fdln! 2 • Tho So•od BIOt)d• 
Sbi'10<! al 12A01 
Re1ul1> Rosie , on 9117101 wflo tool, J5 minutos. finishlr,sol3°'7 PM 
56% ot respon,.. """'ec\ on fit>! lfy. 
lb04 • Click on 111tlotlerslllt! mah lhl'l,n' soufll! , l ml1taNo 
12b01 - Tooi, too lo"8 ro.. 'Irina' In !ho rll)'mln1 rna,:loln• - l misbiko 
12b02 • Took too IO"f for 1hirlj( Jn !he r/lymi"8 rna,:hi"" • I mi,take 
12b03 -TOOO too /o"8 for '•Irons' in lhl m,min11 moct,in,, - I mistake 
l2b0ol • Took too Iona for 'born' In tho rll)'minrrna,:t,tno • I mist.oko 
12bOEI • O,opptd ·.,.o.,.- into !ho •onr rll)'min1 b11t;1<et • I mi,tat 
12c01 • Click on !ho ""'d for the plc!uro • lord, , 2 mi1tai<o1 
]2<:02 • Cll<k on the -,i !or the picture .... • 4 miollkos 
12<06 . Click on !ho word lor tilt picture , ,,rap . 7 mislal«o 
12dl8 . Click"" the -d !or tM p,cturo , straw. I mlstai<a 
--···Tio--__ , 
"' 
'" 
Appendii: 6. 7. 
Feedback from Rosie 
Rosie 
-of""-': Pi.-.o.-..ics Al:ve Q. 
.-..n..11ot1"414; 1 etrel IQ 
\1111111 ,isw """ M f CC¥J 
'flhj l lolr..t H  .... : 
\I: 
Appendlr 6.8. 
Feedback from A11it1 
Anita 
kM,t11M 1 dlol: --''-iP""JiW(��u�,,-Jt4"'SSJld.li.o•,p9-- - --­
'llhat I w..4 ""''--<6>cciaill<"1 ,:to11"'41'----------­
Vd.r l llJM " Nit, 
:• ' 
•ll.s Qt" I' ' 
,:7 
� • 
• 
a l' , · .1 ·  
"' 
... 
Appendll 7.1. 
Appendix 8. 1 
The Bungarra 
Tfie 1B·uJ1ga1;-ra 
on the Interne t 
Go w http://wwvv.elton . i i net .net . au/page50 html 
C l ick on 'The Bungarra ' .  
1 .  For  each stage, wr,te one descriptive sentence . 
School 
1mplementatioa 
A&l�''' ..... - -
439 
Stage 1 .fk . . .  rJvJJr:e:r . . . w� . . . kJ.-4 . . . .  9:10. . . . .  k0.1{:t.� . . . . . . 1 f • � .. }� . ' 1rlt!JL i ri I I \. sf� /lf /) J !} �I.Al.CUJatr..J.11 (1· • ..I. J �: rch iq,dkiiiri:A '';J:,j,�"rr:;.Ji.. ·+· ·c�I ' ' " • · t · · . . . . . . 1/.{ . . .  �,:t .. l/4:· . 1,, 1\ Ji 1. vr.r_ 
Stage 2 .11..ui . .  u�"t... . S-rO-t;'t,�?'L . . .  �.� - - .& . . . .  �1.t1? . . . .  ¥W/ . .  :L . . . fv-yu: 
. .  J 1 1.� K \.�'-. . C�'.UA . .  -0-. '.E .i.-11 .. . ift-r.. . .  <1.L .i.':.. . �f»�. ) t.. ii.:11$�1'J . . .  :·: . . . .  
1
.i: d tl 'IY'(' M , .  
\>v,,,_ &8'r(Q 11 / Stage 3 . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . v' 
.1\€-r�\,.,. ('?'- ,�...... . ; � re . . . ,f. f r.f . i . . f�r. 51-,·,1-c.. Al.r'.'.J . . .  f !�; r.--:-. . .  ( · , // 
Stage 4 
�
· �. ,,_,.,_ /'\ /k /a�!i �ify,ifuri µ� �f"i e �11""' 
1 _ .  
. :r ;-( ��r.J. 1 11.�n�- . . . �TTSJ)...U� . .  1,1.)J.0 . . . t . . .  r.a.r.r.1?. . · - 1 1-\.i 
0(N'i:'\l!/ll Li,! �, ./ , J � 1...."', JY�\.C !.>, e, -*'· J / .- ,· ""i ,, r,;.-r 
2. F i l l  i n  the gaps.  u ([ · // 
The bungarra has a . . . . . . .  )irf� . . .  tongue ./ 
I 
The sticks were tied up with . . . .  ;. �r0: . . . . . . . . . . . .  / 
The fin ished bungarra was put on a . . . . .  DCI.- . . . . .  _. . . .  � . . . .  (/ C / Some colou rs on the fi n ished bungarra a re . . . .  11PU/f . . . . .  
. a1r1,,J . .  � .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L . . . . . . . .  . 
•• 
Appendix 8.2. 
Ond Reading Record 
�raf reading record 
llUe 7lle Btit ?ilaR wi B'aa11<1,"" -
Date l/51:1001 · l1nillals ' 
Comment 
t.aa.t ="' ... tt��" 
fcri<4 .... i.-. •. 
sJUu, =· df<>"'.:J ..... <I<(. ="- � 
I e.,,.. ;,.,, .. I:!""" .:v• il-;J.,:.J n, � '1r('�ISS/_,, - /(U('t <y,, 
th 9a�,:,I. Woo-ft. 
Titte 
Da1e I lnllJals 
COmmeoz 
' '  
Apptndb: 8.2.a 
� Audiotape -£;;::.,... 
Vii' Reflection � 
J C&ll lmprove -., nadiD
l'h7i ,f'.f2r.1 .. c!Jt!_,Cf •})((}'(
(!, ' 
c&i{_� •7 -...rldaJ OD. _, n..-.iDa7 
G .......,,.,.._..,.� 
·� -•ldDIJ DQ.., word .U.C,Jt1 
LY" wmklns - ....,., phnffllC? 
Li -.,tblq else?-----------
"'"'m TAMARA n.te:2Ul..t,01' __ 
"' 
Appendli 8.J. 
Retrll: Bridget 
O,nl R<l,I) - Ja,;I. ond !ho Jlt4notalk 14060! 
(So.» •h<'d n<1or mu! tho ,,o,y bofon, ohhoLlih ,he'd h<ard JI"'" ofh before). 
(Cuon«r: 171 Tapo!OB) 
Unm, Jocl ond umm hi• mulhor .. .,., er ..• ""'° poo, a,d they had thi, cow Olld omm 
lhc,i th<y \\Onl !O th, form ond 1hon Jack \\cnl !o a form<t 11/ld go1 1<Jm< rn,gio bean, and 
then umm .,,d 1h,n ""'' book ow.I lho mum d)dn'I ,...,  boam ond ,ho ..-.,,1,d monoy and 
umm ,ho lho\\<d 1' out lo the b,ok and umm !hen ,ho umm .. 4nd lhon umm ,he "ndttl 
Jod to !ho room ond then tl,e no,, day he \\ol:o up .,,d wnm lh< boan.,allr had gm\\11 llll<l 
on,m ho olimt>eo up th•ro and umm ho 53.id ... ho ..,jJ , , he ,.w a gW!t thi�, like 
!lo"'"' .,,d >1u1T.,,d olso ll,o Diy «••lie •»I •hen wnm ond lh<n on,m ho kn0<k<d on lhe 
ca..tle door and h• ul:<d for>0m, b,wf.,t and 1h,o umm 1h, brookf.,t .. ho didn't ge, • 
broakf.,1 and umm he had 10 hid< .,.J on,m ... "-h:il did he ,,y fir,t? Engli,hmon. And 
tunm IIOO 1Mn ... ond ,hon ho ,ow the coin, ond th•o ho umm pulled ;, oul and""' b.>ck 
down !ho bnn,13Jk ond 1hon «o,;body \\'IS <heeiin11 for him ,nd 1hon ho l'<nt up 1hen: 
!he"'"' d'1)I ond h, wnm wont<d "'""' bmkf.,I ,oho knocked on !he door ond lhen ho 
tunm ho knocked on ll,odo.,, then he llllll!I ul:<d for"""' brenkfo,;t ogoin ond 1h<n he 
"•nl ... ho \\<nl ... wnm he on,m ... he ... ond th,n ... and the he W<nr bade up ag,,in 
ond 1hon h<kn0<W on the dooragnin then umm umm ond the \\oman said ,o hide lllld 
he hid ond umm ow.I then wnm he"'"' !O ,loop aod !ho umm .,,d ho look the ohir:ken 
111\d ran O\\OJ 111\d "°"' b.sc1 do\\11 ond then the 1"'1 ,imc lh'}' "�"' ... he "'<n! up, llllll!I 
hoy ... umm lie got th• h.><p ond ?) mod< • his ,ound .,,d !h,n tho ar.d 1h<n the ""'m the 
�ian1""' •fi<I him. And umm Ind lhon lie ""I hi, .. when he"'"' to •h< 001,om, 1ho boy 
Wen, ,o th< b,mom, ho yol his oxo ond he Cul omm !he b«mstolk umn,do\\11 l Ihde bit 
and umm the slant..., up r.,,1ly Ol1d then umm ond Ihm then"' rlO)' lhcy had• 
cclolmllion llrld umm 1he proplo 11>,>o some coins ID htm. Th&!'• all. 
